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*a a result of Islamic and Western influence, Digo
matri l ineal social organisation has been greatly modified,
ao that matrillneal patterna co-exist with Important patri
lineal and bilateral patterns*

This dissertation is

concerned with the ways in which these various, mutually
contradictory, patterns

combine to form a stable, multi-

lineal, social organisation*

’
The Introduction presents tine background data necessary
•A

to understand this organisation*

It shows how the Digo were

Influenced by Islam and the West, and it outlines how Digo
unilineal organisation was replaced by a multilineal system
la which each Digo must develop a complex of mutual security
and reciprocal aid associations*
The first five chapters are concerned with an exposition
of the various categories of kin from which such associations
ere made, and analyse the forces which support each relation
ship*

These chapters show how the nuclear family expands to

form ever larger multilineal kin groups, and illustrates how
each group is established and maintained by complex of shared
rights and duties*

Chapter six deals with the former division of Digo so
ciety into generation sets# and shows what effect this former
division has had upon the currant Digo social organization*
Chapter seven discusses the organization of adult men
into a political and legal body known as the JlgBSkl*

and it

shows how this body* in conjunction with the utsi* or com
munity* functions to regulate some aspects of Digo behaviour*
It also shows how relationships of kinship* affinity* and
friendship are manifested in legal disputes.
Chapter eight presents a detailed survey of Digo patterns
of marriage and divorce and a discussion of affinal relation
ship*

It indicates how patterns of marriage and divorce are

primarily a function of the Digo desire to establish and main
tain rewarding mutual security associations*
The final chapter shows how relationships of kinship*
affinity and friendship are manifested in magico-medical curing
ceremonies* and it suggests that such ceremonies are Important
to the Digo because they reaffirm* dramatize* and test such
relationships*

w s s m s i w

The Digo* who call themselves Adlgo. era one of the
ethnically and linguistically related tribes of the Nyika
or Midzichenda group of tribes of the North East Coastal Bantu*
Other tribes of this group are the Duruma* Oiriaina* Jibana,
Kauma* Chonyl and Kambe*

The total population of the Digo

is about 90*000 according to census figures of the Kenya
and Tanganyika governments#

About 55#COO Digo live in the

Coast Province of Kenya, last Africa in the 2*000 square
mile administrative area known as the Digo District#

The

balance* about 35*000 live to the south* in Tanga District*
Tanganyika*

This thesis is concerned only with the Digo of

Kenya* and primarily with the Digo who live at Lungalunga
location in the Dmba River Valley*

The TJaba River la in

the extreme south-east of Kenya and the Kcnya-Tanganyika
boundary lies only a short distance to the South.

The

Digo of the Uraba live approximately in the geographical centre
of the Digo area.
Broadly opeaking* tho Digo live along the Kenya and
Tanganyika coast in a belt of relatively well-watered land*
varying in width from about 10 to 25 miles* and extending
south from Mombasa in the Konya Protectorate to Tanga in
Tanganyika*

The majority of the Durum a live directly west

of this Digo strip in the more arid hinterland* which merges
on its western flank with uninhabited* often waterless* bush
country*

The other Nyika tribes live north of the Digo and

north of most of the Duruma in kilifi District* Kenya*
Many digo of Kenya* perhaps 1C$* live in what is
usually regarded aa Duruma land# and many Duruma live in
Digo areas*
Duruma wives#

Digo and Duruma intermarry# mostly with Digo taking
A number of people classed both by themselves

and by government as Luruma and living in Duruma country aeem
to be descendants of Digo who preferred the Duruma pattern
of combining extensive pastoralism with limited agriculture
to the Digo reliance on agriculture# and who eschewed
isiamicized Digo culture for Duruma paganism*

In a similar

manner# some Digo apparently have their origins in the Duruma
tribe and in other Nyika tribes such as the Rsbai* find the
Jibana*

i'or instance* one Digo lineage la knov/n an the

people of kabai# that is# Ararat*

Another lineage is known

as tiie people of Jioaaa# namely# Adsijyma*
In addition to Duruma and Digo# several thousand
other Nyika tribesman# primarily Giriama* and sons 3*200
Kamba also permanently reside in Digo District# though for
the most part in the Duruma areas* where they her! cattle
shoats*

Soiue large European - Indian 3Ugar and ooconut

plantations* a coral block industry# and several other

smaller businesses attract migrant African labour from all
over East Africa, including Luo and Nyamwesl*

The great

majority of such labour does not stay long in the District*
A few such migrants, particularly Nyamwezl, hare remained
in the District, however, and these, together with the alien
Nyika and the Kamba, have become to varying degrees assimilated
to Digo and Duruma culture, while at the same time effecting
certain changes in these cultures*

In the hinterland of the

District there live a few hundred Waryangulu, NyiKa-ized,
descendants of the wondering hunters who preceded the Nyika
to the Coast*

They are now so assimilated to Duruma culture

that it is difficult to distinguish them from Duruma*
All of the Nyika tribes have been affected by the
Islam of the East African Coast*

The Digo are heavily

islamlclzed, and most Digo claim to be good Muslims*

The

Durans are still predominantly traditionalists, although
Islam is beginning to make rapid progress among them*

This

writer did not study the other Nyika, but apparently the
Jibana are also greatly islamlelzed while the rest are torn
between traditionalism, Islam, and Western! am«»0brl8tlanlty*
Before their Islamlclsatlon, the Digo were pagans
who apparently had the concept of a high god ealled Mungu*
but their early beliefs are impossible to ascertain with
accuracy*

It does not appear that the old ktfffgii was

Important*

The Digo call the Ialamio Allah,

d un»cu.

and

this new Mungu is also not very vital in their lives*

The

moat important supernatural forces remain what they were in
purely pagan days, namely evil spirits and spirit-like
forces*

The difference is that the Islam of the Coast

haa added new spirits and new methods of dealing with spirits*
Digo and pseudo-lslamic spirits live in trees or caves or
swamps or other special places*

Some just wander over the

land, often seizing and dwelling in the todies and minds of
Digo*

Generally it can be said that all these spirits are

evil, or at least potentially evil*

They help the Digo

only in so far as the Digo learn how to bribe and manipulate
them into injuring enemies or into helping them ixi divination
or in anti-spirit and ani*i-witchcraXt ritual*
The Li go are essentially agriculturalists, although a
number of inalvictuals graze some stock, mostly goats ana sheep*
They are prevented from herding cattle over most of their
domain because of the prevalence of animal sleeping sickness,
but quite a few Digo are the absentee owners of cattle and
other livestock, which they give to the Duruma to herd for
them in the more tsetse-free Duruma land*

Chickens ax*e

common, and most adults of both sexes own from one to twenty
of these animals*

The primary produce of the Digo consists of

cassava, maize, coconuts, copra, palm wine, bananas, and

cashew nute*

Some other fairly important crops are rice#

both dry and wet# beans of various types, sweet potatoes,
sorghum, mangoes, papayas, citrus fruit, some cotton,
chili peppers and sesame*

The main source of Digo wealth

Is their coconut trees, with cashew nut trees running second*
Such trees are the most important heritable property*
By Western standards, and even by the standards of
many other East African tribes, the Digo arc neither energetic
nor progressive agriculturalists*

Though they have adopted

some new crops, they refuse to modify their method of agri
culture.

Tc the dismay of European administrators, the Digo

continue to clear land by slash and burn techniques, practise
shifting cultivation, take &o fcteps to prevent soil erosion,
use the short-handled hos, plant maize in crowded clusters,
seldom trouble toveed their fields properly, end do not destroy
the dead and diseased coconut trees which threaten their
orchards*

In spite of this, however, ~03t Dijo uoouiS to

have enough food and wealth to maintain a reasonably com
fortable existence somewhat above the level of mere subsistence*
The environment is hind to them and to so*.*e extent compensates
for whatevery they lack in skill or energy.

While drought

and insect plague3 remain a threat, rainfall is usually ade
quate, falling in two rainy seasons each year, and insect
rampages ore curbed by modern techniques*

Digo are improvident and often dissipate the fruits of
even a good cereal or vegetable harvest so rapidly that during
the period between harvest some experience want*

However,

this seldom reaches serious proportions, partly beeause
there are two complete growing seasons each year for annual
crops, and partly because Digo can purchase food from Indian
shop keepers and other Africans either on credit or with
money obtained from the sale of cash crops or from other
economic endeavour*
Digo who live along the Indian Ocean in villages like
Tiwi, Diem, Msaabwenl, and Vanga often devote more of their
time to fishing than to agriculture and live more on the
proceeds of their fishing than anything else*

Some Digo of

the Umba Valley also fish in the Umba River but more just to
embellish personal diet than as a major economic pursuit*
Some Digo, primarily those living near Mombasa or along
the Coast, work either full time or part time for Europeans,
Indians, Arabs or other Africans, including Digo*

Relatively

few have such employment, partly because they do not like to
work for others, especially if it Involves supervised physical
labour according to a fixed schedule, and partly because they
are not usually desired as employees by anyone, even fellow
Digo*

Digo are generally regarded as being lazy, troublesome,

opposed to authority, dishonest, and unreliable*

The Digo

seem almost proud of this reputation and at least do not
attempt to refuse it*

Indeed, they take pleasure in re-

posting the Swehili-Dlgo proverb "MlSSL Ol folftg* hflohukullkl."
that is, "A Digo is a burden, he cannot be carried*"

Digo

will usually hire Duruma, especially for hard labour, before
they will hire a Digo*

Though they will work for fellow

tribesmen, Digo will not customarily work for other Africans*
They consider themselves to be superior to other Africans, es
pecially to the Duruma, whom they regard as the slaves of
the Digo*
Many Digo engage in marketing and trading either as
a major or supplementary occupation*

Such an occupation is

highly regarded because it permits much individualism, is
often enjoyable, and gives prestige - fit work for a man of
superior religion and civilisation*

Digo like to say that

Muhammad was a trader*
Digo are olever businessmen and avid market-goers*
They have long had a complicated and well-established market
and trade system*

In the past it is said that markets were

primarily held on eaeh fourth day inteeping with the Digo Njrika four day week*

Because of the influence of the West

and Islam, the seven day week is now dominant and used to
the exclusion of the Digo week.

Weekly markets have been

established in many places, some on Sunday or Saturday as a

result of Western culture, some on Tuesday or Wednesday
as a result of Islam*

The Duruma still retain markets

on eaeh fourth day*
It is interesting to note that a rationalisation
for going to market - or merely for not working - is always
available to the Digo*

They say that on each fourth day

old Digo evil spirits patrol the land and if they see anyone
working in the field they "seise" the worker and afflict
him or her with serious illness or other troubles*

Thus,

people should not work on this day, but should go to the
market*

Similarly, it la felt that lalsmie spirits or llni

attack people who work in the fields on Tuesday or Fridays*
In theory, a Digo Muslim should ignore pagan spirits and only
rest on the Islamic days*

But islamieization is not complete

by any means and if he wishes to a Digo can also avoid farming
on each fourth day*

Furthermore, if he desires to fans on

either or both Fagan and lalsmie rest days he can rationalise
this behaviour by declaring on one hand that he is a Muslim
and unconcerned with the fourth day prohibition and pagan
spirits, or that he is basically a Digo and not an Arab and
therefore Tuesdays and Fridays mean nothing to him*
In other words, the average Digo can do pretty much
as he wishes in this regard and find an excuse for it*

This

flexibility, e result of culture change, is typical of all
aspects of Digo culture, and it is dramatically illustrated
in Digo social organization*
In order to understand this flexibility, in order to
appreciate the extent to which a Digo is able to manoeuvre
in his culture, it is necessary first to know something of
the background of Digo culture change*

Unfortunately, neither

the writings of early explorers and researchers like Krapf,
Guillain, Baumann or New1 , nor the traditions remembered by
the Digo of today are sufficient to clarify the Nyika past*
Accurate historical reoonstraction is Impossible*

However,

it is possible and desirable to develop some general impressions
from available data*
It appears that the Nyika tribes, with the possible
exception of the Duruma, who may partly stem from African
mercenaries brought to Mombasa by the Portugese from
Portugese East Africa, once lived north of the Galana River
in a place which they termed Shungwaya*

In about the 16th

century, these Nyika migrated southward because of wars with
the Galls*

When they finally settled in their present domain,

they undoubtedly came into contact with the Arabs, who had

1* J*L* Krapf; Relsen In Oat Afrlka; 2 vols. Stuttgart, 1858*
tU Gulllaln; Documents Sur L ’histolre, La Geographic Et Le
Commerce De I/Afrique Oriental©; 3 Vols.Paria 185^7
0* Baumann; Usambara Und Seine Nachbargeblete; Berlin, 1691*
C* New;
Life, Wanderings and Labours in Eastern Africa,
London, 1873*

proceeded them on the Coast*

Probably they also met

the Portugese at Mombasa, and perhaps some Nyika women
did become wives of African soldiers from other Portugese
possessions*

It is impossible to know about these early

contacts*
By the mid-nineteenth century, however, when Krapf
and others were on hand, it seems as if Digo and Arab were
often closely and relatively amicably associated, and
probably some Arabs were allied militarily with the Digo*
The Arabs of Krapf1s time were both descendants of the
merchant adventurers from South Arabia who proceeded the
Digo arrival, and also descendants of those who had come
over during and after the Digo migration*

Many were

traders who dealt in slaves and Ivory and other wares*
Some engaged in plantation agriculture with slave labour,
while perhaps a few were fishermen*

Over the years these

Arabs had inter-married with Africans and had become
culturally and racially africanized to varying degrees*
turn, many Africans had become arabicized*

In

These joint

processes of africanlzation and arablclzatlon have continued
to the present day, so that some small African tribes, such
as the 3egeju, as well as descendants of African slaves of
the Arabs have lost their tribal individuality or identity

and are ouatomarlly regarded as Swahili*

It is else

possible that Persians from Shiraz settled in Bast Africa
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At least# this la what people of

the Coast who call themselves Shirasl claim*

Digo refute

this# however# and say that Shirasl are no more than des
cendants of African slaves of the Arabs*
At any rate# as a result of this process of
acculturation involving South Arabian and various African
and other cultures there has gradually developed what is
known as Swahili culture*

I will not go into more detail

about the Swahili or what peoplea in Africa should be considered Swahili*

Suffice to say that the lalamlc culture

to which the Digo have been exposed over the centuries has
been what night be termed "Swahili Islam"*
origins in the

It has its

Islam of South Arabia where the Shaafl

school of law held sway# but it has been greatly modified
over the centuries by changing conditions and culture contact*
It appears that the Digo respected the advanced culture
of the Arabs and feared their reputed powers as sorcerers*
The Digo of the Umba Valley# for example# were under the
influence of the Wavunba - Africanized Arabs of the fortified
town of Vumba Kuu near the present Vang a*

According to the

Digo# these Vumba apparently helped the Umba Digo to Improve
their agriculture*
wet rice*

For one thing# they helped them to plant

Also certain Vumba elders provided a "court"

of last resort for the Umba Digo and helped Digo settle
legal problems which apparently involved both Islamic and
non-Islamic law*

A number of Vumba were known as wizards

and diviners - experts primarily in pseudo-Islamic magic*
They were reputed to use such magic to aid the Digo in various
ways including divining# destroying enemies like the dalle
and Masai# ridding themselves of witches# making rain and
causing crops to grow mil# preventing or eliminating plagues
and curing illness*
In addition to magic# it seems that Vumba as well as other
Arabs gave Digo gifts such as firearms and other weapons#
slaves and garments*

Gift giving as well as other Important

rights# duties and privileges between Digo and Vumba became
institutionalized in the relationship known as Utanl«
To their mutual profit# Digo and Arabs traded with
each other*

Digo obtained various manufactured items such

as weapons and garments from the Arabs# and also foodstuffs*
In turn# Arabs also obtained some foodstffs from the Digo
and used the Digo as middle men in the ivory and slave trade*
It is difficult to tell how often Digo themselves
were taken as slaves by the Arabs or how often Digo fought
Arabs*

From what Digo can remember# it seems certain that

at times Digo and Arabs did clash*

Arabs themselves fought

with one another and Digo sometimes were oaught in the
middle# or in helping one Arab ally they had to fight
his Arab enemies*

Some Digo were taken into slavery aa

a result of this*

Similarly# other Africans or fellow

Digo warred with Digo and stole slavea to sell to the Arabs*
Also some Digo got into debt to Arabe and to redeem this
debt they were compelled either to become the slave of their
creditor or to give a sister1s child or children as a sub
stitute*

Similarly# if they needed money for any reason#

Digo were not adverse to pawning their sister's children
to Arabs*

Arabs probably treated most of their slaves

fairly well# and such slavery facilitated rather than
Impeded acculturation*

Evidence thus indicates that rela

tions between Arabs and Digo were more harmonious than not
and of such a nature as to encourage Important culture con
tact and culture change*

Arabs profited more by winning

Digo over to their side# keeping them as business partners
and military allied than by antagonizing them*
The enemies of the Digo were primarily other Digo
and Nyika# the Oalla and the Masai*

Not only did Digo

live in dread of Masai raids# they also feared their fellows*
Intra-trihal war was a salient feature of Digo life*
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group of Digo often aided another to settle quarrels and
obtain booty*
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As a result of frequent wer# the Digo# like other
Nyika# lived in small fortified villages or kava. usually
in the midst of deep almost inaccessible forest*

They

ventured forth from these kava to farm small plots surrounding
the kava and also to go to markets and engage in other trade*
When danger threatened# they withdrew into the kaya*

One

kava usually allied Itself with neighbouring kava to form a
fcqpra cluster*
All available evidence shows that at one time Digo
were metrillncal In structure and apparently localized the
kin group by either avunculocal or matrllooal residence*
During this period# one large subdivided kava or kaya cluster
constituted an endogenous lineage groups*

Within the kava

or kava cluster were two or more linked exogenous matri
lineages tracing descent to a common putative ancestress*
All Important righto and duties were a function of the
matrlllneage# including inheritance and succession# payment
of debt and blood money# called korq* land allocation# and
protection*

Each matrlllneage had its own lineage

"medicine" houses and its ritual specialists# whose job
it was to ensure the fertility and welfare of the matrilineage# its land and its property*

In spite of the importance

of the matrlllneage# there probably always was a reasonably
strong tie between father and son*

At s o m point# probably because of a combination
of economic and other reasons# including contact with
Islamic and neighbouring African cultures# a shift to
patrilineality and patrllocallty began to occur*

Bit by

bit the side of father# called M i T H M U by Digo# began to
assume more rights and duties in regard to ego at the
expense of the side of mother's brother and mother# called
Mabalual.
The shift has never been completed to the extent of
making Digo fully patrilineal and patrlloeal# and they now
stand somewhere in the middle*

For instance# about as many

Digo lire aatrilocally and avuneuloeally as they live
patriloeally*

Until about 1948# inheritance remained

basically matrllineal in most Digo areas# but since 1948 it
has become equally divided between matri- and patri- heirs*
At first# this shift was probably not noticeable
since it was so gradual and since the matrikin of ego resided
very near to the matrlkln of father and were allies rather
than enemies of father's matrikin*
Conflict between aftaMBl and

*lao

minimized by a system of slave marriages which made the
matrllinesge of father and the matrillneage of mother one
and the same*

Cross cousin marriage also helped reduce

conflict to a degree*

Conflict did exist# however# and this gave Digo the
chance to engage in the game of playing the kulmneni against
the kuchetuni* in order to derive the most from each*
Conflict Increased as the rule of lineage group
endogamy# whioh once appears to have been relatively un
broken# weakened and some Digo married outside of their
kava cluster and into a potentially hostile phratry*
Judging from current patterns# marriage outside the
lineage group probably did not occur often# but even a few
such marriages could and did cause strife*

Indeed# they

often laid the basis for disputes which continue to the
present day since they gave members of alien lineages rights
to land# including the opportunity to plant coconut trees
on this land which could be Inherited by their mo trilineal
kin*
Because of such marriages in the days of inter-tribal
war# it sometimes happened that the lineage of a Digo fought
the lineage of his wife*

In such event# husband and wife#

their children and their own close matrlkln were placed in
an ambivalent position*

In patrilocal residence# wife was

in enemy territory# and in matrllocal residence the opposite
was the case*

In any event# children# especially sons of

fighting age# stood in the middle since they were torn be
tween devotion to mother and her matrlkln and father end his

matrlkln*

They had conflicting rights end duties in each

group though they were most closely affiliated to mother's
group# hut perhaps often felt a stronger tie to father than
to mother's brother*
Digo say that acceptable behaviour for sons of
fighting age caught in such an ambivalent position was to
remain neutral*

Acceptable behaviour for father and mother's

brother in such a situation was also to remain neutral if they
felt that they could not fight against their affines*

Digo

admit that father and ^other's brother seldom did stay neutral#
but claim that sons often did*

At the same time# however#

they show the conflict in their own thinking about this
subject by pointing out that if sons saw that father's
lineage was on the verge of completely destroying the
lineage of mother then sons would enter the fight on the
side of mother's brother*

They did this because they did

not want to lose their matrllineage and become no better than
slaves of father's matrllineage*

The essence of freedom was

to have a mother's brother to balance against father*
In some fierce inter-lineage wars the members of one
lineage# fearful of treachery# would kill all members of
the enemy lineage in their midst*

Digo tell the tale of

Mbege Mwaluteso, whose lineage# Asemanl# was fighting the
lineage of his wife and son# Chinachlmwaga*

The life of his

son was threatened and so Kbega aided him to escape to the
Chinachimwaga*

He did this partly because he loved hi a aon

and partly because he feared the vengeance of the Chinachimwaga and the other lineages in their lineage group# called
Kundutsl# if he allowed this to happen*

He alao did not

enter the fifht against the Chlnachimwaga and prevailed upon
his closest kin also to remain neutral*

Partly through his

example and good offices # the warring groups settled their
quarrel and peace returned*
The termination of tribal war by European rule removed
one situation where rights and dutiea in father’s group clashed
with those on mother’s*

However# European rule also brought

other changes which# in turn# caused more conflict than it
eliminated*
As long as the matrllineage had the duty to pay kore
it could claim the right to inherit*

As long as a man could

pawn his sister’s children or other close matrikin into
slavery to compensate for his purposeful or accidental killing
of a Digo of another lineage# or to redeem a debt or obtain
money in need# then it was only Just that these roatrikin
would inherit from him*

Whan pawning of a fellow human was

prohibited# and when a man was individually responsible and
punished for homicide# then aatrilineal inheritance lost an
important basis for its ekistance*

Digo could# and did#

%

argue that they lived with their fathers# and often helped
father in at least as many ways as matrlkln did*

A usual

argument# and one which is still often heard# is that it
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is the duty of young men and their mothers to help Father
in the planting of the oooonuts which his matrlkln will
inherit*

Digo also maintain that during both the First and

Second World Wars the British demanded that Digo send their
sons for duty aa porters or as soldiers if they could not
themselves serve*

Records show that only a few Digo did

serve during time of war# but for the Digo even the fact
that a mere handful of Digo had tho duty of serving in the
place of father that then in the place of mother’s brother
was enough to trouble them*
kore*

It was like a patrilineal version

If nothing else# it gave Digo yet another basis

for claiming father's property*

If all Digo at once decided

to ohlft to patrilineal inheritance# perhaps no conflict
would have arisen*

But individual Digo wanted to profit

both from matrilineal and patrilineal inheritance and obtain
not only the property of father under the new principles but
also the property of mother's brother under the traditional
system*
As has been indicated* slavery offered a means for
resolving conflicts in affiliation since children by a slave

wife had no mother's brother standing In opposition to
father.

The prohibition of slavery definitely limited thia

means although the effects of slavery in the past persisted
and marriage to the descendant of a lineage slave serves
a similar purpose#
Since European rule brought the confusion of World far
1 and the security of Pax Britanniea to the land# it stim
ulated movement9 broke down the kaya system# increased the
.I
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likelihood of Digo marrying outside of the force r kava area
and into alien lineages# and impelled some Digo to change
their place of residence completely*

As a result of these

and other factors of change# the kaya cluster gave way to the
neighbourhood# vlllege# and location;

and the endogenous

lineage group developed into the semi-cndogamouB multilineal
kin-conmiuni ty •
The metamorphosis of Lungalunga can be taken as a
good example of thi3.

During the century or so before the

World War I in the Umba Valley tliere were the kaya of Qonja#
Sega# Madzoreni # and Makwonycni# and come small offshoots of
these kaya*

These linked to form the kaya cluster in which

resided the Kundutsi lineage group consisting of the Chinarama#
Chinadzore# Chinachimwaga# Ghinakonde and Chinamjinga lineages#
A small number of people who were not Kundutsi had also become
established in the Qonja cluster before 191h# notably a few

members of fire alien lineages named Chinalago# Chinamtewe#
Chinamtwari # Chinamwamatu and Aaem&ni*

These had married

into the Kundutei lineages#
About 11 miles east# also along the Umba# and centering
roughly about a plaee called Bzirive# were a number of kaya
of the Yombo lineage group which dominated the area# plus one
or more kaya of the Adzirix© lineage# plus one or more kaya
of the Chinanohandze lineage#

A little further east# at

Jego# was the naya area of the Adabara lineage group#
The Chln&nchandze# a small group# were closely allied
to the Yombo and effected blood brotherhood with them#

Inter

marriage between the various Yombo lineages and the Chinanchandze was apparently common and the Chinanchandze were and
are almoBt like a lineage in the lineage group of Yombo except
that they do not claim to stem from a common ancestress# The
Bzirix© were also allied militarily with the Yombo and inter
marriage occurred#

The Dabara apparently remained somewhat

aloof from# and at one timg fought against Yombo#

Limited

intermarriage took place# end a few Yombo have land rights
in the general B&baru area#
The Kundutsi in the Gonja cluster apparently did not
often clash with the Yombo to their east#
infrequently#

They intermarried

The Kundutsi were primarily interested in

fighting off their customary Bigo enemies# the Asei&ani and

Chinachinyavu to the south# in what is now Tanganyika*

The

Yombo were preoccupied with their struggle against the
Chinangalla and Chinaaangaro of llount Jombo in Kenya*
During World War I# the Digo of the Uaba were
oaught between two fires#

Some# especially a number of the

Chinamjinga of Gonja# were taken to Tanganyika by the Germans
and their askaris*

Moat of the Kundutai and many Yombo fled

north and were brought into a giant refugee camp at Galu
near Gael# about 20 miles south of Mombasa*

Hundreds of

other Digo from oil over Kenya came to tills camp# where they
experienced plague and hunger#

When the Germans were defeated#

most of the Digo returned to their former homes but many old
ties had been destroyed and many new ones created as a result

X

of the war#^ There iS U° dou^
been reduced*

^ko Digo population had

Many Kundutai never returned to Gonja# and

others came back bringing wives# affines# and friends from
alien lineages*

Moat of the Chinamjinga who had been taken

to Tanganyika were lost# but a few returned after a long
absence# bringing with them wives from the Agongo and China*
mangaro lineages*

During the years of peace and prosperity

following World War I# change followed upon change*

The

population of the Gonja area increased markedly but continued
to diversify*

Today those considering themselves primarily

Kundutai are still in the majority*

Because of a long series of government edicts# the
whole of the Uaba Valley area# with the esoeptlon of the Arab*
Vuffiba stronghold of Vanga# at the mouth of the Umba# is now
unified into the Location of Lungalunga# Lungalunga has its
administrative centre and chief* s office in what used to be
JtiXM 3ega and is now the sub*location of Sega*

Kayaa Madzorenl

and Makwonyeni have become sub*locations as well# and a sub*
location called Mwaiewa was formed from section of Gonja*
KfaLva Gonju itself has been deserted since World War I# and
it is now a national forest*

Some of its former Chinerama

inhabitants went to Tanganyika ana their descendants fora an
important part of the border*

Most of the Gonja Chinarama

however remained in Lungalunga*
Hie main Yombo# Ghinanchandze # and Dzirix© areas are
now combined into uhe sub-location of Dzlrlxe*

The Dab are

area of Jego has become the sub-location of Jego* Dziri^e
and Jego tend to unite to form a separate entity end regard
themselves closer to each other than to those living in the
Sega - Makwonyeni * Uadzoreni area# who# in turn# also unite
to form a separate entity vis*&-vis Jego - Dziriyre.

This

is reflected in the fact that the Jego - Dzirive area has
its own government-appointed headman*
at Jego;

at present stationed

while the Sega * llakwonyeni - Madzoreni cluster has#

*<'T

in addition to the chief of the location# a headman Just
for this cluster#

Though Lungalunga, a name derived from

a now-defunct fourth-day market in the Umba Valley# is
officially the name of the entire Location# it id customarily
used by Digo- and by government as well - in referring
primarily to the Sega - Makwonyeni - Madsoreni cluster#
while Jego and Dzirlxe are known by their individual names
or lumped together simply as "Jego",

In this pap.er# Lungalunga

will identify the Sega cluster and will not include either
Jego or Dxirivc# which will be named individually.

However#

the name Lungalunga Location will refer to the entire Location#
including Sega# Jego# Dsiriye# etc#
In addition tc causing change which weakened indirectly
the stability and integrity of the catrlllneage# European rule
also attacked it directly#

With some exceptions# most English

administrators have seen matrilincal inheritance and succession
and metrilineal rights and duties in land to be somehow incon
sistent with progress#

The tendency hae been for administrator*

to encourage patrilineal inheritance and succession end patri
lineal control of land# Digo desiring to inherit from father
have found government attitudes helpful end have magnified
these attitudes out of proportion# often claiming thet govern
ment literally forces such patriliny upon them#

aovernment-sponsored locational African District
Councils (ADC) are empowered to make local bye-laws and#
partly as a result of government prompting, in about 1948 the
Digo and Duruma ADC Councillors of Digo District discussed
the passing of a law to make patrilineal inheritance com-*
pulsory#

Though many Digo endorsed the idea, a majority did

not, and it aame to nothing*

Further discussions were held

in each location regarding the passing of resolutions to
support patrilineal inheritance in the Individual location*#
The result of this has also jeen to give those favouring
patrilineal inheritance aemi-legal basis for their claims,
while at the same time allowing ^atrilineal!ats good cause
to say that only matriline&l inhei»itance is Just#
Although European influence has thus caused major
modification of Digo oehaviour, Digo have not bedome wester
nised to the degree to which they have been acculturated to
Islam#

Islam has always served Digo as a model for ohange,

but it was probably not until after World War I, when trad
itional Digo culture had been truly upset by toe forces
mentioned above, that major ielamisation began#

Western

intrusion acted somewhat as a catalyst to induce a major
shift to Islam#

■
'
It is impossible to determine when Digo culture began

to be noticeably modified by the Islam of the Coast#

Material

culture and certain elements of magic* ritual* and spirit
belief were probably well Influenced by Islam as early as the
18th century* and as time went by the full range of Digo
culture felt the impact of Islam so that all major aspects
of Digo culture were islamlsed to a varying degree*
In the process of acculturation sometimes a preIslamic pattern has blended with an Islamic pattern to produce
an entirely different pattern*

In other oases a basically

Islamic pattern has developed to co-exist* sometimes in
harmony* sometimes in conflict* with a basically Digo counter
part*

The intermingling of some Western and some alien

African patterns further complicates this acculturation pro
cess*

Thus, the Digo system of inheritance* though somewhat

modified by external and internal forces* still conflicts
with the Islamic system* which* in turn* is supported by
Western and other African principles*

Islamic and other

African methods of marriage offer acceptable alternatives
to Digo methods* but Western methods arc ignored*

Types of

Islamic and other African magic* ritual* and beliefs complement
Digo magic* ritual* and beliefs* and* in turn* these conflict
sharply with Western ideas*

While it is tme that most of these

rival patterns tend gradually each to modify in the direction
of its counterpart or counterparts so that alien patterns become
increasingly assimilated to Digo patterns and vice-versa* many

patterns will continue to remain separate and distinct for
a long time to come*
The overwhelming majority of Digo claim to be good
Muslims#

Most wear the Muslim dress of the Coast and bear

Islamic names# engage in Islamic ritual and otherwise give
the appearance of adhering to Islam*

Generally speaking#

however# the average Digo has only the haziest knowledge of
Islamic injunctions# and is very lax in his observance of those
Injunctions known to him*

For Instance# Digo know that they

should pray five times a day but few do this regularly*

A

number of Digo follow the letter of the injunction to fast
during Ramadan# but practically none observe the spirit of
this Injunction*

A very small number of Digo walimu or

koranic teachers are moderately well-versed in Islam# but
the vast majority of walimu know little*

In the numerous

small Koran schools which exist all over Digo District these
walimu teach young Digo certain rudiments of Islam - Islam
as each mwalimu considers it to be*

The main job of walimu

is to help students memorize passages of the Koran so that they
can recite them in a sing-song voice at various Islamic rituals*
Probably no Digo can understand written or spoken Arabic to
»

any extent but it gives prestige and it is also advantageous
in dealing with supernatural forces to be able to recite Koranic
or pseudo-Koranic passages and to pronounce many Swahili words
with Arabic-like sounds*

The Islamic Law known and practised by the Digo is far
removed from the Shaafiite principles which ideally should
prevail on the Bast African Coast*

It should be noted in

this context that the British-directed Arab officials in Digo
District# such as the Liwali and Mudir# who are often called
upon to give advice in Islamic Law and who# as magistrates#
often handle cases in which Islamic Law is at least indirectly
involved# themselves seem to know surprisingly little about
Islamic Law*

It is only the Qadl of the Coast who seems

versed in this law# and he seldom visits Digo locations*
Since Digo thus know so little about Islam and are so in
adequately schooled and directed in Islam# they can make of
it what they will*
During the past few years Digo have become sufficiently
affected by rising African nationalism to turn against the
Arabs# claiming that they are aliens* that they stole Digo land#
that they took Digo into slavery# that they tricked the Digo
into resisting education to keep the Digo baokward* that they,
continue to cheat the Digo at every opportunity# that they still
regard themselves as the masters of the Digo# that they enjoy
unfair advantages under the British and that the Sultan of
Zanzibar cannot claim the 10 mile strip as his domain*

They

have been especially encouraged to do this by various clever
and unscrupulous Digo and other African leaders who wish

thereby to gain economic and political power*

it is too early

to tell if this will cause Digo to reject at least some of
their Islamic culture*

It is Interesting to note that there

is developing a tendency for Digo to try to make Islam more
their own religion by claiming that Digo once lived in Arabia#
near Mecca# and that Digo were some of the first converts to
Islam# but that quarrels with the Arabs# who had turned
against the Prophet*a teachings# forced them to flee to
Africa#

Digo who wish to rationalise matrllineal inheritance

or any other more or lesa traditional behaviour often say#
"We Digo are Digo# not Arabs to do things in an Arab fashion*"
At the same tlmr# however# Digo desiring anything which might
be construed as Islamic will assert just as fervently that
"We are good Muslims and have been for ages*11
The net result of all of the changes which have occurred
during the past century in Digo culture* the total effect of
all of the varying sanctioned patterns of behaviour extent in
this culture# is that Digo should have sufficient scope for
individualism to carry Digo culture to the brink of dis
organization# if not over it*

The fact that Digo are not

willingly generous; but Instead are as self-seeking as the
situation permits seems to assure chaos*
Actually# however* two other aspects of Digo life
balance out the potentially disruptive aspects of cultural

flexibility and self-seeking and keep individualism within
adequate bounds*

These other aspects are the desire for

security and extreme envy of others*
Digo desire financial# physical# and other security
more than they desire great freedom of action# and certainly
more than they desire social instability*

A Digo is#

however# penalized by hla fellows if he tries to go on his
own and achieve security* especially financial security*
by individual striving*

His fellows will turn against him

if he tries this* particularly if he is successful*

Digo

are very envious of others# and generally attribute success
not to hard work but to witchcraft*

Furthermore* they descend

like parasites on a successful kinsman or neighbour and demand
that he give them freely of his wealth until he seems at
least as poor as they*
turn against him*

If he does not do this then they

A successful man fears greatly that others#

even some of his close kin# will try to destroy him or at least
ruin his good fortune by black magic# especially if he is not
generous with his wealth*
Individual striving is also limited by the fact that
hard work is regarded as a sign of slavery# and by the fact
that most Digo women do not ordinarily help their husbands
to advance to any noticeable degree# either economically or
otherwise*

Marriage is unstable and husband and wife do not

usually form a satisfactory economic team or stable social
unit*

A Digo also cannot be certain that his children will

stand by him*

He must always keep in mind that they can

leave him Bnd go to their mother's brother or other persons
to reside and work*

Hence# if a Digo wishes to be an In

dividualist he must be prepared to stand very much on his
own and face strong opposition at the same time*
Digo are willing to do this*

Few

Finally# Digo are pessimists

and fear the future*

Also# they are usually improvident and

recognize this fact*

They fear that in time of emergency# be

it illness or trouble with the law* a funeral# or a wedding
or any other occasion when money and aid are required* they
will be left standing penniless* kinless# and friendless
if they are individualists and alienate their fellows*

However#

they feel that if they constantly help sufficient numbers
of their fellows and do not try to stand apart from or rise
above them then* all other things being equal# they stand a
good chance of receiving aid more or lees to the extent to
which they ordinarily give it and show promise of giving it
in the future*
In short* because individualism is not an acceptable
pattern# Digo desire to affiliate themselves to others for
purposes of mutual security*

However# since unilineality no

longer exists* since rights and duties in respect to any one

individual or group of individuals are no longer so preeiae
and well enforced that this individual or group is a dependable
source of aid for any Digo# all Digo must build up about them
a vast number of associations or relationships in the hope that
at least one of such associations will be helpful in the time
of need*

They do so by finding* stressing* and reinforcing

through reciprocity any link established between them and
others by kinship# marriage# residence* blood brotherhood#
special joking relationship# or friendship*

Digo spend

much of their time in developing* maintaining# reinforcing#
and testing such associations*

They also compare on a com

petitive basis the strength of their associations with those
associations others have# and this has come almost to be an
end in Itself for many*
In their desire to establish mutual security assoc
iations# Digo will usually put immediate self interest aside
when this threatens such association*

This is what prevents

the basically self-seeking Digo from using jural uncertainty to
assist themselves at the expense of all others# and prevent
the use of so many varying and conflicting patterns that
culture becomes disorganized*
The multitude of mutual security relationships held
by any Digo do not divide into discrete units or groups# but
rather intertwine and overlap so that at times rights and duties

in respect to one relationship are incompatible with those
in respect to another*

They may conflict so dangerously

that either relationship or both may be rent asunder# or
that whole sets of Interlocking relationships may be damaged*
To prevent such destruction# Digo seek compromise solutions
to problems causing conflict# and/or they withdraw from the
conflict situation*

Thus# in the days of tribal war* when

it was possible for Digo to be related by intermarriage to
each of two warring lineages* often these Digo remained neutral
and tried to effect truces*

Then# aa now# interrelation

had both disadvantages and advantages in the maintaining of
social stability and peace*
The presence of contradictory cultural patterns and
legal systems in Digo life also are both advantageous and
di aadvantageous to the maintenance of stability*

Digo ere

adept at balancing one pattern against another# one law against
another law* in order to achieve compromise solutions which
are agreeable to all concerned*

For example# simply beceuse

neither son nor sister's son have an undisputed right to
inherit they are encouraged to reconcile their differences#
share the property# and form an effective mutual security group*
To summarize# it can be said that Digo social structure
has# as a result of culture change# proceeded from one state of
relative equilibrium where behaviour was rigorously defined by

the need of Digo to he acceptable members of matrilineages to
a new state of relative equilibrium where behaviour la appar
ently not so well defined# but in actuality is carefully
regulated by the need to eschew unsociable Individualism
and to develop# and maintain a multitude of mutual security
associations*

It is seen that cultural flexibility and

the lack of a single system of patterning is# in one sense#
a cause of the Digo need to develop many mutual security
associations and# on the other hand it is used to maintain
such associations by encouraging compromise*

Finally# to

close this circle# flexibility and its concommittant*
individualism is kept within bounds and culture disorganization
prevented by the need to belong to these associations*

Digo

culture is thus seen as a complex configuration of varying*
often rival# patterns kept in delicate balance by the complex
interplay of divisive and adhesive forces*
These patterns do not relate and combine in a manner
which enables this writer to term Digo social organization
either matrlllneal# patrilineal# double unilineal# or even
bilateral# though the latter comes closest to being correct*
At any one time# in any one situation# patterns commonly
associated with each* one# or all of these forms of organ
ization are discernible in Digo social behaviour*

If it is

necessary to give Digo social organization a name - to try to

define in one word what sort of an organization it
actually is - it seems best to oall it multilineal*
In the rest of this essay# the writer will discuss
in detail how multilineality is manifest in Digo social
organization*

He will ahow how mutual security associations

are developed and how they operate# and he will describe the
interplay of opposing forces to maintain balance*

CHAPTER

I

KINSHIP IN THE NUCLEAR FAMILY

The nuclear family consists of ego# his full siblings#
and their mother and father*

This group tends to be a

residental group throughout the life of both parents*
Daughters do depart in marriage# though some bring husband
to the group to live# and in divorce they usually return to
it*

Even after the death of one or both parents# the

majority of the members of this group often live together
in the same homesteads# or# at least# in the same village
or neighbourhood*

There are many exceptions to this# as

there are to any of the generalisations to be made in this
chapter*

In the chapters to follow# these exceptions will

be presented and generalisations made more specific by
illustration*
Sgo terms hie mother mayo (pi* anomavo), and his or
her father baba

(anobaba)*

sister mwenahu (enehu) *

Ego terms his or her brother or

To Indicate the fact that brother

or slater has the same mother and father as himself# ego
refers to each as mwenehu ndani mwen^a. that is# "sibling
of one womb*"

Children are termed means (ana)«

The nuclear family itself has no specific term of
reference#

It may be called a nvumba* meaning "house"# or

Indicated by the prefix china-* meaning 'group of"*

hyumba

is used when tracing affiliation to the male or female head
of the family* while china- tends somewhat to be restricted
to tracing affiliation to the male head of the family*

For

example* if egofa father la named Chuo and ego’s mother
named Himasemu* ego may refer to his or her nuclear family as
thumbs ya Chuo or as China-Chuo * or as Nyumba ya Nimasemu*
Kgo may use either methods of family Identification* irres
pective of the fact that both parents are living* or that
both are dead or that only one lives* or that they are
separated or divorced*

When both parents die* the full-

aibllng group ordinarily maintains some degree of cohesivenesa
in major activities involving members of the group* especially
if its members reside close to each other*

The full-sibling

group is usually directed in these activities by the senior
or most dominant brother* and the group can then also be
identified as the t!group of” this senior brother*
ia not uaed in this context*

NVumbq

When eldest brother diet* the

next in line takes over* and the group ia then known as the
group of the new head*
For example* a man named Chuo Uwabukhari died in
about 19h2 * and hla eldest son* Bukharl Mwachuo* took over as
head of the geup of sons and daughters of Chuo and himasemu*

The group was then known as Chlna-Chuo* or ffyuaba .va Nimasemu*
China-Bukharl» though the latter name was apparently moat
common.

Bukh&rl died about 1952* and his eldest surviving

brother* \Selemani* become the new head.
usually referred to as Chi na-Selemanl.

The group is now
Selemani died shortly

before the writer left Lungalunga in April i960* but since
his eldest surviving brother* Kasim* had not yet been fully
confirmed as the head of the full-sibling group* and since
memory of /Sulymanl was still fresh* no one had begun to call
the group Chlna-Kasim.

Succession to headship of a group of

siblings occurs when the group meets at the end of the wake
for the dead brother to decide who should inherit his property.
He who inherits the property of a fellow Digo usually succeeds
to his rights and duties* Including headship.

But the matter

is very complicated* and must be discussed later in thiB
thesis* after the full range of kin categories* including
half-siblings* have been described and the basic relationships
between each made clear.
Relations between ego and father are moderately cloae
and enduring* both ideally and actually*

They stem not only

from the fact that father la the biological progenitor of
children* but also because he married mother by the payment of
bride price (mahunda)»

thereby obtaining the legal justification

to call children his own* and to establish a complex of rights

and duties in respect to then*

In divorce» the bride

wealth is returned to the nan* who loses rights and duties
in the wife*

He will also lose rights and duties in her

children by him unless he pays her brothers a fee known as
males! * or "birth and rearing price #” usually a sum of
money totalling from one-quarter to one half of the bride
price.

If he pays this, his children remain as much "his”

as they did during marriage*

This fee is to compensate

mother and mothers brothers for the birth and rearing of
the children and for the fact that these children remain
so closely affiliated to father*

Father has received "profit”

from mother and mother's brother# and he must pay for it*
Miserly or trouble-making Digo sometimes try to escape
paying males! by various devices and attempt still to retain
full rights and duties in their children# including the right
to collect bride price for daughters*
legal disputes*

This causes numerous

For example# Fumbwe Mwadodo# of Lungalunga#

divorced his wife# Fatuma blntl Athumanl# and received his
mahunda back from her father# Athumanl Ruwa*

He did not pay

malezl to Fatuma9s brothers for the daughter Fatuma bore him#
declaring that this daughter was a sickly child and might die
before he could get any work from her# or before she would
marry to bring him bride wealth*

He escaped paying any

males! for her for about 5 years# but her mother's brothers#

especially Halifani Athumanl# grew ever more impatient*
Finally# she did marry and bride wealth amounting to 300
shillings was paid to Fumbwe*
to Halifani Athumanl*

He still did not give malegl

Halifani took the matter up before an

elders' court in Lungalunga*

Halifani won the case and

Fumbwe was told to pay him malezl of kO shillings*

Fumbwe

still refused# partly on the ground that males! is an old
Digo idea and not in keeping with Islamic law*

Fumbwe ia

ordinarily not a good Muslim# but he threatened to take the
matter to Mombasa and the Qadl's Court*

Digo knew he could

not actually succeed in this attempt# but rather than allow
the case to become more complicated# Halifani agreed to accept
only 30 shillings*

Fumbwe refused even this# and lost his

temper - probably on purpose*

He stalked out of the court#

claiming that he would disown his daughter and give her
back to Halifani rather than have Halifani abuse him so in
court# and then he would not have to pay malegl*

Fumbwe did

not really mean this since it would have forced him to pay to
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Halifani the 300 shillings bride wealth he got for his daughter
However# everyone became so worried that his action would lead
to further kin-affine conflict that a compromise was effected
out of court in which matrikln of Fumbwe* Ahmadl# and Omari
Kombo helped Fumbwe pay a total of 20 shillings malezl*
Ahmadl and Omari also made it clear that they were aghast

even at the thought of Fumbwe rejecting his daughter*

3uch

a thing loses Fumbwe and all hie close kin the respect of
the community*
There are also cases where Digo are so furious with a
wife that they divorce her and also reject one or more of her
children, indicating this by refusal to pay malesi*

*hey

customarily do this because they regard the child as a result
of the wife's adultery*

There are two Instances of this in

Lungalunga# and they deserve a full description since they
also relate to many other aspects of Digo behaviour*

In the

first instance# which began in about 19hh# Abdullah Pongwe
felt that his wife# blntl Hamlsl# had comn&ted adultery with
Kombo Mambo# while Abdullah was working in Tanganyika*

Owing

to the number of months he had spent away from Lungalung#
Abdullah was certain that binti Hamlslvs youngest son Kasim#
was the son of Kombo Mambo*

He also felt that his other

ohlldren# Juma# Selfu# Muhammadi# Omari# and Mwanaidl# had been
disloyal to him while he was absent because they went to live
with Kombo Mambo# and became very friendly with Kombo*

Conse

quently# he disowned these children by a ritual curse# divorced
his wife# and rejected Kasim# swearing that Kasim would have
nothing but misfortune during his life*
off to Tanganyika to live*

Abdullah then stalked

After the divorce# binti Hamlsl

remained friendly with Kombo* but married to Fumbwe Mwadodo*

Her children ell went to live with her full-brother, Juma
Hamlsl, the current Chief of Lungalunga, and they still remain
under his authority*

In spite of Abdullah's rejection of

Kasim, Kasim is regarded by the other children of Abdullah
as a full-sibling*
Abdullah Pongwe never remarried*

Several years after

this incident, he returned to Lungalunga in death sickness*
On his deathbed he said that he wanted reconciliation with
his children, but he never admitted that Kasim was his own*
Kasim has had leprosy since about the time Abdullah died,
and Digo say that this is a result of Abdullah's evil curse*
Kasim's siblings, as well as Ahmadl and Omari Kombo, sons
of Kombo Mambo, help Kasim to obtain both western and indigenous
medicines*

Ahmadl and Omari say they do this becaase Ahmadl

married Mwanasltl Abdullah Pongwe, and Selfu Abdullah married
a full sister of Ahmadl*

However, other Digo say that they

do this also because they like to feel that Kasim is, perhaps,
the son of Kombo Mambo*

This broadens the base of relation

ships between the sons of Kombo and the sons of Abdullah*
Since Kasim's parentage is in doubt, both sides claim him
to help link both sides togther*
In the other case of child rejection, Selemani Chuo
thought that his wife, Chlmwenga Nipongwe, was committing

adultery with Njio Mwamgaza, and that the second of two
children she bore him was truly Njio9s*
child,, and divorced Chimwenga*

He rejected this

Njio married her, and paid

malezi for the child, who is known as Salim, the son of Njio*
Chimwenga then bore Njio three additional sons, Muhammadi, who
died, Selfu and Bukhari*

All sons regard themselves as the

full-siblinga of Salim and at least pretend that he is the
biological son of Njio*. Salim, however, tends to regard
Ninyiro, the daughter of Chimwenga and Selemani Chuo, as a
full-sibling as well, and she reciprocates his affection*
In any case, she and Salim have the same mother, and this,
alone, is a basis for close association*
Thus, the full—siblings of Selemani Chuo were very
unhappy that Selemani rejected the boy who became Salim Njio*
They tend to regard Salim unofficially as the son of Selemani
and Salim reciprocates their attitude*

They sometimes

rationalize their association on the grounds that Ninyiro,
the daughter of Selemani, would consider them very poor
siblings of Selemani if they did not help 3alim Njio*

Kasim

Chuo says that Ninyiro would not respect and help the siblings
of Selemani if they did not, at least for her sake, aid Salim*
Thus, when Salim needed money to help pay for the funeral and
wake of Muhammad Njio, Kasim and Selemani Chuo paid twice as
much as they would have paid for the funeral of simply a

neighbour, on the ground that they were aiding Ninyiro*
Interestingly enough, Selemani and hia siblings eontinue
to eall Salim mwana ("child”) because he la at least the
half-sibling of Ninyiro, who is a true mwana*

The half

sibling of anyone termed mwana is a clasalflcatory mwana*
In general, Digo welcome any addition to their group
of kin and the closer the kin link established, the better,
since this provides the strongest possible reason for re
ciprocal aid*
this thesis*

This point will be illustrated throughout
Better a full brother than a half brother,

better a half brother than no brother, and better a kinsman
than just a neighbour*

If a Digo tries to reject anyone as

his child, his brothers and his non-rejected offspring,
especially if mature, will do their utmost to prevail upon
him to keep the said child in the group*

After all, it will

be argued, each child gives the group just that much ramvu.
or strength*

Each child is falda* or "profit” to the group*

Bach is a vital element in the mutual security network*

Bven

if children are the result of adultery of the wife, they
should be kept by the husband, and the fact of their parentage
should be hidden so that they are completely affiliated to
the group*

With rare exceptions, this is the case*

If a

child is rejected, the kin of the rejecting father tend to
disregard his edict and to maintain close relations with the

child*

The Islamic law that all children conceived before

marriage are illegitimate is completely disregarded# though
some Digo have heard of it*
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The illegitimate children of a male Digo are affiliated
to him by his payment of males! to the mother9a brother*

In

spite of their desire for children# however# males do not
often admit to be the fathers of illegitimate children because
of the additional troubles this often entialo*

If they are

young unmarried men who wish for no respon&ibllltles9 they will
not wish to be saddled with such a child# and if they are
married they will not wish to risk a quarrel with their wife
over their infidelity*

If they admit to getting a married

woman with child they will have to pay the husband com
pensation for adultery (malu) # and if they get an unmarried
girl with child they have also to pay her father compensation

(aflaEtt)*
The mother*s brother usually rears an illegitimate
child and it is said that having sucfc a child is to his
profit and the profit of all Us m&trikln since it brings
nauvu to this group*

When the unwed mother does finally

get a husband# an attempt is often made to induce this
husband to pay mulezi for her child on the grounds that he
is getting not only a wife but a child at one time*

This

is sometimes done by the husband# but there seems to be a

prejudice against accepting someone 6186*8 bastard as one*a
own child*

Also Digo will not want to pay the additional

expense of malezl.

Adopted fathers are termed haba* just

as true fathers are*
Illegitimate children are# in theory# treated as well
as legitimate children and no stigma is supposed to attach
to them# since they give "profit" to whoever rears them*
In actuality# however# though there is no evidence available
that they are mistreated# it is obvious that they are looked
down upon by others# and whispered about behind their backs*
Of the samples in this writer*s social survey of
the Sublocation of Sega# out of four cases where men accused
wives of adultery and claimed that her child was not their
own# two divorced their wife and rejected the child;
maintained the wife and child;

one

and one has remained un

decided what to do for a period of 6 months# during which he
has remained separated from wife*

These oases span the

approximate period 1945 to 1959*
Out

of 10 cases of children being bora tounmarried

mothers# within the approximate period 1952 to 1959» four
were affiliated to the person the mother claimed was child's
father# andin two of these Instances# the
the mother*

father married

One was affiliated by malezl to the man his

mother eventually married# though not his father;

and one

is claimed by the man hie mother married# although he haa#
for a total of 6 years# evaded malezl.

Two died at a very

early age# and two are growing up with their mother's brother.
Legitimate children carry the first name of father
as their surname through the use of the prefix mwa-. meaning
"son of*1# and ni- meaning "daughter of.”

Thus# if father's

first name is Vesso# they are known as llwavesso or Nivesso#
The eldest living son takes the name mviere. meaning "senior”#
in distinction to his brothers# who are all m^lde. or "{Junior.”
Similarly# the eldest living daughter is mviere via-fr-vls her
sisters.
birth.

Numerals can also be used to indicate order of
Thus# the eldest son of Vesso is Mwavesso Mviere

or Mwavesso ygt Mwenga ("the first”)*

The next eldest is

Mwaveseo Mdlds or Mwavesso yg Mblri. The third eldest Is
Mwavesso Mdide or Mwavesso yg Tahu. The eldest daughter
is Nivesso Mviere or Nivesso yg Mwenga. etc*
Though there are often variations# the first name of
sons will usually be taken from the first name either Islamic
or pagan# of a male ancestor# customarily father's father in
the case of first-born sons*

Hence# if father's father was

named Charo Mwahenze# father is named Henze Mwachare# ego
is named Cahro Mwahenze# and ego's son is Henze Mwacharo*
This pattern is vsded in the ease of sons born subsequently.
Thus, ego's younger brother is named Kasim Mwahenze since Kasim

was the name of father's father's brother*

In a very few

instances9 instead of patri-namea# the name of mother's
brother or mother's father is given to Digo# but only if
they are at least third-born*

Illegitimate children often

receive the name of mother's male kin*

The last name of

illegitimate ohlldren is always Mwa- (N1-) or bin (blntl)
Abdullah*

When they are adopted# they take as a surname the

first name of their adoptive father*
The first name of first born females is often the
Islamic or pagan name of father's sister or father's mother
or mother's mother*

For example# the daughter of Chuo

Mwabukharl is named Mwanasltl Nichuo# since Chuo's classificatory sister was named Mwanasltl*

The daughter of

Pongwe is Chi mwenga Nipongwe since this was the name of her
mother's mother*
On occasion# Digo may be reared by a father's full
or half brother rather than father# and will thus oarry as
his surname the first name of this father's brother*

Further

more# father's brother may be so dominant a figure that even
though father remains alive# ego may be named as "son of”
father's brother*

Or ego may use the name of father's

brother to form his surname as an alternative to father's
name in order to show heshima or "respect to father's brother#
and to reaffirm the unity of father's sibling group*

These

are exceptions to the naming rule and relate primarily to
the formation of the expanded and the extended family*
They will be discussed again in relation to these types
of families*
All Digo have simultaneously several first names to
draw from# including an Islamic name like Kasim or Bukharl
or Fatuma* a Digo name like Hduano or Henze or Chiviera#
and a nickname or nicknames of varying sort Including the
Digo form of the name of a District Commissioner# or an
important world figure# or world event# or a visiting an
thropologist's wife# or a name which indicates the attributes
of the individual*

Anyone of these can be used in situations

where first names are exchanged# although the Islamic names
are rapidly becoming the most fashionable*

For no special

reason# one of these first names will come to be used more
in regard to an individual than any other and this then is
the name which his children carry as a last name*
Digo of both sexes also bear the name of their
father's matrillneage or lineage group* again using the
mwa- and ni- prefixes*

Children of a men of the Chlnarama

are Mwarama and Jfirama*

These are commonly used in addressing
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or even in referring to an individual*

Indeed* it is more

polite by far to address an individual in this manner or as
the son or daughter of a man than by his or her first name*

In accord with principles of respect# first names Ideally
should only be exchanged between age-matea and close friends*
Ideally# it is very disrespectful to address anyone who is
neither an age mate nor a friend by a first name# especially
if he or she Is of the opposite sex from the speaker*

This

naming pattern# connected with relationships of avoidance#
respect# and joking# is breaking down# along with avoidance
and respect*

Personal names are now often exchanged with

respected and avoided persons of the same sex*

There remains*

however# a strong tendency for Digo to address anyone of the
apposite sex by the mwa- or nl- method*
As a name of respect# Digo may also be called "mother
of - " or "father of - * a child# usually their own# but alse
a child of a sibling*

This is seldom done by Digo# but

Duruma practise it widely*

Furthermore* since Digo are

equated with their grandparents# they can be called "father
of -" or "mother of -" their own father or mother*

This is

seldom heard# but it is done# and is either used in addressing
very young grandchildren in a joking manner# or it represents
the very ultimate in respect*

The context shows how it is

meant*
The mwa- and ni- system of indicating affiliation to
father is like the Islamic bln and blnti*

Digo also use the

Islamic bin and blnti interchangeably with mwa- and nl-*

Often# they use neither# hut simply string one name behind
the other*

Muhammad# the son of Charo* can be called Mu

hammad Mwacharo# bln Charo# or just Muhammad Charo*
It is possible that the Digo mwa- and nl- naming
system is a result of acculturation* though the digo affirm
that this is not the case# and admit only that the word bin
came from the Arabs* not the idea behind it*
used mwa- and nl- in Shungwaya*

They say they

There is no indication that

Digo naming was different in the past# or that it in anyway
showed matrilineal affiliation rather than patrilineal
affiliation*

Digo do carry the name of their mother's# and

hence their own# matrlllneage# but they are never addressed
or referred to by this name*

It is always as son or daughter

of father's iiatrlllneage that they are called*

Perhaps#

this system of patrilineal naming is merely part of the shift
to patrlllny# although it may have been with Digo long before
such a shift began*

It is impossible to do more than guess*

Naming is a very complex matter# but for the purpose
of this chapter the Important point is that it is used to
show patrilineal affiliation*
Digo relationships with mother are ordinarily better
than those with father and can be termed very close and
enduring*

A mother does not have to validate her claim

to children by the payment of malezi or any other fee*

Digo say that mother la much more important than father#
as la reflected in the fact of matrilineal descent*

While

it la terrible to quarrel with and turn against father#
it is more than terrible to do this to mother*
Digo are admonished by society to help both parents
throughout life# more or less equally well*

In early

childhood they are supposed to be especially obedient#
under threat of punishment by scolding and whipping*

Few

parents do actually punish children to any degree# however#
and children tend to be spoiled and unruly*

Parents shift

responsibility for child training onto each other*

father's

slater sometimes intervenes to contest the authority of
mother# while mother's brother often contests the authority
of father*
Children are greatly desired# and not until a Digo
is married and has a child is he or she accorded full legal
responsibility*

Children are usually well-treated and given

the basic necessities of life*

If any Digo falls to look

after his or her children and see that they are properly fed
and clothed# he or she la compelled by spouse# affines and
kin to reform*

If a mother feels that her husband is severely

neglecting their children* she may leave him and go to her
brothers or other kin# and put the children under their charge*

Mother's brother may also aet unilaterally to protect
children*

On the other hand# if father feels that his

wife is a bad mother he may divorce her and perhaps have
his sister act as a mother surrogate*

This seldom happens#

but the threat is there*
As children grow older and become physically and
financially able to help their parents# they are stimulated
to give such aid by the desire not only to avoid the
censure of others but also by the desire to obtain reciprocal
aid from their parents# and by love for their parents#
especially for their mother*

These parents are similarly

motivated to continue to help their children*
Older children can go on their own to their mother's
brother and Ignore their father if they are dissatisfied
with him*

The presence of mother's brother provides older

children with a potent weapon to assure father's aid and
also encourage him to promise that they will inherit his
property*
Digo are jealous of a wife's brother and his close
ness or potential closeness to their children* and will do
a lot to prevent children from affiliating to him*

Digo

complain that no matter how much they help their children#
these children will not truly be grateful*

Instead# they

will help their mother's brother* especially in his old age#
more than they will help their father# when he is old*

Just

as children use mother's brother to obtain aid from their
father# a fattier can excuse such things as his refusal to
spend money on his children's education or to loan his older
children money* on the grounds that his children will only
use tills education or money to help their mother's brother*
This limits the extent to which a father can be persuaded
by his children to give aid*
In repayment t>r the aid parents gave them during their
childhood and youth# Digo should ensure the security in old
age of their parents*

This ideal is generally adhered to#

especially if parents have been good*
Digo fear that if they do not help their parents they
will damage relationships with other kin and generally receive
3ucb a bad name that their prestige or heahlma will be lost*
Furthermore# they fear that they will then fail to inherit
any parental property which they might otherwise obtain under
current legal principles*

Since neither they nor their father's

sister'8 children have a clear right to their father's
property# they will want to do nothing which might make their
father favour his sister's children and state that a sister's
children should inherit*

This might not completely cost a

father's children the inheritance# but it will make matters

difficult euid probably limit their gains#
Digo also fear supernatural retribution if they do
not help their parents or their children*

For one thing*

angry children or parents ofeht go so far as to try to
Injure them with black magic*

For another# it is believed

that after death a person's spirit# called koma. lives on
in some unde fine manner*

Digo do not actually worship koma*

but they often pray to the koma of a parent to give them
supernatural aid in various ventures*

If a person was mis

treated by anyone during his life# and died still bearing the
grudge* his koma is sure to seek revenge on the offending
individual by visiting him with bad fortune* making him or
his wife or children ill* killing him# etc*

Any angry koa^a

is bad# but the worst are the koma of close kinsmen bent on
vengeance* especially koma of mother and father*
Even if Digo do inherit the property of a father or
mother who disliked them* the koma of this parent will ensure
that no good comes of it*

For example# if they Inherit a

coconut orchard# these trees will soon die# one way or another*
Merely being disliked by a father or a mother causes
trouble enough* but if a Digo quarrels to such an extent with
his father that his father completely rejects him with a vio
lent curse# this is considered a major catastrophe*

First

of all# a very important kinship link in the mutual security
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chain is thus broken and dissension end confliot nay
possibly spread further, damaging other relationships*
Secondly, the curse alone can bring down a hostof risfortunes
upon a child1s head*

Thirdly, when a father dies, his koma

will be sure to heap evil upon evil and finish off whatever
the curse left undone*
Ritual means exist to allow Digo to remove this
curse and re-establish the father-child link*

Various close

relatives of the conflicting individuals will try to effect
such reconciliation at the earliest possible moment*
Digo say though women at times do quarrel with
their children and may be so angered by their children that
their koma can become a threat, they will never be able to
reject their children*

After all, Digo Insist, children come

from the womb of their mother, and nothing can break such a
tie*

It is also true that women in old age tend to be

somewhat reliant upon their children than men are, and have
even more reason not to renounce them*

Even if they have to

mortgage all of their coconut trees or borrow money from
various sources, most elderly widowers or divorced men will
remarry so that they always have a wife to care for them*
But many elderly widows or divorcees live with a favourite
son or daughter, either because they have no desire to remarry
or because they cannot obtain a new husband*

In the sub location of Sega, with a population of
about 750 in 1959* there have been no instances in the past

25 years where women did renounce their children with a curse,
though there have been cases where slightly serious quarrels
between mother and children occurred*

In the same area,

in the same length of time, there have been only two cases
where a father disowned his children with a curse, though,
again, there have been more instances of serious quarrel*
Each of the curse-quarrels was reconciled, though only when
the father was on his deathbed*

In one of these, that

involving Abdullah Fongwe and his sons, Digo feel that
Abdullah really only made a half-hearted attempt at reconcilia
tion*

In any event, he did not remove his curse on Kasim,

and this is reputed to be the cause of Kasim*s continued
leprosy*
The other curse-quarrel, that between Chislra Mwahamlsl
and his children; the sons, Kasim, Salim, Hassani and the
daughters Nlchislra Mviere* and Nlchlslra Mdide was completely
reconciled in a ritual manner, but these children still speak
badly of the now dead Chlsira*

They quarrelled with Chislra

because he married another woman, Nloharo, some years after
he married their mother, llidodo, and came to favour this new
wife and her three daughters by him more than he favoured

them and Nidodo*

They also accused Nicharo of trying to

kill them by witchcraft*

Finally, about 1940, some 5 years

after he married Nicharo, Chislra could stand no more;
cast them off with a curse, and divorced Nidodo*

he

Under

the headship of their eldest brother, Kasim, who was then
about 25 years old, this full sibling group and their
mother, Nidodo, formed their own residential and mutual
security group, obtaining land for separate residence
primarily from their matrilineage, Chlnarama, but also from
father9s matrilineage, Chinad&ore*

The members of this

lineage did not approve of his action in casting off his
children, and they continued to regard the children as
members of their group*

Chislra had no full brothers,

but his two closest half brothers, namely Juma Hamisi and
Kasim Mwavesso, acted in his stead as "fathers” of these
children*

It was they who finally arranged the reconciliation

with the dying Chislra, claiming that if Chislra died without
revoking his curse, his koma would destroy Kasim Chislra and
his siblings, and also bring bad luck to Chislra9s brothers
and other kin because they h^d not encouraged the re-establish
ment of a harmonious relationship*

Their functions as baba

were only honorary, however, and it was Kasim Chislra who
became the effective leader of the sibling group*

For

example# it was Kasim who paid for the bride price of
HaBsani Chislrafs first wife*

Such payment is a duty of

father# and one which Chislra had eschewed*

It was also

Kasim who made the basic arrangements for the marriages
of his two sisters# but# in accord with concepts of heahlma
or respect and honor# he gave Kasim Mwavesso the privilege
of being the figurehead in these marriage arrangements*

When

reconciliation with Chlsira was effected# Chislra was given a
token portion of the bride price of Nichisira junior# who
was being married at the time of Chisira's death*

In the

ceremony of reconciliation# kuasa ("to beg forgiveness”)
it was Kasim who begged Chislra forgiveness on behalf of
9
the whole sibling group* Chislra accepted the plea# and
swore that family relations would be as they were before the
quarrel# and that his curse was lifted*

A goat which Kasim

brought was then slaughtered according to Islamic ritual#
and Chislra was given the head of the goat to mark his
renewed headship*
Juat as Kasim Chislra haB succeeded to the functions
and role of father and can be relied upon by his siblings for im
portant aid# so does he expect his siblings to help him and
pay him a certain amount of respect*
by terminology*

Respect may be Indicated

The brother who assumes the position of baba

may be termed bab^* especially if he is much older than his

siblings.

But# as in everything else# Digo h8ve considerable

choice in this matter.

They may also call chief brother

taawe. or "grandfather#" since a grandparent is equated with
a sibling*

It is more common to use taawe than baba for the

head of the sibling group# and it is not usual for Digo to
term any sibling tsawe. either to pay him respect or to joke
with him*

Generally speaking# however# siblings of any age

and position are most often called simply by the basic term#
mwenehu*
If the sibling group consists of nothing but females#
the eldest# in addition to the usual mwenehu* may be called
B^avO. or "mother#" as well as wawa* or "grandmother."

Wawa

is used more than mayo. and is applied to show respect to or
to joke »ith siblings of any age and position.

In some

Instances# especially if the chief sibling does her work
well# she may be termed baba to indicate that she is handling
the affairs of the group as a father should.
Just as eldest sibling often becomes the effective
head of the group after death or other misfortune removes the
true father from the scene# so is it also possible for father
to appoint one of his sons to act for him# on behalf of father#
mother# and siblings# in a variety of family matters# Including
local disputes or government court cases*

All Ngare# a man

of about 50# and a good father# has appointed his second
eldest son Junta# about 25# to act in such capacity since
All wishes now to take life easier and also to prepare Junta
and Junta's siblings for his future role as baba. should All
die*

Junta was picked in preference to his slightly elder

brother# Hamisi# as deputy since Hamisl is unreliable and
does not aid his siblings or his parents as he should*

Also#

Hamisl cannot keep a wife longer than a few months and has
no children because he has elephantiasis of the scrotum*
Juma is stably marridd# has children# and is a good and
helpful brother and son*

His father and others claim

that evan as a child he shared things with his siblings and
did not pick fights with them*

Because of this# it is said

that he has a "good heart*"

After All dies# Juma will

probably remain group head*

There are no other examples

in Lungalunga where anyone but the eldest sibling is head of
the sibling group*
In order to understand the functioning of the sibling
group it is essential now to analyze the forces which bind
siblings to one another# just as the bonds between parent and
child have been studied*
The full sibling bond is established at birth and there
exist no customary means whereby a man can reject his siblings
by curse*

There are rare Instances of Digo quarrelling with

siblings to such extent that they break off friendly
relations with then# but this is not done by curse# nor is
there a ritual of reconciliation performed*

There are

also instances of Digo committing adultery with the wife
of a brother# and a ritual is required to make amends and
assure that# through threat of supernatural punishment# such
adultery will not occur again*

However# this is not actually

reconciliation of a curse-quarrel• An "official" split in
the sibling relationship is possible if father ritually
disowns only some of his children# but# as has been Indicated#
children tend not to recognize such a split# and the disowned
maintain close association with the non-dlsowned•

Furthermore#

if the occasion presents itself# Digo will attempt to extend

8iblingahip# just as they try to keep as many children in
the group as possible to strengthen it*

Thus# oven though

Abdullah Fongwe rejected Kasim# his other children have
maintained full-slbllng relationship with Kasim*

At the

same time# the sons of Kombo Mambo have apparently tended to
believe that Kombo was the father because it has reinforced
their affinal and friendship links with Abdullah's other
children*
Similarly# Salim Njlo finds it advantageous to be
considered ndanl mwenga with both the daughter of Selemanl
Chuo and the sons of Njio# and these siblings also consider

this worth while since it helps to support association for
mutual aid*
In short# it can be said that relations between
siblings are customarily harmonious and enduring and are
recognized aa being vital*

However# just as the parent-

child relationship is beset by stresses and strains# so is
the sibling relationship*
In spite of their d o s e adhesion# Digo say that full
siblings are often very jealous of each other# especially in
early childhood*

It Is possible that jealousy begins almost

immediately in their life# that it in part comes from childrearing methods*

Children are breast-fed until the age of

three or four or until yet another child is born to mother#
Then they are suddenly and often forcibly weaned*

If they

resist milder weaning# they are either sent to mother's
mother or sister to live apart from mother for a time# or
mother smears crushed red pepper or dung on her breast and
offers this to child with dramatic results*

The weaned

child is then completely replaced as the spoilt darling of
hia family by his baby brother or sister# and is told that
it it his duty to look after the newcomer*

It seems that

is the logical breeding ground for the envy which is
$ueh a feature of Digo life*

Envy of younger sibling might

be submerged for a time# only to spread later throughout the
full range of Digo alationshlp with kin# affines# neighbours#
8nd others#
Digo# especially in childhood# are constantly told
to curb manifest jealousy of siblings and to conform to the
ideal of being a good brother or sister#
envy and aggression#

If they must display

it should be directed elsewhere#

They

are told how important the sibling relationship is# and how
wrong they are if they damage this relationship#

They are

informed of this not only by their parents# but also by a
host of other close kinsmen# including mother's brother#
Furthermore# the value and function of sibling association is
manifest by the way in which father and mother help their
siblings# and vice versa#

The ifect that siblings at an early

age become responsible for e ach other# especially for the
youngest# whom they have cause to envy the most# seems to
control their open jealousy of each other*

Jealousy is

countered by a pattern of behaviour incompatible with jealousy
at least overt jealousy#

This helps maintain balance# though

it can never eliminate envy#
In later life# jealousy# aggressive tendencies# and
suspicion of siblings rear their ugly heads in the form of
witchcraft fears# accusations# and practices#

On the one

hand# this is destructive to sibling solidarity# but on
the other hand it induces siblings to put aside self-interest
just when the temptation is greatest*

Witchcraft fears and

accusations are most in evidence when one member of a group
of siblings# usually the eldest# inherits control of prop
erty which# but for his presence# other siblings would in
herit#

These siblings - and# indeed# all other kin who

have claims to this property - will expect the actual heir
to look after their Interests in respect to his inheritance*
Property is thus, in effect# jointly held under the trustee
ship of a senior individual# who should administer it to the
benefit of all#

If he uses It only for his own benefit he

will be challenged by them on legal grounds# and attacked by
them with black magic# or at least he will fear this#
Digo do not like to talk# even among themselves#
about witchcraft anxieties#

These anxieties are manifest

when Digo become seriously ill and have anti-witchcraft ritual
to cure them#

All serious illness and marked misfortune is

attributed to witchcraft# and in many cases the persons
suspected of such witchcraft include siblings or other kin
envious of the victim's inheritance of property which they
desired and had a lesser light to#
Some Digo are also suspected of killing their brothers
by witchcraft in order to Inherit property which brother

developed on his own# and did not inherit#

They may be

dissuaded in auoh activities if brother la very generous
with his wealth#

This writer was reluctantly given a number

of examples of Digo believed to by trying to kill brothers
by witchcraft#

Such witches now go unpunished# unless

destroyed by counter-magic#

In the old day# however#

suspected witches were waylaid at night and executed by
kinsmen#

It was the duty of Digo to eliminate any kins

man who was a serious threat to society# even if he only
Injured non-kin#

If magical means showed that a Digo killed

another by witchcraft# this Digo and hie matrlkln had the
duty of paying blood money# or kore*
kLn.

to the victim's matri-

Some Digo cite an example of this occurring about 50

years ago#

They also give an instance where# some 50 years

ago# a group of full and half brothers executed one of their
number who was trying to kill them by witchcraft in order to
secure their property#

There are probably other similar

cases known# but these remain deep dark secrets#
It is worth noting at this time that those suspected
of witchcraft include not only close kin# such no full siblings
and parents# but all others with whom Digo really associate#
This reflects the multlllnoal nature of Ligo society#

Distant

kin# affineu# and neighbours are also jealous of ego's good
fortune# covetous of hie gains# and angry because he is

ungenerous#

They all fear that If ego is wealthy he can

use hla wealth to obtain the loyalty and services of others
at their expense#

He can reduce the extent and strength

of their mutual security associations in the process of
building up his own#

Therefore# they all have a reason to

bring him down with whatever means are available# and
witchcraft is often the best#
Witchcraft and curing ceremonies will be discussed
in more detail# below*

What is important in the context of

this discussion of full siblings is that such siblings are
motivated by witchcraft fears to help each other#
In addition to being involved with witchcraft#
inheritance bears in other ways on sibling relationships#
Pull siblings are forced to be good to each other by the
oft-repeated warning from clcee kin that if they exhibit
disunity and jealousy they will lose primary control of
either father's or mother's brother's property#

They are

reminded of current legal uncertainty and told that if their
behaviour makes it evident that their joint inheritance of
property will only pit than against each other# with junior
members trying to usurp the position of the trustee of the
property# they will not inherit#

Instead# father's sister's

sons or mother's brother's sons will take over to administer
the property#

There la one time when the desire to extend full
slbllngship as far as possible meets with a severe test*
This is when It costs those extending the relationship the
property of a parent*

The NJio case Illustrates this*

Njio died some years ago# and his full brother lioyo# in
herited his property*
w *b

Uoyo died in October 1959# and there

controversy over whether sister9a sons or sons should

inherit his own property and that which he obtained from
Njio*

The sons of Njlo demanded that they should take over

the cooonut trees of NJio# and Sallmf as eldest and as
nominal head of his full-sibllng group# assumed the right
to aet as the trustee of this property*

Seifu and Bukharl#

however# feared that he would use it only for his own en
richment and claimed that he should not be allowed to control
it since he was not really the biologlcd. son of tfjio# but
rather the child of Selemani Chuo*

Here they sharply

reversed their forma r stand that he ndanl mwenga because it
served their best interests to do so*

However# they were

soon made to realize that if they took such a stand the
property would go to slsterfs sons# who presented a united
front*
Siblings often inherit from each other# both by the
old matrlllneal rule# and by the new patrilineal concept*
Just as Digo are forced to help parents by the desire to

Inherit from parents# so are Digo forced to help siblings for
the same reason*

They worry about obstacles which siblings

can put in their path by stating that they should not get
his property# and fear that sibling1s angry koma can destroy
what they do inherit*

They also fear sibling’s koma in much

the same general way as# though to a lesser degree than# they
fear koma of parents*
To conclude this section# it may be said that the
parent-child and full sibling relationships are established
by birth and maintained throughout life by shared affection#
Important responsibilities# the fear of vengeance# envy of
and pressures exerted by spousefs kin# the wish to be socially
acceptable# and the desire to inherit property# succeed to
group headship# and generally to receive aid and comfort in
need*

The other kin relationships to be discussed below are

extensions of these nuclear relationships# and the forces
which threaten them and which bind them together are essentially
reflections of those mentioned*

Therefore# it will only be

necessary to discuss them briefly*

CHAPTER II
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General*
Digo marriage is relatively unstable*

Of

the 283 marriages surveyed in the sub-location of Sega*
25 ended in death and 90* or 35$# in divorce*

It is

common for divorced individuals quickly to marry others*
In the event of death of either spouse* the
survivor also ordinarily remarries within a short time*
especially if he or she is young*
finally* Digo tend to be moderately polygynous*
Out of 163 married men of all ages living in Sega during
the period February - March I960* 39» or 23$#
simultaneously more than one wife*
As a result of both remarriage and polygyny* the
163 married men living in Sega have had a total of 283
marriages*

55 men have had more than one wife in their

lives* either simultaneously or successively*

The

total number of marriages effected by these 55 men is

147# and out of these* 97 marriages have resulted in
children being bora*
In short* many nuclear families were* in effect*

expanded by remarriage and plural marriage so that a
large number of Digo children have half siblings*

This

is common throughout Digo District* and it had probably
always been typical of Digo society*
There is* to be sure* a difference between the
type of expanded family caused by the remarriage of (l)
divorced individuals* (2) widowed individuals* and* (3 )
by plural marriages*
In the flr&t case* all members of the nuclear
family remain alive and the nuclear family itself can
be regarded as being still intact* though divided*
However* there exists always the tendence for one or
each parent in divorce to try to compound children of
the divorced union to his or her new family*
In the second case* the death of one parent
eliminates the original nuclear family and remarriage
may compound the remainder of the nuclear family to a
new family* resulting in the formation of a compound
family*

Most children whose fathers have died*

affiliate to the father’s brother as their new baba
rather than to the mother’s new husband* however* and many
live and associate with the father’s brother’s children

as much or more than with the mother’s children by
her new marriage*

A number of fatherless children

also affiliate to the mother’s brother and hio
.
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children a© much or more than to any other set of kin*
In the first and second case, therefore, the nature and
direction of compounding varies according to the
situation and personal choice*
In the third case, polygyny i*esults in the
compounding through a common father of two or more
women and their children into a compound family*
Both remarriage and plural marriage create the
same categories of half siblings and both remarriage
after divorce and after widowhood create the same step
parent types*

Therefore# for the purposes of elucida

ting kin categories it seems advisable to consider the
effects of all three multiple marriage situations as
resulting in the formation of expanded families, and
to discuss them in one section*
B* Relationships resulting from remarriage after divorce*
In the event that mother and father are divorced,
ego and his siblings should try to maintain good relation
ships with each parent and should not neglect either*

Indeed, the Ideal is that the same complex of principal
rights and duties between each parent and children
should be maintained as if divorce had not occurred*
This ideal is often adhered to somewhat closely, espec
ially where both parents and children live in the same
neighbourhood*

However, mother’s brother and stepfather

often share at least womewhat in father's rights and
duties, and father's sister and stepmother occasionally
share some of mother* e rights and duties*

Each step

father, that is, each of mother's hushands is termed
baba* irrespective of ego's association with him*
Similarly, each-of father's wives is termed mayo*
If they are under the age of about 10, children
normally remain with mother, after her divorce, no matter
wnere she lives, and form new sets of associations on the
basis of this residence*

After divorce, women usually

return to live with their sibling© and/or parents until
they remarry*

Her children may hence come even more

\inder the influence of mother's brother than Is customary#
Sometimes such influence is so lasting that children
tend to affiliate more to mother's brother than any other
parent surrogate throughout their lives, especially as in

•7 <?

the case of Abdullah Pongvre, If father renounces
children or dies*
;?hen divorced women are remarried, their young
children living with them may become somewhat closely
attached to the stepfather#

It is common for Digo to

be good to wife's children by former marriage and some
try to wean them away from devotion to time father, or
at least to obtain a standing equal to that real father#
This is in accord with the practice of expanding kin
links as far as possible to provide bases for mutual
security association#

The desire for such expansion

usually causes Digo to repress any jealousy because
the stepchild is the result of anotherfs cohabitation
with the wife#

The statements men make about their step

children and the wife's former husband seem to indicate
that such jealousy is present, though hidden#

vvhen a

man is very devoted to his stepchild he admits only re
luctantly that it is not his true child#

If ego does

not care for his stepchildren, then the biological father
or father’s brothers or mother's brother or other kin of
these stepchildren will tell ego to improve his behaviour
or they will take the children from him#

In 80169 instances, the stepfather may assume
Ifasi
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so many of the duties of father that society endorses
his non-legal claim to the privilege of arranging
marriages for his stepchildren, and to receiving at
least a share of the bride wealth paid for stepdaughters*
Stepfather’s calim becomes even more Just if the biologic
al father has not yet paid malezl. and, of course, it
becomes fully valid and stepfather becomes the legal
father of these children when he, Instead of biological
father, pays males! for them*
As long as the biological father has paid males!
for his children, or at least promises to do so, he will
always remain legally in control of them, and he will often
wish to have them live with him when they no longer need
the care of mother*

Residence for grown children is

varied and considerable choice exists, but generally sons
reside with father, while daughters tend slightly to remain
more with mother then father*

No matter with whom they

primarily live, however, sons and daughters will visit
their other parent frequently and for a period of time
ranging from a few hours to weeks or even month*

If, as

sometimes happens, Digo do not like their stepfathers, they

will try to avoid them*

A few examples will help

clarify the points discussedt
1*

Muhammad Abdullah and Chuo.

Muhammad, the son of Abdullah Pongwe, married
King*ansi after her divorce from Mwinyi, the son of
Selemani Chuo.

Chuo, the son King* ansi bore Mwinyi

in about 1951* lives with Muhammad and Nlng'ansi.

He

has the same rights and duties in respect to his mother
and stepfather as does his half brother, Pongwe, the son
of Muhammad and King*ansi, born in about 1953*

Since

Mwinyi lives and works in Nairobi and has no wife there,
he and his kin and Nlng' ansi and her kin agree that Chuo
should continue to be reared by Muhammad.

Muhammad

speaks disparagingly of Myinyi, claiming that he lives
with prostitutes in Nairobi.

He also did not like to

tell this writer that Chuo was not his son.
2.

Muhammad Abdullah and Fumbwe Mwadodo.

Mohammad bln Abdullah Pongwe and his full siblings
have Fumbwe Mwadodo as their stepfather, since he married
their mother after her divorce from Abdullah Pongwe.
They were not reared by Fumbwe after Abdullah disowned
them, but by Juma Hamisi, their mother's full brother.

Muhammad and Ills brothers still live in the same
homestead as Juma Hamizi, and it was Juma who paid
a major portion of the bride wealth for e ach of their
first wives.

However, Fumbwe Mwadodo gave them rights

to fertile and well-watered land for maize and banana
cultivation and this encourages them to aid him and be
on good terms with him.
3.

Kasim Dzlhambo and binti Fumbwe.

Kasim Dsihambo married Fatuma binti Athumani Ruwa
after her divorce from Fumbwe Mwadodo, and it was Kasim
who reared Fatuma*s daughter by Fumbwe Mwadodo.

vYhen

this daughter, binti Fumbwe, was married recently, the
groom and his father wished to pay bride wealth to Kasim
Dzlhambo since it was well-known that he had oared more
for binti Fumbwe than had Fumbwe.

She was living with

Kasim at the time of her courtship and marriage, and
Hallfani Athumani agreed that Kasim Dzlhambo was more
her father than Fumbwe Mwadodo, especially since Fumbwe
had not yet paid malezl for her.

Kasim, however, after

thanking the groom and his father for their courtesy
in recognizing his role as baba. told them to deal only
with Fumbwe Mwadodo in this matter*

He wanted no trouble

with Fumbwe9 and it was enough that the groom*s
party came first to him*

As noted in Chapter If

Fumbwe kept the entire bride wealth of 300 shillings
for himself#
giving

Digo felt that he did very wrong in not

Kasim Dzlhambo at least a share of this money

to repay him for his expenses in rearing Fumbwe9s
daughter9 but they agree that Kasim has no legal right
to such a share#
U#

Jigi Mwamambo and Hussaini#

Jigi Mwamambo married binti Hamlsl ya Tahu
("the third born") after her divorce from Omari Ifwaduka
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She bore Omari one

Since Omari was poor and

shlftlessf it was Jigi who reared Hussaini9 and Hussaini
still lives with Jigi 9 and visits Omari only on occasion#
Jigi and Juma Hamlslf the full brother of binti Hamisi#
each contributed about 50 shillings to help Hussaini pay
bride wealth of 180 shillings9 and Jigi was his marriage
representative#

Hussaini paid the balance of this bride

wealth amount from money earned while working on the
docks in Mombasa#

Omari Mwaduka contributed nothing#

/

Omari Ifwaduka never paid the full sum of
malezl for Hussaini* but Jigi end Juma Hamisl agreed
that Hussaini should nevertheless bear the name of
Omari and be regarded as Omari*e son#

However* since

Hussaini is so closely tied to Jigi* he is often re
ferred to by his ffclends and matrlllneal kin as Mwajigi#
Relations with stepmother tend not to be as
good as those with stepfather#

Digo often quarrel

with stepmother* accusing her of favouring her children
at their expense.

Digo say that a woman must love

the children of her womb more than her stepchildren#
This conflict 18 especially marked if children live in
the same homestead with father and stepmother#

Males

usually get along slightly better with stepmother than
do females* and this probably accounts for the tendency
■

of females to live with their mother and stepfather rather
than with father and stepmother#

Perhaps one reason iwhy

stepmothers are so suspected and disliked is because they
become the scapegoats to take the blame for any quarrel
between father and children or between half siblings#
For example* Hemedi Mwarua married Hiteerobeya
Mvlere in about 1932* and she bore him three sons* Juma,

Saidi, and Muhammad*

Then he divorced her and married

in ahout 19^5 to Nikuro hint! All Ngare*

Mltsembeya

died soon after the divorce, and her sons were raised
partly hy Hemedi Mwarua and his wife, and partly by
the next younger sister of Nitsembeya, who lived with
her husband, Juma, son of Abdullah Pongwe, only a few
hundreds yards distant from Hemedi’s house*

Thses

sons often quarrelled with Nikuro, and matters came to a
head in 1958 when Hemedi Mwarua obtained 200 shillings
from his cotton crop*

Hemedi*8 sons by Nitsembeya

Mviera claimed that they had need of some of this cotton
money for various purposes*

For one thing, at the time

of this cotton harvest, a daughter of the youngest of the
three Nitsembeya sisters was very ill due to childbirth
complications, and these sons of the senior Nitsembeya
desired to contribute money to send her to hospital*
For another, Muhammdd Mwahemedi wanted to obtain a wife
and needed bride wealth money*

In neither of these

things did Hemedi Mwarua help them because he claimed
that all his money was needed to send his two eldest
sons by Nikuro to the government primary school*

He

said that they were old enough to pay for the medical

care themselves, and all also had the opportunity to
raise cotton or to make money in other rvaya*

They

argued that they had never received any education,
and that Hemedi was being very unfair in giving so
much to Nikuro’s sons*
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rather than Hemedi and his children by Nikuro*

Their

mstrilineal kin, angered by the fact that Hemedi did not
give aid for the sick daughter of the youngest Nitsembeyat
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said that Nikuro was trying to cause Juma, Saidi and
Muhammad to quarrel with Hemedi so that Hemedi would
disown them and give everything to her children*
Sventually, apparently after Hemedi gave his promise
to help Muhammad obtain a wife as soon as he had found
a suitable one, some degree of harmony was restored
to this group*

But the basic antagonisms still exist,

ready to flare up into open conflict again if any
favouritism is even hinted at*
Although stepmother may be disliked by ego, it
usual for relations to be cordial with her children,
especially those fathered by ego’s father*

It is

realized that association with them may be rewarding*

Similarly, relations with children of stepfather,
especially if their mother is ego's mother, are
usually cordial*
(mweaehu) by ego.

All such children are termed euehn
To define their relationship more

precisely, each half sibling with the same father as, but
a different mother than ego, ordinarily is termed by ego
mwenehu baba mwenga ("one father” )*

Each half sibling

with the same mother as ego, but a different father,
is termed ordinarily by ego mwenehu mayo rqwenga*

It

is also not uncommon for half siblings with the same mother
as ego to be referred to by ego as enehu adanl mwenga
kwa mayo ("siblings who are one womb by mother” )*

To

a slightly lesser extent, half siblings with the same father
as ego are referred to by ego as enehu ndanl mwenga &wa
baba*

At times, especially for those half siblings

with a common mother, the kwa ("by” ) is not added and
they are classed simply as enehu ndanl mwenga*
I^dani rqwenga is chiefly used as an all-inclusive term
when it is desirable to emphasize the unity of a group
of half siblings*

For example, if a group of half siblings

quarrel they may be reminded by their elders that they
should not behave in such a manner because, after all.

they are ndanl mwenga*
In general, it may he said that relations with
half siblings closely approximate relations with
full siblings*

Digo say that in former tiroes,

when matriliaeal principles were dominant, enehu
mayo rowenga were more important to ego than enehu
baba mwenga*

The "side of mother,” or kuchetunl«

was then stronger by far than kulumen!. or the "side
of father*"

$nehu mayo mwenga often Inherited

from ego, and in the absence of full siblings, or even
in their presence, a senior mwenehu mayo mwenga often
became as a baba to ego and cared for him as a father
replacement*

There are many instances where Digo

have been dependent upon such half siblings for
important economic and other aid*
The mayo mwenga relationship is still vital to
the Digo because matrilineal concepts continue to exist,
probably in much of their former strength, if not in
their former uacontested dominance*

Digo would not

willingly discard a relationship so productive of aid
even if cultural change made it possible to do so*
Enehu baoa mwenga are, at least currently, as

important to ago as mayo tawenga*

Patrilineal

principles now rival matrilineal principles*

Because

of frequent patrilocal residence, particularly in
ego's early years, be grows up with his baba mwenga
siblings*

(A survey of residence patterns in Sega

indicated that patrilocal residence during the first
25 years of life is as common as all other types combined*
including avunculocal, ueolocal and matrilocal*)
Because of an increasing tendency for children to inherit
from father, ego may share father's property with enehu
baba mwenga*

If a seaio mwenehu b*ba mwenga becomes

the trustee of father's property, ego will expect to
be aa well cared for by this trustee as this trustee's
full siblings*

It should be noted that there is as yet

no provision which permits ego to inherit the property
created by hio mwenehu baba mwenga*

£go inherits from

his baba* or his awu, or his real mwenehu ndani mwenga *
or hie mwenehu mayo mwenga * or any two or more of these
together, but he never inherits from his mwenehu baba
mwenga unless the property involved was initially in
herited by this mwenehu baba mwenga from baba*
Examples of relationships between half siblings

will be presented indirectly la connection with
illustrations of other relationships and other
aspects of Digo social behaviour*

In addition,

three direct examples will be presented immediately:
1*

Hussaini Omari*
It has already been mentioned that Jigi Mwamambo

reared Hussaini Omari practically as a full sou although
he was the biological son of Jigl's wife, binti HamiBi ya
Tahu, by her second husband, Omari Mwaduka*

Hussaini1s

relations with the children of Jigi by Jigi'8 first
wife, Higoa, are good*

He also has fairly good

relations with Hutnlsi All, the son of binti Hamlsl ya
Tahu by her first husband, All Kasirani, and to the
ohildren of binti Hamlsi who are fathered by Jigi*
Furthermore, he does not ignore the children of Omari
fclwaduka by another woman*

When Omari died in 1939,

all of the children of Jigi and binti Hamisi mentioned
above helped Hussaini meet his obligations, financial
and otherwise, at the funeral and wake for Omari*

when

they worked together for this occasion, and in respect
only to this occasion, they were identified as a
functioning group by the title ofchine-Hu b s aini * since

Hussaini w s the link which bound them together as a
corporate unit*

similarly, if any or all of these

full and half siblings and stepaiblings combine as
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a unit for any other occasion, particularly to help
any other one of their number, they are termed the
china- of this sibling for whoa they act corporately*
2*

Hamisi bin All KasIrani*
Before her marriage to Omari Mwaduka, binti

Hamisi ya Tahu was married to All Kesirani and bore him
a son, Hamisi.

Reportedly because he suspected her

infidelity, All divorced her*

Later, primarily for

economic reasons, ;»li moved to Meambweni, a large
coastal fishing village in Digo Listrict*

Hamisi did

not wish to live in Msambweal and does not get along well
with All or Aliva current wife*

He prefers Ali’e full,

senior, and far wealthier brother, ^assoro Kasirani, who
still lives in Lunglunga*

Hamisi has never lived

with his stepfather, Jigi, as did Hussaini Omari, hut
instead has always lived in Hassoro Kssirani’s homestead,
°r

This is located only a few hundred yards from

Jigi’s mu dad*
Although Hamlsl was not married to Mmklndu, the

daughter of Jlgl Mwamambo and Kigoa, he got hlmKindu
with child*

At the time de did this, kimkindu was

engaged to another young man of Lungalungs, Juma
Omari.

Juma, helped by his father and fetherfs

father (who mortgaged some coconut trees to obtain
100 shillings), had already paid 300 shillings towards
her bride wealth of 3f*> shillings*
Though Juma was engaged (kuchomba) to JUlmkindu,
her action was not regarded as adultery, as it is in
the case of some neighbouring Ayika tribes.

However

it was still a very serious matter, and Juma and hie
kin were as furious as was Jigi.

The problem was

discussed before a gathering of kin, atfines and
neighbours of Jigi, Hamisi and Juma.

It was decided,

after long and often acrimonious argument, that Jigi
should return Jumavs bride wealth and the engagement
ended since Juma no longer desired fcimkindu.

It was

also determined that Hamisi should pay 200 shillings
adadu or "punishment and manners” fee to Jigi to
compensate him for this act and the imoiediate loss of
the bride wealth.

The half siblings of Hamisi remained

relatively neutral in this mat&cr, except that hiniklndu's

full brothers asked that they be given roalezl for her
child by Hamisi.

The main concern of Jigi's other

children, especially those by binti Hamlsl, was to
restore harmony to the family group, and make peace
between Jigi and Hamisi.
Jigi had, at first, demanded the full 300
shillings amount as aflabu. but was prevailed upon to
request only 200 shillings by his other children end
binti Hamisi.

Hamisi said at first that he would pay

no more than 40 shillings to cover roalegf for his
child.

Finally submitting to the arguments of his

mother and her other children, he agreed to pay
substantially more than 40 shillings.

Indeed, he

said that he would pay as much as 300 shillings if Jigi
demanded it - as long as this amount would be considered
bride wealth and he could marry MraRindu with it.

Jigi

indignantly refused, saying that he would never let his
daughter marry the son of his wife, for such a thing
would be very "dirty* indeed, and cause people to laugh
at Jigi and his kin.

It was bad enough that Hamisi

hod slept with Hlmkindu, but to marry her - - - never!
Everyone except Hamisi ogreed with Jigi.

Even Hamisi's

kin pointed out that although there was no law
forbidding such a marriage, no one In Lungalanga
does marry

bo

close a step-eibling.

hamisi resisted

for a time, arguing that Islam allows marriages of
this type, but at last he surrendered*

Aided by

X*assorc Kasiraui, as baba surrogate, and by the sons
of binti Hamisi ya Mwenga (the full slater of binti
Hamisi ya Tahu), namely bin Abdullah Pongwe and his
brothers, and by hussaini bin Omari Mwaduka*
paid 200 shillings to Jigi*

Harniai

40 shillings of this

went to himkindufs full brothers as males!*
After a month or more went by, Jlglfs anger at
Hamisi decreased to aome extent, and he was urged by
binti Hamisi and his children by binti Hamlsl to
return to Hamisi 100 shillings of the adabu*

He did

so, in the prosence of Kasaoro Kaslrani and Muhammad
Abdullah, who also received a share of this*
manner, harmony was restored to the group*

In thla
After a

lapse of two years, Juma omari even married Hlfckindu,
Hamisi, how ver, still desires her as a wife, and at the
time this writer left uingalunga in April I960, it was
rumoured that Hamisi was going to cause her to separate

from Juma and marry him, la epite of public opinion.
C#

Relationships Resulting from the Remarriage of
Widows and Widowers*
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If father dies and mother remarries, there is
perhaps a greater chance for ego to become attached
to his stepfather than if his father were alive and
able to contest the influence of stepfather*

However,

even if ego’s father is dead, ego’s father’s orothere
usually act as father replacements and limit a step'
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similarly, if ego’s mother dies, it is perhaps
soroewhat easier for hia stepmother to wJUs ogo over to
her aide if she desires to, than if hi© real mother
were still alive*

However, it is very unlikely

that a stepmother will wish to become very friendly
with ego, and, again, the sisters of ego’s dead mother
will act os mother replacements to keep ego from too
great an affection for his stepmother*
lgofs relations with half siblings and step•
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siblings resulting from the remarriage of either of his
widowed parents are the same as those with half siblings
and etep-eiblings resulting from remarriage after divofcee*

D*

Relationships Resulting from Polygynous Marriage*
Sgo9s relations with his mother’s co-wives,

also each called mayo* are usually not good*

Each

woman will attempt to obtain favours for herself and
her children at the expense of other co-wives and
their children*
a situation*

Jealousy is usually rampant in such
Indeed, a Digo woman terras her co-wife

mwivu, or "envious person.*

(this is in sharp contrast

to Dururaa, who call co-wives mukaal. or "helpful person,"
to signify that they help each other in agricultural
and domestic duties.)
Although there are some notable exceptions, many
Digo women are antagonistic towards their oo^wlves and
the children of co-wives to such extent that they try to
cause their husbands to divorce these co-wives, and also
to break off good relations with their children by these
co-wives*

A number of divorces do seem to occur because

of co-wife9a machinations; but it is seldom that a
Jealous woman is able to do as liicharo did to Chislra
(as noted in Chapter I), and cause her husband to
quarrel seriously with his children by another wife*
The father-child relationship is stronger by far than the
husband-wife relationship*

In spite of poor relations with the co-wife
of mother, Digo customarily have the usual good
relations with the children of their father by a
co-wife of their mother*

These half siblings are

also termed eaehu baba raweti a*

Only when mother*e

co-wife is very hostile to ego aacl caus a her children
to dislike ego, will ego have poor relations with these
children*

Since such conflict is a relatively unnatural

state of affairs and not at all to be desired, ego will
attempt to establish good relatione with them as soon
as conditions permit*
For example, Rasim Chiaira hue tried on several
occasions to become at least slightly friendly with
Nicharo’o daughters by Chiaira, but he haa always been
rebuffed*

He wished to act aa their marriage guardians

and go-betvToena since they have no closjr mutrilineallyor patrilineally- linked male kin than he, but ftlcharo
indignantly refused each time he asked*

Probably Rasim

wac no persistent because he folt that ho would obtain
a share in tho bride wealth of these girls if he acted
as their guardian*
Since he was rejected aa a marriage
guardian, when one of these daughters of Chiaira and

Hicharo was allegedly possessed with evil spirits and
made very ill by them, neither kaoim nor his full
brothers or sisters went to her curing ceremony or
sent money to help pay for it.
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Kasim docs, however,

say that aa soon as aicharo dies, ho will again attempt
to associate with Hioharo’s daughters as a mwenehu baba
mwenga should*
ft•

oumuary*
To sumuurize ana conclude this chapter on the

expanded family, it may be said that ego’s relations
with his stepfather, his half siaiiugs ana his stepsiblings are normally good, but that ego’s relations
with his stepmother of the co-wives of his mother are
often bad, primarily because of envy*
Just as it is very common for full siblings
throughout their lives to maintain a lair degree of
cohesiveness, act as a group lu many activities and
often reside together in the homestead, or taudzi*
or at least in the same suo~loeation, so it lo fairly
common for half siblings to maintain some degree of
cohesivcnc3s and act corporately in many mutters,
Including residence.

It is much less comuon for step—

siblings to work together, but this also happens*
ouch coheaivofcess and group action is a function of
Y:

#

many variables including personal choice*
The children, grandchildren, ana subsequent
deacendents of full and hair siblings and stepsiblings may join each other anchor their respective
antecedents la such corporate behaviour*

They may

also live together in the same homestead, and they
may share property and land descended matrilineally,
patrilinealiy, and bilaterally*

This causes the

extension of the nuclear and expanded raraily in space
and in time, and forme what may best be termed multilineal kin groups*

ftucie&r and expanded families do not

exist in Isolation, but are an integral part of multilineal xin groups of varying, almost indefinite, size
and composition.

The next chapter will be devoted to a

discussion of such groups*
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oeaeral*
Anumb r of nuclear or expanded families

related by kinship and/or affinity live together
la large homesteads, called ..ildzi (singular, mudsl i.
and often work together In essential ways, and share
Important ri,. fats ana duties*

The core of suofa

extended* aggregate families is often a group of full
or half nibllnga, or the descendants of euoh siblings,
tome groups tend to be composed chiefly of individuals
related through raatrilioeal links to a common ancestress,
and an important Oasis for their association and co-oper
ation la their mutual sharing of lane and property
descended matrilia ally.

However, attached to such

groups arc kin who trace descent to tbie common
ancestress through male links, and who also have a share
in trie property and use this land.
gome groups tend more to be composed chiefly of
descendants of a common ancestor, traced patrilloeally,
and the basis for their co-operation and association
le their mutual sharing of land and property descended

*£8

patrilifceally.

Again, however, there are affiliated

to each groups kin who trace descent through female links
to this male ancestor and hate a share in this property
and land*
These kin groups merge almost imperceptibly,
both spatially and genealogically, by bilaterial, or
rather multilinaal, links, multilineal sharing of
property and land, into other neighbouring multilineal
kin groups so that the whole community and beyond is
encompassed by multilineal kin groupings*. From the
nucleus of his own family, ego’s kinship links spread
ever outward, into wider and wider circles without end*
The bulk of his effective relationships are centered
in the area contained within a sub-location, such as
Sega or Madzoreni, but many extend into other sublocations within ego’s location, such aa Lungalunga, and
some extend beyond the location, and into locations
throughout the entire Digo area in Kenya And Tanganyika*
In this maimer, people living within a large geographical
area are linked together by Important ties of kinship
and affinity*
It has already been pointed out that Lungaluoga

Location tanas to be divided into two main divisionss
the Sega - Makwonyeni - Maoaoreni cluster on one hand,
and the Jego - Dalrive cluster on the other*

However,

in spite of this division, the Yombo in Lungalunga,
ohiefly Selemani Chuo and his siblings, are linked to
the Yombo at Jego and all of the multilineallyreckoned kin of the Chuo group in Lungalunga also extend
kinship to the Jego Yombo, and vice versa*

These

relationships were clearly manifested in 1959# when Dlgo
and other Africans of slave descent living in Vangs
decided to move from this centre of the now-hated Arabs
and establish residence and cultivations in a fertile,
but vacant area of land near Jego*

This land desired

by the Vangs Pigo had once been used by Yombo ancestors
of the sons of Chuo*

necause of this, the Chuo group,

together with over 25 multilinealiy-reokoned kinsmen,
went to Jego to meet with the Yombo there, and to
discuss presentation of this land to the people of
Vanga*

Consultation with every Yombo, including those

who are related to this group of lineages only through
their father or grandfather, assures that in the future
no Yombo will be able to contest the right of the Vanga
people to this land*

In a similar manner, the Chinarama of Lungalunga
have close Chinarama kin in Dug a Location, Tanganyika and
in ftaa Location (near Mombasa, Keuya), and sometimes
work together with them*

The multilincally- reckoned

kin of the Chinarama in each of these areas have, there
fore, such widely-spread kinship links as well*
;Thus, kinship links of any Digo ramify almost
endlessly to create a complex, intertwined network of
relationships, much like a spider’s web In pattern*
The centre of this web of kinship is usually the most
important section of it, but every part of the web la
potentially functional*
Although anyone of his kinsmen in this far-flung
network of multilineally-r^ckoned kin may be of value
at certain times, it la impossible for a Digo to
associate closely with all his klu*

The extent of

association le primarily a factor of four vital aspects
of Digo culture, namely inheritance and succession,
residence, loud tenure, and ritual*

These aspects

are regulated by the original matrllineal principle,
which remains slightly dominant, and by successive
patrilineal modifications of this principle*

Because

of this, the average Digo associates primarily
with: (1) close matrlllneally-linked kinsmen,
that is, those descended matrllineally from a common
ancestress usually no more than five generations removed
from ego;

(2 ) very close patrilineally-linked kinsmen,

that is, those descended patrilinealiy from a common
ancestor usually no more than two generations removed
from ego; (3 ) very close bilaterally—linked kinsmen,
that la, (a) those descended bilaterally from a common
ancestor usually no more than three generations removed
(father’s mother’s mother), and (b), those descended
bilaterally from a common ancestress usually no more
than two generations removed (mother’s father)*
Matrilineages, called raafuko (singular, fuko) still
exist as dlsoernlble groups in Digo society, although,
as groups, they have but one major function, namely the
contribution of money to funerals and wakes*

Each

Digo belongs to both his mother’s and his father’a
matrllineage*

Furthermore, incipient patrllineages

exist, and each Digo belongs to the incipient patrillneage of his father*

Such lineages extend like spokes

from the centre of the Digo kinship web to give it form and

to extend It in time and apace*
It is, therefore, seen that Digo society at ill
has unilineal orientation in spite of the general
bilateral structure at the centre of the kinship net
work which surrounds ego*

Because of this, it is

best to characterize Digo social organization as multi
lineal rather than bilateral*

This gives emphasis

to both the unllineal and bilateral elements in Digo
society*
China-* ixyuraba ya**•, and mryangu ya*••(*door” ),
arc all used by Digo to identify each group of raultilineally-linked kinsmen who oomblne for any function and
exist in respect to this function as a more or less
distinct unit*

For the purposes of this paper, however,

only mryanpu ya**(plural* mlryangu ya) will henceforth
be used to refer to any such multilineal group*

flyumba

ya will be used to refer to a unllineal group, and china
ya will be used to refer to a group many of whose members
are not related to a common ancestor*
mlryangu ya Is prefixed to the name of the nearest
ancestor or ancestress held in common by those acting
corporately in any function*

For example, the multi-

lineal group diagrammed in chart
and property in common*

hold© some land

Uaoy members of it live,

or lived before their death, within the same mudzl
or within close neighbouring raldzi*

xtimaBuo ie the

nearest ancestress of all members of the group, and
thus the group is known as mraimu ya Mimasuo*
It must be kept in mind that mryangu ya tfiraaeuo
exists only in reBpect to that property and land descended
through Mmasuo to all members of the group*

In respect

to other property and land descended from other ancestors
of the members of this mryangu- or in respect to many
other functions Involving any of these members, this
group is of 16B8 or of no significance, and merges with
a larger group or splits into segments which either stand
alone or themselves merge with other groups*

Miryangu

are, therefore, very flexible in their composition*
This is true of all other elements and groupings within
Digo social organization, as will be made clear*

It la,

of course, but another aspect oi the general flexibility
which pervades all aspects of Digo culture*
The rest of this chapter will be devoted to an
analysis of the essential kin categories which result

from the multilineal extension of the nuclear and
expanded family*
B*

Terminology*
1.

Kulumenl and Kuohetaol.

All kin related to egothrough father, reckoned
bilaterally, that is, traced equally through males
and females, are kuluroenl* or "male side” kin.

All

kin related bilaterally through mother are kuchetunl*
or "female side" kin*
2 * Enchu and Akol.
Ego terms each of his or her full siblings and half
siblings as mwenchu*
siblings*

These will be referred to as real

Ego also terms each of hia real or classifies

atory parallel cousins as mweaehu*

fheee will be re

ferred to as clessificatory siblings or classiflcatory
eaehtu

Ego terms each of his real or classiflcatory

crose cousins rakoi (akoi)*
For purposes of more definition, Digo often refer
to a classificatory sibling related bilaterally to ego
through his father as a mwenehu cwrana babe; and a
classificatory sibling related to ego bilaterally
through his mother as a mwenehu mwana mayo*

Furthermore, a real or classificatory rokoi
related to ego bilaterally through hie father (father's
"slater” ) Is a mkoi wa kuluroeni; and through mother
(mother's "brother") la mkoi wa kuchetuni#
3*

Aqofr.aba, Anomayo. Anotsangagi. Aaoawq.

Each male tnwenehu or mkol * real or claasif Icatory,
of ego's real father is ego*s claasif icatory "father1*#
or baba (anobaba).

Each female mwenehu or mkol. real

or classificatory, of ego's real mother is ego's
classificatory "mother", or mayo (anoroayo).

Each

female raweriefru or mkoi. real or classifIcatory, of
ego's father is ego's tsangagj (anotaangagj)»

Each

male mwenehu or mkol * real or classifIcatory, of mother
is ami (anoawu).
It is thus seen that the child of anyone whom ego
terms mayo or baba is his mwenehu#

The child of anyone

whom ego terms awu or tsapgazl is his rakoi.
A0** an<3 Awa#
Anyone whom ego terms baba * mayo, or tsangagj.
terms him or her as mwane (ana)###.Anyone whom ego terms
awu terms him or her muwa,
go may, for the sake of courtesy, term a real or
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classlficatory muwa as awu or tsaii&ar.l, depending
upon sax and relationship#

This la because the first

ascending generation is equated to first descending
generation#

Each is a generation into which ego should

not marry and whose members ego must treat with respect#
Ego is most likely to term a classificatory mwana as
baba or mayo, and a olasaificetory muwa as awu or
taaiv^azl if he or she is about as old as ego#
5*

Anotsawe and Aaowawa#

Each real or classificatory baba or awu of ego9a
father or mother is tsawe (anotsawe). or

grandfather/

real or claseificotory#
Similarly, each real or classifIcatory mayo or
tsangasi of qgofs father or mother is wawa (aaowawa).
or "grandmother", real or claseificotory#

In effect,

all individuals in ego9s second ascending generation
©re either anotsawe or anowawa#
For definition, each tsawe or wawa related bi
laterally through father is, respectively, tsawe wa kulumeni
or wawa wa kulumeni: and each tsawe or wawa related to ego
bilaterally through mother is, respectively, tsawe or

**wa «a kaohotum.
Ego equates the members of hie second
ascending generation with those of hie own generation,
so that anyone whom his mother1© mother*fi brother
mweneha, ego may also term mwenehu. in addition
tsawe or wawa, and anyone whom his mother1b mother*e
brother terms mhof» ego may also term mkol. in addition
to tsawe or wawa#

Ego's behaviour In respect to his

anotaavje and qnownwa roughly approximates hia behaviour
in respect to his enefrut or akol#

He may Joke with

anyone of his own or his second ascending generation,
and he may marry anyone whom his mother*s mother*a
brother also may marry#

The basis for this system ia to

be found in the past division of Digo society into exogamooa
quarters termed taweria# mwana towerie# mu^wa and tnwana
muawa#

This is a very complicated subject and will be

discussed in detail in chapter V#
A Digo terms the members of his third and higher
ascending generations in accordance with the fact that
those of hia second-ascending generation are equated
either with euehu or akoi #

By this system, each person

whom ego*a mother's mothers brother terms baba, or mayo#

or 22S* or tsangasi» ego terms, respectively, baba ravlerc,
inaio inileri, awu mvlere, and tsangazjl mviers# (Mviere
means "senior")*

Similarly, each person whom ego's

motherfB mother’s brother termed tsawe or wawa, usually
more precisely defined, however, as tsawe or wawa ya kahirl
("in second place”)#

For successive generations, the

terminology cycle is repeated in accordance with the
fact of generation equivalence#

To indicate these

successively higher generations, numbers are used as
follows: ^LSl frahu ("third place” ); ya nne ("fourth"); ya
tsano ("fifth place"); etc#
6#

Adzulculu#

Anyone whom ego terms tsawe or wawa terms him or
ker fladgukulu (adsukulu)#

The reciprocal term for

tsawe or wova ya kuchetuni or kulumen! is respectively,
radsukulu ya kuchetuni or kulumenl.
Since adgukulu ar« also equated with eaehu or akol»
the ana and awa of adwukulu may be termed, respectively,
ana and owe, or aria adide and awa adlde (-dids means
?flittle"*)

However, Digo customarily terra each indiv-

idual in third descending generation chltukulu (vitukulu)#
Below, this, the usual system prevails,and the terminology

cycle is repeated.

Understandably,Digo seldom

refer to or use the terms for those individuals who
are above or below second ascending and descending
generations#
C.

Behaviour.
Behaviour between kin established by the exten

sion of the nuclear and expanded family reflects multi
lineal social organization.
A general characteristic of all such behaviour is
that ego's relations with close classificatory enehu. anobabe
aiiomayo. unoawu, ftaotsaiv.aal. ana and awa tend to approx
imate his relations with real members of these same
categories, at least to the extent to which these
classificatory members act as the replacements, the
surrogates, or the assistants of the real members.
Tide will be made clear in the following analysis of
behaviour between ego and classificatory members of
thene categories.
X*

Snoba.

Ego's relations with his close classificatory
siblings are ordinarily relatively harmonious and rewardin .

However, they are often beset by the same

kind of conflict over property and inheritance
that troubles relations between full and half siblings.
Witchcraft fears extend to all classificatory siblings
with whom ego ordinarily associates in important
matters relating to land ana property.

In some

cases, often owing to the absence of or the poverty
or unfriendliness of full or half siblings, a close
classificatory patrilineally- or raatrilineallylinked sibling becomes as Important or more Important
to a Digo than these real siblings.

A close class

if icatory sibling may be the head of ego's residential
group, and/or lana-holding group, and/or propertyowning group.
In those instances where a group of matrilineallylinked or even patrilineally-linked classificatory
siblings associate very closely, they may rofer to them
selves as ndani mwenga. or mayo or baba mwenga to
emphasize this unity.
As an example of behaviour between classificatory
siblings, it is worth commenting on the lagyangu ya
iiiraasuo, which is shown on chart 1.
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Mwamasuo and Bimasuo both planted ooeonut
palms on Chinarama land lying along the River Urnba
in Sega (Lungalunga).

Furthermore, Mwainasuo in

herited some coconut palms from his roatrilineal
ancestors.

When .Mwamasuo died, control of these

coconut palms and mryangq itself passed to Kitaasuo.
Upon her death, her son, Mleo Mwadodo, the full
brother of the hidodo Bisters, took over the palms
and the nryangu.

When he died, control of both

the palms and the mryangq then passed to iiidodo
Mviere.

After some years during which she personally

managed the inherited coconut orchards, she gave them
to her only son, Ndsenge, to manage.
During her life, flidodo used money earned both
from selling coconuts and from mortgaging the palms
themeelve9 to assure that her sisters and sister*8
children received financial aid for ritual, uedicine,
bride wealth, and other essentials.

By the time of

her death, her only surviving full sister was ftidodo ya
Tehu.

Nidodo ya Tahu took over os rnryangu head and

in this capacity, would have been able to force hteenge
to give the orchards into her care had he abused his

authority over them.

As long as she lived, she

saw to the welfare of everyone in the mryangu. or
so it is alleged.

hen she died, JSdzengefs authority

over the coconut palms was subject to scrutiny only by
his junior, raatrllineally-liaked, classificatory
brothers, Rashidl Mwarowendo, and Kasim, Salim and
Hosesni Ohisira.

Since ttdzenge's mother was senior

in age to the other Aidodoe, ftdsenge had the right
first to control the orchards.

If j&tdzenge should

die, Rashidl, whose mother was the second born of
the Mdodos, will inherit.

If Rashidl dies, then

Kasim will inherit, followed by Salim aud, finally,
Hassani.

Upon Hassauife death, his eldest full sister,

blnti Chieira, will inherit.

From her, the property

will descend to her sons in order of their seniority.
This is the usual order of matrilineal inheritance.
Kdzenge is now the nominal head of Uryangu ya
Mmssuo.

He should look after the interests of the

group, and use the inherited property to aid the
members of the group financially.

If ue did so, he

would be the dominant figure in the group and ltB
true head.

Indeed, people might refer to it not only

afi kiryangu ya KimasuoJ bat also as China-fcidzenge*
Years ago, be did care for the {Bombers of tbe group,
but he has since become a complete drunkard, and has
slowly but surely pat all the coconut palms Into
mortgage to enable him to buy more palm wine*

This

caused Kasim Chisira to sue Hdzenge iu a local elder's
court for muauec of what was really group rather than
individual property*

Kasim won his case, but all that

he received to compensate him was a small portion of
the few hundred shillings which irtdzeage had obtained
from mortgaging the palms*
In spite of this trouble, there are still a
number of occasions when Kasim Chisira and his brothers
work together with ftdzenge and Rashidl*

All co-operated

to hold a curing ceremony for Hasaani Chieira’e wife'a
close classif icatory baba, a Chinarama man from tvaa*
■

In this Instance, they referred to themselves as ndanl
mweuga*

They all use Chinarama land which had once

been claimed by ilwamaauo, and Kasim and lidzenge have
their cultivations close to each other.

Also, when

ftdzenge mortgaged one of his coconut orchards he gave
Rashidl Mwendo 60 shillings to help him pay bride

wealth for a third wife*
Additionally, Fundi, the son of isdzenge, lives
as a close neighbour not only of Kasim Chlslra, whom
he culls baba (or baba mdido« since he is junior in
age and line to hdzeagc;, hut also of the children
of Kasim, who are Fundi1g classificatory enehu mwana
bnbtie

He often co-operates with i\aaiia and his

children in such things as ritual and law cases*

2* AkQi *
Sgo'a close akol wa Kuchetuui. that is, the
children of egofs awu from whom he inherits, now
frequently maintain that since they do so much for
choir father* indeed, often helping him plant the very
coconut palms which their father will leave behind
as heritable property, they should inherit at least a
share of this property*

igo must, therefore, be good

to his akoi wa kuchotunl. helping them in a variety of
ways long before the death of their father so that when
inheritance iu decided, they and their father's other
kin will agree that ego inherit u portion of even all
of the involved property.

£go and his as.ol wa kachetunl

will then form a tightly knit mutual security association

based or affection, reciprocal aid, and joint use of
property*
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On the other hand, ego's mother's brothers
children may inherit from their father, and then they
must care for ego*

Once ©gain, the himesuo group

provides a good illustration*

When Mleo Mwadodo

died many years ago, an arrangement was made whereby
the property he inherited went to iiidodo Mviere, and
from her to descend matrilineclly*

However, the

coconut palms he personally planted went to iiidodo
Mviere for eventual inheritance by Hamisi and Mslimu,
his sons from a slave wife, Ghangsre*

Dodo, Mleo’s

son by another wife, Hidzamoo, was reared by Malau
Mwedzarabo, Dodo's mother's full brother, after Hidzarabo
wad divorced from kleo*

Dodo inherited much property

from Mslou and had little or no interest in Mleo98
coconut palms*

Hamisi and Mslitau, who were reared by

Mleo and later by Nidodo, obtained these palms to the
exclusion of Dodo*

They help Dodo as cnehu baba mwenga

should do, and Dodo reciprocates*
Iiidodo Mviere and Iiidodo ya Tahu used Mleo's
coconuts to help care for Hamisi ai*d Mellmu.

Years

before hidodo ya Tahu died, Hamisi and Mslirou had
already begun controlling the orchard of Mleo, and
they uaed the money earned from it to help hidodo
ya Tahvi and her eons, real and classif Icatory, that
is, Kasim, 3alim, Hassani, Rashidl and ttdzenge*
Midodo'a sons were, of course, the akoi wa kuluroenl
of Hamisi and Mslimu*

When Iiidodo died, they assumed

maximum authority over the Mleo coconut palms, and
continued to help their akoi wa kuluroeni just as these
akol help them in need*

Hamisi Mleo, Kasim, Salizv

Hassani, and Rdzenge are neighbours and cultivate
neighbouring land*
If ego's akoi wa kuluroeni* that is, ego's father's
sister's son, inherits from ego's father, he may be
termed baba or baba rokoi by ego to show that he has
assumed the duties as well as the rights of ego's father*
Reciprocally, this baba mkoi may term ego rowans. or,
if ego is about as old as his baba akoi, his baba rokoi
may term ego baba (or mayo, if female)*

Digo say that

formerly, when matrilineal inheritance was uoconteeted,
a father's sister's son was called baba far more
frequently than is the case today,

often long before

he Inherited from a father*

it wee also fashion

able and very courteous in former times to call the
daughter of a father's raatriliueally—linked real
or olaesificatory slater baba mkol both If the inher
ited from this father, and in recognition of the
possibility of such Inheritance*

such terminology,

especially in anticipation of inheritance, is seldom
used these days*
Just as it is becoming leas common to term a
arose cousin babe or baba akol. and meansto indicate
natrilinoal inheritance and succession, as is it
becoming less common to distinguish between cross
cousins and siblings*

Ahoi is still ahlefly used

to refer to orose cousins, but Digo tend increasingly
also to refer to their cross cousins as onehn. or
"siblings"*

Zn this, they copy the awahlll pattern*

Some Digo even use the Swahili word itduau ("sibling")
for both their siblings and cross cousins, and, indeed,
for all categories of their bilaterally reckoned kin as
well as their afflnea and friends*

Thus, in referring

to any group of Digo, ranging from his close kin to all
of the Digo in Lungalunga or even in the District, a

Digo may aay ajawj note ni nduau ("wo are all brothers'').
3.
Close matrilineally-related real or classIficatory
slaters of ego's mother are usually of considerable
significance to ego and relations with them tend to be
harmonious and rewarding*

Such anomaro often act as

replacements or surrogates or, at least* assistants
of ego's real mayo*

Sometimes one of them will

Inherit the property of her brother and either admiaiater
it or give it to ego or one of his siblings to administer
under her overall supervision*

Data already presented

about the urvangu ya Isimasuo show how the fttidodo sisters
acted to administer and supervise the administration
?

of matrilineally-inherited property, and also how
each cared for the welfare of her sister's children*
Ego's relations with the very close partilineallyrelated real or olassiflcatory sisters of mother are
harmonious, but anomavo ordinarily mean little to ego*
Generally, aid is exchanged between ego and a patrllineally-related sister of mother in respect to the good
offices of ego's mother*

Ego's mother may either ask

ego to help her to assist her slater in a variety of waye

or Tice versa#
,
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claseificatory sisters of ago1a mother, on the other
hand, customarily aid ego more directly and in respect
to
their
mutual
membership
in a •• matrilineal
group#
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to secure ouch assistance#
4.

^aaftabsgaa*

Because matrillaeal principles often cause ego1a
father9s rights and duties to be taken over by a
inatriiineally-linked rather than a patrilineallylinked or a bilaterally-linked real or classifIcatory
brother of his father, ego is usually, but not always,
more closely attached to such matrilineal anobabe than
his other anobabe#

Kgo is also more closely attached,

as a general rule, to the children of his matrilineallyrelated anobaba> than to the children of his other
anofifiba#
For example, Fundi, the true son of Sdaeoge, is
closely affiliated to Kasim Chlsira, and relies upon
Kasim for essential aid, especially since hdcenge is a
drunkard and unreliable in such Important matters as
arranging a marriage or a funeral#

Fundi also lives

closer to Kasim Chisir© than he does to Sdsenge,
although they all live within a quarter of a mile
of each other*

Fundi, whose full siblings died

In infancy, associates closely with the sons of
Kasim*
A generation ago, it was rather common for a
raatrilineally-linked brother to inherit the wife or
wives of ego and to oohabit with them#

In aueh a

oase, there was even more cause for the children of
ego to beoome elocely affiliated to ego’s
ly-related brother#

trilineal-

This custom of wife inheritance

and levirate marriage is now all but extinct, for
rea8ona to be discussed in the ohapter on marriage and
divorce#

The lovirate was actually a "false" levirate

beoauae the children fathered by ego's brother custom
arily did not take the name of ego, but rather bore the
name of egofs brother, their biological father, especially
if it was he who reared them#

It is also important to

note that if the children of ego are reared by ego’s real
or classificatory brother then these children bear, as
their surname, the name of ego’s brother who reared them#
One example of these practices is afforded by Jsnsi

Mwafumbwe, who inherited the wives of several of his
younger real and olassificatory raotriiioeallyrelited brothers*

He reared the children whoa they

fathered as his own, and also fathered end reared
children of hie own by the wives he inherited*

Kaeh

of these childreu is called Mwajenxi*
Another example is provided by Maiabo Mwaduga,
who inherited the wife as well as the property of his
elder cleesificatory brother, Ch&ro kwajeke, relted
matrilineally to him through a common mother's mother*
Mambo reared Omari, her son by Hwajeke, as his own son,
and hence Omari is now called Oraari Mwaraambo*

He

fathered no new children by her*
It should also be stated that it la not uncommon
for Dlgo to surname their biological children after
the name of their senior real or close classifloatory
brother, and vice versa, in order to emphasize the unity
of the sibling group*

For the most purposes, including

tax payment and registration, Dlgo use the name of their
real father, but for heshtma or "prestige and courtesy"
chey occasionally use and are occasionally referred to
as the sons or daughters of their father's elder or junior

brother*

For example, Jama Ruws's children are usually

each called mwa- or ni- Juroa; but they are not infrequently each called gja* or ni- Athumani, alter Juma's younger
full brother*

^thumani's children are similarly called

by the name of Juma from time to time*
In spite of the customarily dominant position of
the matrilineally-related real or clasalflcatory
brothers of a fatherf frequent petrilocality and the
sharing of land descended patrllineally also impels
some Dlgo to have close association with the petri>

lineally-linked brothers of their fathers*
For examplef umari bln Haesani Shuguli obtained
land, bride wealth money and other essential aid from,
and lives with, HalIrani bln Shuguli, his father*s
mweuehu baoa mwenga,

Shuguli, the father of both

Haesani end Kallfani, once used land in portion of the
sub-location of Sega known as Sutola*

Rights in this

land descended to him matrllineally (in the Chinarchimwaga linage)*

When he died, Haesani and Halifani,

his sons by differunt, unrelated, wives, continued to
live together on this land in Butola, each cultivating
part of it*

Haaaani wasasnicr in age and aided hia

younger brother, Halifani, to obtain a wife*

tthen

Hassanl died, Kallfani took oare of Omari, Hassanlfs
son, though he did not take Ilassaniva wife to be his*
Halifani paid about 123 shillings of the 20o shillings
Omari needed as bride wealth to get married*

The

balance, was paid by 3elemanl Chuo, the olasslfloatory
brother of Omari's mother, related to her reatrilineally
through a common mother's mother, and the heir to
coconut palms her full brother had planted*

Omari

prefers to associate closely with Halifani rather
than with Jelemani Chuo*

He and Halifani claim

that Oelemanl, who has so much other inherited property,
should give Omari the 20 or 23 coconut pfclms which the
childless full brother of Omari's mother planted*
Selsmanl refuses to do this, but ha has helped Omari
financially, both to pay bride wealth and poll tax*
5*

Anotsa^asi-^na *

hgo'e relations with the real or close clasaifioatory
sisters of his father are usually harmonious*

These

sisters of father may intervene to assure that ego's
mother is treating ego properly*

In theory, a tsangasl

may ohaatise ego to assure that he develops proper
manners and is respectful to his elders, including
taantfaml*

However, Just as a Digo child's parents

seldom actually discipline him, and very seldom go so
far as to punish him, so is taanaagj unlikely ever to
do more than mildly to scold ego*

Tsangaml usually

tries more to win the affection of ego than to
discipline him, and is generally regarded with fond
ness by ego*
Ego's father's sister may be a rival of ego's
mother for his affection, especially if ego grows up
in close proximity to his father's sister*

However,

this rivalry is not as extensive or as important as is
the rivalry between ego's father and mother's brother*
Ego's mother's brother's Interest in ego is supported
by matrillneal concepts, and it Is therefore able
strongly to challenge the father-child relationship*
The interct of father's sister in ego hsa to struggle
against not only the natural affection between mother
and child, but also against matrillneal concepts*
His father's matrilineally-linked real or
classifiestory sister is more Important to ego thau his

father's pstriliueally-liuked or bilaterally-linked
sister*

In the absence of any brothers, a father's

matrilineally-linked sister may succeed to the
trusteeship of the property which was under the control
of ego's father*

If so, ego then calls this taangasi*

bated or babe tsangagj*

In anticipation of this babe

role, and for the sake of heehlaa* ego may call his
taanguzj. bopa or baha teenfiagl before the death of
father*

Dlgo say that formerly, especially before

the trend to patrilineal Inheritance, such anticipatory
terminology was need far more frequently than is the
present case.
An appropriate example of a father*a alater
Inheriting the rights and duties of a father Is that
of ttlchlMoa.

as chart 2 shows, Hdalvu Is the common

ancestress of all parties concerned.

ftdalvu planted

some coconut which her senior daughter, ttlrambo Mvlere,
Inherited.

flirambo Mdide did not live as long as her

elder aister, but died in giving birth to her only son,
Bukhari Fuabwe.

Bukhari was cared for by hlrambo

Mvlere, and grew up In the same household with Biohlmwa,
the daughter of hlrambo Mvlere.

when hirambo Mvlere
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died* Bukhari, as her eldest male descendant*
inherited the coconut palms of fldalvu* together
with soma which each Nirambo had planted.

Bukhari

himself planted many coconut palms in lidalvu's orchard
to replace tho^e which died during his and ftlrambo's
administration of the orchard*

Such replacement of

matrillneal property (mall sa kucbetual)* that is*
property which has descended i/iatrillneally* is endorsed
by Dlgo custom.

Bukhari also planted other coconut

palms in neighbouring land which he had obtained from
his father*

These palms which he personally planted

for his own use are uow regarded as patrilineal property

(Asii jca w m m ) by th«

Meo

When Bukhari died* his sister, bichlmwa, Inherited
oontrol of the matrillneal property* and also became
supervisor of the coconut palms which Bukhari planted
for hie own benefit*

ohe beams administrator in order

to assure that Bukhari9s aone would not quarrel with
the sons of i.lchinrwa over the disposition of this
property*

Since Suitharl married the mother (long-

deceased-) of his three eons by the Islamic marriage
form, they have even a better claim to the property

which their father created than would otherwise
be the cane under current legal uncertainty*
However, their Claim is not completely uuconteeted f
and it is feared that Hlohimwa's sons might seriously
conflict with them over rights to the patrilineal
property*

Merely because it is called mail ya

kulumeni does not mean that it must In all cases ,
descend potriliueally*

It only means that it does

not necessarily have to descend matrlllneally, as
should bo the ease with roali,

jjuohtttal.

Similarly , while mail ya kuchetunl should,
and in almost all cases does, descend raatrilioeally,
Bukhari FumbweYe sons do not forget that some §t the
trees in this "property of the female side*9 were planted
by their father*

kven though he planted them to re-

place matrillneal property, his sons feel that they
•

*
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should receive a share of the haryest of theae trees*
Bukharifs and Hleblmwa9s sons are content to
let Hlchamwa administer all the coconut orchards in
volved since 8ho does so fslrly impartially*

Two

of Bukhari9® three sons, uwioyihamlsi and Muhammad,
and ttwlnyihamiei1* wife and children live in the same

. v*

muds! *s Nichlmwa and her three soua and one daughter
by her only husband, Atbumaai Ruwa.

Also In this

mudal live the following individualst (1) the spouses
and children of blchirawa's children} (2) Athuraani Ruwa
and his other wife and children and their spouses
and children; (3) Juma Ruwa, Atluimani's elder full
brother, and June's two wives, twelve eons and daughters,
and the spouses end children of these eons and daughters.
Shis mudsl is often known as Uudzl wa china-June,
or the i»uaa. wa Juma.

when the majority of the

members of this muds! aet corporately they are e ailed
China"June because Juma is the eldest, wealthiest, and
most dominant member of the group.

when only Athumanl's

wives and children act together, they are referred to as
Chlna-^thnntanl.

And when only JBlohimwa and her chil

dren and her brother's children act together, as they
often do, they are termed Chlna-Blcbimwa or, m e t
accurately, M m u a m ya Rjtalvji.
Tepwe, the aeooiiO-bora son of Buithari Futobwe'•
three sous, lives with hie mother1a brothers, 3alim
Mwachitema arid Abdullah Malaga la aoother section of
Sega* about a mile distant from Mudzl ya Juma Ruwa*

Ha lives in the roudgi of Salira Mwaehltema because he
likes hie anoswn better than he lifcea lUchlutwa* s
husband and sons*

However, his chief reason la that

he obtainB benefits from his anoawu and their coconut
orchards by living with and helping them, and he is
able to share these benefits with his full brothers*
His brothers, in turn, obtain benefits from Mchlawa
and their father1a propertyf and they share this with
Tepwe,

This effectively links the group of Hlchlmwa

with that of Salim Mwaehiteroa and Abdullah M&ibgu*
Klchlawa and her children help her brother1a
children to assist Tepwe if hs needs to aid Salim
iivachitema or the close kin of Salim, especially in
respect to funerals or curing ceremonies, where a great
deal of aid is rather freely given and definitely
expected*

Similarly, Salim MWiChitema and his kin

help Kichimwa and her kin for the sake of Tepwe and
hiB brothers*

In turn, the roultllineally-reckoned kin

affinee and friends of each group help this group to
help the other group*

In this manner, reciprocal aid

associations spread ever outward, encompassing more and
more people*

6.

Ano*wo-ftw«.
Sgo's mother's brother is very important in
/

ego’s life, as indicated throughout this thesis*
£go’s mother1s closest real or claasiflcatory
njatrilineally-relfaited brother is customarily far
more vital to ego than ego’s mother’s patriliaeallylinked and bilaterally-linked brothers#

Formerly ,

or so it is said, suoh a ©atrilineally-related
mother’s brother could put ego into slavery to meet
tore or other obligations, and he had more rights and
duties in regard to ego than had ego’s father*

Wow,

the rights end dStles of ego’s father towards ego tend
somewhat to be more important and more extensive than
those of a mother’s brother*
awu over ego is property*

The chief hold of ego’s
If ego’s awu likes ego he

will be able to insure that ego inherits at least a
portion of the property which he created*

He will

tell other influential local elders and kinsmen that he
wishes ego to inherit some of his coconut palms or
other property*

If ego’s awu does not like ego, the

opposite will be true or he will at least threaten to
disown ego from all inheritance and give everything to

his children.

To implement Inheritance by hie sons*

for example, ego's awn may marry his wife or wires by
the Islamic form.
Because Digo no longer have the duty of bore or
debt slavery, it is maintained that their claim to the
property of their auoawn is no longer automatic.

It
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is not a right, but a privilege, and it must be

validated by the assistance which they render their
anoawu and the children of their anoawu.
Two exampleB will help clarify relations between
ego and his awu.
a.

Juma Kamlai.

Juma Haaial is a man who takes a great Interest
in and helps the children of his three full sisters.
*

These relationships have already been and will be
further commented upon, and no detailed discussion is
required at this point.

Suffice to say that, even

though the sons of biuti Hamlsi Mvlere and Abdullah
Pongwe live with Juma Hamlsi and exchange Important aid
with him, there la some conflict between these children
and Juma.

Muhammad bln Abdullah Pongwe feels that Juma

has not helped him sufficiently to regain his wife,

Bing'anal, who was taken away by her father because
of a quarrel between her father and the Chinara a a kin
of Juma Hamlsi*

Zn addition, Omari Abdullah claims

that when he obtained 200 shillings as compensation
4rr.t.J
jf v‘ * j'
for the adultery of hie first wife, Juma Hamlsi kept
•

most of this money, and that Juma has not been as
generous or helpful In securing a
as he might have been#

wife for Omari

Furthermore, all of the sons

of Abdullah Fongwe feel that Juma Hamisi pocketed for
personal use some of the money obtained for collections
to cover the cost of the funeral and wake of Juma
Abdullah Foogwe, their deaceaoeu eldest brother#

Other,

classifioatory» sisters sons of Juma, such as Kasim
Chisira, also feel that he misappropriated funeral
funds#

Hone of these "sister’s sons'* of Juma wish

to quarrel with him about this matter, however, and
do not accuse him of cheating to hia face#
In spite of this sort of conflict, relations
between Juma Uaraisi and his real and classifioatory
sisterfs sons are good#

Such an important relation

ship as awu-muwa is strong enough to withstand many
disruptive forces#

It is typical of Digo that they

find fault with and talk behind the backs of even
their closest and moat essential kin, including their
real parents, the real siblings of parents, and their
own closely related siblings and cross cousins.
b*

Abdullah seleraani.

A case which Illustrates conflict between egove
mother*a brother end ego's patrilineal kin is that of
Abdullah, the son of belenanl ttgare, born in about 1933
in Sega (Lungalunga).

Presumably because he had

syphilis which attacked his nervous system, Abdullah
became incurably ill about 193d.

It was felt that

his illness was s result of black magic made by igaasoro
Kasiraai of Luagalunga, a man born in about 1910, who,
allegedly, dec ire cl to marry Abdullah's wife, and there
fore wanted to kill Abdullah*

Xt wae further thought

that Abdullah's wife's father, ttwalimu U&audi, who ie
the son of hasaoro’s elose elassifieatory sister,
related matrilineally to i.assoro through a common
mother's mother, had helped his awu. tiassoro, to make
this black magic.
Hwslimu and his mother, one wife, and ohildren
live in a small mudgj located only a few hundred yards

from Hassoro KaeIrani’s largo mutol.

He and ilaaaoro

are very friendly and help each other often*

Swallow

never did like Abdullah Solemn!, it la asserted, but
his daughter wanted to marry him, and so he gave in to
her wishes*
i.elemaai i£gare, the father of Abdullah, la the
relatively close, patrilineally-linfced brother of Mwalimu
Maaudi, and, therefore, Abdullah is the classificatory
son of rowans of Mwaliwu

(Kgare, the father of

Sslemnl, and Luutsu, the father of Mwalimu Mssudi were
related as brothers because Luutau’c mother's mother
was a slave of agare’s mother's mother.)

According

to the Dlgo of Lungalungs, it was only natural that
Mwalimu Casual's close matrillneal bond with ttaaeoro
Kasirani wus stronger than his more distant patrilineal
link to Abdullah 3eleraani.
Abdullah Belemani was treated with every conceivable
type of magic and medicine, but nothing worked, and he
became partially paralysed end gradually wasted away.
Finally, his mother and two senior full brothers took
him by bus to Duga, where his mother's full brother,
All, had arranged for a skilled Arab magico-medical

practitioner to treat him with yet another technique.
Diviners had told A H that Abdullah could not be
cured if to lived so close to neaaoro Kasirani.
The Arab's technique also failed, but he
determined by consulting the Koran that Abdullah was
the victim of black magic which itassoro had burled in
the house in which Abdullah waa married and had spent
his first week with hie bride.
Baasoro's mu dal.

This house waa in

ftheh Abdullah waa married to

Uwallmu'B daughter in 1959* Baa&oro overtly wished
the couple well, and, as the awu of Mwalimu Masudi, he
asked permission to have the honour of holding the
wedding at hie mudzi. and allowing the couple to use
a spare house in hie compound for their first week of
relative seclusion.
Abdullah's close matrillneal and patrilineal
kin objected to this, and asked to have the wedding at
the roudsi of All Xigare, the junior full brother of the
deceased Selemaal.

However, Mwalimu and Hassoro pre

vailed, and this is taken as certain proof of their evil
Intentions.

The first week of the marriage la a time

of supernatural danger for the new couple, and black

magic planted in the very house to be used by the
couple during thle period la bound to be effective*
Abdullah's close kin were only too ready to
believe that the Arab's divination was correct, and
they obtained a specialist in anti-black magic ritual
to go to Lungalunga in order to “small out" or kuzuuaa
the buried magic.

On one day in early I960, this

specialist, together with scores of Abdullah's matri
llneal kin from Duga, descended by bus load on bungslunga, and marched up to Hasaoro's raudzi to hunt for the
magic*

Bassoro did not object, but rather encouraged

them to do their best, asserting that they would find
nothing*

He told them that only his regard for

Abdullah, and his position as Headman of Lungalunga kept
him from charging them all with false accusation in the
government courts*

The majority of the people of

Lungs-lunga were displeased at this kuazuaa attempt
because they do not like to bring witchcraft fears and
accusations into the open*

It is too dangerous - too

likely to upset the delicate balance between social
harmony and disharmony*

Borne Lungalunga Dlgo, however,

are so envious of Haasoro's position as headman that they

were pleased to see this situation develop*
To the relief of many, and the dismay of aorae,
the anti-black magic specialist found nothing buried
in Haanoro's mudai*

He and Abdullah's kin returned

to Duge, hinting that Bassoro had been very clever in
hiding the magic*

A few weeks later, Abdullah died*

All ng&re and ids sons and the full brothers of Abdullah,
together with many other multilineally-linked relatives
of Abdullah went to Duga to bring homo his body and bury
it in hungalurjga*

The roatrllinoal kin of Abdullah

who were living in Duga, however, refused to allow this,
and demanded the right to bury Abdullah and have his
funeral and wake in Dugs*
The place of burial is vital to Digo, partly be
cause it shows affiliation, and partly because prayers
to koms are mace at the gravestone, and it is desirable
to have t i s grave on personal land, close to the site
of residence*

Just as the natr Hines 1 and patrilineal

kin of ogo rival auch other for influence over and help
from ego during his life, so do they rival each other
for control of hie body when he is dead*

Each group

of kin will try to get hie body and bury it where the

members of this group desire*

as

a result, there is

great variation in the place of burial*

It is most

common, however, for the burial to be patriloeal*
A Digo will ordinarily bury his father, or his ohildren,
or his H i e in the graveyard of his father, or his
father's father, or, at least, in land belonging to his
patrilineally-lloked ancestors*
Similarly, there Is oftew conflict over and
variation in the place where the funeral ceremony and
the wake is held, but most wakes are held in the muds^
of the husband, or the father, or the other patrilineal
kin of the deceased*
In the case of Abdullah Selenani, the Luogalunga
group, consisting primarily of hie patrilineal and
bilateral kin, finally secured his body, and took it to

Lungalun*;a for burial next to hie father, Belemaui.
The funeral and wake waa held in the andsi of All Bgare*
However, tie Buga kin of Abdullah, led by his mother's
brother and consisting primarily of Abdullah's matrilineal
kin, remained in Luga and held their own wake for A b d u lla h
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though asked to come to Uingalanga, tbs; angrily

Mwalimu Maeudi and Bassoro b as Irani came to the
funeral sad wake and acted as if they had uever been
accused of black magic in their lives*

From the way

in which they were received by everyone, including the
mother and the full brother and baba among a brothers
of Abdullah, no uninformed person could have imagined
that they were suspected of causing the death of
Abdullah*

Dlgo are well able to dissemble their

feelings*
7*

Anotsawe * ^nowawa - Adgukulu*

The relationship between ego and his real and
close olas&ificatory grandparents should ideally be
very friendly and harmonious, and joking may be effected
between these kin*

However, most Dlgo treat closely-

related grandparents with respect because of their age
and position aa parants of parents*

Ideally, Dlgo

should never personally chastise or discipline their
misbehaving grandchildren, but should tell the parents
of these ohildren to rear them properly*
is generally adhered to to a great extent*

This ideal
Women often

care for the young ohildren of their daughters while
these daughters ere working in the fields >t otherwise

occupied| and in this capacity some grandmothers
may attempt to discipline their grandchildren*
The most important t p >-»•■:e le mother's mother's
brother, that is, awu ya

or tsawe ya kuchetuai♦

To differentiate between mother's mother's brother, and
mother's father, who io also termed teswe ya kuohetuni*
Dlgo may call mother's mother's brother, taawe ya kuafiftqflfr
ya kwolf ("truo" tsawe

kuchetuai >*

The reciprocal

of thin term, that for a sister's daughters eon, is

PfflEWafa JUL

iJL M£li‘

Lgo may inherit from his mother's mother's brother*
Bince Dlgo equate their second ascending and descending
generations with their own generation, a mother's mother's
brother or a matrilincally-liniced sister's daughters
child 18 like ego's close matriliueally- related sibling#
A sister's daughter's son is an ideal heir*

He will

Inherit from ago either directly, or indirectly, through
his mother and/or his mother's brother*

It will be

recalled that Ndzengs inherited the property of Mwamasuo,
his mother's mother's brother, via his mother's full
brother, Mleo iiwadodo, and his mother, Bidets*
A aagttKu.lq 2a ignafteJtoU ISESii 1* U k e ego'e extension

In another generation*
grandchildren.

Digo often dote upon such

If the fflftzuJartH 2&

3BUj

is the product of a marriage between ego's aon and ego's
sister's daughter, then ego has even more cauee to
regard his mdsukulu ae his equivalent*

Inheritance

by this rodaukulu of ego's property will often assure
that ego's eon also profits from this property and ie
rewarded for helping ego ereate it*
In former times, old Digo men often married very
young slave girls, and when such men died, It was not
uncommon for tbeir adsukula ya kuchetuai ya kwell to
inherit those sieve wives from them even though the
aetual brothers of the old man inherited his property
and other, older, wives*

In some instances, often

because all other heirs were dead, a Digo inherited all
the wives as well as the other property of his
aatrillneally-rel&ted mother's mother's brother*
This is illustrated by the base of Bohero Mwapoko,
a member of the Chlnakonde lineage, and his eldest full
slater's daughter's son, Zuba Mwamgua,

Zuba was a mature

man when Bohero died, leaving behind him two slave wives,
one quite young, and the young children of these wives*

Zuba also inherited the other property end obligations
of Bohero#

Zuba reared Bohero1s ohildren by these

wives, and these children became known as the sons and
daughters of zuba rather than of Bohero#

One of these

eons, Mnyeto Hwasuba, born in about 190u, is still living#
He is Chinakonde in lineage because his mother was a
slave of this lineage*
Zuba also married other, non-lnherited, women,
but o<uly one of these, ftimbega, of the Chinamklndu lineage,
bore him children (two daughters), the last of whom,
wanza by name, died in 1939#

These daughters, especially

Wamsa, regarded themselves ae superior to Mnyeto because
of his slave ancestry#

However, their relations were

satisfactory, and Mnyeto, who inherited ChinaRone
matrillneal property through zuba and other matrillneal
kin, cared for Zuba'a daughters, and often helped them
financially#
D#

Summary*
To summarize this chapter, it may be said that

each Digo la surrounded by an extensive network of multilineally-li.Aked relatives,

Factors of circumstance and

personal choice, guided by a persisting emphasis on

matrillneal principles and practices, and a more limited
but expanding emphasis on patrilineal principles,
determine which of the many possible kin relationships
will be utilised and emphasised by any Digo*

Relations

with those classificatory Siblings, cross cousins,
and siblings of parents with whom a Dlgo most closely
associates tend to approximate to the relations he has
with hia real kin of these categories*
mention has been made in this chapter of matrilineages and Incipient patrilineageo.
these will be studied in some detail*

In the next chapter,

CHAPTER

IV

L W B A m B ARD LARGE MULTILIRiiAL
GROUPS#
A*

General#
The Dlgo term for a mstriliueage is fuko (raafuko)#

There are at least 95 named mafukp in Digo society#
Kach Dlgo belongs to the matrilineage of his or her
mother, and is the "son ofM (rowe-), or the "daughter
of" (3I-) the matrilineage of his or her father#
Ego's mother's matrilineage is known as hi© fuko kwa
mayo

Ego's father's matrilineage is known as his

fuko kwa baba*

At time©, some Digo also find it. con

venient to stress that they are the adaukulu of the
matrilineage of their father's father, or fuko kwa teawe
wa kulumcnl.

For lnstsrnce, Belemani Chuo and hie

•iblinge do this because their land originated in the
matrilineage (Chinachimwoge) of Bukhari Mwanduano,

their father1# father*

Digo never seem to stress that

they are the yltuViuu of father's father's father's
lineage, but if it suited their purpose to do so, they

undoubtedly would*
'<;aoh fuko has a name, usually prefixed by either

china or £, such as in Chlnaraaa* or in A&2HB2*
China and a mean, respectively, “group of*•, and
“people of#1*

In actual practice there is no differ

ence between china and a.

A area or woman who is of

the Chinarama kwa mayo is called either ttrama or ttchlnarama; and a single man or woman of Agongo kwa mayo
Is called ilgongo*

A man who is, for example, a China-

rama kwa baba is known as a Mwarama.

A woman who la

of Chinarama kwa baba is known as a ftlrama*

Similarly,

Agongo kwa baba are either iiwagougo or Nigongo*
Lineages are named in a variety of ways*

Many

are reputedly named after a male matrilineal kinsmen
of the actual or putative ancestress of the lineage*
Chinarama, Chlnadzore, Ohinarawaniatu, and Chinakonde
are all examples of this method of naming*

ftp

lineages seem to be named after the lineage ancestress
herself*

borne lineages are named after important

events or locations in lineage history*

For example,

the lineage litsongo is named from the small yellow
bird called taongo, whose nests were used by a msgicomedical practitioner ages ago os medicine to induce the
lineage founder^ “womb to fill with children” Just as a
;;W

nest fills with eggs*

angome end Abiringowo, the

names of two large lineages, mean respectively
“Fortified r'laee dumber v^no,” and “Fortified Place
number Two.”

These names probably refer to large

toya used by the Digo near Mombasa*

The lineage name

Abirini, or ‘'Second One” may indicate some order of
priority in formation*

Sows lineages, such as the

Arave i and the n&zi£*u& , apparently originated as
offshoots of the Uabai and the Jibana tribes respect
ively.
apparently all lineages are divided into & number
of intermarrying sub-sections which descended from
sieve members of the lineage*

This is a complicated

subject, and it will be dealt with in a separate
chapter.
kany lineages are silica to other lineages by
blood brotherhood*

For example, the chinaehandle

are allied to the Youibo group of lineages by such
brotherhood*

A aumoer of other lineages are grouped

together by conventional and probably unreal bonds of
kinship to form a group of lineages*

The members of

such a unit claim ail to bo descended m&triiineally by

an unknown number of generations from a common, but
unknown, ancestress*

For example, the Chinarama,

Ohinskonde, Chinadzore, Chinachlmwaga, and Ghinarajlnga
units to form the lineage group known as Kundutsi*
The Digo themselves have no specific term for such a
groo.' .

It is just Kundutsi, or Yombo, etc*

£ac& tubo 1® theoretically divided into a number
of sub-lineages, but these sub-lineagee ©re not actually
discrete units whose membership is always fixed, and
they exist eniy in respect to a certain activity or
circumstance*
By Digo usage, each lineage is composed mainly of
first order members, that is, those related to it
through mother (kwa mayo): and of second order memners,
that is, those related to it through father (kwa baba)*
Ordinarily, the kwa mayo members are dominant, aa is
indicated by the fact that they contribute twice as
much money as the kwa baba members do to help pay for
funerals and wakes, which provide the sole occasions
when all liueago loernbera act together*
individuals rel t

or Ml 52222t

lu aotne i u»tancea,

to a lineage through father1© father,

alao affiliate to a lineage group for this

function of collecting money for funerals and wakes*
For all practical purposes, therefore, each Digo
lineage is Actually $ large multilineal group*

It is

Impossible to know for how long Digo lineages have had
this churacfceristic*

It should be pointed out in this

regard that, while most Digo ere able to trace the
matrilincal ancestresses of their mothers to five or
six gonerations, they can seldom trace father’s matri—
lineal ancestresses to more than two ^encratiooa (a
father’s mother’s mother)*

Each large multilines! kin group, based on a
lineage, is divided into & great many multilineal sub
groups, or mlx.vansu of varying aizo, each of which merges
almost imperceptibly into yet large tniryamtu and finally
into tho fuico itaolf•

Mlryauau. as discussed in the

previous chapter, exist only in respect to a particular
function or circumstance*

For example, as chart 3

illustrates, the large multiline^! kin group known as
the fuko lo Chla^rama « and consisting of Digo who are
Chiaarttfflfi kwa tqayp* Awa ouDa , and

taowo, is di^ded

into such ■- a.'>ga »«s (1) .;iyun«u of j.lwwuoi aud (2)
iiryaosu of ^idodo ya tohu, which iiicludos only the children
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NI4AI,

J U 4 A S AMI 31:NcjuRO,; NJ T S U W A ,
KASIN
and
h ::s
A
N p HJS
K^SIN-j

NICHIDAGO,

SIi>TEI!S,

OaMAAAA

HAMISI
NIMUHAMMAD
MLEO,
CHANDZE, ABDULLAH,
etc.
etc

a

KASIM
KASIM
SAIDI
NGURO, MTONDOO, BAMVUA,
OMARI
MALAU,

and grandchildren of Li dodo ya Tshu; and (3)
Mrwamru of bitoro which includes hitoro's son,
Juiaa Haimisij Juma’s children and grandchildren;
Toro's three daughters hint! Hamisi ya ttwenga, binti
Haoiisl ya Mbiri, binti Haraiai ya Tahu; and the children
of these daughters of bltoro and Kamisi#

These

mirvangu. in turn, merge into the Mryangu of Jiitsongo
and Niteoiigo is a part of the Mrvaagu of Nldla, which
links with other miryangu to form the fuko la ChiuaMna#
Like all other lineages, the lineage of China**
rams also contains mirvanguwhich originate in slaves
taken into the lineage#

All slaves lost their previous

tribal or lineage affiliation and became members, both
kwa mayo and kwa baba, of their master lineage#

Begs

was such a slave, taken by Vuli Mwatsongo, the mother's
mother's mother’s mother's brother of liimaaua#

3ega

bore Vuli a daughter named XUvuli, who, in turn, married
Mwambea, the close classlfloatory matrilineally-related
brother of himasuo#

Mwambea was tiivull's classlficatory

mdzu-ulu» but he was almost as old as she was since Vuli

married Bega in Vuli's old age#

Bega had no property,

bat Hlvuli planted some coconut trees on land obtained
from Vuli#

She also received coconut trees from Vuli#

Mivuli bore Mwambca a daughter, Changare, who
married to Mleo Mwadodo#

Mleo was her classlflcstory

matriliueal brother since her mother's mother was a
slave of Mleo*s matrilineage#
two eons, Haraisi and Malimu#

Changare bore to Mleo
They are Chinarama kwa

kayo and kv/a baba# since both their mother and their
father were members of the Chinarama lineage kwa mayo#
Hamlsi and Msliiau and their respective children pretend
that ftlvull and Qhaugare were not of slave origin#
They often call themselves and are often known as the
Mryanwu of Changare, especially when they are concerned
with the few coconut trees which remain of those which
Vuli and ttlvull planted and which descended to them through
Mchangare#

They are also known as the aryn.igu of Mleo,

and this term has significance especially when they are
concerned with the coconuts which they obtained through
Mleo Mwadodo#

Beoause of Mleo Mwadodo, because of the

oooonut palms received from him, and because of other
bonds of friendship and reciprocal aid, the Mryangu of

Changare of Mleo 1b an active affiliate of the Mrrangu
of iUraasuo*

Genealogically, this Mryanau of i*icbaqgare

la also linked to the teryanau of ftltoro, both through
Mwarobea and Llvuli#
Similarly, within the Chinarama lineage are a
number of mirvangu which stem from tfitereraa*

The line

of hitexema seems to be the most important C b l n a m a
line, and magic and ritual designed to proteot the
Chiaarama of Lungalunga and ensure the fertility of
Chinarama land in Lungalunga deaoende in the line of
Klterema#

The line of Miterema had many slaves,

Including a woman named Ganda, and a woman named Koche#
Koche, bought from the Doe Tribe of Tanganyika, was a
personal slave of niehlnyama, a direct descendant of
Mlterema#

When Koche married Gao, the son of Ganda,

and boro him two daughters, she founded a rarvaogu which
is part of the hiteraaa group#

The descendants of

Koche do not use her name in identifying their mryangu >
presumably because this makes it more obvious that they
are descended from a slave#

Also, Koche herself had

no land or property in Lungalunga#

Koche's descendants

prefer to call themselves the »igy«ngu of Gao, or the
Mryanan of higao Mvlere and the UrvsmtB of Mlgao tfdide,
Koche la conveniently classed as a

respectively*

iawenehu of Nichinyaraa, and the genealogical relation
ship of each of Kochefs descendants to esoh of
hiohlnyama’Q ascendents and descendants Is in respect
to this ;nwe,;ehu relationship between Koche and flichi-yama*

Chart 3 present®, in abbreviated fora, the

essential structure of both the Mryangu of ttitereroa
and the Mryangu of Nidia*
The members of both the Mryangu of Hiterema and
t*1® mryangu of Jkidis will not discuss genealogy above
the level of iiiterema and iUdia*

They claim that they

do not know the ancestresses of these women*

This may

be the truth, but it la more probable that one or both
descend from yet other slaves of the Chinarama*

as

will be shown in a separate chapter on slaveryf Eigo
will do everything possible in order to conceal the
fact of their own slave ancestry or the slave ancestry
of others*
*
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likely that Mclie or her immediate ancestress was a
slave of this lias, but no one will admit it*

There

are several other auch extensive Chinanna calryaagp
in Lun&alunga and elsewhere in Digo Land* but thftir
point of connection with each other or with hidia
and Niterema is also not divulged*

The point at which

various branches of a fuko link with one another is a
well kept secret* and, presumably, Is unknown even to
very many or most Digo*
In a similar manner* all other lineages are sub
divided into extensive segments of considerable depth
whose point of connection with each other is unknown
or* at least* kept secret*
Members of various roafuko are scattered over
the entire area of Digo residence*

For example*

fuko la Chinarama has representatives living in almost
every Digo location* with the majority residing in Waa*
Lun^alunga, and Buga*

For the most part, however*

Digo of one location have relatively little to do with
members of their lineages in other locations*

A Digo

is far more concerned with those individuals with whom
he shares land and property, than with those with whom

be merely shares • lineage name*

Mlryanga*not roafuko*

are important to Digo, and the mlryangq which are moat
important are usually those of the smallest depth and
which act as a unit

in matters of land and property

and residence*
B.

£afuKo;

Functional

1* Exogamy*
Theoretically* niafuko function to regulate marriage*
Ideally, they are exogenous unite*

Supposedly, all

members of a fuko* such as Chloaraiaa9 are descended from
a common ancestress, and, therefore, no member of the
fuko kwa mayo may marry another member of the fuko kwa
mayo.

In actual fact, as has already been illustrated

and will be discussed in more detail later, each fulqo
has within it intermarrying lines or nyumba which
originate in slaves taken into the fuko*

All of the

members of a nyumba actually are able to trace descent
roatrilineally to a common ancestress, and each ayumba
within any fuko is exogamous; however, the fuko. aa it
now exists, is endogaraous*
convenient system*

Digo find this a very

2.

Chlfudu
Lineages are non-totemic,

If, In their

distant past, they were totemic, Digo no longer know
about it.

The closest a fuko comes to having an

emblem or device to set it apart from other mqfuko
is In its possession of a small wood and thatch
shrine called r u m m la chlfudu,

It appears that a

m m . ( b h U M u ) is, or rather was, an ancestor ahrine,
and it is probable that chlfudu once was an ancestor
cult.

However, details of this chlfudu past are

unknown to Digo,
Prom what little information is available, it
seems that each localized fuko during the kay_a period
of Digo history had its own shrine or rungu, for magic
end ritual, called chlfudu, to aid all members of the
fuko and bring them health, wealth, and many children.
The

was made in the shape of a house.

It was

built from wooden poles of a certain type of wood
reputedly possessing magical powers, and covered with
a thatched roof made of coconut palm fronds.

Each

rungu had its ovrn fflgaga (sEi2H83i) or ohief ritual
specialist, customarily the senior female in the senior

line of a fuko.

She was in charge of the magical

implements in the rungu, namely an assortment of
gourde which had been
and feathers.

arceared with chicken blood

The rungu guarded the lineage and its

lands, and it assured that its women would be fertile
and its men virile.
The primary chifudo ritual was kurera (Hto rear"),
kurera ritual, all able-bodied males and females of
fufeo *ho bad already been initiatedby kurera tossing,
would tobs or bounce into the eir all members of the
fuko who had not as yet been tossed.

This was to

symbolize the Digo mother's method of bouncing or
rocking her child in her arms to soothe it,

Such a

ceremony of kurera was either held every so many years
as a matter of course, or only when diviners determined
that such treatment wf*B needed to x*estore health and/or
fertility to members of the fuko.

It was apparently

also held to initiate slaves into the ni*p and to make
them cn integral part of it.
Unfortunately, for the purposes of study, the
entire chlfudu system has broken down and chlfudu is
now essentially Just a curing ceremony for any very ill

or Bterile person rather than an ancestor cult for
the members of a fuko.

Owing both to the division

of the fuko into numerous nyumba because of slavery,
and to changing ideas about chlfudu and its nature
and function, many mlrvangu or varying size and depth now
have roarungu yq chlfudu of their own as well as & number
of "rungu A chlfudu.
sexes.

op

chlfudu specialiotB, of tooth

Thus, while ideally only one rungu la chlfudu

should exist for all the Chinarama of Lungalunga, such
rungu are possessed by the Mryangu ya Nitsongo, the
Mryangu ya Hiterema, and Mryangu ya Gao, and several
other aimaasi*
Zf a Digo becomes ill or is unable to obtain
children a diviner may tell him or her that a cure can
be effected only by chlfudu ceremony and the construction
a rungu.

Sometimes the sick or childless person, if

old enough, may himself or herself build the rungu and
become a mrungu,

At other times, the sick person and

his or her multilineally-reekoned kin will prevail upon
a senior female in his or her mryangu to build a rungu
and become the chlfudu specialist.

All members of the

mrvama^ of the person who is to become an mrungu should

help to construct the rungu and also help to pay for
the feasting and participate in the ritual which is
part of every installation of an mrungu,

They pro

vide this help both because they may wish treatment from
the mrungu and because all Digo have the duty to help
kinsmen to obtain medicines and to be cured of illness.
The person being installed as mrungu should personally
pay at least a large percentage of the fees taken by
those other arungu £ chifudu who teach the new mrungu
the medicines and ritual of chlfudu.

These senior

arumra are ordinarily members of other mirvangu or
even other mafuko.

It is considered only fair that

the new mrungu should pay as much of the total expenses
of the installation as he or she is able to because an
enterprising mrungu is able to make money dispensing
various chifudu medicines and practising a host of
major and minor chlfudu curing techniques,
Islam has been a major factor in causing
modification of chlfudu ritual.

The male and female

participants in old chlfudu ritual wore only loin cloths
or short skirts, and they sung obscene songs, called
m tuai# apparently designed to stimulate fertility.

Islamic culture has caused Digo to feel that they must
be well dressed at all times, and provide cover for
both knees and breasts.

Obscenity is also frowned upon

as contrary to Islam,
-
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Furthermore, Digo found that the chlfudu custom
ef tossing individuals into the air was too strenuous
and dangerous.

Under the pretense that it is non-

Islamic, they have practically eliminated it from the
chifudu ritual,

A few die-hards still insist upon

kurera, especially if a diviner says that it is
necessary to effect a cure.

Mass initiation into the

lineage of children and, of coure, slaves by chlfudu
ritual has been done away with.

One old man, Salim

Mwachltema of the Chlnamjlnga of Sega, Lungaldnga, would
like to build a w m m i and have kurera in order to
initiate all of the children born within the past
decade to all females descended from his dead mother,
a former mrungu,

Salim claims that this ritual is

necessary in order to Insure the good health of these
children, and he wishes to see his sister become Mrungu,
Salim cannot obtain sufficient support for his proposal
since, it is claimed, all Chinamjinga are sufficiently

healthy roxl kurera is a "dirty” practice.
An interesting qhifudu case is that of binti
Hamisi ya Kwenga of the ^ryan^a of Nltoro,

Binti

Hamisi became very ill in about 1932, and it was decided
that she needed chlfudu ritual.

She was treated by Kimai,

a Chinarama woman of Mryangu ya Nitsongo who lives with
her husband in Duga, Tanganyika,

As a daughter's

daughter of Hichiba© Mviere, Kimai is senior to binti
Hamisi, who is a daughter's daughter of Nichibao Mdl&e,
Kimai is supposedly the official yyyryfffl for the des
cend ents of nitsongo since she is the senior living
female of this mryangu,

Kimai is obligated to come to

Lung&lunga to treat any Chinarama of the Nit&ongo
group if the diviner maintains that such care is necessary.
In the old days, when kaya were endogamous, the lineage
mrungu lived near her potential or actual patients,
and it was easy for the mrungu to do her work.

Marriage

outside the location has changed this, ad the example
of Kimai illustrates,
Kimai is an old woman and finds the journey to
Lungalunga very taxing.

Since 1952 binti Hamisi Mviere

and her Chinarama kin in Lung&lunga have maintained that
binti H&mlel Mviere should build her own rungu in Sega

and core for the health of the Lung&lunga members of
the Mffareftg* Of S iisaaaa*

Hi»ai, they said, could

continue as Mrungu in Duga for tho&e few; members of
Mryangu of Kit songs living there,

Nimai finally

assented to this in 1956, when binti Hamisi Mviere
became seriously ill for the second tifte,

Between

1956 and 1956, Kimai taught binti Hamisi sufficient
basic chifudu techniques to ready her for own work
as g^rungu.

All that binti Hamisi needs to become

an mrunyii is to have a rungu built and to be officially
Installed as

by the proper ritual and feast.

By December 1959, luma Hamisi and other Lungslunga members of the Nitsongo group including Masim
Chisira and Hamisi Mleo contributed enough money and
food to hold this ritual and feest,

Fumbwe Mwadodo

also contributed money, partly because his father,
Dodo, was a Chinarama kwa baba, married Nimasuo, and
fathered the Kldodo sisters and Mleo Mwadodo, all of
whom were in the Mryangu of BUtiUSBUBt*
It was planned to build the rungu in the Mudsl
wa Juma Hamisi rather than in the Mudzi wa Fumbwe
Mwadodo, where binti Hamisi Mviere lives with her

husband and his other wives and children and children's
children#

It is not usual for Digo to build marunmx

in the mudzl of their husbands because divorce is
frequent, and they will not wish to go the place of
their former spouses to hold chifudu curing ceremony#
The mudzl of Juma Hamisi is a logical site for a
rungu because it contains a number of the Chinarama,
including the sons of binti Hamisi Mviere, and binti
All, the youngest daughter of binti Hamisi ya Mbirl#
Binti All is married to the eldest son of Jiaa Hamisi#
Her father and her mother live in a audzl which exists
almost as an extension of Juma's mudzl#
By February I960, binti Hamisi was ready to
call Nimai and other non-Chinarama chlfudu practitioners
to come for the installation ceremony#

Unfortunately

for her plans, however, Juma Abdullah, her*eldest son
by Abdullah Pongwe, became very ill and died#

Follow

ing this, Selfu bln Abdullah Pongwe, the second son of
binti Hamisi Mviere, returned from Lamu, where he had
been studying the Koran#

Imbued with the teachings of

the Walimu at Lamu, Seifu forbade his mother to build
a ruftgu and have chifudu ritual, claiming that it was

contrary to the doctrines of Islam#
Seifu is the type of individual who stimulates
the Islamization of the Digo#

Apparently frustrated by

his sexual impotency and angered by the ridicule this
subjected him to, Seifu went to the large Koran school
at Lamu, north of Mombasa, and studied there for about
four years#

He was financed in this by his brother,

Juma, and his mother's brother, Juma Hamisi, presumably
because they felt that it was their duty to help him
and also because it brought them prestige to have a
ttwalimu in their family#

When Juma Abdullah died,

Seifu returned to Lungalunga to take over the leadership
of his full sibling group#

Actually, it is more

Muhammad Abdullah, his next eldest brother, who leads
the group since Seifu is more given to other-wordly
considerations and religious pursuits than to partici
pation in mundane affairs#
Seifu has convinced his mother that chlfudu
is pagan and forbidden by M u m m #

He swears that if

she builds a rungu she will be punished by Munwu with
more sickness than ever before#

He has treated his

mother for her aches and pains with pseudo-Islsmic

medicines and techniques and her condition has
improved*

Because of this, she has decided not

to construct a rungu or to become a chlfudu special
ist#

Furthermore, her close kin have also been made

to feel that they will lose heshims and, perhaps, incur
the wrath of Mungu if they have thie chifudu ceremony#
Other walimu in Lungalunga and elsewhere also
campaign with similar effect against chlfudu#

It is

possible that with a decade or so, chifudu will change
beyond recognition or even cease to exist#

3. Plngo#
In addition to chlfudu* Digo lineages once
had magic and ritual known as flngo*

>Vhere chifudu

was concerned more with individuals, their health and
fertility, flngo was concerned with the land and its
productivity and well-being#

Flngo made crops grow,

prevented Insect plagues, and brought rain#

It also

protected the kava from enemy attack or any other
major disaster#

Fingo was primarily in the hands of

men of the lineage and the chief flngo practitioner
was called the mwanatse* or "son of the land"#

The

fingo itself was a type of shrine established at a tree

or a cave or an ancient grave, where powerful spirits
were thought to dwell#
Ho one could begin planting or harvesting
maize or any other staple crop without the permission
of the mwanatse#

Customarily, the mwanatse would be

the first to break the ground for planting and would
eat the first fruits, usually together with him mother
or other close matrilineal kin.

The status of mwanatse#

like the position of chifudu specialist, descended in
the senior line of the fuko.

Descendants of slaves

could never become mwanatse. and they were dependent
upon the mwanatse as well as the mrungu of the lineage
which had them as slaves to assure that they prospered#
Saldl Bamvua, the matrilineal descendant of
Niterema, is, theoretically, the mwanatse of all the
Chinarama who live in Lungalunga#

That is, the status

of mwanatse descended in his line, or nvumba. and upon
the death of hie mother's brother many years ago, Saidi
succeeded to this status#

Since Chinarama is the

senior lineage in Lungalunga, the Chinarama flngo*
located at the site of Kaya Gonja, is the senior fingo
and supposedly, the most powerful in all of Lungalunga#

Actually, however, no one now recognizes the status
of mwanatse. and the custom of lineage flngo no
longer is followed#

It is very difficult to obtain

any Information about fingo and the

because

such information invariably forces Digo to admit that
one nyumba within a fuko is senior and, indeed, the
"master” m m m b a *
of slave ancestry#

In short, such data reveal the fact
Saldl Bamvua, himself, does not

like to admit that he should be mwanatse* according te
the old custom, because he fears that other Digo would
then accuse him of boasting that he is an mbwan a* or
"master”, or even allege that he is trying to re-establish
slavery#
It appears likely that a primary cause for the
disappearance of old fingo custom, as well as old chlfudu
custom has been the desire to conceal all trams of slave
and master descent#

Fi^go like chifudu* still exists,

but, like chlfudu. its form and practice has changed
considerably during the past century#
than mafuko now possess flngo#

Miryangu rather

They have it in respect

to the land and property which the members of each of
the mryangu share#

Anyone is able to make a flngo to

protect the land, property, and other interests of
the members of his mryangu if he has about 10 shillings
to pay a flngo specialist (maganae ya flngo). and a
chicken or a goat or a sheep to slaughter#

In theory,

only the founder of the fingo or his heir may pray at
flngo for the welfare of himself and his mryangu#
but even this custom is often violated#

Neither the

founder of the flngo la mryangu nor any of his heirs
are termed mwanatse#

Instead, each is usually termed

■aganga ya flngo.
In addition to these mafingo ya mlryangu* there
a fingo for the entire Sega-Makwonyeni-Madzoreni area,
called flngo la Lungalunga.

This is regarded as an

Islamic flngo* and was established in Lungalunga in
about 1925 by a Vumba Arab from Vanga, using pseudoIslamic ritual#

It was placed at a large mango tree

in about the geographical centre of the Sega-H&kwonyeni
cluster#

The Digo now visit this flngo about once

yearly, or each time when they are in especial need, and
pray both to the fingo and to Mungu for the welfare of
the people of Lungalunga#
Islam provided & justification for the elimination

of the old maflngo* and for the establishment of a
pseudo-Ielamic flngo for the entire community#

It

ie claimed that the old maflngo were created by pagan
ritual of the most evil sort, often involving the
sacrifice of children of the lineage#

Since Mungu

abhorB such evil, he will send disaster rather than
aid to those who use the old maflngo#

It is possible

that some Digo object to the pagan fingo practices
because they actually fear divine retribution#

Saidl

Bamvua, for instance, is a mwalimu and claims to be a
devout Muslim, opposed to all pagan activities#

How

ever, many Digo who say that the old flngo la fuko
was contrary to the will of Mumrn themselves pray to
their own mafingo ya mlryangu which were established
by pagan ritual and magic#
k.

Mahangp and Ku.oga

The sole function which remains to the fi^ko
and the members of a fuko acting as a group is the
collection and contribution of money to help pay for
funerals and wakes (which may be referred to collectively
** aahanga)#

A major portion of the expenses of a

mahapga should be born by the close, multilineal kin of

the deceased#

However* mahanga are very expensive*

and It Is only possible to meet mahanga costs by
obtaining sizeable contributions from all Digo in
the location or* at least* in the sub-location#
For example* upon the death in 1959 of Juma
bln Abdullah Fongwe* who was a Chinarmna kma mayo
(Mryangu of Nltoro)* and a Abirini kwa baba, those
moat concerned with his mahanga were his full brothers
his mother* his mother's sisters and his mother's
brother - in short* Mryangu of Nltoro#

The members

of the other miryangu within Mryangu of Nidi a were
also Involved to a considerable extent in this mahanga
A Digo's father and his father's mryangu will
ordinarily take as great an interest in his death and
mahanga as his mother and his mother's mryangu#

How

ever* in this ease* Abdullah Pongwe was himself dead*
and also had no close kin in Lungalunga except his own
children#

His mother was* it seems* a slave of the

Adzlrix* of Lungalunga#
The members of the Mryangu of Nidla* acting as
a separate group on the basis of their close kinship
with Juma badull&h* contributed about 75 shillings to

Juma'e mahanga#

Women of the mryangu contributed ,

a8 well as the men* and if these women had no money
of their own* they asked their huebandB or children
to help them pay#

Nearly 50 of these 75 shillings

were paid on the day of burial in order to cover the
immediate costs of the burial and mahanga.

Much

of this money was obtained by mortgaging coconut
trees held by members of the mryangu#

Here* Ndzenge

was heavily criticized because he had long before
mortgaged all of his orchards he had received in trust
from his mother, and he had nothing to contribute#
As is customary* especially for an influential
adult with numerous kin and afflnes* the mahanga lasted
for a total of seven days#

During this time* all the

Digo of Lungalunga plus relatives and friends of Juma
Abdullah and his mryangu from all over Digo Land visited
Lungalunga to feast and to mourn#

The mahanga was

held at the mudzl of Juma Hamlsl* who also directed
the mahanga operations#
The custom of mahanga# like every other major
element in Digo culture* has been much modified by
Islam#

Before the Islamization of the Digo mafianga#

no one who was related closely to the deceased could
wash or have sexual intercourse during the first six
days of the mahanga#

On the seventh day* however*

all of the close relatives of the deceased went to a
nearby river of pond to cleanse themselves* often* at
the same time* wrestling with each other in such a
manner as frequently to cause intfury#
washing was termed kuoga madzl#

This ritual

After this* the

mahanga was concluded with a final feast#

Then#

the close matrilineal kinsmen of the deceased sat
down to discuss the inheritance of his property and
the succession to his various other rights and duties#
Nowadays* Digo no longer deny themselves the
right to wash their bodies or to have sexual inter
course* during mahanga, and no longer follow the old
ritual of kuogo madzi.

Digo explain away the demise

of the old custom by the usual excuse that it is
contrary to Islam#

A mahanga is now terminated by

the collection# on the seventh day# of money to pay
for the feasting and the cost of the burial and the
Koran reading#
fcuoga madzi#

This collection of money is called
The name for ritual cleansing has thus

survived as the term for a custom which also allows
Digo symbolically to conclude the mahanga and "wash
their hande of the matter"•
Only adult males were present for the kuoga
madzi of Juma Abdullah's mahanga#

Since Juma Abdullah

had been the Chief of Lungalunga* and was a very
important person# his kuoga madzi drew to it practically
each adult male in the location of Lungalunga* including
many from the Jego area* where Juma had obtained one of
his seven wives#

Hamt other mahanga also attract

large crowds* but some* especially those for Infants*
are small affairs#

At the kuoga madzi for Juma# as

at all kuoga roadzl for all mahanga, the male members
of each fuko in Lungalunga grouped together# each first
according to his fuko kwa mayo, at various shady places
near the mudzl of the mahanga#

That is* all the Digo

who are Chinarama kwa mayo# including those of Mlryangu
ya Nidia# sat together, each fuko group apart from all
other mafuko groups; all those who are Chinamjings kwa
mayo sat together# as a discrete unit; all Adsirije sat
as a unit* etc#

At Juma’s kuoga madzi# as at all such

functions# one individual in each fuko group# usually
its most reliable elder* collected money from each fuko

member#

Another individual* who knew how to write*

made a record of the contrlbutlona in each group#
By tradition* each one of the five roafuko in
the Kundutsi group of mafuko must contribute 15
shillings for the mahanga of any adult of reasonable
importance#

The Kundutsi* therefore* contribute a

total amount of 75 shillings#

The elders in each

fuko of the Kundutsi assign to each member of the fuko
a certain sum to contribute in order to raise this
15 shillings total#

Elders usually each pay 50 cents

(half a shilling); and young men usually each pay 25
cents#

The members of each fuko kwa baba should also

contribute# and often Join their kwa baba fuko group
after paying to their kwa mayo group#

Each Kundutsi

kwa baba elder usually pays twentyfive cents* and each
young man of the Kundutsi kwa baba pays about ten cents#
On some occasions* more or less then the 15 shillings is
collected#

If more is obtained* this is contributed to

the mahanga with pleasure* since it shows how strong the
fuko is#

If less is obtained* the balance is usually

made up by conscientious elders of the fuko#
Mafuko which are not of the Kundutsi group do not

set a standard sum for the lineage to contribute#
However, they usually collect more or less the same
amount at each mahanga of importance#

For each

- the elders of these non-Xundutsi mafuko
decide what amount each member should pay, and they
do their best to assure that this is contributed#
For the mahanga of Juma Abdullah, each of the nonKundutsi Digo contributed about as much as the average
Kundutsi man did#

Members of the Chinsmwamatu

lineage, which is a member of the Yombo group of
lineages, sat together as a group with the members of
all of the other mafuko within Yombo, and most elders
gave about 50 cents, if kwa mayo. and about 25 cents,
if kwa baba#
Kasim and Selemani Chuo, of the Chinamwamatu
kwa mayo and kwa baba. each gave one shilling and 50
cents#

They gave this much primarily because they

are deadly rivals of Juma Hamlsi and wish to show that
they are not to be despised#

They desire their fuko#

although small, to contribute as much as any of the
mafuko in Kundutsi#

Furthermore, since Kasim and

Selemani are Chinachimwaga (of the Kundutsi) kwa tsawe

(Bukharl Mv/anduano) and since the land which they
use originated in the Chinachimwaga, they were asked
to pay 25 cents to the Chinachimwega by the matrilineal descendents of Ninduanoi their father’s father’s
sister#

They each paid 15 cents, and this was

sufficient to meet their obligations to the China••

#
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chimwaga•
Muhammad Chuo, the junior brother of Kasim and
Selemani, is a drunkard and a misfit#

He is ordinarily

too poor to contribute money for any purpose#

He often

escapes his obligations because he is regarded as
defective in legal personality#

Sometimes his brothers

meet his financial obligations for him#

Like any other

woman, Mwanavita Chuo, the full sister of Kasim and
Selemani, does not have to contribute money for mahanga
unless the deceased was a very close kinsman#

However,

she often persuades her husband, Muhammad Ball*

to

contribute about 10 cents on her behalf to help her
brothers meet their obligations#

Muhammad Salim,

therefore, pay6 not only for his mafuko kwa mayo and
kwa baba# neither of which are Yombo, but also for his
wifefs fuko#

He does not sit with the Yombo during

kuoga madzi. but rather gives the money to Nichuo*
who then hands it to her brothers to contribute*
When it i8 put into the Yombo total* it is listed as
the contribution

Muhammad Salim#

If Muhammad Salim

is bereaved of a close kinsman* or if he himself* dies*
the Yombo will be reminded not only of his affinal
link with Yombo* but also of his financial aid* and
will be requested to give an especially large sum of
money to his mahanga#

Perhaps 25 per cent of other

Digo woemn also do as Nichuo does and obtain money
from their husbands in order to help their mafuko*
In addition to lie Lungalunga Digo* about 200
Digo* primarily of the Chinarmma kwa mayo and kwa baba*
came from all over Digo Land to attend Juma’s mahanga*
Some chiefly those of Was and Puge* chartered buses and
lorries for the occasion#

It is not usual for so many

from outside the Location of the deceased to come to
kia mahanga*

Ordinarily* the great majority of those

involved in a mahanga are residents of the deceased’s
sub-location#

However* at least some visitors —

affines* and friends —

kin*

do come to each mahanga* and

they also contribute to kuoga madzi*

Often such visitors

directly to their relatives or friends in the sublocation or location of the deceased#

In a few cases*

however* as at the mahanga of Juma Abdullah* these
visitors group themselves by mafuko and contribute
In this manner#

Many residents of Duga earn money

by working on Indian and European sisal plantations
in Tanganyika* and they can afford to pay a sizeable
amount for kuoga madzi#

Some of the Duga Chinarama

link to Mryangu ya Nidia, and desired to pay at least
as much as the Lungalunga Chinarama#

The Duga China

rama sat in a separate group* apart from their Lunga
lunga kin* and collected a total of 50 shillings#
They then took this 50 shillings to the Lungalunga
Chinarama#

The Waa Chinarama also sat as a group*

contributed 30 shillings* and gave this to the people
of Lungalunga#
The Chinarama of all the locations involved and
all the other Kundutsi of Lungalunga pooled their
individual collections and thenjroudly announced the
total to the other mafuko groups#

This total included

the money which had been collected in addition to kuoga
madzi# with respect to close kinship and affinal links

with Juma Abdullah#

When the other mafuko groups

heard that the Kundutsi* to which group Juma Abdullah
belonged* had contributed a respectable amount to this
mahanga. they also put their respective contributions
into the mahanga *bankM*

The head of the mahanga*

Juma Hamisi* then added up all the contributions*
and* in front of the assembled men of each fuko compared
this sum with the money owing at the Indian shop for
expenses.
Because Digo do not have much cash on hand*
they usually borrow money for mahanga necessities from
the local Indian merchants* and they also buy food for
mahanga feasting from these merchants* on credit#
debts are repaid on the day of kuoga madzi.

These

If any

money remains after paying all debts* it is used either
to pay for more Koranic reading over the grave* or to
hold a feast* or karamu. subsequent to the mahanga*
If not enough money has been collected to meet debts*
then special levies are made on close kin of the deceased
If the deceased left property, the heirs of this property
should be the ones to pay whatever money is still owing*
Often they accomplish this by mortgaging or selling

whatever property has been left to them#
In the case of Juma Abdullah* It was deter
mined that only 390 shillings had been collected*
but 500 shillings were owed to the merchants#

When

this information was given* many men claimed that the
mahanga had not provided enough food or tea to cost
500 shillings#

It was alleged that Juma Hamisi had

cheated somewhere, and misappropriated mahanga funds#
Some individuals became even more angry when Juma
Hamisi claimed that it would be necessary for the
children of June Abdullah to pay 100 shillings of
the remaining debt because they would inherit from him#
Juma Abdullah left behind no property of any value#
Hia only potential asset was the bonus which the Kenya
Administration sometimes gives the heirs of a deceased
government servant who has performed his duties satis
factorily#
The five children of Juma Abdullah were all under
the age of 15 years* and they had no property or money#
It was* therefore* necessary that their immediate matrilineal kin should pay the 20 shillings levy assigned to
each by Juma Hamisi#

For exasple* Nlrama* the 12 year

old daughter of Juma Abdullah by his second wife*
Halima binti Muhammad Salim, was helped by her
mother, who personally paid 5 shillings; her mother’s
father, who paid 2 shillings; her mother’s full brother*
who paid 3 shillings; and her mother’s mother’s brothers*
namely Kasim and Selemani Chuo, who each paid 5 shillings#
Kasim and Selemani were especially critical of Juma
Hamisi, and accused him of dishonesty#

They also

questioned why Juma Abdullah’s brothers had not helped
to pay the debt#
Juma Hanisi stoutly defended his handling of
mahanga# and promised that when the government
bonus of 200 shillings came, it would be used to repay
those who had helped Juma Abdullah’s children, and that
it would not be given to Juma Abdullah’s brothers#
The bonus never arrived, much to the chagrin of all#
To make matters worse, at least as far as the sons
of Chuo are concerned, JuoaAbdullah never paid the
mnlegj for Nirama after his divorce from Halima, and
the brothers of JumaAbdullah also evaded paying this
debt*

However, both Muhammad Abdullah and Seifu

Abdullah have used the services of Nirama to help them

in agricultural and domestic tasks#

Kasim Chuo

claims that this is adding insult to injury —

not

only do these brothers of Juma evade their just
mahanga and malezl debts, they also make Juma’s eldest
daughter work for them#

Muhammad Abdullah, on the

other hand, asserts, that since he is contributing
more to the maintenance of Nirama than Halima end
the sons of Chuo are, it is only fair that Nlrama,
as his rowana, helps him more than she helps her
Aftptsawe £
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It should be noted that a lineage has no
official leadership or political Organization#

The

moat Influential members of any fuko are usually its
elders, though no one elder is conceded more authority
in kuoga madzi matters than any other#

All fuko

elders sitting in open council decide by general
agreement and majority rule how much money will be given
any mahanga#

Juma Hamisi tends in some degree to

dominate the Chinarama, but no one will admit this, and
his position is challenged at all times by other China
rama*

Even Kasim Ghlsira, who is both hie close

classificatory matrilineally-linked muwa and also his

/es

rowana, since Juma Hamisi was the mwenehu baba mwenga
of Chisira, contests the leadership of Juma Hamisi#
Indeed, these Chinarama men were jealous of Juma
Hamisi!s position afc Headman of Lungalunga before
Juma Abdullah’s death, and are very envious of his
present status as the government-appointed Chief of
Lungalunga Location#
Juma Hamisi was head of the mahanga because
of his close relationship to Juma Abdullah, and
because Juma Abdullah's brothers, who had the right
of choice, gave this honour to him#

It is customary

for the closest kin of a Digo, for example his father
or his full brother, to give the headship of the
mahanga (termed mkono wa mahanga. or "hand of the
mahanga") to a slightly more distant kinsman#

This

pays respect to this kinsman and also draws him closer
to the group of close kin of the deceased#

Thus,

when Luti, the son's son of Muhammad Salim died,
Muhammad Salim gave the mkono wa mahanga to his
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mwenga who made the final tally of the kuoga madzi
money#

The head of the a^^nga does not hare any right
to act unilaterally in mahanga matters, and should make
mahanga plans in conjunction with all relatives of the
deceased#

The Lungalunga Digo claim that Juma Hamisi

did not consult with his relatives, but rather acted in
a very high-handed manner, hoping thereby to show his
mzuvu or "strength" and assure that no one would dare
eontest his attempt to be selected as chief#
If any Digo does not pay money at kuoga madzi.
hie fuko cannot act in any "official" capacity to punish
him or force him to pay#

A few Digo do avoid their

obligations at kuoga madzi* and no direct action is
taken against them#

However, when they are in need, no

one helps them, and this punishment is enough#

Few

Digo women came to pay their respects to the wife of
Muhammad Salim’s son when her child, Lutl, died, because
she seldom visited the mahanga of others, and her brother
seldom paid sufficient kuoga madzi money#

However,

because Muhammad Salim, his wife, Nlchuo, and his wife’s
brothers always fulfil their obligations to others, the
mahanga of Lutl was a financial success, rad enough money
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was collaoted to pay all dabts and hold a saall karamu.

The close kin of s Digo who escapes him
mahanga duties will assuredly try to make him see
the error of his ways#

Hie mother’s brother or his

father, for example, may threaten to disown him#
Witchcraft and angry kona are also to be feared by
the shirker#

It is small wonder, then, that most

Digo pay what is asked of them at kuoga madzi*
C#

Patrilineal Grouping:
Digo trace descent patrilineaily through their

naming technique#

May Digo are able to give the name

of all their direct male ancestors to a depth of three
or four generations#

They use the Arabic-Swahili

word naaaha or amahs for this patrilineal extension#
Furthermore, certain rights and duties may be trans
mitted patrilineaily, especially rights and duties in
land, and the magic and ritual which goes with land, to
protect it and its users and Inhabitants and help them
to flourish#

To be sure, many or all of these essential

rights and duties originated in the matrilineage of the
patrilineally-related ancestor, but the important feature
is that the matrillneal line did shift at some point to
a patrilineal line#

For example, Bukhari Mwanduano and hi a aiater,
Ninduano, of the Chinachimwaga matrilineage kwa mavo
and kwa baba ease to Lungalunga from Galu, near Gael
on the Coast, in about 1870#

They obtained land from

their Chlnachimwaga kin in Lungalunga#

Mwanduano be

came an important figure in Kaya Sega#

He marfled a

woman, Nimasemo, of the Chinamwamatu lineage of the
Jego area, presumably so that he could effect a military
alliance with this lineage and the other lineages within
the Yombo group#

Eventually, other Chinamwamatu came

to Sega to live under the protection of Bukhari Mwanduano#
Bukharl married many other women, but only Nimasemo bore
him a child who lived past infancy#

Thlm child, a male

named Chuo Mwabukhari, grew to adulthood and married a
girl, Fatuma, of the Chinamwamatu kwa mavo and kwa baba
undoubtedly descended from a slave of this fuko*

Her

children by Chuo# including Bukhari Selemani, Kasim,
Muhammad and Mwanavita, inherited coconut palms which
Chuo planted thinly over a vast area of land which he
had obtained from his father in Sega*

The children of

Chuo claim all of the land encompassed by these trees
since, by current government-endorsed Digo law, land

belongs to those who own the productive trees which
are planted on it#

There is no law to regulate how

many trees are required to claim any area of land, but
if too much land is taken, this claim will eventually
be contested by a jealous neighbour*
The Chuo-Mwanduano land is in an especially
fertile area along the river, and it is desired by others
of the Chinachimwaga fuko. especially those descended
from Ninduano#

They claim this land because it origin

ated in the fuko la Chinachimwaga, and because it was
once the land used by Ninduano and Mwanduano#

In a

dispute over the use and ownership of this land heard in
alocal elder’s court, the descendents of Ninduano referred
to themselves as members of the Nvumba ya Ninduano and as
members of fuko la Chinachimwaga#

The children of Chuo

referred to themselves chiefly as adzukuln £ Mwanduano,
and ae

£ Chinaehinwaga.
This dispute was resolved by a compromise which

gave each side a more or less equal share of the land,
based on the fact that each side has rival claims to
equal strength#

tfhere the matrllineal descendents of

Ninduano have old Digo custom to support their claim to

the land, the patrilineal deseendents of Mwanduano
have Islamic and government sanctions to help them#
Most Digo, except the Chinachimwaga, maintain that if
the case went to the government courts, the land would
be given to the sons of Chuo since "government wants
sons to inheritland,"

It is,

indeed, true that the

government officials working in the Digo District desire
to see Digo develop small holdings which descend patrllineally#

Other land cases in other parts of the Digo

District reflect this current patrilineal bias#
The sons ofChuo feel fairly secure in their
possession of their portion of Mwanduano’siand#

They

are planting coconut palms and banana plants on it, and
also have allotted part of it to their sons for the
planting of coconut palms#

Presumably, the sons of
*
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these sons will

also be able to use some of this land

and assure that

it is theirsby the cultivation of

permanent crops#

For the present, only the sons of

Chuo help the Chinachimwaga in kuoga madzi# but it is
not improbable that the sons of these sons of Chuo
eventually may also contribute to the Chinachimwaga in
respect to the land which they hold#

There are a few other oases similar to the
Chuo case in Lungalunga, and still more instances of
patrilineal "shift" will occur in the future#
Muhammad and Juma, the sons of Kasim Ghieira by his
first wife, a woman of the Asemani lineage, now have
Chinarama land#

Kasim’s eldest son, Muhammad! is

married to Mwananyumbwe, a girl of the Adslrlye#

In

another 15 years, his son by Mwananyumbwe, and Adslrlje
tea mayo and a Asemani tea baba.will probably be given
some of Muhammad's Chinarama land#

It is sduty of a

father to give land to his son and most

Digo

do request

that their fathers fulfil this obligation#
One way to keep fuko land with the fuko is for
Digo to marry a slave or the descendent of a slave of
if

^

the fuko*
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Another 1g for men to marry women of their

father’s fuko tea mayo*

An example of this latter

type of marriage and its effect upon land tenure is that
of Dodo Mleo, a member of the Atewe fuko tea mayo, and
of the Chinarama fuko tea baba.

He lived in the old

Kaya Sega in the late 19th century,

and used

tained from his father, a member of

the chinarama of

Sega#

landob

Dodo’s first wife was Nimasuo, a member of the

Chinarama kwa mavo and tea baba. and, as indicated
in chart 3, the direct matrllineal descendant of
Nidia#

Nimasuo bore to Dodo the five Nldodo sisters

and Mleo Mwadodo#

As a result of this marriage, some

Chinarama land returned to Chinarama.

Indeed, a part

of the land used by Kasim Chisira and by Hamisi Mleo
descended from Dodo's father's mother's brother to
Dodo's father, then to Dodo, and finally to the children
and children's children of Dodo,,

Since Mleo Mwadodo

married a descendant of a Chlnarmma slave, the land he
obtained from his father remained in Chinarama hands#
Hamisi and Melimu Mleo are Chinarama tea mayo and tea
baba#
In addition to Nimasuo, Dodo Hleo also married
another woman, a slave of the Atewe, who bore him a son,
Fumbwe Mwadodo#

Dodo Mleo gave Fumbwe a large section

of what had been land of the Chinarama#

Thus, even

though some Chinarama land did return to this fuko by
way of Nimasuo, some remained with the Atewe*

Fumbwe

has married many women of various lineages, and has
given hiB sons land from Dodo's portion#

Fumbwe did,

however, marry binti Hamisi Mviere after her divorce

from Abdullah Pongwe, and h© has given her sons by
Abdullah permission to uee some very fertile and wellwatered former Chinarama land for banana amd maize
cultivation*

This land ie planted in coconuts which

Fumbwe inherited from his father as his father's rowan*
and classificatory muvra*

Fumbwe's mother was the

classificatory awenehu of Dodo because of her slave
status*

Both because of the land he uses and his

marriage to binti Hamisi, Fumbwe supports the Chinarama,
of which he is a kwa tsawe member, in many activities,
including EialyflBga and kuoga madgl.
D*

Summary#
To summarize this chapter, it may be said that

mafuko now have but one function, namely the contribution
of money at mahanga*

Since each fuko has kwa mayo* kwa

baba. and even some kwa tsawe members, and all these act
together to contribute money for mahanga* a fuko is a
large multilineal group*

The smaller nultlllneal groups
*
which comprise a fuko are best termed miryangu*
Most
miryangu* while multilineal in overall composition, are
matrilineally-oriented*

That is, most of the older,

authoritative members of the miryangu are of the miryangu

kwa mayo, and the land and the property which support
the existence of these miryangu has descended primarily
in the matrilineal line*
Some small xnultilineal groups, however, are
composed mainly of Digo who trace descent patrilineaily,
and the land and the property which support the exist
ence of these groups has descended patrilineaily*
Considerably mention has been made of slavery
in and the effects of slavery on Digo society*

This

is such an important subject that the following chapter
will be devoted to a detailed discussion of slavery*

CHAPTER V
KINSHIP THROUGH SLAVERY

A* General*
A large number of Digo are descended from slaves,
:
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of aiorl (muiorl)* either in the male or female line*
There la great stigma attached to such descent and so no
one wishes to admit of his own slave ancestry.

Also*

no one wishes to say that another Digo is of slave ancestry#
because if the slandered person hears of such an accusation#
he and his close kin will most likely be able to show that
the slanderer is also a descendant of a slave.

The

slandered Digo will also attempt to avenge themselves on
the slanderer by black magic*

If Digo quarrel because of

allegations of slave status# the kin and affines of each
party will do all in their power to bring about a reconciliation#
and will urge each side not to mention slavery again*
The most powerful sanction against anyone openly
stating that another Digo should be subservient to him
because of master~slave relationships between their ancestors
is the realization that the individual or individuals alleged
to be "slaves" will take the matter to the District Commissioner

and say that the alleged "master" Is trying to re-establish
slavery*

According to government files and to the Digo

themselves# there is no Instance of such a report being
made to a government official during the past 40 years#
at least*

However# the threat that such a report could be

made is always present*

What la feared is not so much

that government would take any action# but rather that when
Digo carry such a secret and personal matter to the govern
ment # then these Digo are no longer Interested in main
taining the state of precarious balance in social relations*
Then# assuredly# harmony will give way to nothing but con
flict in inter-personal and inter-group relations*
Digo of many locations# especially the Digo of
Tanganyika, hare the custom of kuwlrana

("to sing against"),

in which two opposing individuals or two opposing groups of
Digo sing about the slave ancestry of each other*

The

individual or group which proves his or its opponent to have
the most Blave ancestry wins*

The perfect way for a person

to win is to prove that the ancestors of the opposing
individual were slaves of his ancestors*

The quality of

singing# the Ingenuity of songs# and the amount of food
and drink which is provided to the judges and spectators are
also# in theory at least# important factors in securing
victory In tol.CftAR*

Such song contests provide the one occasion where
slavery may be discussed without fear of open conflict*
The idea seems to oe that if X and Y quarrel with each other
about slave status or attempt in any way to bring the fact of
slavery into other quarrels# then it is best to allow them to
settle the fact of slavery in a socially acceptable manner*
Once it has been established whose ancestors were the slaves
of whom* the two parties can reestablish harmonious relatlons and not again mention slavery*

£ach party will

know his position in relation to the other and tacitly act
accordingly*
In actual fact* however* such song contests often
only Increase antagonism*

This is illustrated by two cases:

1* The Tanganyika Song Contest*
In early 195&* there was a major song contest near
Duga# Tanganyika*

The two principle contestants each had

about 100 close kinsmen as supporters*

Both also invited

hundreds of guests from all over Digo Land in Kenya and
Tanganyika*

They paid for the transport by bus or lorry of

most of these guests*

They also paid for large quantities

of food and drink for all these guests# and provided them
with shelter during the week-long contest*

The guests

were supposed to show which contestant they supported by

sitting near this contest. Each contestant and hie kin
group tried to wean guests away from the other contestant
by offering more and better refreshments*
Rivalry over numbers of guests and the money 6pent
on the guests added a new dimension to the song contest and
beesme an end in itself*

The singing and feasting continued

for seven days# and each contestant and his immediate
supporters went deep into debt with local Indian and African
shop keepers*

Each contestant showed that his opponent and

the close kin of his opponent were descended from slaves#
but# because of intertwined relationships# neither could
show conclusively that his ancestors were the masters of
the other's ancestors*

The judges deliberated for hours

and then suggested that the matter should end in a draw*
Neither side agreed to this# and fighting broke out between
the contestants# their supporters and many of their guests*
A number of individuals were Injured# some severely.
had to be called in to restore order*

Police

The contest ended in

total disorder# and the guests went home to spread word of
the event over the land*

After a long period of bickering

and recurrent minor fights# the contestants and their supporters#
most of whom live within no more than a few miles of each
other# reconciled their major differences*

However# it is

said that each side is saving money and learning new
genealogical factB ebout the other in preparation for a
new contest in the future*

There have been no other major

song contests among the Dlgo of any area since this contest*

2* The Lungalunga Song Contest*
In Lungalunga# there have been no song contests
since about 19^9# when Juma Hamlsl# of tiryangu ya Nltoro
and Omari Malau# of Mracangu

Gao# (illustrated in chart 3),

sang against each other# after a series of quarrels Involving
ancestry and land and property rights*

By tracing geneal

ogies in his songs# Juma easily proved that an ancestress
of Omari Malau# namely Kochc# was bought as a slave by
Nichinyama*

Omari Malau# however# presented information in

an attempt to show that Junta Hamisi's mother# Nltoro# was
descended from a slave ancestress many generations removed*
He also proved without a doubt that Hamisi# the father of
Juma Hamisi# was a slave of the Chinadzore*
This song contest emphasized the fact of slavery in
the Chinadzore and the Chlnarama# and it showed which branches
or nyumba within each fuko were slave and which were "master"•
Because of this# and because of the numerous quarrels it
engendered# the contest almost tore the Chlnarama into two
rival groups of equal size*

Since it was so injurious to

Bocial harmony and stability# the aong contest was brought
to an end without a vote being taken as to who won*

It

was vowed by all Dlgo of Lungalunga that they would never
again allow anyone to initiate a aong contest*

This vow

has been kept#

but there havebeen numerous song contest

"scares", when

it was thought that a contest was being

planned*
In order to prepare for a song contest it is necessary
for each of the contestants to collect detailed genealogical
data about the other*

Such data are highly prized* and

kept like a military top secret*

Before challenging another

to a contest* a Dlgo will usually have gathered a considerable
amount of such information*

If anyone hears that questions

ore being asked about his genealogy* he will prepare for a
possible song contest by gathering data about the questioner*
The elders who are in possession of such information are
carefully cultivated by younger Digo# befriended# and given
gifts and aid*
only when they

These elderswill divulge their knowledge
are well paid*Some receive as much as 100

shillings for choice information which pinpoints slavery*
Dlgo claim that if he is well-bribed# many a greedy
elder will reveal vital data even about his close kinsmen#
and that he will give such information to the worst enemies
of his kinsmen*

An elder is most likely to do this if his

kinsmen concerned were not good to him# and so this is but
another means to encourage Dlgo to help and pay respect to
others# especially the aged*

Since such information is so

valuable and vital in self-defence# higo often collect it
even when they plan no aong contest*

Since it is costly to

procure# few Digo have detailed genealogical information#
even about their own families*

It la customary for a Digo

to pay his father and other patrilineal kin# and his mother's
brother and other matrillneal kin to receive information
about his own ancestry*

Not even a father or a mother's

brother will reveal this information without receiving at
least a token payment of several shillings to equal the
uchl* or palm wine# which formerly was given to elders as
payment for genealogical data#

An elder who knows much

about the ancestry of others is much admired# much envied#
and much feared*

It appears that there is a tendency to

regai'd such a knowledgeable man as a witch*
In spite of the ban on song contests in Lungalunga#
Digo of this location collect genealogical data as avidly
as ever# and they fear that someone will break the ban*
The only way to "keep the peace#1' is to know so much about
everyone else that everyone will be afraid to atart the next
song contest*

Attempts have been made to cauae all Digo in

Lungalunga to atop collecting information# but these
attempts always end in failure*

No Digo la so trusting

of his neighbour that he will believe that others will
observe a ban on the collection of data about slave ancestry*
Certainly# there are no Digo who are willing to be uni
lateralists*
An interesting aspect of this dread of defeat in
song contests is that Dlgo also fear that if a man or a
group of kinsmen become too wealthy# they will use this
wealth to purchase great secrets about ancestry# and also
to wage a major &ong war*

This gives Dlgo yet another

cause to envy and dislike the economic success of others*
When this writer began his research in Lungalunga#
Dlgo were convinced that he was a government agent# bent
on stealing land from them# Increasing their taxes# or finding
out about their political and subversive activities*

When he

asked detailed questions about their genealogies# then they
also feared that he was attempting to ferret out data about
slavery for some nefarious purpose# or# at the very least#
that he would bring information about slavery into the open
and thereby stimulate a new round of song contests*

Because

so many aspects of Digo culture relate to past slavery;
including marriage rules# inheritance# all manner of ritual#
land tenure, etc*;

this writer found it very difficult to

make headway in his work*

Each question that he asked

about any element of Digo culture was# in one way or another#
related to the slave ancestry of Lungalunga Dlgo*

Digo are

skilled prevaricators# and# in their ability to conceal the
truth with plausible cover Btorles# most Dlgo rival the
intelligence agents with whoa the writer dealt in the Korean
War#

However# when the waiter finally found out about

past slavery and then unravelled the story of its effects
on current Digo life# otherwise inexplicable behaviour became
logical# and otherwise confusing bits of information fell
into place to form a coherent picture*

B*

The Effect of Slavery*
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Before European rule finally put an end to slavery#
Digo obtained slaves through tribal war# direct purchase#
capture of thieves and homeless persons# the claiming of
debt# and the claiming of blood money or kore*

For each

adult he killed# the killer had to give into slavery himself
or one girl and one boy# customarily his matrillneai kin*
Such slaves were affiliated to the fuko kwa mavo ana Kwa baba
«

of whoever obtained them as slaves*

They lost their own

mafuko completely# and their former matrillneai kin# such as
their mother's brothers# lost all rights and duties in them*

If they were korc slaves# they took the place of
the killed person*

If the person killed was fairly old and

the replacement fairly young# the enqhu of the dead man then
apparently termed the replacements adnukulu or "grandchildren#"
since adzukulu are equated with enehu* etc*

If the deceased

was about the same age as the replacements# then his enehu
called the replacements enehu*

Terminology and relationships

with all other kin of the deceased were in respect to this
initial classification*
Claves also found their place in the system of re
lationship and terminology by means of marriage*

If a Digo

married a slave woman of his age# she was equated as his
mw enehu.

If she was much younger than he was# then she

became his mdsukulu*

A Dlgo could also equate a slave as

his son or daughter (and# simultaneously# as his sister's
son or sister's daughter)*
Apparently# Digo always wished to make slaves and the
descendants of slaves as much a part of and loyal to their new
fuko and mgyangu as possible*
liabilities to the lineage*

Otherwise# they would be
They would attempt to escape from

it# or would turn against it in war*

Nowadays# if the

descendants of slaves are not treated well by the descendants
of their antecedents' masters# they will kumbolela or "redeem"
their true# but "lost" fuko*

They will simply reject

membership in their present fuko* discarding all rights and
duties in it# and secure membership in the original fuko
of their ancestor who was taken as a slave*
In former

times# a Digo liked to marry a slave

because his children by her were completely his*
no mother's brother to stand against him*

They had

Since the slave

wife was affiliated as his matrillneai kinswoman her children
by him were also affiliated as him matrillneai
patrilineal kin*

as

They could inherit from him# or

share his property with his true matrillneai kin*

wellas
at least
If a

man obtained sufficient slave women for himself and his
matrillneai kin# he could create a strong mutual security
group to stand with him against all others*

He and his

true matrillneai kin could cause descendants of slaves to
be married to whom they pleased# either to someone within
their fuko to make it internally stronger# or to someone of
another fuko to establish better external relations*
Fuko exogamy did not apply to those descended from
slaves of the fuko*

Thus# in each lineage there developed

a number of slave satellite branches or nyumba*

The members

of both the master and the slave nvumba acted together as one
fuko* at least in former times, but they preserved sufficient
separateness to intermarry*

Members of any satellite nyumba

could Barry any members of any other satellite nyumba or
members of the master nvumba*

Since slaves and descendants

of slaves could themselves own slaves# satellite nvumba
obtained satellite branohes of their own*

Therefore# each

fuko became subdivided into many intermarrying nyumba of
varying size and depth# the longest being the central of
master nyumba*

As indicated in previous chapters# each

nyumba forms the core or the basis of an mryangu* and develops
into such an mryangu by the addition to it of its Kwa baba
M S teawe members.
When the British and Germans put a stop to slavery#
the Digo maintained the intermarrying nyuie^a principle*

Very

few slaves or the descendants of slaves redeemed their lost
fuko* for they had become too much a part of their master
and nyumba*

They had secured too many rights# such as land

and property# in their new fuko to cast it off*

At first#

the master nyumba was all-powerful# and if a man of the master
nyumba married to a girl of a satellite nvumba* her full or
mayo mwenga brothers had little influence over his children
by her*

Eventually# it became necessary to blur as completely

as possible the fact of slave descent# and to accord the
brothers of a wife of slave descent both respect and the
customary rights and duties in the children of this wife*

However• Digo atill saw a great advantage in marrying within
their fuko a person of another nyumba* because such a marriage
sdll tended to reduce conflicting rights and duties between
the husband# his children# and his wife's brother and other
matrillneai kin*

A wife's matrillneai kin# although of a

different nyumba and possessing equal sovereignty# are
nevetheless closer to ego's matrillneai kin than Dlgo of
an entirely different fuko*

Sgo can give children by such

a wife at least some of his property because they are both
his real jtBA and k*8 classlflcatory awa.

His wife is his

mwenehu* related to him matrillneally because of slave affilia
tion to his fuko*

This is the reason why Fumbwe Mwadodo#

whose mother was descended from a slave of his father's
Atewe fuko#

Inherited from his father*

It is also the

reason why the children of Chuo bin Bukhari Mwanduano and
Fatuma inherited from Chuo*

Very many other Dlgo have also

inherited from their fathers because of this type of marriage*
Slavery created a special category of mwenehu* namely
the mwenehu aw ana ma*

All members of any exogamous

within a fuko who are descended through an equal number of
generations from a common ancestress call each other mwenehu
ndani mwenga* or mayo mwenga* or mwana mayo* as noted previously*
However# they call anyone of a different nyumba within their
fuko who la on the same generation level as themselves# and

whom they are able to marry# or would be able to marry
If of a different sex# mwenehu mwana ma.

Ma has no apeclflo

meaning# and presumably is a word artificially derived from
mayo*

The mother of Fumbwe Mwadodo was the mwenehu mwana ma

of his father;

the mother of Kasim Chuo waa a mwenehu

mwana ma of Chuo*
All enehu mwana ma bear the same fuko name and are
considered equally to be members of this fuko for the fuko
function of contributing money at kuoita madzi*

If a Dlgo

does marry his mwenehu mwana ma then their children will be
of the same fuko Kwa mayo and kwa baba*

Digo like to maintain

all Digo who are members of one fuko are descended from the
same founding ancestress# but at the same time they like to
distinguish between nyumba of this fuko for purposes of
marriage*

This type of flexibility# which permits Dlgo to

manipulate custom so that they may# so to speak# "have their
cake and eat it too#" is manifest throughout Dlgo culture*
A sure sign of slave descent either in the matrillneai
or the patrilineal line is when a Dlgo is a member of one
fuko both kwa mayo and kwa baba:
were enehu mwana j£&*

that is# when his parents

If such a person is asked about his

ancestry he will pretend that he does not know why his parents
both of the same fuko and ostensibly descended from the same

ancestress# were able to marry each other*

He will not

trace their ancestry far enough to show where slavery brought
in

ancestress of one or the other into the fuko* but he will

simply say# in effect# "I do not know any more about this
matter*

These are affairs of the past# about which I have

no interest*"

Even if he is aware that his interviewer

knows that one of his ancestresses was a slave of his
present fuko* he will not divulge information about this
slave descent* but will act as if it does not exist*

It

is very unwise to humiliate an informant by attempting to
obtain such concealed information*
It might be added that many Dlgo fear that selfgovernment and the demise of strong British rule will cause
a re-birth of slavery*

They are worried in case those of

slave descent may fight against those of huaedlate master
descent if the masters attempt to reestablish supremacy*
This fear gives Dlgo even more cause to avoid any mention of
slavery*
A survey of Digo in Sega indicates that out of a total
of 63 men aged about kO or over# 19 are of one fuko kwa mayo
and kwa baba*

This indicates a fairly high proportion of

mwana ££ or slave marriages before 1920*

However# of a total

of 271 males under the age of about 20# only 12 are the result
of mwana ma marriages*

There is a definite trend away from

such marriages since they reflect upon past slavery*

Also

new laws and ideas tend alone to reinforce the position of a
father in respect to his children and their mother's brother*
Children may now inherit even if their father is not also
their classlficlatory awu as a result of his marriage to
his w n e h u my.ana m&.
An example will Illustrate the effect of slave statue
on inter-personal and inter-group relationships in Lungalunga*
From the proceeding chapter# it will be recalled that
Nichinyama was descended from Niterema# of the Lungalunga
Chlnarama# and that the line of Niterema ia presumably the
master nyumba* (Chart 3 shows the essential relationships*)
Nichinyama bought Koche as her slave*

Later# Koche was

married to Gao* also descended from a slave# and bore him
two daughters# Nigao Mvlere and Nigao Mdlde.

Nigao Mviere

was married to or taken as a concubine by Dsambo Mwahando# a
member of the Chlnarama kwa mayo and kwa baba*

Three sons

and three daughters were born to this marriage# of which group
of full siblings# Nguro was the youngest*

All of these

siblings were married# but# with the exception of two of the
girls# none married a member of the Chlnarama kwa ma.vo*
raised children and obtained grandchildren;
before 1957* with the exception of Nguro*

All

and all died

In 1958* Nguro* g eldest and thrice married daughter
was married again* this time to a Yombo man living in Dzlrl£e.
Digo do not necessarily have to pay all the bride wealth for
a wife immediately upon marriage*

This Yombo man delayed

full payment for months* but by late 1959* he had paid all
the bride wealth for her except one goat# oalled mbuzl ya
dilffwa* which the father of the girl obtains in the pagan form
of Dlgo marriage in order to seal the marriage paet*
December 1959* this mbuzl

In

dligwa was braght to Nguro at

his raudzl in Sega* where he lives with his wife# his son*
his son's wife and children# and his youngest daughter# who
is separated from her husband.
Nguro accepted the mbuzi in the usual formal manner#
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accompanied by Budzo 3afarl# the only son of Nigao Mdlde#
and by his classiflcatory mdzufculu wq kuchctunl* 3aidi Bamvua#
whose mother's mother's mother was Nichinyama# the owner and
classiflcatory "sister" of Koche*

The only other persons at

this formal acceptance were the young children of Nguro'a sow#
who pfayed about as Digo children arc wont to do# making
nuisances of themselves and interrupting their elders fre
quently;

Selemani Chuo# a Yombo of a different fuko from the

husband of Nguro's wife# but selected by this husband as his
go-between in this mbuzl payment; and this ?/riter# who is a
classiflcatory mdzukulu and affine of Nguro* since Nguro's son*

youngest daughter is named Ushi# after the writer's wife*
and the husband of any adzufeulu is also an ndzukulu.

The

writer is also a classiflcatory mdzukulu of Nguro because he
was adopted as a Chlnarama kwa mayo in the relationship as
muwa of Juma bin Abdullah Pongwe.

Furthermore# he was

adopted as the mwana of Selemani Chuo* end was# therefore#
Chlnamwamatu kwa baba.

In spite of these relationships#

he knew

of the facts of Nguro*s slave ancestry at thetime

of this

formalacceptance of the mbuzi ya dllcrwa*
From the outset# it was obvioue that Saldl Barnvua#

although far younger than either Nguro or Budzo# was the
dominant person at the ceremony of acceptance*

It was also

fairly clear that Budzo and Nguro tended to resent his
influence*

Nguro and Budzo felt that the goat was too small*

but Saldl claimed that* with a few shillings given as an
additional payment* it would suffice*

Selemani Chuo agreed

that Baldi's suggestion was a good one* and he promised that
the husband of Nguro*s daughter would pay the extra amount
•• •
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within a few days*
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Nguro then demanded that the money be

paid at once# but Saldl prevailed upon him to accept Selemani1
offer*
The writer asked everyone present at the ceremony
why Saldl was so important a figure.

He was informed# with

some hesitation# that the reason was* as the writer had
"already been told," that adsufculu & lcuchetunl are vital
figures#

Other Digo informants later reaffirmed that this

was# indeed* the case*

However# the writer* who at this

time was just beginning to learn about the significance of
past slavery* and who compared the activities of Saldi with
those of other

3.
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was not satisfied that

he was being told the whole truth#
Some months later* Nguro became very ill# alledgedly
because of black magic (utsai) put in the ground near his
house some decades ago by several of his now dead matrilineal
kin*

It was necessary to have kusuuzs utaal to "smell out"

the burled utsai.

Saldi Bamvua# who claims to be a very

devout Muslim# and

frowns upon such "dirty" customs as

kuzuuza# was nevertheless at the kuzuuza.

Saldi contributed

15 of the 56 shillings collected to pay for the kuzuuza*
This was more than any one person had paid except Nguro
himself.

Budzo Safari and Omari Malau# the real muws. of

Nguro# each paid only five shillings.
poor# paid two shillings;
tributed two shillings;

Nguro's son, who is

Budzo'e daughter's husband con
and the balance was collected cent

by cent from the many multilineelly-related kin and affines
of Nguro who attended the kuzuuza. The writer was told

that there waB no especial significance to be attached to the
fact that Saidi paid sc much.

He had done, or so it was

said, no more than what any good mdzuitula £& huchetuni should
do.
Finally# in March I960* the truth emerged in spite
of the attempt to keep it concealed.

Nguro died in March#

and# as is usual in mahanga ("funerals and wakes")#

his

close kin gathered to determine the account of payment due
from* and the duties to be assigned to, each of them at the
mahanga. As noted in the information about the mahanga of
Juma Abdullah# it is customary for a close kinsman of the
deceased to be given the position of mkono wa mahanga. and
made the director of mahaima operations, and chief treasurer
mahcob:a funds*

Budzo Safari v;aa selected to do this post

by Nguro's son and by the numerous other descendants of Koche
who came to the mahanga.

Saidi Bamvua# the only living male

matrillneai descendant of Nichinyama# felt that he should be
made thenkono

mahanga*

A few Achinarama not of Kochefs

nyumba supported Saidi'a claim to the mkono post# but most
other© aided with Koche*s descendants.

Saidi finally agreed

that Budzo could have the mkono wa mahanga a© long a© he#
Saidi# was given an important voice in planning mahanga
operations# and as long as Nguro was buried in the graveyard
area of Saidi9s matrillneai kin*

Since Saldi*a father was a mwana ma mwenehu of his
mother and descended from a slave of the Chlnarama# he had
been burled in the grave area of Saidi*s matrilineal kin.
Also burled in this area are other slaves and descendants
of slaves of Nvumba ya Niterema# including Ngurofs siblings#
and free-born members of this nyumba« Including Nichinyama.
Saidi claimed that Nguro should be burled there as well.

Not

once in his argument with Nguro*s kin did he say that they
were subservient to him# but they certainly knew that this
is what he was trying to prove.
Omari Malau swore that Saldi could never have the
body to bury where he wished.

He claimed that he, Omari#

as the true muwa of Nguro# would take the body and bury it at
a site near his mudzi in Makwonyeni.

Some of Omari's close

kin shouted their approval of the suggestion.

Budzo and the

son of Nguro# however# claimed that rather than have anyone
take the body to his own grave area* a compromise should be
effected and the body buried in the coconut orchard which
Nguro had planted on Chlnarama land near his own mudzi.

No

other people were buried there and it was neutral ground.
Omari agreed to this# as did all other Chlnarama descended
from Koche.

They stood together# determined that Saidi

would not be allowed to have his way as the descendant of
the owner of Koche.

The other# more neutral# Chlnarama

present at the discussion advised Saidi to give way to Budzo
in this matter* but Saidi declared that he would only do so
if all the Important Chlnarama* including those not at this
meeting* agreed*

It was decided to hold a conference of all

Chlnarama elders later in the day*
Flans were then made to send information about Nguro9s
death to his kin* affines and friends in other locations and
summon them to the mahamra*

Plans were also made for the

purchase of the winding sheet and other materials for the ,
burial* for the borrowing of money at the Indian shops* for
the purchase of food on credit* and for the immediate
collection of money from close kin and affines to meet
immediate needs*

Saldl put forward various suggestions*

but Omari Malau launched a tirade against him* claiming
that Saidi knew nothing about mflh^nga operations and that
his proposals were valueless*

Saldl denied this and said

that Omari was only trying to make trouble where none should
exist*

Budso and neutral Chlnarama elements again restored

order* claiming that a mahanga was no time or place to
quarrel*

Eventually* suitable plans were drawn up* the

meeting ended* and the necessary preparations began*

Not

once during this meeting did anyone mention the word slave
or slavery or even the name of Koche or Nichinyama*

In no

way did anyone reveal the cause of the dispute between 3aldl

and Omari and the others * though Omari had referred to the
close kin of Nguro as the Mryangu ya Nguro#

and also as

Ghlna-Qao* and said that Saidi was not of this group and
should not Interfere and act as if he were*
Although not even his best informants had dared
directly to tell him about the fact of slavery in this case#
the writer had been told enough to make rather accurate
suppositions*

Armed with these# and pretending that he

knew more than he did# he finally persuaded a leading
member of the Chinarama# not# however# a descendant of
Koche or of Niterema# to disclose the truth*

This informant

discussed the enslavement of Koche and said that in the old
days# a generation or more ago# everyone of Koche9s descendants
would have obeyed Saidi# but that now they take offence at
Saidi1s real or imagined attempts to Influence them*
Nguro# it seems# was of the old school of Digo thought#
and tended to show Saldi respect*

Budzo also allowed Saldl

to play the role of mbwane. or “master” as long as he did
not overdo it and make his status too obvious*

In return

for this semi-obedience# Saldl gave them important economic
help*

Dlgo are prone to sacrifice a lot of Independence

in order to obtain financial aid and general security*

Also#

the land rights of Nguro and Budzo were obtained through the
Nyumba of Niterema*

It appears that Nguro# a great believer

In the old Dlgo ideas about the supernatural# felt that
if he did not pay Saldl respect# then the koraa of the
ancestors of Saldi# those who first planted in this land#
would destroy Nguro fs property#

Nguro never forgot that

Saldl was supposed to be mwanatse# and he was unhappy that
Saldl did not wish to go to the old flngo in Qonja to pray
for the welfare of the dlnarama#
Omari Malau# however# scoffed at these ideas and
refused to pay homage to Saldi#

Furthermore# Omari wished

to obtain at least a large share of Ngurofs many coconut
palms# both those which he inherited matrilineally and
those which he planted#

Omari wished to share these with

Budzo Safari and# perhaps# the son of Nguro#

Saldi# al

though junior in age and generation level to Omari and#
especially# to Budzo# had a good claim to a major share
of the palms which Nguro had inherited matrilineally# and
a lesser claim to the coconut palms which Nguro had planted#
According to old custom# members of a master nyumba may
demand such Inheritance as a right#

However# Omari Malau

denied the validity of such custom#

To have allowed Saldi

to bury Nguro would have been to give Saldl and his matrillneal heirs the opportunity of asserting control over
Nguro1s property just as they asserted control over his
body#

It was a master stroke to bury Nguro among his

coconut palms because then the son of Nguro# Omari and
Budzo# and the successive heirs of these people will
always be able to aay# in effect# Hof course these coco
nut palms are ours#”
there#

Nguro would not otherwise be burled

They will also be able to plant new coconut palms

and other crops on this land#

If the matter ever goes

before a government court# they will certainly win with
such positive proof of ownership and control as a grave
of a close ancestor on the land#

Furthermore# Ngurofs

koma will watch over the land the property for his son
and his true sister9s sons#
Saldl appreciated the importance of the place of
burial as much as Omari Malau and Budzo did# and# un
fortunately for harmony# he remained just as unwilling
to let them select the place of burial as they were un
willing to give him this opportunity#

Saldi did not change

his mind# even when other# supposedly neutral# Chin&r&ma
men discussed the matter and agreed that Nguro should be
burled in his coconut orchard in accord with ”now customs”#
The matter was argued back and forth for over a day# and
in the heat Ngurofs body began to decompose# , Finally# some
Chlnarama took matters into their own hands and began to
dig a grave in Nguro#s orchard# and Saidi reluctantly assented

to Ngurofs burial in this grave when lie was warned that
if Nguro1b body deteriorated before it was burled# his
koma would surely attack Saldi#
Since the ground was so hard owing to the numerous
tree roots# the diggers made little progress# and for a time
Saldi interpreted this as a sign that Nguro did not want
to be buried there#

Digo have the belief that a koma can

indicate its preference in burial place by making the ground
hard at the places it dislikes# and the ground soft at
places it likes#

Saldl said “see# I told you so#” and a

number of Digo began to agree with him#

Omari and his

close kin rushed reinforcements to Nguro *8 orchard to dig
faster and the grave was completed before Saldl could pre
pare a grave on hie own land#

Nguro was finally buried

among his coconut palms about 32 hours after his death#
Usually# burial is effected within 12 hours of death#
The writer left Lungalunga soon after this event#
and before the inheritance of Nguro9s property was deter
mined#

It seems fairly certain that the usual compromise

will be effected which will have all possible heirs either
cooperating in the use and administration of this property
under a trustee# probably Budzo#

Saidi will# therefore#

continue to work together# at least in respect to this
property# with the descendants of Koche#

If he tries to

take the matter to court to obtain a larger share or all
of the property# he will certainly be defeated because
government will not recognize a claim based upon slavery#
On the other hand# if Koche1s descendants attempt to cut
Saidi out entirely# he may threaten to take the matter to
court and also cause such a disturbance that the Chlnarama
will be split into bitterly antagonistic factions#

Other

mafuko could mhily be drara into such a quarrel# with diaGsterous effect to all#

Therefore# everyone will do every

thing possible to ensure that Saldi and the descendants of
Koche settle their differences#
C. Kutsombolela.
If a Dlgo feels that he is being mistreated or
humiliated because of his slave descent# he may be prepared
to kombolela or “redeem” his
ment of his ancestor#

lost to him by the enslave

Apparently# Omari Malau threatened that

he and the entire Chlna-Qao would leave the Chlnarama# but
no one took him seriously because Koche was of another# and
insignificant# tribe in Tanganyika# the Doe#

He and his kin

would lose everything and gain nothing if they suddenly said
that they were no longer Dlgo kwa mayo but Doe#

Nicharo

also# the wife of Chislra# was descended from a slave taken
from the Doe tribe by the Chlnarama# but though she threatened
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would otherwise obtain#

However# just as frequently#

a Digo will wlah to see his group expand and will be
willing to sacrifice some property rights lb order to
obtain the general and all-encompassing aid which new
comers can give him# especially if owed to him because
of real or anticipated property rights#
When ego does redeem a lost fuko- he gains a new
kinsmen# and they gain a new fuko member who will help
them in & variety of ways# Including payment at kuoga madzi.
Indeed# & usual method of dramatically demonstrating kombolela Is to refuse to give money to the master fuko at
kuoga madzi. but Instead to give it to the redeemed fukoHowever# even though ego does reject his master fuko and
hla general obligations in respect to his membership in It#
he usually cannot# or will not# dispose of his kinship
affiliations caused by this membership#

Thus# while he will

not pay money to the fuko as a fuko member# he will often
give financial aid for mahanga and other matters directly
to hi8 kin in his rejected fuko.
Similarly# while ego usually loses land and property
rights in his rejected fuko. he obtains financial and
other aid from the members of this fuko. especially from
those who took over the property and land which ego lost#

To be sure# the quarrels which often lead to and are
magnified by lineage transfer do cause serious breaks
with certain kin#

However# even these are often reconciled

over a period of time#

It is one thing to discard a

lineage name# and it is another thing to discard actual
kinsmen#

Kinship means too much to most Digo to be

rejected# even if rejecting it would gratify feelings of
anger or be immediately remunerative in terms of property#
There are only a few Digo who cannot control their temper
or their greed sufficiently to keep kinship bonds intact#
Some examples will help to clarify the practice of

1# Taziganywa#
The first example is the case of Taziganywa
Nlmbega# a woman born in about 1915# in Sega#

Her father

was Hbega Mwambeto# a member of the Chinarama kwa mayo and
kwa baba# and her mother was Pesa# a slave of the Chinarama#
taken from the Adzlrl^e fuko in debt slavery#
As chart
ma of Juma Hamisi#

shows# Taziganywa is the mwenehu miana
She is also Juma's mkol because Hbega#

her father# is the mwenehu mayo mwenga brother of tfltoro#
Juma Hamisi18 mother#

The mother of both Hbega and Nitoro

was Chibao# a member of the Chinarama kwa mavo and kwa baba.
Ghlbao was married first to Mbeto Mwaruta# also a Chinarama

kwa mayo and kwa baba# and Mbeto fathered hbega*

Then

Mbeto died# and Nlchibao was inherited by Msumbira# the
son of Mbeto9a full sister#

It is ordinarily not con

sidered right for ego to cohabit with the wife of his
dead mother9s brother#

Ego should assure that she marries

another individual# perhaps the sister9s daughter’s son of
her Aead husband#

Sgo9s profit in this will be the bride

wealth he collects for her#

However# in this case llsumbira

did cohAblt with Nlchibao# and she bore him a daughter#
Nltoro*

(Toro was a nickname used and liked by Msumbira#)
The fact that Msumbira did cohabit with Nlchibao

indicates that she is descended from a slave ancestress#
and that Msumbira is of the nyumba which held her ancestress
as a slave#

Members of the master nyumba were once able

to do as they wished with their slaves and those descended
from their slaves# and they could marry such individuals
of slave status without regard to usual custom#
Presumably Msumbira's father was also descended from
a slave of Chinarama#

However# what is important in tracing

slavery and mastery is matrilineal descent#

The ancestors

of Nidia conveniently "forget'* where their nyumba connects
with that of the Nyumba of Nlsema# the nyumoa of Msumbira#
It is also "not known" where the Nyumba of Nisema affiliates

with that of Niterema#
Juma Hamisi inherited about half of Mbega9s 200
coconut palms# some of which Hbega Inherited and some of
which he had planted#

Juma also succeeded to Mbega's

duties as baba to Taziganywa#

Thus# he fulfills simul

taneously the role of Tmziganywa’s

and that of

Taziganywa9s mwenehu mwana

ma# withthe former role

taking precedence since it

involvesrights and duties in

respect to property#
Taziganywa married first to Duga Mwagwede, alBO
a member of the Chinarama kwa mayo and kwa baba# and her
mwenehu mwana ma#

1952# after many years of marriage and

the birth of five daughters# all of whom but one died#
Taziganywa waB divorced from Duga because of certain quarrels
they had and because Duga never let her forget that she was
the daughter of a slave ofthe Chinarama#

Her

father#

Hbega# was alive when she was married and acted as her
marriage guardian.

It was he who received her bride-wealth

of 120 shillings and three goat3#

However# he was dead

at the time of her divorce# and Juma Hamisi was her marriage
guardian and had the duty to return this bride-wealth#

As

Hbega9a heir# he had Inherited ifbega’s liabilities as well
as his assets#

Fortunately for Juma# however# Taziganywa

was married to Mnyeto Lwazuba almost as soon as she was

divorced# and Mnyeto also paid 120 shillings and three
goats as bride-wealth for her#

Juma took this amount

and gave it to Duga# receiving# in turn# 30 shillings and
one goat as malezi for Taziganywa's one remaining child#
It i8 interesting to note that Mnyeto Mwazuba was also
having arguments with the Chinakonde over his slave an
cestry at the time that he became friendly with Taziganywa#
It appears that they married because of their common dis
like of being regarded as having slave status#
At the time of or before her divorce from Duga#
Taziganywa also quarrelled seriously with Juma Hamisi and
other Chinarama men# Including Kasim Chuo#

She rejected

her Chinarama

J&q kwa kayo # and took back her Adzirive

fuko kwa mayo.

She retained# however# the Chinarama fuko

kwa baba.

Her daughter# Niduga# was very unhappy about her

mother's decision# partly perhaps because Nlduga was married
to Kasim Chisira in about 1930# after Kasim's first wife
died#

She is the mwenehu H 1 B 1 Bh of Kasim# and Kasim

calls her mother mayo.

Hbega was Karim's close class-

lflcatory# matri line ally-linked taawe
chart 4 shows#

kuchetnid# as

Both Mbega and Kaaim arc descended matrl-

11neally from lUdla#

Kasim does not like to have anyone#

especially his wife's mother# liombolela and reject the Chinar&ma#

In tneory# if Taziganywa is now of the Adziriye#
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her daughter and her daughter*a children must also be of
this fuko*

Kasim Chisira* however* maintains that his

wife and children are still Chinarama kwa mayo and toa baba.
Niduga* who is apparently devoted to her husband* as well
as her mother* does not know which way to turn* and in
doing her best to make her mother change her mind and
return to the Chinax*ama*

This is another instance where

conflicting rights and duties encourage people to attempt
to eliminate the conflict situation.
Taziganywa* the sole surviving child of Kbega*
inherited 100 of his coconut palms•

Juma Hamisi and other

members of the Chinarama agreed to Taziganywa's control
of these coconut palms because it should have made her and
her daughter more loyal to the Chinarama*

Her marriage

and the marriage of JNiduga to Chinarama men insured that
this property and the land it included remained within the
hands of the Chinarama*
These coconut palms which Taziganywa obtained were
planted in Mwalewa (part of the old Kaya Oonja)* an area
which had been abandoned by tne Digo in about 19361 and had
reverted to bush*

Elephants eventually destroyed most of

the palms* so that by the time that Tazlgunyvra was divorced
from iiwaduga and transferred to the Adzirl£e* only about 13
of the palms were left standing*

Kasim Chisira declared

that Taziganywa should forfeit these 13 coconut palms
because of her kombolela action* and Taziganywa - not
really losing much - agreed*

Juma Hamisi also assented

to this* and Kasim took over control of the palms in the
name of Niduga and her children by him*

The coconuts he

obtains from these palms bring Kasim very little money*
Prompted by his wife and by his desire to cause Taziganywa
to return to Chinarama* Kasim gives Taziganywa financial
aid each year which costs Kasim at least as much as he
earns from her coconut crop*
In comparison with Kasim's generosity* the members
of the Adzirixe* even those who are members of the same
nyumba from which Pesa was taken* do not give Taziganywa
any financial help and seem to have little interest in
her welfare*

In spite of this* Taziganywa has remained

firm in her resolve to be a member of the Adzirlye*

It

appears that she has frequently been very ill* and one or
more diviners have told her that this illness and also
the deaths of all but one of her children arc manifestations
of chifudu anger*

The diviners said that she would become

well again* and the lives of her daughter and her daughter*s
children would be protected* only if she returned to the
Adzirixe*

built a rungu

chifudu in the name of her

Adzirive ancestresses* and became the mrungu of this shrine.
If she did not do this* they warned* the chifudu spirits or
forces would remain angry and would surely destroy her and
her descendants*
Taziganywa tots never built such a rungu. partly
because of lack of funds* and partly because Juma Hamisi
and Kasim Chisira have pleaded with her not to take such
a step*

They feel that building a rungu in the name of

the Adziriye would be too public a rejection of the China
rama*

For a time* Taziganywa Interpreted an improvement

in her health as a sign that the Chifudu of the Adzirive
was sufficiently satisfied with her kombolela not to require
a rungu.

In 1956# however* she became more ill than ever*

and again the diviners encouraged her to build a rungu.
Juma Hamisi and Kasim Chisira somehow got ner to agree to
build a chifudu in the name of the Chinarama. and her own
nyumba in the Chinarama* rather than in the name of the
Adzirixe*

Presumably they bribed her diviner into saying

that this would suffice* and also they promised to help
her pay for the cost of Installation*
By February i960* all steps had been taken for
this installation ceremony and the construction of a new
rungu*

Other arungu had been hired to come* food had been

purchased* and a site in Sega had been selected for the
minim.

Then* at the last moment* Taziganywa declared that

the koma of her Brother and other ancestresses had appeared
to her in her dreams and had warned her that only a rungu
in the name of the Adzirixe#

and built near the place of

her mother's birth in Dzirixe sub-location* would suffice*
Tliis infuriated Juma and Kasim* who said that they would
give her no further help* and would withdraw the money and
food already collected for the planned installation*
Taziganywa declared that they could not refuse her aid even
if she did adhere to another fuko because Juma Hamisi was
still her baba mkoi* and Kasim Chisira still her daughter's
husband and her clasoificatory mwana*
When the writer left Lungalunga in March i9 6 0 * the
matter was still unsettled* with neither side giving way*
Since Taziganywa cannot apparently secure aid from the
Adzirixe*

Lungalunga people feel that she will eventually

do as Juma flamisi wishes* and perhaps even claim tnat she
is again of tne Chinarama k^a mayo.

She will fear that the

Adzirixe will not give her a satisfactory burial and mahanga
when she dies* and will decide that her best hope for a
proper manan^e lieB in re-establishing good relations with
the Chinarama*

The Taziganywa case* incidentally* provides a good
illustration of the way in which the practice of chifudu is
modified because of rejection of slave status* and how
marumcu .va chifudu are built for ever smaller groups*
2* Juma Hamisi*
An interesting case of kombolela is that of Juma
Hamisi* the baba mkol of Taziganywa* and a key figure in
so many other examples presented in this dissertation*
Juma's father* Hamisi* also called Mtunda* was born a
member of the Abirlni fuko kwa mayo and kwa baba* but he
was taken as a slave by the Chinadzore of Sega*
Hamisi knew this* but simply ignored it*

Juma

It 1b not

really possible for a Digo himself to reject the master
fuko kwa mayo of his father*

After all* Digo say* it is

wrong to go against the decisions of a father*
to a father himself to kombolela hiB fuko*

It is up

If he does not

do this* his children cannot have the audacity to do so*
However* in about 1945# some years after Hamisi
died# Juma Hamisi was visited in Lungalunga by a man of
the Abirini whose mother was Hamisifs mwenehu* related matrilineally to Hamisi by a common mother's mother*

This cuwa

of Hamisi dclared that the Abirlni had themselves redeemed
Hamisi by declaring him to be one of them again*

He also

told Juma how other lost memberB of the Abirlni had returned
to the fold*

Juma and hiB full el&ters agreed that Hamlal

ahould again be considered ee a member of the Abirlni if
his matrilineal kin desired this*

Indeed, in a wondeiffi2ty

impudent move* Juma Hamisi declared that his father's Digo
name was not really Mtundw* as the Chlnadzore called him*
but rather Kbw&na* a word which means "master"* and
according to Juma* Hamisi's name at birth*
The Chlnadzore men in Lungalunga were angry about
to1*3 kombolela* but they did not strongly object tc it#
Juma* a very forceful man# did not lose any property by
the transfer*

He had already claimed the coconut pelms

which his fattier had planted on Chlnadzore land as a right
due any son*

This was before it had become common for

sons to inherit* but the Chief of Lungalunga* Kombo Mambo*
also a very domineering man* supported Juma Hamisi in the
matter.
Kasim Vesao# the main living representative of the
nyumba within Chlnadzore which had oymed Hamisi* and hence
the man who had a claim on Hamisi'o property as his cloest
claaeificatory muyyci did not wish to have any trouble with
Juma*

He did not scsiouoly contest Juma'a allegation that

since slavery was no longer allowed* Hamisi9s former mesters

were not to be regarded as his matrillneal heirs and had
no claim to his property*

In answer to Kasim Vesso's

claim that Hamisi planted the coconut palms on Chlnadzore
land that this entitled the Chlnadzore to a share of these
palms# Juma Hamisi showed how this land originated in
the Chinerama# who first settled Lungalunga# and how the
Chlnadzore# as Piembers of the Kundutai group of iiafuko#
had got it from the Chinarama when they arrived in the area*
Juma Hamisi kept Hamisifs coconut palms# and he
alco kept full rights to the largo area of land encompassed
by these palms.

He has continued to help the Chlnadzore

in nahanrn and kuo><a mads! activities ostensibly on the
basis of his Chinarama descent ,
kwa mayo# which joins him
with those of the Chlnadzore as a brother member of the
Kundutsi group.

Kasim Vesso, however, complains at times

that Jur.a Hamisi does not help him

sq

much as he should do*

An illustration of this is provided in the last chapter#
on Usamas* in which it ie shewn how Juma Hami3i was criti
cised for not attending or sending 8id to on important
curing ceremony for Kasim Vesso9s daugther*
3# Bukhari Abdullah Luutsu*
By redeeming their Chinanchandze fuko kwa mavo*
Bukhari Abdullah, his mother# and his full brothers and

sisters# all residents of Lungalunga# were able to inherit
considerable property in Tiwl# a coastal Tillage in Kenya*
This property was owned by Kasim Shehere# the natrilineal
descendant of Nichlmasi# the mother's mother's mother's
mother of Bukhari*

The eldest daughter of Nichlmasi

was taken by the Chlnadzore as kore slave;

the youngest

daughter of Nichlmasi remained free# a member of the
Chlnanchandze fuko*

Kasim was the last survivor of the

Nyumba of Nichlmasi still within the Chlnanchandze# and he
wanted Bukhari# his mother and his siblings to join him
and maintain the nyumba*

He allowed Bukhari to administer

his coconut palms before he died*
Bukhari had also obtained property in Lungalunga
from his father# a Chlnadzore# and from some of his father's
matrilineaHy-related brothers*

His father and father's

brother were the enehu mwana ma of his mother*

When

Bukhari and his mother redeemed their Chlnanchandze fuko
kwa mayo# they were told that they could not have the
property of the Chlnadzore*

For a time# Bukhari managed

to use both the coconut palms of his anobaba and of his awu.
Kasim Shehere# but at length he was deprived of the palms
of his father's brothers*

He kept the coconut palms of

him real father# but only because of the new concept of

patrilineal inheritance# and because the Chlnadzore did
not wish to have him take the matter of inheritance to a
government court*
In a manner too complicated to discuss here# the
entire problem of Bukharivs inheritance of his father's
and Kasim Shehere's coconut palms did come before a
government court# and then before a District Commissioner's
appeal court*

Bukhari was accused both of cheating his

mother and his father's brothers*

It would have made

the case far more understandable and would have supported
the plea of Bukhari if the fact of slave ancestry would
have been revealed*

Though the Chief of Lungalunga

and the Digo assessors at the case also knew of this
slavery# neither they nor any of the parties to the case
mentioned it to the District Commissioner*

Justice was

not fully done# but to the Digo this is not as bad as
revealing the fact of slavery*

The District Commissioner's

verdict was based on Inadequate information and the false
testimony of all parties to the case# Including all wit
nesses and assessors*
D* Summary*
To summarize this chapter# it is noted that slavery
has had a very important effect on Digo social organization#

creating intermarrying nyumba within each fuko* and reducing
the conflict between matrilineal and patrilineal rights#
duties and concepts*

The enehu mwana ma thus established

are an Important category in the total range of Digo kin
categories*

Descendants of slaves usually have such

vested interests in their "master" fuko that they do not
kombolela or "redeem" their "lost" fuko*

To keep

descendants of slaves in a fuko* members of this fuko are
ordinarily willing to overlook even serious quarrels and
the progMct of eliminating rivals for inheritance*

Since

slave status is degrading# great care is taken not to reveal
the fact of such ancestry to outsiders# or to cast aspersions
on the ancestry of others*
Knowledge of slavery and its effect on Digo culture
led to a greater understanding of all aspectmof this culture#
and solved many mysteries which otherwise could only have
been explained away by hypotheses*

Another aspect of

Digo culture# knowledge of which has proved valuable in
understanding other aspects of this culture# is the former
division of Digo society into exogamous quarters*

Like

slavery# it was very difficult to obtain information about
this system*

The reason for this difficulty is not that the

Digo wished to keep it a secret as much as that they were

ignorant of it;

the system passed out of existence too

long ago to be known now#

Its effect upon Digo culture

is not quite as important and lasting as slavery# and
knowledge of it does not reveal as much about Digo
behaviour as does knowledge of slavery# but it is a
subject worth discussing in detail* and this will be
done in the next chapter#

CHAPTER VI
GENERATION

SETS#

A. Mwerla - fcyMftt
All the evidence indicates that Digo society was
once divided into four exogenous sections termed Mwerla#
MS£lS.f«ugwa, and Mtyapa MBSBi»

Digo society no

longer is divided in this manner* and it seems that the
custom expired by the end of the 19th century#

Only a

few Digo know anything about this system of division# and
what they know they learned from their elders* not from
personal experience#
Although Digo society is no longer divided into
exogamous quarters* current Digo marriage rules and
patterns* respect and joking* and the system of generational
equivalence reflect this former division#
The Mweria-Muswa system is rationalized by the
tradition that the first two Digo were a man named Chlrau
and his sister Ngumba# both of whom lived in the place
north of the Galana River which Digo call Shungwaya* and
claim to be their original homeland#

Chlrau and Ngumba

each married to other individuals* but the identity of their
respective spouses is conveniently disregarded in the
traditions#

Chlrau*s wife bore him sons and daughters*

each of whom he named Mwerla*

Ngumba bore sons and

daughters, each of whoa she naaed Mugwa.

All Mwerla

were given a number of apeolal rights and duties* the
ehlef of which were the functions of leading all Mugwa
males in w ar, and directing all Mugwa in co-operative
activities to clear land for agriculture#

All Mugwa

had the function of burying all Mwerla and directing
their jBajbeaea.
Mwerla males married only Mugwa females* and
.

.

'
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Mugwa males married only Mwerla females#

That is* each

married his mkol rather than his mwenehu*
traced matri line ally#

Descent was

The sons and daughters of Mugwa

females became Jll&i Mugwa ("OilId of" Mugwa) and
succeeded to the functions of Mugwa*

The sons and
,

■i

daughters of Mwerla woman became Mwana Mwerla. and
succeeded to the functions of Mwerla*
married only Mwana Mugwa.

Mwana Mwerla

The children of Mwana l&figft,

women became Mugwa. and the children of Mwans Mwerla
became Mwerla.

Again, functions as well as affiliation

descended matrillneally.

Then the cycle repeated itself,

and Mugwa again married only Mwerla to produoe Mwana
Mwerla and Mwana Mugwa.

This system is illustrated in

chart 5#
By this system* second ascending and descending
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generations were equated with ego’s generation* but
first ascending ana descending generations were not
so equated* and marriage was regulated accordingly#
For example* if ego was a Mwerla he could marry any
Mugwa* not only of his own generation but also any
Mttgwa of the generation of tmawe or
were equated with cross cousins* or akoi*

All
Ego could

not marry a frrerla. or a Mwana M.verla or a Mwana Mutwa.
A iiasaSU was hia sibling, a Mwana Mw.OT.iB or MftfinSf M M A
was either his "parent" (baba-tgapgazl: maj/o-awu). or
his "child"

(mwana-muwa).Similarly, if* ego was a

Mwana Mugwa he could marry any Mwana Mwerla of any
generation* but no one else#
In the days of the system of Mwerla and Mugwa*
there was, ideally at least* no conflict between
patrilineal tenure of land end matrlllneal descent and
inheritance#

This is because both property and inher

itance returned to the originating group in the second
descending generation#
sister's daughter’s son.

Ego's son's son was also ego's
An adzuhulu

kuchetunl

was also a adzukulu wa kulumenl.
The cycle of Mugwa - Mwerla. and Mw.aflfl

-

Mwana Mwerla. continued ad infinitum over the course
of most of Digo history.

The Digo claim that at one

time they did not make war among themselves* and the
only unite of society were the units of Mwerla - Mugwa.
and jjwaaa.M m a l P -

MS£&

M

e s a *They

eay that

only

they came to Kenya and settled in their present habitat
did they develop lineages and lineage groups* which then
warred against each other#

The system of Mweria - Mugwa

continued to function in many important ways in spite of
v N V ’
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this development#
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This system formed the basis for an

age-grade* or rather a generation set system.

For

example# a generation of Mwerla and Mugwa existed as
elders#

Below them* a generation of Mwum* Mwerla and

Mwana Mugwa were the young and middle-aged men of warrior
class* and below this generation was a new generation of
Mwerla and Mugwa children growing up* preparing to be
initiated and enter the warrior status#
Every 13 to 15 years* the men of the elder and
warrior generation would hold a mngyaro or initiation
for the whole "child” generation.

If the warrior

generation* that is* the generation which had lest ex
perienced the mug1aro* consisted of Mwerla and Mugwa. then

all Mwafigi Mwerla and Mwana Mugwa who had never been
initiated went to the mng* aro>
generation consisted of Mwafla

If the warrior
and Mirana Mugwa.

then all non-lnltlated Mwerla and Mugwa went to the
It ie said that the Digo of Kwale, moat of
who* lived in the Kajfca m

&£QSSlSit were the first to

decide when a new generation should be initiated#
They sent messengers all through Digo land# urging each
group of Digo to put aside all intr-tribal wars and
mngyaro*

Then# in each area* at Waa# at Kwale*

at Gonja* etc## one group of Digo after another had its
own grog'aro* so that within the space of a year or so
all were initiated#

Each group had ita own special

place of initiation#

Initiation sites were always

alongside a pond or a river# where the thick, lightcoloured clay called chillndlni ("very beautiful”) could
be found#

Initiates had to dance in this mud and smear

themselves with it#
The great majority of those who were initiated
at the

were youths, of both sexes# just entering

the first years of puberty#

Since mng1aro was very

strenouB* infants of the generation being initiated could

not go to the «ng*aro.

They simply missed initiation.

When the generation immediately below them went to the
mngVaro about 15 years later# they could not go with it
since it was the generation of their ana or "children"#
They had to wait for their adsukulu to enter initiation#
since their adxukulu were their equivalents#

Thus#

if ego was e Mmara and missed his mng'aro* he could not
go with the Mwana Mugwa generation to the xang'aro* but
instead he had to wait another 15 years until the
children of the Mwana Mugwa generation# that is* the Mugwa*
his own group* were ready for initiation*

Then# even if

ego was old and weak* he - or she - had to undergo mng'aro*
Each ang'aro lasted for weeks and involved the
circumcision of both males and females* and extensive
dancing in the thick mud chlllndlni during which weaklings
often collapsed and were trodden underfoot* to die#
Furthermore# males being initiated had to take to the
warpath and kill either dangerous wild animals or humans
of other tribes* or both*

Since old men and women

initiates often died during this rangyaro * and since they
were ridiculed during their early and middle age for not
having been Initiated* a system arose whereby even infants

were circumcised and their elder siblings at the mn^ano
acted on their behalf* symbolically to ptit them through
the nmg' aro.
The custom of the f f l g * eventually died out#
British administrators of the coastal area writing in
the Political Record Boole during the years 1900-1914*
stated that both the Digo and the Duruaa elders seemed
unwilling to have initiation "for their young men#"
The British administrators felt that It would be good
for tribal discipline to have initiation as of old,
minus only the slaying of humans#

However* they found

that the Dlgo actively opposed initiation* and the Duruma
evaded it#

Duruma* with much the same custom of initiation

as the Dlgo except that they do not circumcise their women*
began their initiation in about 1913* but the war with
Germany prevented its completion#

After the war* a few

more* generally unsuccessful* attempts were made to initiate
the rest of the Duruma men#

However, for the Digo* mng* aro

ended well before 1913* and probably the last general
initiation was between the years 1880 and 1900#
Msee Luutsu* the oldest man in Lungalunga* born
perhaps in I860 and* unfortunately* senile* faintly remembers

that when he was young* there was a time of mngtaro>
It appears that he did not enter if* for he wae too
young#

He knows only that all the young men of the

Lungalunga area went to the nearby swamp oalled Vuni*
and returned days later* covered In mud and singing
Roko Ho, Roko Buras Roko Ho, Roko Bur a, over and over
again#

These were magical words* he callms* and no

one can translate them#

Because his brothers went to

SmLsxa.* Lnuteu was made a Hweria. or a Mmtwa —
8 Mwana Mwerla, or a ywa^a Mngwa#

or

He cannot quite

remember which was his group, and his suppositions
vary from day to day#
Digo men whose fathers were born in about 1870
remember that their fathers told them that the last
mm?' aro was held about the time that the English and
the Germans first appeared in force in the Digo country#.
Since mn^aPQ was a secret event* and also considered
to be "bad" and contrary to Islam* their fathers told
them little or nothing about it* and what they did
hear* they want to keep to themselves#
If questioned about initiation, and why they
allowed the custom of m n g ferg to die out, Digo stoutly

affirm that mng* aro was a terrible thing which no
Muslim man or woman oould possibly wish to experience#
It was chafu, or "dirty”•
of

etc#

It was contrary to the will

It seems as if here, as with so many

other aspects of old Dlgo culture, Islam provided the
excuse to eliminate an onerous custom#

Dlgo young

men and women were glad to escape the tribulations of
mr^faro« and, presumably, the generation of "warriors"
and "elders" were not willing to press the issue and
force initiation#

rang*aro was a time of stress and

strain for all Digo, not only the initiates#

For on#

thing* it was a major problem to arrange for mngfaro#
For another, mngtaro brought danger to the land.

It

is said that when the male initiates became drunk
with the excitement and pcwer of the mng* aro and took
to the warpath to prove their mettle, n6 one, not
even a Digo of their ownor other areas was safe#
Probably the system of Mwerla - Mugwa had been
weakened and modified considerably before the end of the
mn£faro, and this change in the nature and function of
generation sets itself contributed to the elimination
of these sets#

In any event, whatever the sequence of

change has been, the entire generation set system is
modified to such extent that Digo no longer use the
Mwerla and Mugwa terminology, and they do not know
who Is Mwerja. Mwano Mwerla; MagjB

Mwana Mu/r-va.

The generation set system did, however, leave its mark
on Digo culture and some important effects of it persist#
It will be remembered that ego equates the
generation of his tsawe and wawa, or of his mdzukulu
with his own generation, and regards all either as
siblings or as akol, depending upon their relation to
ego9s mother9b mother9s brother or sister9s daughter9s
son*

Although Dlgo do not relate this practice to the

Mwerla-ifugwa system, it seems probable that this system
is its origin*
Th® Mwerla-Mugwa system also perhaps provided
the basis for the Dlgo patterns of respect and joking*
It is possible that at one time a Dlgo could only Joke
with and not show respect to those individuals within
that quarter of society into which he could marry; that
is, into that quarter containing his real or classifiestory cross-cousins of any generation*

Currently, however,

a Digo may joke with anyone of his own or second ascending

or descending generations, acid Digo claim that this
has always been the case#

Dlgo maintain that since

time immemorial only those individuals whoa they term
babe* or tsqiugazl, mayo or jgjQ§ have been treated with
respect and have not been joking partners*

If this

is so, then, while Dlgo society was divided into quarters
for the purpose of regulating marriage, it was divided
into halves for the purpose of regulating respect and
joking*

It was logical for ego to treat the 'parent11

generation set with respect, since this was the genera
tion set which was responsible for Initiating and disciplin
ing ego*

It was logical for Dlgo to have joking relations

with his grandparent and sibling generation sets because
the members of these sets did not discipline ego but
rather went to initiation with him*
It should be noted that personal joking is usually
mild in character*

For example, a close classlflcatory

taawa (father*s father1s cross cousin) of Hallfani
Athumani, who is a fish hawker in Lungs lunge*, pretended
on one occ sion to take fish from Hallfani without paying*
Hallfani warned him that while joking (uhanl) is permiss
ible at some times, it should not be done when he is

selling fish, for business (blashara) and uhenl do
not mix#

Everyone present at the Lungalunga fish

market laughed loudly at this, including Hallfani9s
Maarg»
Muhammad Abdullah tricked one of his mother9s
sister9s sons, Haesani, by telling him that his mother9s
sister9a husband9s classificatory father, Mnyeto# wanted
to see him about an urgent matter#

tfhen Hessani arrived

at Mnyeto93 house after a long, hot walk, Mnyeto said
that he had never summoned him#

They knew that it was

a joke, laughed about it, and planned to play a similar
joke on Muhammad#
Dlgo indicate that actual patterns of respect
and joking are somewhat different from the ideal, and
that these patterns are constantly changing#

In part,

this change appears to be a result of the elimination of
the generation-set system#

Digo often show respect to

and do not joke with certain relatively close kinsmen
even though ideally they are joking partners#

For

example, if ego9s elder brother or cross cousin has
assumed leadership of the sibling - cross-cousin group
to which ego belongs, ego should pay some respect to him

as 8 baba#

Similarly, ego should not joke with his

father*s real or olose classificatory father, or
mother*s real or close claoeificatory mother18 brother,
but rather ego should afford these individuals the
heshima or "respect” which their age and influence over
ego98 parents demands*
On the other hand, ego frequently jokes with
people who are hie very distantly related "parents" or
"children," or at least does not treat them with the
deference which is supposedly mandatory*

For example,

Kasim Chuo often jokes with Mwadslhambo, an important
magioc-medlcal practitioner, or muganga, or Lungalungo*
Both men are about the same age in years, but Mwadzlhan&o
is the classificatory baba of Kasim*

In a joking

manner, Kasim Chuo calls Mwadsihambo such things as "a
terrible mtsal ( 9black magician9)," or he refers to
Mwadzlhanbo in his presence as a man not to be trusted
with money*

This is rather serious uhanl. but Kasim

thinks that it is in order, and Mwadzihambo only laugh8
at it and retorts with similar accusations about Kasim*
Kasim Chuo is a clasBiflcatory mwana of Mwadzihambo
by a link which they cannot trace*

They only say that

their respective parents also stood in the relation
ship of "parent-child" and so they are continuing this
pattern*

They do not know the reason for it, and swear

that they are not related by kinship or affinity in any
obvious way*

Probably their relationship is a result

of generation differences in the past which were created

Msaslsr&m&iMaaa-lasila - M a s M wt& dichotomy.

by the

Presumably, the ancestors of each were in different
generations sets, with one in the "parent" and the other
in the "child" set, and though generation sets of this
K i
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type no longer exist, the baba - mwana difference
continues from generation to generation*
Kasim Chuo claims that his father, if alive,
would be angry at hearing him exchange jokes with
Mwadzihambo, but that Dlgo customs are changing*
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no one objects to joking between people who 6tand in the
"parent" - "child" relationship only because of unknown,
untraceable associations in the past*

Kasim Chuo says

that by present custom, he could even marry the full
sister of Mwadzlhambo, though in his father’s time such
a marriage to anyone termed mayo or m a n s , even if
related only by untraceable past association, would have

been forbidden#
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who married their classificatory anomayo during the
past decade#

This subject will be discussed again

in the chapter on marriage and divorce#
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Although the system of tfweria and Muxnra generation
sets no longer exists* circumcision of males and females
continues and this deserves some comment#
Ideally at least* circumcision la no longer
associated with pagan culture* and it is not an aspect
of a generation set system#

Instead* for males* at

least* circumcision is regarded as Islamic and an aspect
of entry into the Islamic community#

All males are

circumcised* and usually this occurs at an earlier
age than was the case with the mng* aro#

For females*

circumcision is regarded as necessary to insure ’clean
liness” and "decency#”

It is said that no self-respect

ing Dlgo man will wish to cohabit with a Digo woman who
has not been circumcised#

Nevertheless* an increasing

number of females successfully refuse to be circumcised#
Circumcision is generally unmarked by any ritual*
and some males go to the hospital to have this operation

*

performed#

What ritual exists Is Islamic* and it

primarily consists of Koranic reading#

Since it is

feared that enemies will make black magic to prevent
.
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the wound from the circumcision operation from healing*
one or more magico-medical practitioners often make
anti-black magic medicine at the time of circumcision#
This* however* is not truly a part of the circumcision
ritual#
Usually* children are circumcised in very
small groups of from two to ten related individuals
of the same sex#

For example* a group of brothers*

sisters, and sisters* husbands decided that a number of
their respective

and awa are ready for circumcision#

They may also invite a close friend to have his children
circumcised with their children#

It is well to have a

number of adults to share the fee of the circumclsor*
the anti-black magic specialist* and the Koran-readlng
mwallmu#

For their sons* circumcision* these adults

will engage the services of a local man proficient in
•* .»«••

m

-

*

*

•-

the work of circumcision* especially one who is known
for his "luck" and skill in this work#
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cision of their daughters, who are not neeeaaarlljr cir
cumcised at the same time as their sons, these adults

will secure a talented female clrcumcisor#

They will

almost always ask a mwallrau to come for the horanlc
reading* and a

to come to make his magic and

ritual against black magic#

Because circumcision 1m a

time of danger for children* a time when witches love
to cause trouble* the event of circumcision is kept as
much a secret as possible#

The circumcision of females

is especially kept secret* not only because of witch
craft* but also
because
it is known that the
»
*
i\*\ government
•-

kV- *.

frowns upon the custom#
There is no actual Initiation ceremony involved
with circumcision#

The most which may be done 1b to

ask the children riddles#

For example* an elder may

describe in riddle form an insect and ask the recently
circumcised children to name this creature#

A favourite

riddle describes a centipede* but in such a manner that
children often think that it refers to an elephant#

If

the children are not able to answer the riddle* they are
ridiculed#

It is said that a decade or more ago* children

were beaten for falling to answer* but that this is* by
common consent* no longer allowed because "Islam does not
like children to be poorly treated#M

Fewer and fewer

children are asked riddles during the period of their
circumcision, and this custom is also dying out#
The rite of circumcision, the period of circum
cision and of the healing after circumcision, and the
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place of circumcision are all called jando by the Digo#
This is a Swahili word, not a Digo word, and the custom
ot lanflo is much different from the old Digo mng>aro#
At the same time, the Digo version of iando is different
from the lando of many other Islamlsed peoples of the
coast#

It is simpler and less expensive#

Many

"Swahili” peoples celebrate the circumcision of their
male kin and neighbours with elaborate feasting and
gift-giving#

Digo, at least those of Lungalunga, make

as little fuss over iando as possible and seldom feast
or give gifts#

If they do hold a feast, it is a very

small affair, and the gifts given to the newly-circumcised
individuals are insignificant#

The individuals who are

circumcised together do not thereafter associate in any
special manner merely because they shared iando#

At the

very most, iando may reinforce the bonds of friendship
and kinship which unite those being circumcised at one
time and place, but it forges no new bonds of any type#

C#

Summary#
To summarize this chapter It may he said that

Digo society was once organised into generation seta*
which regulated important functions and prescribed
patterns of marriage* respect and joking#

This system

has more or less vanished* but effects of it persist*
notably in generation equfvalence* in pattersn of term
inology* and in some marriage rules* and rules of respect
*

and joking#

•••

*

.

As these patterns and rules undergo change*

the effects of the former system diminish* and eventually
sll traces of it may disappear#
Partly because of Islamic ideas* and using Islam
as an excuse* Digo did away tfith thoir harsh ang1aro# or
initiation* and the substitute is the very much milder
and less important circumcision rite known as .Iando#

CHAPTER

VII

mmt.

A* General#
Membership in the Mwerla - Mugwa generation sets
was determined by birth* and advancement from the uninitiated
grade* to the warrior grade* and to the elder grade was
progressive*

In addition to this stratification based

on chronological sequence* Digo society was stratified by
nreambj grades* based on wealth and the payment of initiation
fees*

Men of the grade of elder* and perhaps also those

of the warrior grade* could enter into mrambl grades, and
were then called anaarabl (munjratabi).

There were approx

imately 10 such grades* and their names seem to have
varied from location to location*
It was necessary to begin at the lowest grade and
move up t ic Hararehy of grades step by step* paying success
ively higher fees.

Fees consisted of palm wine, goats* and

cattle* and these were contributed in the nature of a feast
for all angambi *

The drink and food was distributed in

varying amount in direct relation to the grade of each
member*

Position in the npraabi hierarchy was also mani

fest by different methods of eating and drinking.

Junior

members had the task of preparing and serving the senior
members with food and drink* and could themselves only
drink from one size of gourd with one size of straw*
Senior members used increasingly larger gourds and straws*
and the most senior could drink from ladles and* unlike the
others* could take palm wine and meat away from the feaet*
to consume at home*
The rank of each raungambl was also manifested by
the way in which he was burled* by the ceremonies held at
his mahanga* and by the respect accorded him during his
Ufa*

HJBBtiX *** essentially a secret society* and some

ngambi secret ritual was reputedly of such character as to
give members of the BWStik great power*

If members of the

ngambi. especially senior members* were seriously abused by
Digo who were not angambi * the members of the parambi could
injure or even kill the wrongdoer by ngambi magic or simply
by secret murder*

If any member of the ngambi revealed

ngambi secrets he was executed by the society* and if anyone
tried to spy on the angambi during their meetings in order
to learn of their activities* he was also disposed of*
Apparently, there was not one ngambi
Digo tribe, but, instead* each kaya area had

for the entire
its own n;:ambl*

It seems as if a primary functionof the angaribl in each
kayu area was to serve as a local government

and a local

court of law.

The ngambi was composed of members of all

gjqfuk.o in a kay& area# and was* ttore fore, independent of
the fuko organisation#

T ieoretically, it could govern an

area comprised of several mafuko and also dispense justice
impartially, irrespective of fuko ties.

Ngambi members

received fees in the form of food and drink for their legal
activities#

Tliis food was also eaten as a part of an

ngambi feast, in which seniority determined the amount uf
food and drink received and the method of consumption.

In

addition to receiving the most to eat and drink, senior
members also had the most influence in legal and political
affairs.
If anyone contested the decisions of the ngambi. he
had to fear retribution both from the njrambl and from his
own fufco elders, some of whom were members of the ngambi.
If a whole fUKo group disagreed with the verdict of the
ngambi (in which majority rule prevailed), the ngambi members
who were not of this fuko told all the other local mafuko
to war against the recaloitrant one and enslave its people#
This disagreement with the ngambi and resultant war is
supposed to have happened in the past, but no Digo can give
examples.

Details of ngambi activities and old Digo

political organization are, unfortunately, completely lacking.

Dlgo no longer remember what once happened, and current
practice is presumably much different from the Dlgo custom
of even only a few years ago.
Hgwribi is now all but extinct.

A few old men in a

few scattered locations, notably Was, call themselves
member** of the old ngambi. but they have no official poli
tical power, and very little legal power.

In Waa, Abduliah

Bambuulo, a fervent Digo "nationalist” and former government
school teacher, has attempted to give new life to the ngambi
and to use it as a weapon to undermine British authority.
He has had some success, and there is the danger that
ngambi. as a weapon of Digo and African nationalism, and
in a new form, somewhat resembling the movement of Mau Mau,
will again &Ln power in Digo Land.

This is, however, as

much speculation as fact.
Ngambi of the old form no longer exists in Lungalunga.
The last few members of the Lungalunga ngambi died between
19h0 and 191*5, and they did not teach any new Dlgo the
ngambi secrets.

Digo in Lungalunga and elsewhere say that

they gave up the ngambi because the practices of ngambi were
pagan, "dirty,” and entailed the drinking of palm wine.
was, in short, contrary to Islam.

It

It was also very expensive,

and it gave wealthy men a chance to dominate their fellows.

The presence of British law and government did away with
tha need for It.
The nans ik-wnbl persists In Ism alunga, as elsewhere,
In Dlgo Land, to signify tha aiders and tha middle-aged nan
of a community who take an active lnte^st In coccunity affair*
as

with every other unit in Dlgo society, tha composition of

any group sailing itself the ntauabl is variable, and It
depends upon the total situation and the attitudes of the
men Involved.

For some natters affecting any one area,

a large number of Dlgo will gather, calling themselves tha
ngambi.

For other matters affecting the some area, a much

smaller group will gather as the nwardjl.

indeed, the

same matter may be discussed at different timet In the eaiae
area with notioeable differences In the else and composition
of the jM M M group present.

For ejnrapie, about 50 man

from all over Lungalunga gathered at Sega two weeks before
the time of dasuadan In 1959 to discuss the coconut harvest,
but two weeks before B«naAi»n in 1 9 ® only about 90 men
came together for the same purpose, and all of these same
only from the bega-Mafcwoayenl area, and not from beyond It,
as was the case In 1989.

Both of these groups of men sailed

themselves in* Kgaafoi va hungalunga.

The reason for those

differences is that the Batnud&n of 1 9 ® began In February,
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just before the long rains, and Digo were very busy pre
paring their fields and planting,

Ramadan oarae later in

1969, and the heavy work of cultivation had been completed
at the time of the ngambi meeting.
The composition of the ngambi at any local court case
varies from time to time.

Cases involving Digo of the bega-

Madsorenl-Uakwonyeni cluster are usually heard near the office
of the chief in Lungalunga,

Since Selemani and Kasim Chuo

live near this office , and einoe they are not keen agricultur
alists , to say the leastf but instead prefer to spend their
time taking and desire to use ngambi to gain personal power,
they attend most cases as Judges,
also frequently available as Judges*

A few other Dlgo are
But the majority of

Dlgo only come to ngambi when they have nothing else to do,
or when the ease involves fairly d o s e kin or affine s or
friends.
An important function of the ngambi is the regulation
of the coconut harvest.

Coconuts ripen throughout the year,

and government agricultural officials encourage Digo not to
pluck the nuts from the palms, but rather to harvest only
those which fall,

Digo, however, trust no one, and they

feel that neighbours and even kinsmen will steal their coco
nuts which lie on the ground.

Also, Digo regard coconuts

as their main form of security*

If coeonuts were harvested

and sold haphazardly throughout the year, Digo would not
have sufficient coconuts to sell when in great need, such
as at Ramadan* when Dlgo feast, not fast:
time;

or at tax-paying

or at a time of famine, or lllnofs, or mahanga.

Dlgo, therefore, have a closed season for coconuts called
kuweka ngambi* during most of the year, and they allow no
one to pluck coconuts during this closed season except with
the permission of the local headman and some dominant
members of the ngambi. Permission is granted only for
such special harvesting if the headman and tiwj ngambi
members are satlsfiea that the person requesting this per
mission truly needs the money for something important and
unforseen like a mahanga or a curing ceremony, and that he
strongly objects to obtaining the funds by mor&glng the
coconut orchard.

In all other oases, harvesting and selling

of coconuts is restricted to four or five fixed tinea a year*
These times when the ngambi dosed season is lifted are
generally (l) at Bamaian:

(2)

at the beginning and/or the

end of a tax year, either to allow Digo to pay tax as soon
as it is levied, or at the last moment, before penalties
are invoked;

(3) during the two periods between harvests,

when Dlgo maize granaries are exhausted.

When these times are drawing close, men and women
of all ages discuss the matter of removing the quarantine.
There are those who wish this to happen as early as
possible because they desire money at once;

there are

othei's who wish for a delay because they want the money
only at the moment of greatest need, or because they wish
to delay the work of harvesting and preparing as long as
they can,

Eventually, the ngambi will be ouraraoned by the

ehlef, or the headman, or simply by an Important elder,
such **> Selemani Chuo, who, like very nany other Digo, is
jealous of the power and position of the chief.

Word will

go out to all adult men, especially those of substance,
who own or share the control of coconut palms, that a meeting
will be held on a certain day to discuss the ending of
quarantine.

Sometimes so few show up on the scheduled day

that another day is picked.

There is often much loud-

voiced discussion of the matter, ordinary more for the
enjoyment of friendly argument than anything else.

At

times, however, such ngambi meetings provide a showpiece
for conflict between strong personalities, and the arguments
which take place are not so friendly*

Whether friendly or

unfriendly, discussion eventually coraes to an end, and it
is decided by informal vote and majority rule that on ouch
and such a day, usually within a week of the meeting, the

harvest and coconut sale will begin.
During the harvest, the coconut orchards are
places of great activity, as coconuts are felled, husked,
split, laid out to dry, packed, and sold as copra to local
Indian me relianta.

Many Dlgo, not only the ’’owners” or

managers of the coconut palms, earn money during the harvest.
The owners and managers are usually older men or women, who
have their children, slaters* children, cross cousins, and
other kin and affine a to help them in the harvest and aale
of the nuts.

Wither they pay these kin and sffines wages

for their work, which helps these kin and affinea to meet
expenses for Ramadan, or to pay taxes, or to purchase food
and clothes, etc,; or they pay the poll tax for these
individuals and purchuse necessary items for them.

In any

event, coconut money ia used to help a wide circle of re
latives, thereby assuring the continued support and devotion
of these relatives.

To preserve important kinship links

and affinal links, and to keop the sons, sister1s sons,
siblings, and cross cousins of any owner or manager of coco
nut palms satisfied with hie behaviour, it is necessary that
the nreambl Quarantine function properly to regulate tha coco
nut harvest.
If a Dlgo is caught harvesting coconuts during the

period of quarantine, he is brought before the so-oalled
korti* or "court” , of rucarabl menibers, and, if he is found
guilty of breaking the quarantine, ho la fined in relation
to the number of coocmute which he picked*

In Lungalunga,

the n/:ambl haa a "policeman” to patrol the orchards and
apprehend any quarantine breakers, or anyone stealing coco
nuts,

Theft of coconuts, especially by youths, is common.

Indeed, some children steal from their own parents or from
other very close kin.

The policeman is kept rather busy,

and he is paid for hla woxk from a fund collected by the
"chit" system,

Kaeh owner of oooonuta should purchase for

one shilling a cheti* or "chit”, to entitle him to harveet
his coconuts when the quarantine is lifted or whan he has
received special permission to harvest*

Chits are signed

by both the chief or the noadman, and by a special ngambi
"clerk" (karani ya nnambi) *

Without such & chit a Dlgo

cannot "legally,” according to ngambi custaa, harvest his
coconuts,

In Sega, there aro supposedly 30 owners of

coconut orchards, and bo at euoh quarterly harvest 30
shillings should bo collected.

However, Digo manipulate

ngambi rules as eaoily as they manipulate many other rules
and customs, and usually no more than 10 shillings is obtained,
Dlgo of other locations have other methods of guarding their

orchard* or of paying for the serrloe* of a policeman.
.
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The British administration knows little about the
work of the ngambi to regulate the cooonut harvest, but
it approves of what it does know, and Dlgo are not especially
interested in keeping details of this function a secret.
Another function of ngambi is the exacting of tribute from
and regulating the activities of local Indian and Arab
merchants.

This

function is kept as much a

secret as

possible, for the

government would object to

it.

Since early times, Dlgo have felt that any foreigner
who does business with Digo must compensate Dlgo for the
opportunity they give him to earn money from them.

Con

sequently, they ask each owner of a shbp (duka. pi. m d u k a )
in Digo locations to pay them a yearly or quarterly levy
called ng’ombe* or "cow” , unless this shop owner is a
fellow Digo.

It is said that in former times a real

ngfomDo was given as tribute, and this beast

was usedto

provide a feast for the members of the old ngambi. How,
money, ranging from five to thirty shillings is given to
the new ngambi* but the payment is still called nr^ornbe.
(The cost of cattle has risen sharply in the past few
decades, and a cow now costs, at the very least, 120
shillings.)

Because the composition of the new mrambl is so
varied, there is no fixed pattern of distribution of the
ng* ombe levy.

Generally, the money is divided among those

senior adults who are present when it is collected from the
8hop owner.

Since a relatively large number of adults

show up for this collection, the amount that each one gets
is sxz&l.

In some cases, ngfombe money is used to finance

a locational enterprise, and no one personally receives a
cent of it.

The principle of ng* ombe is at least as

important as actually obtaining the money.

It is necessary

to show the foreign merchant that he is, Indeed, foreign, and
that ha is dependant upon the good will of the Dlgo, es
pecially of the Dlgo elders.

He must accord them respect.

Dlgo feel that the Indian or Arab merchant continually
cheats them, and that their own poor business methods and
foolishness in selling cheap to and buying dear from the
merchant makes the merchant despise them.

The n^ombe

custom allows them to feel that ultimately the merchant is
really at their mercy.
Lungalunga anprambl. like other angambi* demand a
large initial levy from any alien merchant who establishes
a new duka or tea shop in the location.

In Lungalunga,

before 1959, there were only two merchants, Jafr All and

Gulab Khan, both Indian Bohora Muslima,

In early I960,

an Arab from Tanganyika established a duka in Lungalunga
and paid 25 shillings to the angambi as his initial fee.
The ngambl members of Lungalunga also request an

j w *ombe

levy of ten shillings from each of the three Lungalunga
merchants at each time of coconut harvest and sale.

The

members of the ngambi claim that if they did not regulate
the harvest and sale of these nuts, the merchants would not
obtain so much regular profit,

Tne Digo say that not

only do the merchants get in bulk most of the Lungalunga
oopra supply, which they can then resell at a good profit,
but they also sell to the Digo large quantities of goods
at the time of coconut harvest and have debts owing them
repaid,
Jafr Ali has always paid his coconut harvest n#' ombe
levy without question.

He apparently feels that ten shill i n o

la little enough to pay for ais great profits.

He mono

polizes three-quarters of the lungalunga business.

Gulab

Khan, on the other hand, refused to pay his levy in 1958,
probably feeling that the Digo would do nothing about hla
action.

The Digo were furious, and they did Just as Digo

all over Digo Land do when their nrtambi edicts are challenged
by a foreigner:

they imposed a boycott on Gulab Khan's ship.

It le said that the nnambi has always had the
power to impose a boycott, called kuweka ngambl. on anyone
Digo or alien, who flaunts the authority of ngambl decisions.
If a merchant is boycotted, a circle made of entwined grass
and called the kanha ya nrambi. is mounted on a forked stle*
and placed in front of his shop.

This means that no one

is allowed to enterthe shop or do any business with the
shop keeper.

Indeed, no one is allowed to help the shop

keeper in any way, or to work for him, or even to talk to
him.

If any Digo has a job such as that of water boy or

errand boy at the duka.he must quit.

If a Digo is so

foolish as to breakthe boycott and deal with the merciant,
he is also, in effect, boycotted.

The kanha ya ngambi

is placed in front of his house and no one will deal with
him.

He becomes a social outcast.

Indeed, he is called

an *dttl ya utsi. or "enemy of the people."
No Digo will speak to such an outcast, no one will
sell him any food or anything else, no one will give him
hot coals to light his fires, no one will come to treat his
ills, and if he goes to the river or to a well or pond to
drink or to bathe, people may even try to prevent him from
obtaining water.

His wife is taken from him by her people,

who claim that he is a bad husband for her and that if die

remains with his she and her kin will also be outcasts.

In

some oases, the person irhu breaks the iurambl edict is even
beaten, and his very life may be endangered.

Nowadays, the

ngambl boycott of an individual is only invoked against Digo
who do something totally evil, suoh as siding with aliens
or with government against fellow Digo.

It Is not Invoked

if they merely break the nprambi coconut quarantine.

However,

Digo maintain that in earlier times, when ngacibi was a secret
society and the political and legal authority, the ratambi
personal boycott was invoked for any infraction of major
lurambl rules of all categories.
Needless to say, few Digo are willing to risk this
nrarebi-imnosed ostracism, especially if it is just to help
an Indian shop keeper w hom they distrust and envy.

Further

more, Digo seam to take great pleasure in demonstrating how
powerful a force they are when they act together.

A boycott,

particularly in this time of nationalism, is an enjoyable
event.

Not surprisingly, therefore, not one inhabitant of

Lungalunga dealt with Gulab Khan in any manner, and within
two weeks he beearne desperate.

He threatened to tell the

government police or the District Commissioner about the
boycott.

This horrified the other Indian merchants in the

Digo District, who feared that his action would surely turn

all the Digo against all the merchant a In the district.
They close kin of Gulab Khan were especially worried,
for they have extensive business interests tliroughout
the coastal area.

These other Indians warned Gulab Khan

not to jeopardize his and their future in the country
by rash action.

They pointed out that independence from

British rule is bound to eome soon, and that the Africans
will not deal kindly with those individuals of other races
who caused then serious trouble during the days of British
control.

Gulab Khan submitted at last, and he came to

terms with the Bun^dunga poople.

He puld the ant-cambl 16

shillings, and promised always promptly to pay thorn the
niryprobe levy in the future.
Ngambi hue acted in a like manner in other loca
tions to pruniah alien merchants who contested their authority.
For example, in one coastal location in 1959, an Indian owner
of both a bus service and a largo ahop refused to give local
Digo a ride on one of his buses when ho learned that they
were using a competitor1s service as well as Ho.

In re

taliation for his action, which the Digo elders considered
highly insulting, his shop and his bus service wore boycotted
until he submitted, and asked for forgiveness.

He did call

in the police before he gave way to the Digo, and much

trouble resulted.

Eventually, however, he succumbed to

intimidation and the pleas of his kinsmen, and he paid
about 100 shillings as adabu. or "punishment fee", to the
angsmbj.

He also refused to testily against the Digo

in the police court, and this made the police powerless
to bring to trial the individuals most involved.
It appears that even if the new mambi lacks con
crete organisation, it is still powerful and can be used to
good advantage by any Individuals who can dominate it, or,
at least, manipulate it.

In man?, of its activities, raranbl

does stund opposed to the laws and policies of the British
administration.

Government appointed chiefs and headmen

often find the mrarabi a nuisance, or even worse.

In theory,

chiefs and headmen should dominate their local rurambi. and
shuuld never let the ngrnabi members take government or the
law into their own hands.

Chiefs and ie&dmen should use

the aiumabl only as advisors in handling court case a and
as assistants in carrying out government proposals or orders.
In actual fact, however, tire elders of many locations, acting
an^ambi. do congest the authority of the chief and headman
scorning these officials as mere "slaves’* of the government,
and claiming that only rule by eldere is traditional and,
therefore, valid.

In Kikonani, the only location in the Digo District
whic.i has no primary school, the naambi is controlled by a
group of old men who hate the idea of education and fe&r
that if a school is built and education supported, then the
chief, their rival, will gain much credit from the District
Commissioner.

Hence, they have done everything in their

power to resist school construction, and it can bo said
that it is the members of this ngarnbt. and not the government
chief, who actually govern Kikonani.
The eltuation in Lungalunga is somewhat different.
There, the present chief, Juna Ilamisi, dominated the scene.
Juma Hamisi was influential in Lungalunga even when his
immediate predecessor, Juma Abdulla,i, was chief.

Juxna

Hamisi was the Headman of the Sega-Mokwouycni-Hadaoreni
sub-location during the tenure of office of Juna Abdullah,
and, even though Juna Abdullah carried the title of chief,
having been appointed to t iis position by the District
Commissioner, it was always Juna Hamisi who gov ?rned the
location.

Jurnu Abdullah, as the true muwa of Juna Hamisi

and heavily Indebted to his

for all manner of aid, took

his orders from this full brother of his mother.
Hamisi9a authority doe 3 not go undisputed, however#

Juma
Hot

only are hia attempts to control the affairs of his fuko

kwa

Chinararaa, contested by his ora close kinsmen,

but his rule of Lungalunga la also challenged, primarily by
Kasim Chuo.
father*

Kasim dreams of becosilng chief, as was hie

Kasim claims that the positior of chief should be

a hereditary one, not based merely on the choice of a
District Commissi oner or a Mudlr. Kasim is, however, the
sort of man who would decry the hereditary principle if
this principle helped another rather than M m *
Kasim and his brothers have fo aid in the nramfrl e
means of opposing Juna H&rJL&i*

The Lu^alungu n^anibl is

at present dominated by the Chuo family#

Selemaai Chao

aa.erts that ha is the liead of the ngambi because in the
days of the old mcambi his father9s father, llvonduano, was
the most important, highest ranking usdber of the nrambi
in the Lungalunra area*

Kasim Chuo is the Larani va jarmbi#

and maintains thc.t the Digo should can© f i s t of all to M a
or to his brother, Celomanl, to obtain permission to fell
coconuts out of season*
policeman.

ttuhsansd Chuo is the n»:mribl

Uo^t of t o Digo jf IsingalUft&l oppose Jams

Hamisi and his houdsaon, Haosoro Huai rani, Just as they would
oppose any ahief or headman, and they the;*efore support the
sons of Chuo in the at uenpts of theao three xmn to establish
tu.

a* a rival io tiie eiuef’u powor.

Juma Hamisi maintains that nrambi is, at the most, a
body of very unofficial, unorganized, leaderlees men who
have no function but to assist him and act at his command.
He saye that the rararabl is extra-legal, and that the British
administration forbids anyone but government-appointed
officials to issue chits for any purpose or to levy fines.
He Insists that the position of head member of the n^anibl
was never inherited, and that Selemani Chuo oannot, therefore
claim the right to lead the ngambi.

If Juma has his way,

the rurambl will, indeed, remain a formless, powerless#
association of adult men.

The Chuo brother a and other

elders, however, say that the ngambi is sanctioned by
inviolate ouatom, and that the fines which th© members of
ncraribi lovy are necessary to keep order.

They assart

that these are not really fines In the government sense,
but rather traditional payments to reward the men of the
n^arebl for their work, and to give the wrongdoer a better
appreciation of what is right and what is wrong.

If the

Chuo brothers succeed, the ngarnbl will become a more
powerful organisation, with a hierarchy of leadership.

It

ie unlikely, however, that they will win, and even if the
ngambi does gain more power in Lungalunga, the sons of Chuo
will not long bo allowed to dominate it.

Rivals will soon

arise to eontest their position.

Unlike Abdullah

Barnbuulo, the sons of Chuo are not attempting to re
establish the old ngambi. with its secret rites and fees.
They urge only that the chief and his headman must respect
the authority of the ngambi in regulating the coconut har
vest, in handling local court cases, and in exacting tri
bute and eontrolling the activities of the local Indian
and Arab merchants.
The conflict between Juma Hamisi and the sons of
Chuo and the other elders of the ngambi came to a head
during the ease of Bukharl Ka aIrani.

This case will be

discussed in detail since it also illustrates how kinship
is manifested during local legal disputes and court cases,
and how various relationships are manipulated to cause
compromise and establish harmony.
Bukharl Kasiranl is a Chinachimwaga kwanayo and a
Chinangalla kwa baba.

His nyuraba within the Chinachimwaga

was established in Lungalunga before the arrival, in the
late 19th oentury, of Mwanduano and Ninduano, members of
the Chinachimwaga from Galu.
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Mwanduano is the father1s father of Kasim Chuo, and that
Ninduano is the father’s father's sister of Kasim.

It is

said that the nyuraba of Bukharl Kasiranl vs ancestors gave

land to Mwanduano and Ninduano because these two Chinaohlnnraga persons were closely linked to his m&trlllneal ante
cedents.

Mwanduano and Ninduano are related to Bukharl as

hia close, classliicatory, mother's mother9a siblings*
However, the aotual bond between them - the point at which
the nyumba of the one links with the nvumba of the other is not revealed, and is supposedly not known.

It is

claimed that neither nvumba was a slave branch, but such
a claim means little*

All evidence indicates that either

one or both of these nyumba originated in women taken as
slaves by the Chinachimwaga in the distant past*

Chart

number 6 shows the essential relationships in this case.
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Although he was b o m and reared in Lungalunga,
Bukharl KasIrani live most of each year in Hasmbweni,
where he is married to a ttsambweni girl, has interests
in his wife9s father's fishing business, and has other
Chinachimwaga and Chinangalla kin as neighbours and friends.
After his mother was divorced by his father, Kaeirani, she
went off to Msambweni, where she married Salomani Ghee of
the Ablrlnl fuko.

She bore Selemani a son, Shoe Selemani.

Bukharl and Shea live in Msambweni on Ablrlnl land obtained
from Selemani Shee.
Mwanysma, the full brother of Bukharl Kas Irani's
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mother, Mlnyurau, planted about 10' ooeonnt trees on a
fertile pleee of Chlnaehlinwtiga land at the Uraba Hirer
In Lun-alunga.

iftryama died childless, and hio eloae

olaa8lfloatory brother, Marfljo Mwadura, related to Silm
through a coercion mother’s mother, lntierlted his coconut
trees.

When Ktagvn died, Hanbo also inherited her

property.

Uambo had a son, Hassani, and a daughter.

He

also had reared Omari, the son of Mwajaks# Uumbo's olose
olassifloatory brotlier, related to Heribo through the same
mother's mother whioh tierabo has In ooruntn with Hinyotna.
Mwajeke died at a fairly early age, and Hanbo inherited
hla wife and the right and duty to rear Mwajoke's ehlld,
Omari, as his own.
than Mwajake.

Omari is henoa sailed Uwtuaambo rather

Mwajeke had no other property.

Mambo, himself, died in about 19h0, and the 19ft
eoeonut palms whioh he had Inherited from Uwonyuraa and
Nlnyaraa, In addition to another 80 whioh he had planted
went to his rauwa. Bukharl Kaslranl*

Bukharl Kaalranl

kept all these Inherited treoe as his own until 191(9 or
1960, after scene of the Lungalunga elders and Chief Xorabo
Hambo passed a looal aya-law to the offoot that sons should
inherit the eoeonut trees personally planted by their fathers.
Bukharl willingly gars Hanbo's CO aooonu-a to Hasaanl Mamibo,

for Haesanl to share with Omari*

Both Hasaanl and Omari

had, up until this time, received generous financial aid
from Bukharl Kaslranl In respect to his ownership of the
coconuts.
Bukharl has retained the other coconuts because
they had not been planted by Masfeo, and Bukharl was their
legal m&trlllneal heir*

However, since 19U6 he has lived

in Msambweni, visiting Lungalunga only irregularly and in
frequently, and cannot himself look after these Inherited
coconut palms, he has given Hasaanl and Omari the function
of oaring for those palms plantod by Mwanyama*

This also

enables them to use the fertile land under and surrounding
these palms for the growing of annual and semi-permanent
crops*

Zf Bukharl cannot come to Lungalunga for the coco

nut harvest, Haasanl and Omari direct the harvest and
receive a fair share of the money earned, for their work*
Even If Bukharl personally handles the harvest, Hasaanl and
Omari help him in this and also obtain a share of the profit*
The 85 coconut trees planted by Ninyama were given
by Bukharl to his close olasslficatory matrlllneally related
sister1s sons, namely, Mwenye Slice and ttwachoko Luutau,
for them to care for and to help him harvest*

In return

for this work, they also receive a portion of the proceeds*

As chart

£

shows, Mwenye Shee and liwaohoko Luutsu are

Chinachimwaga of the mnroba of Ninduano, and the cluao—
iflcatory, bilaterally related sister's sons of Kasim
Chuo.

They use the land under and surrounding the coco

nut palms of Nlnyama for the cultivation of bananas, and
they have also received permission to plant bananas on
ths land In Hassanl Malabo's care.
Finally, when Bukharl sells his ooaonuts, he often
does so through a young Digo trader in Lungalunga, Bukharl
Uwamnyeto, who Is Bukharl Kaslranl's more distantly related,
oatrllineally linked, olassifloatory sister's son.

Uwaranyete

Is a member of the Chinachimwaga kwa mayo, and la presumably
descended from a slave of Bukharl Kaslranl's nyumba.
Uwamnyeto, who takes the coconuts to Uombaaa by bus and
sells them there to Indian merchants, sometimes pays a bit
more for them than does Jafr All.

However, Uwamnyeto seldom

has capital enough to purchase more than few thousand nuts
at any one time, and so few Digo deal with him.

Bukharl

Kaslranl, however, likes to give him his business.
This group of kin, including Bukharl Kaslranl, his
and hie awa. are linked together toy kinship ties, whioh
are reinforced by the sharing of land and property* and by
the association in business ventures.

They form a mutual

security and reciprocal aid group* with an involved complex
of rights and duties in each other.

In the ngambi case

concerning these individuals, they were conveniently re
ferred to as the Chinaohimvt aga, mryangu ya Mwak&siranl.
Bukharl Kaslranl is the central figure in the group, and
the ease dealt mostly with him.
The case was held in September 1969.

Coconuts

were in quarantine, but Bukharl Kaslranl needed money to
help his mwenehu mayo mwenr-a. Shee Selemani, to pay for the
brlde-wealth requirements of Sheefa son*

Bukharl came to

Lungalunga in early September 1969, and he stayed with
Mwenye Shee and Mwenye Shee*s wife.

Secretly, he arranged

with Mwanyeto for Mwanyeto to buy 500 of his coconuts for
50 shillings.

Then, without even requesting nganfrl

permission, he and Mwenye Shee and the tiro young sons of
Mwenye Shee began felling the coconuts.

Before they were

caught by Muhammad Chuo, they had managed to get 300 nuts
into the hands of Mwamnyeto, for which Bukharl received 30
shillings.

Bukharl gave seven shillings of this to Mwenye

Shee*
Juma Hamisi was in Kwale at the time of this incident
attending a meeting of the African District Council.

His

headman, a rather ineffectual and inept man named Hassoro

Kaslranl (no relation to Bukharl Kaslr&id,) was in charge.
All of the sons of Chuo and a number of other elders told
Nassoro to hold an ngambi trial in order immediately to
judge and punish the wrongdoers.

Nassoro wished to wait

until Juma's return in two days, but the elders persisted
and Nassoro capitulated.

A korti ya ngambi was held under

a shady tree near the chief1s office on the day after Bukharl
was apprehended*
The elders who came to sit as judges were Kasim and
Selemani Chuo;

Kasim Dslhambo (who strongly supports the

sons of Chuo in their striving for power); Jlgi Mambo
(not a kinsman of Hasaanl Mambo, but an affinal, since he
married Hasaanlfo full sister); and about ten others, all
unrelated to Bukharl.

Bukharl Kaslranl was present as well,

of course, along with his mwencim M X S U m i m *
also came to visit Lungalunga;
Mwenye Shee;

who

and Mwachoko Luutsu;

and Nabwana Gaone, the husband of Mwenye

Shea1s full slater.

Mwamnyeto was at the trial, accom

panied by his elder full brother, ilaasanl.
The trial was handled very Informally, with all
the participants casually squatting or sprawled over the
ground.

Kveryone was in a good mood, as is usual in most

trials - at least initially*

A decided attempt is made in

all trials to keep all the parties to the case in good
spirits, and extensive joking is carried on*

If a trial

is strictly an ngambi matter, in which the angambl accuse
someone of breaking ngambi rules, as the Bukharl Kaslranl
trial was, than the A2MH|t& aot 11191
really wrong*

the accused did nothing

The accused acts as if the whole matter

is very humorous*

If a trial is strictly a matter between

private Individuals, such as when a Digo accuses another
of cheating him, here, too, the accused and the plaintiff
usually seem like the best of friends, having nothing but
a friendly argument*

To be sure, in some private cases,

such aa the Fumbwe Mwododo naleal case, the two parties
to the litigation do eventually lose their tempera and
quarrel o:>enly*

But even these quarrels are often handled

in such a way that the majority of those in attendance find
them entertaining, and not a cause for further conflict*
Furthemore, most litigation is handled through
"middle men", called oluafca* so that a private plaintiff
and the accused do not have to speak to each other personally
or to give detailed testimony*

Each party to a private

case has his own mulumba* usually a kinsman skilled at
hulumbana* or "litigation and repartee*"

If the plaintiff

is the np:uMbi itself, then only the accused has hie mulumba*

but the anvambl acting as judges* do so in a public capacity*
Honee* their remarks to the accused are not to be taken as
a personal affront to the accused or his kin*

Everything

possible is done to prevent the parties to a trial from
acting in such a manner as to cause a breakdown of assoc
iations for reciprocal aid and mutual security*
Digo culture permits Digo to play a number of seemingly
contradictory* conflicting* roles almost simultaneously*
This also helps to make a local court trial an Instrument
to restore rather than damage social harmony.

A man is

able to act in the same trial as a close relative* or
friend and neighbour* of both the accused and the plaintiff*
and also to act as an Impartial judge of both*

Multiple

role-playing helps to assure an honest trial and the main
tenance of mutual aid associations.

In the role of an

unbiased judge* ego may endanger his relations with either
or both parties to the case*

In the role of a biased kins

man* friend* or affinal to either party in the case* ego may
also endanger his relations with the other party to the case*
However* by playing the role of unbiased judge* and almost
simultaneously also the role of biased and helpful kinsman*
affinal* or fiend to both parties to the case* ego assures
the continued friendship and support of both parties*

Ego is not afraid to be an Impartial judge or witness
because he also helps those he accuses* sentences* or
gives evidence against*
Multiple role-playing also encourages compromise*
Interrelation gives everyone good cause to desire the
peaceful and just settlement of disputes*

Primarily in

his role as kinsman of the plaintiff or as member of the
BIHppbi- but also as a kinsman of the aocuaed party* des
iring peace between both sideB* ego encourages the accused
to agree to the court order.

Primarily in his role as a

kinsman of the accused* but also in his role as judge and
as a relative of the plaintiff, ego requests the plaintiff
and/or the ngambi to be moro reasonable in its demands and
inore lenient in its charges and sentence.
In the Bukharl Xaolrani trial* Hasaanl Marabo sat
with the an/gambi * and flayed the role of Judge* questioning
in detail Bukharl and his sister18 son)* and agreeing that
they did wrong and should pay a fine.

He also sat with

Bukharl Kasirinl and the Chinachimwaga kinsmen of Bukharl
as a fellow kinsman* ready to help thorn*

Omari Marabo was

fiukh&ri's mulumba* and also acted us a judge*

Kasira Chuo*

although mainly a judge* also played the role of helpful
kinsman, in respect to hi a relationship as Chinachimwaga

kwa taawe * and his use of land contested by such raatrillneal descendants of Ninduano as Mwaohoko Luutsu and
Mwenye Shee*

Selemani Chuo* on the other hand* was

content to sit merely as a judge* Jigi »larabo also sat
only as a judge*

On the basis of his affinal relation

to Hasaanl Mambo* Jigi was prepared to agree with Hasaanl1a
plea for leniency in passing sentence and in collecting
fines from Bukharl and his kin.
After hearing all the evidence* the angaiabi judges
in this case* including Hasaanl and Omari Mambo* Kasim and
Selemani Chuo and the ten others* sat alone* apart from
everyone else at the trial*

This is known as the kendo

ya ngambi* or "separate place of the ngambi."

These

judges decided thats (1) Bukharl Kaslranl had to pay 86
shillings aftqbu. or fine; (8) Bukhari Mwaranyeto had to pay
16 shillings adabu: and (6) Mwenye Shee had to pay five
shillings as adabu. They allowed Bukhari Mwamnyeto to
take the coconuts to Mombasa to sell them* but they forbade
further harvesting out of season by any of the parties to
the case.
The judges returned to the accused parties and the
spectators present at the trial, and they conveyed their
decisions to the accused*

The; accused parties and their

kin* afflnea and friends then went to Bit in their own
separate place, or kando* termed in this instance as kando
M

Chinachimwaga*

Hasaanl and Omari Mambo went automatically

to sit with this group and to help it.

Hasaanl also asked

Kasim Chuo to join the group* stating with a smile* "Come*
rowenshu* you are a Chinachimwaga

tauwe*"

Kasim chuckled

at this* and went to join them*
In the £uj£do jrg Chinachimwaga. Bukhari Kao Irani
admitted that he had done wrong* but he said that he could
only pay five shillings because he needed money to help
Shee Selemani to pay bride wealth for Shee1a son.

Hasaanl

Mambo told him that he was guilty of a major wrong* though
it was his first such offence*

Hassanl urged Bukhari to pay

as much as 10 shillings* and then Hassanl asked each person
present at the kando ya Chlmchintweura to contribute what he
could to help Bukharl*

It was* Hassanl said* an obligation

udmru* or "brotherhood" • Everyone agreed to this*
Then Mwenye Shee argued that he could not and should
not pay his five shillings fine since he had only helped
Bukharl Kaslranl in his role as Bukhari’a muwa. It is hard
for a Digo to disobey an awu* especially when the awu has
given this Digo property and land to use*

Mwenye Shee

also swore that he did not know that Bukharl was breaking

tae ngambi* Bukharl had told him that he had received
permission from the chief to pick his coconuts.

Bukhari

Kaslranl smiled shamefacedly at this statement* and he
agreed that he did tell tfwenye Ghee that permission had
been granted*

Kasim Chuo said that Mwenye Shee should

have realised that this was a lie* but Kasim also agreed
that if Mwenye Shee was really tricked by Bukhari* he
should be made exempt from the fine*
Bukharl Mwamnyeto then said that he was a poor man
and could not pay his fine* and also asserted that he* too*
thought that Bukharl Kaslranl had received permission*

This

was greeted with derisive laughter by everyone* even by
Bukhari Kaslranl.

Kasim Chuo and Hasaanl Mambo declared

that Mwamnyeto has often cheated the ngambi and bought and
sold oooonuts in secret during the quarantine.

This was

the first time that he was caught with contraband nuts* but
everyone knew that he had frequently violated the quarantine*
His fine* they argued* was really too small.

Mwamnyeto

smiled and said that he would pay the amount requested*
He left the group with his brother to go to the shop of
Jafr All to borrow 10 shillings*

He had only three shillings

on his person* and his brother gave him an additional two*
The remainder of the group then took up a collection

for Bukhari Kaslroni*

Bukharl himself gave his 10 shillings.

Hasaanl and Omari Mambo each gave two shillings and fifty
cents*

Mwenye Shee* in his role as rauwa* and Mwaehoko

Luutau* also in his role as muwa* each contributed one
shilling*

Kasim Chuo gave thirty cents* and the writer

paid twenty cents*

Shee Selemani gave nothing because he

said that he had used all of his money in paying the bride
wealth of his son*

If a person is definitely without money*

he is able to evade the obligation to help his kin financially*
Shee aided Bukharl simply by attending his trial and pro
viding "moral support."
Kasim Chuo took the seventeen shillings and fifty
cents collected to Selemani Chuo* Jigl Mambo* and the other
ancambl*

He explained to them the decision of the kando

ya Chinachimwaga and successfully persuaded them to accept
this decision*

Bukhari Mwamnyeto returned within about

ten minutes and paid his fifteen shillings*

Then the

total of thirty-two shillings and fifty cents was divided
among everyone present at the trial as their reward for
being present and oo-operatlag*

This payment is called

either the jamvl la wasee ("mat of the elders")* or* simply*
chal* meaning "tea*" since it may be used to purchase tea*
In former times the payment was called uchi or "palm wine*"

because
this is
what... those
/ '*'
*'* *4
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at
the
trial •*drank*
rather than
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the tea of these more "Civilised"
Bach member of the

times.

ngambi received one shilling.

Just as they each had paid money in their role as ftkoi.
Hassanl and Omari ttambo now* In their role as judges*
received money.

The headman* who was present for some

of the trial* received three shillings and six shillings
was set aside to be given to the chief* upon his return
from Kwale.

In theory* these amounts were given to the

headman and the chief to show them respect* but actually
they were to involve them in the ngambi action so that
they were compromised by it* and made to appear as nrambl
supporters.
All other persons at the trial* including Bukhari
and Hass&ni Mwamnyeto* and Bukhari Kaslranl and his

other

relatives* each received from twenty to fifty cents*
according to the age of each.

This is the final offering

of peace* and their acceptance of it from the angambi
indicates that they agree with the verdict.

The trial

ended with everyone relatively satisfied and in a friendly
mood.
In this atmosphere of harmony* Selemani and Kasim
Chuo proposed that the ngambi have another election of

officials.

Within a few minutesf it was decided that

Selemani would retain his unofficial poet as head of the
Lungalunga ngambi. and that everyone in the location should
he made to realize how important such a post was.

Dodo

Mleoi also at the ngambi trial, is a resident of Uadsoreni
in Lungalunga.

He was selected as the head mungambi in

the Uadsoreni aroa.

Interestingly enough. Dodo is a

Chinarama kwa mayo and fewa baba. and, since he is older
than Juma Hamisi, feels that he, not Juma, should be the
dominant member of the ChJLn&r&ma.
Kasim Chuo was confinned as the clerk of the ngambi.
and Muhammad Chuo was also told to remain as the coconut
orchard policeman.

Mulmmmad complained that he was not

getting enough money for his work as policeman, and thus
it was agreed that each owner of coconut orchards should be
forced to pay one Shilling for a harvesting chit.

Then,

all present at the trial and election adjourned to the
hotel! or "tea shop” owned and operated by Salim Muhammad,
the son of Nichuo, Kasim’s full sister.

There they re

freshed themselves and ehatted for another hour or more.
Two days later, Juma Hamisi returned to Lungalunga
and was furious to learn wiiat had taken plac ; without his
approval.

He and his headman returned their shares of the

Jigamtol fins to Uwamnyeto and Bukhari Kasirani, and ha
demanded that all others also return what they had obtained
from the fines.

Uwamnyeto and Bukhari Kasirani refused to

accept the money back from anyone exoept the ehief and the
headman, and the amambl refused to pay it.

The ehief also

demanded that the angambi cease all talk of elections, and
called a meeting of all the Lungalungu men to discuss the
situation and openly state his objection to the extra-legal
activities of the ngambi.

Only a few rr.en did turn up at

the meeting, and Junta then threatened to call In the govern
ment and imprison those who refused to obey his lawful orders
For some time it appeared that there was going to be
serious trouble in Lungalunga, but at length the chief got
hie way.

Lungalunga people began to fear that only Kasim

Chuo wee profiting from this conflict, and that if the
eonfliot continued, life in Lungalunga might become un
pleasant.

A compromise was effected whereby the ngambi

and its members can only meet to decide whether or not a man
caught harvesting, selling or purchasing coconuts during
the quarantine should be sent to the government courts.
Unfortunately, there is no specific government ordinance
under which such a man could be tried and sentenced, and so
Juma Hami si tried to get the African District Council to

draft and paaa a local bye law which would allow such trial
and punishment.

Same locations approved of the idea,

but in moat places the elders did not wish to allow
government to usurp any prerogatives of the new jmfeL#
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These elders wanted the auctamfrl alone in each location to
be able to try and to punish by traditional methods those
who break the ngambi rules.
The matter was not yot settled by April 1960, and
the struggle for power continues in Lungalunga, as it doss
elsewhere in the District.
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Summary.
To summarise this chapter, It may too M i d that the

ngambi was once a stratified secret sooiety to which men
of the grade of elder, and perhaps men of the g n d e of
warrior, belonged.

Membership In the ngambi out across

lineage membership, and the ngambi was able to function as
a political and legal body.

This traditional ngambi

passed out of effective existence about a generation ago.
In order to further their own ends, some Digo attempt
to re-establish the traditional ngambi or to strengthen the
"new," generally unorganised, ngambi.

The eompoaltlon of

the new ngambi depends upon the situation.

The new ngambi

has the function of regulating the ooeonut harvest.

Digo

depend upon this harvest system to provide them with money

when they most need it, and to help them meet kinship
obligations and maintain associations for mutual aid.
The members of the nrrairfol sot us Judges in local
court eases, either eases Involving two private parties,
or those in which the plaintiff is the nnaiabl. itaelf.
Multiple roles are deftly played in order to encourage
eompromlse and insure the roalntenanOQ of good relation
ships between kin, &fflnas,and friends.
flgarobl has the power to neks levies on alien
merchants, ana the power to boycott their shops.

It is

also able to ostracize a fellow higo who becomes on
’’enemy of the people," or a adni ./a utai. by breaking
the boycott and helping an alien.
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MAKHIAflK Abb DIVORCE.
A*

Forms of Marriage•

There are three kinds of marriage among the
Dii O , namely, kuhala. kllalomu. and klan’ombe. The
least eeomon few® la king' otaac. or marriage by cattle.
This kln.r'ombe form is not significant In Digo society,
both because only four out of 203 marriages in hungalungs sre of this fora, and beeause no Digo woman la
married by this form.

It Is only women of other

tribes, chiefly of the Duruma and airiama, who ere given
in itlu^omba marriage.

The ti.lng’oabe marriage form,

iself, le from tlie custom of the air lama, and It spread
to the Durum* and to the Digo.
The klna’ombe is a marriage form much like the
old slave marriage sinco the woman is given for a very
high bridewealth (nahunda) of la to 20 osttle, or
1,000 to 2,000 shllllage, and she completely loses her
affiliation to her parental lineages or tribe.

She

becomes affiliated to tho fuko of her husband, and her
children call their father both beba and awu.
e

k I..-

neither

*th.-ib--: woman nor her children have a kuohatuni to

defend them.

The children customarily inherit from

their father, at least a share of hlB wealth, but
both the klng'ombe wife and her children are them
selves almost like inheritable property, since If
her husband by klm:*o«be

dies, a woman is taken over

by her husband's matrilinesl heirs, and her children
oall this heir of their real father baba.

In theory,

these children may only be married by cattle.

That is,

the daughters must be married for bride wealth equal
to or more than that paid for their another, and the
sons should obtain cattle wives.

in actuality, Digo

can seldom find anyone willing to pay cattle mahunda
for their king *ombe daughters, and they seldom have
enough wealth to obtain kina'ombe wives for their
sons.

Thus, these children almost invariable are

married by

or klielamu.

Because king'oabe marriage is so similar to a
slave marriage Digo women are not given as kina*ombe
wives.

Bven if a man attempts to give his daughter

or his sister's daughter into marriage by king'ombe.
her mothei'e brother or father will refuse.

a Digo

does not have the power to do as he wishes with his

children or his sister's children, and he cannot arrange
marriages for them without the consent of their other
main kin.
Men who wish to marry a woman by klm'ombs must
obtain the money or cattle themselves.

It is not the

duty of a father to give his son a klng'ombe wife
unless this sou is the child of a king'ombe woman.
Indeed, a man will usually not want his son to get such
* klng'ombe wife, since the woman will beoome affiliated
to the fuho tows mayo of his son, and strengthen this
fuko.

it is said that at times a man will help his

sister's son to obtain a wife by niug'ombe. just as in
former times Digo men gave slave wives to their sister's
eons to strengthen their fuko kwe mayo.

The mahunda

of eaoh of the four King'omba wives now living in Lungalunga, however, was paid solely by the husband of said
wife.

Primarily beoause of financial considerations,

thoee Digo who do themselves obtain wives by klng’ombe
are at least of middle age and are relatively prosperous.
~aoh of the four men in Lungalungs who obtained a klng'ombe
wife vtes over the age of VO at the time of marriage, and

was moderately wealthy*

Furthermore, each had previously

contracted a number of marriages with Digo women by
kiislamu or kuhala. and some of these marriagea have
ooatinued to exist side by side with the icing*00100
marriages.
The most common marriage form in Lungalunga, and
presumably over the entire Digo country, is the kuhala.
or "to carry away" form*

201 or 71 per cent of 283

marriages studied in Lungalunga, and effected by men now
living in bega during the periods 1918-1960, were
of this form*

The next most common form is the Klialamu

or "sftor the manner of Islam" form, and 78 or 27 per
cent of the .sample of 283 marriages were of this type*
The klislamu form le becoming increasingly popular in
respect to the kuhala form, and 31 per cent of the
marriages effected since 1956# were klislarou*

Kiialamu

marriages havo more prestige, are generally more ex*
pensive to effect, and are perhaps slightly more stable
than the kuhala marriages* 34# of the kuhala marriages
studied, ended in divorce; while only 28£ of the kiialamu
marriages ended in divorce.

Digo sometimes convert a

imho la marriage into a kllslama marriage by having an

.ion

Islamic wedding* 15 or

of the klla lama marriages

In Lungalunga were conversions of this type*
Both the kuhala ana the klialamu forms of marriage
oreate approximately the same complex of rights and
duties in spouses, kin, and affines, but there are some
Important differences*

Both marriages are effected

by the payment of bride wealth*

Bride wealth is

called mahunda in the kuhala form, and mahunda ranges
in amount from 40 shillings to 200 shillings, plus from
one to three goats*

The average mahunda is about 120

shillings and 1 goat*

This is paid to the father, or

father surrogate, of the bride, and he divides it with
other kin of the oride*

In divorce, mahunda is returned

to the husband, often minus the maleal of about 30 to
40 shillings*
In 8one instances, kuhala is initiated by the
elopment of a man and his sweetheart before hie payment
mahunda *

Llopement is oftet- more or less formally

effected, frequently with the prior knowledge of the
close kin of both parties*

borastimes, it is done

without the knowledge or approval of anyone*

In any

event, however, the man usually loses no time in
paying the first Installment of mahunda» and as aoon
as ha does this and mahunda is accepted, a valid marriage
la considered to have begun*

Then the man may legally

refer to his partner as hie tnkaaa* or "wife," and she
may refer to him as naluae or "husband" •
Kuhala is sometimes effected by the payment of
at least an Installment of mahunda before the "oarrylng
off” of the bride*

Here, marriage can be said to

commence with the actual “carrying off*"
In quite a few cases, mahunda is paid either all
at once or by instalments within a period of a few
months*

In other casea, full payment may take years*

It depends upon the parties to the marriage, and there
la no set rule*

It is ordinarily true, however, that

if a husband does not pay at least three quarters of
the bride wealth within a year or two of the outset of
the marriage, his wife's kin may terminate the marriage,
or at Icaet separate the husband and the wife until the
husband pays what he owes*

A woman will feel “great

shame*’, it is said, if her hush Odd is either so poor,
or miserly, or so disinterested in her that he does not

pay what was promised.
Bride wealth in the Kllslamu form of marriage
is more complex a matter than is the eaae for tbs
kuhala type.

Bride wealth for kllslamu is customarily

paid in full by instalments before the marriage.

Aa

soon aa the first instalment is paid, the man and his
wife-to-be are officially engaged, (kuchorabaj . and
they call each other muchomba.' According to the Digo,
marriage is finally effected by the full payment and
acceptance of all the bridewealth and by the Islamio
wedding ceremony*
be used*

The terms mlume and mkaza may than

However, the marriage is not actually con

sidered legal according to Islamic law until it is
registered in the Register of Islamic Marriages and
Divorce in the government offices at Kwale, Gazl,
Vanga, and Mombasa*

At times, the ^adi anq/or the ^udir

or the 1*1wall come on tour with a Register of Islamio
Marriage and Divorce in order to induce Digo to register
their klialamu raarriagca and divorces*

Most Digo do

register sooner or later, in spite of the small fee
this entails, because they, especially the men, find it
advantageous to have this proof of legal marriage*

She nano tor the kllslamu bride wealth la
theoretically not termed niahanda. but In practice
many Digo term It mahunda aa a convenient way of
referring to Its three divlsiona.

Ideally, the Xslaiale

bride wealth should consist only ofmaharl (adapted
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by way of the Swahili language from the Arab term,
mahar. or "dowry"[, and it should net be bridewealth
in the normal Digo sense, but It should instead be
the amount paid to the bride, not to the bride9s family*
In divorce, maharl supposedly should not be reclaimed
by the husband, and, Indeed, if any portion of it was
not paid to the wife, this should be given to her
before the formal divorce is made legal and binding*
•
■
this is the ideal Islamic form, which some Digo like
. . .

to pretend prevails in Digo land*

In actuality, how

ever, Digo continue to practise the ituhaln inahuada
system under s new set of names, namely tnahari* kllemba*
«nd a&aJa*
Maharl la that portion of the total bride wealth
which is listed in the Register of Islamic Marriage and
; .V
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The marriage is not legal, according to the

government and too Kenya version of Islamic Law, unless
this amount Is listed*

Although they always list

mahari* Digo practically never give it to the bride,
but instead they give it to the bride's father9 just
as they give him taahands*

the bride's father is

supposed tof and often does, use this mahari- or sons
of it, to pay for the wedding feast and to buy the bride
an outfit of cooking utensils and a bed*
usually listed as 100 - 200 shillings*

Uahari is
At the time

of marriage registration, an Islamic official, such
as the registry clerk, or the jadl or Mudlr. may ask
the bride if Bhe personally received the mahari*

If

she says no, the marriage is not considered legal until
the amount is paid to her*

Practically no Digo woman

will admit that she did not get mahari* and if one is
unprincipled enough to admit this, she is usually
regarded as a traitor to her family, her new husband,
’

and Indeed, the Digo community.

Such action ohaoea

the Digo in the presence of the *rabs, and nothing
could be much worse*
• Kilemba* meaning "turban", is a Swahili term, and

it is the sum which a father should obtain to compensate
him for hi3 work in rearing the ohild.

He may keep

this for himself, but he usually divides this amount
with his own patrilineal ana patrilineal kin, primarily
his brothers and sisters* , fhey in turn, should, and
customarily do, use this amount to help the father pay
for tne wedding feast*

Kilemba ranges in amount from

30 shillings to 30 shillings, end averages 60 shillings.
,ikaia is a Sv thill word meaning the binding cloth
women wrap about their waist after childbirth in order
to maintain a slender figure,

Zn bride wealth term

inology, it is the sum of money which a mother obtains
for her work in bearing and rearing the child.

She

should divide it with hi?r close raatrilincal brothers
and sisters.

If some of her patrillneelly-related

siblings are especially friendly and helpful to her,
she way also give them a portion of nksda.

Her kin

who receive Kilemba should and usually do use this to
help her pay various expenses of the wedding ceremony
and the feast.

kkaia is about equal in amount to

jsUgafea*
In some few and unusual cases, a father takes the

entire bride wealth, that 1b , mahari - kilenma and mkaiaas a lump sum aud does not divide it*
will he discussed in more detail, below*

This matter
Also, in a

few instances the daughter demands that mahari be given
to h r , usually, as indicated above, to the horror of
everyone*

Three examples will help to clarify this
*■ a ;>
■/• v
behaviour by a daughter;
1*

Binti Uwallmu Hasudl*

The daughter of Mwallap Masudi was married to
Abdullah Balamanl flgare by kilslamu for about 300
shillings, of which 200 was stated to be mahari at the
time of the .narrlag

ceremony, conducted by Ahmadl Kombo,

the local Lungalunga agent of the .adl.

Hwallau Masudi

and his kin used some of the 300 shillings for wedding
expenses*

Mwalirau gave none of the mahari to hie

daughter, and bought her only a very few items for her
outfit*

He used 150 shillings of the mahari to redeem

from mortgage a coconut palm orchard*
When the Kadi and the Mu dir came to Luugelunga to
register marriages, aa they do about twice a year,
Mwalixou's daughter and her husband went to sign the Register*

The

a&tefi blnti Hwallrau ifshe had received her .

uahari. and to the aoaseneut and dismay of everyone,
probably including the JUyfliX* a**® sold no*

In bla

defence* .‘oalinu guiokly replied that he had taken the
JtttaSA only in order to redeem hie orchard so that be
al^ht give it to hie daughter aa a codding gift, for her
to usefbr several years,

The ladir made Mwaliau swear

M f o r e witnesses that he would either sign the orchard
over to his daughter, or give her 200 shillings aa aoon
aa he sold the coconuts,

Kwaliau never had the

slightest
intention
of giving
his daughter
the
coconut
"i'
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orchard, oven for her temporary use, and be therefore
elected to give her the menay.
MwaUnra paid hia daughter the 2.) - shillings by
instalments and in the presence of witnesses,

It was

uade clear to binti tSwalimu that her action in this natter
was reprehensible and humiliated not o<4y bur close kin,
but also all the Digo of bungalunga,

M

m

was told that

bha would have to save the no nay and not speud it, for
hat father could not now be responsible for returning
her bride wealth in divorce.

If she wanted the right to

obtain the rqahari
to repay it*

would have to accept the duty

Binti Mwalimu apologised to her father

and gave him 100 shillings of the 200, keeping the rest
to purchase a bed, clothing and cooking pots*

They

made peace with each other in this manner, harmony was
restored, and Uwelimu assumed the duty to repay bride
wealth.
2*

Binti Bukhari Athumani*

Binti Bukhari wac married in about 195$, and her
mother, nichlrlboto, persuaded her to demand her mahari*
It 18 said that bichiriboto did this because she is on
bad terms with her husband, Bukhari Athumani, the father
of binti Bukhari, and elso because ttlchirlboto's mother
was a slave, and Hichiriboto hue no matrilineal kin to
look after her interests*

bhe wished to obtain as

much of the bride wealth in her hands and her daughter's
hands aa possible so that if she divorced from Bukhari
she would have coiao financial security*

It 18 said that

she also feared that bukhari would Quly squander the
mahari and would not be willing to repay it in the event
of her daughter'8 divorce, thereby making it more difficult
for her daughter to leave aa undesirable husband*

Blati Bukhari demanded this mahari - 300 shillings
f:
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Her

father gave it to her without much trouble, or so her
father claims, and she used 100 shillings of it for
clothes and other items for her outfit*

She gave

100 8hil31ngs of it to hichiriboto, who used it to
purchase a mortgage on about 50 coconut palms, a very
good investment*

The remaining 100 shillinge she gave

to her father, Bukhtari in order to keep his friendship
and to oblige him to help her in divorce and other
matters*
3*

Binti Abdullah Luutsu*

Binti Abdullah Luutsu was married in about 1952
and demanded that mahari be given to her because she did
not trust her marriage guardian and father surrogate,
Bukhari bln Abdullah Luutsu*

Her father, Abdullah

Luutsu, was mentally ill, and her eldest full brother,
Bukhari Abdullah, had succeeded to his rights and
duties*

She knew, as did everyone else, that Bukhari

would not help her in divorce, but would do everything
possible to escape returning the bride wealth*

Further-

more, Bukhari did not give her any items for her new
household, and did not even contribute sufficiently
to her wedding feast*

This angered and humiliated

her and her new husband and his kin*
Supported by public opinion, in this case, she
went to Vgnga and complained to the Ludlr that she had
not received her mahari of 200 shillings*

The foudlr

ordered Bukhari to pay her mahari- but he refused to do
so, claiming that he had spent all of it*

He was then

sent to jail and released oily when his two younger
brothers borrowed in Bukhari9a name the 200 shillings
from an Indian merchant in Lungalunga and paid this to
their sister in the presence of the Mudlr*

Binti

Abdullah gave 50 shillings of her mahari to her mother,
and kept the rest*

She has remained married to the

same husband, and it is impossible to know who will
help her if she la divorced*
There are certain important points about the
divorce of a kuhala and a kll6lamu marriage which should
be mentioned at this point*

Kuricha ("to leave") la

the name for the divorce of a kuhala marriage*

Kutalaka

("to divorce according to Islamic Law") is the name for

the divorce of w klialamu marriage, and it 1b derived
from the hwahili word, kutalaka* whioh, in turn, la
derived from the Arabic word f l a g *

Divorces are

frequent la both types of marriage, and, as noted above,
34 £ of the Kuhala marriages in bega ended in divorce,
and 28# of the Klialamu marriages ended in divorce*

In

both types of marriage, divorce is usually predicated
upon the assumption that a husband and a wife who quarrel
with each other a great deal draw their kin into the
quarrel*

In a nigo community, ego's affinea are often

also his kiu, ano/ox his friends*

It is better to

divorce than to attempt to maintain a marriage full of
conflict which eventually spreads to Kin, affinea, and
friends*
Digo aay that a good man should demand the return
of mahunqa in the divorce of a Kuhala marriage only when
he has received no children from the marriage*
however, adhere to this ideal*

Ho Digo,

The most that Digo will

forfeit is malegi, and even this is giveu grudgingly*
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Digo are even more emphatic in declaring that a
good Digo Muslim has a moral and religious obligation not

to claim the return of bride wealth in the divorce of
a wife married by klialamu. even if the marriage pro
duced no children*

However, in 20 out of 22 cases

of kilalaxcu marriage studied, the husband actually
demanded the entire amount of the bride wealth, minus
only males! * where it was appropriate*
In rare cases, such demands for bride wealth are
met without much of a struggle, usually because the
divorced woman's kin wish to assure the moat harmonious
settlement anti/or because the woman was at fault in
causing the divorce*

Apparently only in five of the

twenty cases of kutalaka was the husband given the amount
he requested*

In most instances, especially if the

bride wealth was a large amount and if much of it was used
to finance the wedding festivities, and to pay for the
wife's household outfit, the wife's kin Y/ill demand a
major reduction on the amount to be returned*

They

may threaten to take the matter before the iiudir and
the -afli ou the basis that no mahari should be returned
in divorce*

The husband will the a usually counter this

threat by maintaining that mahari never went to his wife,
but rather to her father*

Finally, often after much

m

discussion, a compromise is ordinarily affected whereby,
in addition to males!„ anywhere from 10 to 50** will be
deducted from the bride wealth which Is returned*
If a wife’s kin are unusually unyielding in this
matter of returning a reasonable percentage of the bride
wealth, a husband has a means of bringing thorn to terms*
Just as Islam gives a wife's kin a reason riot found in
'*’» -v* .
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pagan marriages to withhold bride wealth, so does it
give a husband a weapon against his wife and her kin
which is not possessed by him in a kuhala marriage*
la Kuhala marriage, divorce la effected by the separation
of wife and husband eud the return of bride wealth.

3ut

even if their bride wealth is not returned, Digo woman

find iio legal impediment to being remarried.

In klialamu.

on the contrary, divorce must be legalized by the husband’s
signing of the Register of Islam Marriage and Divorce*
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because if it is-*not signed, the wife's remarriage will
be prevented by her deserted husband end his kin.

bom

Uingalunga girls who are denied legal divorce by their
husbands will go to Morabara or Tanga and live as prostitutes

or &8 the mistresses of men la those cities#

However,

the great majority of Lungalunga women do not wish to
do this, but much prefer obtaining an official divorce
so that they may be married again and remain in Lunga,s
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This weapon in the hands of a husband can be used
by him to force his wife’s kin to return to him a reason
able amount of bride wealth#

It can also be used by

him to make his marriage somewhat more stable than is a
kuhala marriage*

His wife will not be able to desert

him quite so readily because she knows that divorce
is not as easy for her to secure#

Unfortunately, some

Digo are tempted to use this weapon to force their wives
to pay more for divorce than bridewealth#

This technique

is called kuuga talace* or * to buy a divorce•"
are only two examples of kuuza talaos

There

in Sega, and in

one of these it is asserted by the husband that his sole
objective is to force his wife to stay with him#
The Juaa bin Kasim Chlsira case will help to
illustrate some of the major points about divorces
In early 1959# Juma bin Kasim Chlsira married

Patuma, the daughter of Juraa gwanyevu for a bride
wealth of 300 shillings, of which 3 0 0 waa H a t e d aa
* 6 e z l » 100 at ahUS., and 100 ae kllcabs*

Mwanyevu

divided the money among hla Kin, primarily with the
kinsman be likes best, Bukhari ^wauyovu, hie mweitahu
baoa mwonga*

About loo shillings of thla bride

wealth waa used for the wedding feast*

Mwanyevu also

used another 100 shillings to purchase a bed, clothoe
aad utensils for hie daughter*

In addition to the bride

wealth which they paid, Kasim Chlsira and hla brothers
contributed some 40 shillings worth of rice and aalse
and a small goat, worth about 20 shillings to the
feast*
Mwanyevu*s daughter did not like Juaa Kasim, and
waa forced into this marriage*

It appears that about

15^ of all marriages arc forced marriages*

About three-

quarters of such forced marriages last for a reasonable
length of time but the rest end within a few months,
as did that of Juma Kasim and Tatuma*
from Juaa, returning to h r

Psturns ran away

father and mother*

Her

parents then eoeroed her into going back to Juma by
claiming that they did not have the money to repay the

bride wealth, and that they would hare to sell some
of her mother's goats to raise the bride wealth money*
Fstunn remained with Juna only six additional days,
and then left him again#

Once more she waB talked

into going back to Juma.

But thie time, before she

left her parent's mudzi. Kasim Chisira sent his close
matr*iline ally related brother, Muhammad bin Abdullah
Pongwe, as his agent to discuss matters with Fatuma
and ascertain if she sincerely wished to return or if
she was being forced to do so by her greedy parents*
Fatuma told Muhammad that she greatly disliked Juaa*
Kasim Chisira and hie kin, therefore, agreed that it
would only lead to more trouble if she rejoined Jume,
and it was decided to effect divorce*
Mwanyevu we 3 told to repay all of the bride
wealth which he had received, because his daughter was
at fault and she had given Juma nothing but trouble*
During weeks of intermittent discussion and bickering,
the two Mwanyevu brothers and Omari Kama, fulllbrother
of Fatuma's mother, steadfastly refused to rep^y more
than 300 shillings, while Kasim and his brothers demanded
500 shillings*

Not only would Juma bin Krsim Chlsira

not sign the divorce register, but Kasim Chlsira refused
to return Fatuma's bed and utensils until the 500
shillings waB repaid*
A number of other Digo entered the picture to
attempt to convince the two parties that such quarrelling
was unseemly contrary to Islam, and dangerous to community
and kin harmony*

An Important mediator was Juma Hamlsi,

the mwenehu baba mwenga of Kasim Chlsira1s father, and,
simultaneously, the close classlficatory matrilineally
related brother of Kasim's mother*

Juma Hamlsi Is also

a friend and affine of Omari Kama, and terms Omari mwana
because one of Juma98 two wives is a distant, classl
ficatory, matrilineally related, sister of Omari's
mother*

Similarly, Omari is a friend and distant

relative of Kasim Chlsira*

Omari's wife is a full

sister of the wife of Salim Chlsira, the full brother of
Kasim*

This causes Omari and Salim to term each other

as mwanyumba ("son of one house"), meaning that each has
married into one nvimho.
the mwanyumba of Omari*

By extension, Kasim Is also
Such a relationship Is a basis

for close association if no closer bond exists*
Juma Hamlsi and others argued that If both parties

to the conflict did not come to an acceptable agree
ment, Kasim and Omari and Salim and Omari might cease
'P

to be friends*

Furthermore, the wife of Omari might

begin to quarrel with the wife of Salim if each took
her husband*8 part in the trouble, or, if both siBters
took the part of the husband of only one sister, the
marriage of the other might itself end in divorce*
Similarly, Juma Hamisi’s marriage to the classlflcatory
mayo of Omari Kama might be endangered by the conflict
*

,k
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over the payment of bride wealth*
Juma Hamisl told Kasim that Kasim's action in
demanding so much was definitely contrary to the pre
cepts of Islam, and that it gave all the Chinarama a
bad name*

Omari Kama persuaded llwanyevu to pay as much

as UOO shillings, and Juma Hamisl prevailed upon Kasim
to accept this*

Mwanyevu paid a first Instalment of

200 shillings and promised to pay the balance within a
few weeks*
A few more aspects of and points of difference
between Kuhala and kllslamu are worthy of consideration:
In former days, kuhala was the only non-slave
marriage form known*

Kllslamu began in about 1920, and

it was not until about 19k5 that it began to be
popular,

Before about 19^0, or 19U5t kuhala was

more elaborate than it is now*

A kuhala marriage

was effected only after the groom and his bride went
through a somewhat trying period of initiation and ritual*
After being taken from her father’s house, a girl had
to spend four days with her husband in one room of her
husband’s hut, during which they could not emerge, and
during which they were fed only water and a few greens*
Then the girl was ritually introduced to her husband’s
mother and father, and to their respective kin*

Her

husband’s father gave her a hoe to symbolise her future
duties as his agricultural assistant, and he stuffed
his mouth with maize meal to show her that he expected
her to help prepare food for him*

This kuhala wedding

ceremony also Included considerable feasting, dancing,
and the singing of obscene songs*

Furthermore, the

bride received from her father a dowry of clothes, gourds
and pots, much like the bride’s outfit of household
equipment in the kllslamu marriage*
Nowadays a kuhala marriage is stripped of
everything but the bare essentials of a legal marriage ‘

The ritual, feasting, dancing, and giving of dowries
are pretty well gone*

If a girl is officially

received by her husband’s parents, the reception con
sists of nothing more than these parents saying:
MWelcome, and do not fear us, but regard us as your
mother and father.*1 The former emphasis on a bride’s
period of apprenticeship is now gone*

The custom of

seclusion for four days on water and greens is definitely
ended, at which young Digo breathe a 6igh of relief*
They say that fortunately Islam prohibits such a barbaric
custom*
In contrast to the current kuhala wedding, the
kilslamu wedding is very elaborate, and is marked by
feasting, dancing and singing*

The food for the

kilslamu wedding feast is prepared in a "civilized"
Islamic manner, the dancing is usually a very sedate
version of the old pagan form, and the singing is no
longer obscene*

Most of the singing consists of

Koranic chants, performed by young students of the Koran
schools*

Interestingly enough, a group of adult men at

almost all large kllslamu weddings make a very purposeful
and dramatic attempt to sing obscene songs and dance in

the old fashion*

The Koranic students, led by their

walimus then chant Koranic verses even louder than
before, and noisily beat on their tambourines and
drums to drown out the singers of obscenity*

The kin

of the bride and/or the groom customarily then try to
chaBe away the performers of the pagan song and dance,
and often stage an artificial but realistic quarrel
with these performers*

Eventually, Islam always

triumphs at kllslamu weddings*

Everyone is much

amused by the entire incident, the power of Islam is
made manifest, but a welcome glimpse of the old custom
is permitted.
Following the wedding, the bride is presented
to her husband’s mother and father, and the close
female kin of each of these parents*

These individuals

often given the new bride gifts to welcome her, but not
to symbolize her apprenticeship to her affines.

The

bride and groom may spend some relatively undisturbed
days together after the wedding, but they are well-fed
and may emerge more or less at will*
Nowadays, a kuhala
as a trial marriage*

marriage is often regarded

If it is successful, the husband

may consult with his wife and her kin about transferring
the marriage to the kllslamu form*

Such a transfer

usually requires additional bride wealth to cover the
costs of the Islamic ritual and feasting, or to com
pensate the woman’s father and matrllineal kin for the
greater rights her husband obtains in her and her chil
dren by him*

Both a woman and her kin feel that they

lose a certain measure of independence if she is married
by the kllslamu form*

As mentioned, it is more diffi

cult for a woman to secure a divorce, of a kilslamu
marriage*

Her kin also are restricted in their efforts

to break up a marriage which they deem undesirable if
this marriage ia kiislamu rather than a kuhala*

A

husband, however, suffers no such restriction, and may
easily divorce his wife married by kiislamu*
A man also obtains somewhat more legal authority
over his children if he marries their mother by kilslamu
than if he marries her only by kuhala*

For one, Digo

are able to do just as Fumbwe Mwadodo did, and claim that
their children by klialflmu marriages may not be taken from
them even if they have not paid malezi for these children*
They are able to state that Islam does not recognize the

right of a child’s matrilineal kin to demand malezi.
hut instead affirms that a father’s rights and duties
in his children are uncontested and supreme*

A Digo

man, therefore, may threaten with court action the
mother’s brother of his child by kilslamu marriage if
this mother’s brother tries to exert undue influence
over or to gain undue rights in this child.

This

threat helps a father bring a mother’s brother to terms
and to establish an agreeable compromise solution*
An iBlamlc marriage is not entirely to the
detriment of a wife and her kin, however*

For one, it

tends to assist her children by this marriage to obtain
at least a share of the property of their father and/or
to obtain satisfactory aid from the matrilineal heirs
of their father*

Her children often use some of the

property which they inherit or aid which they obtain
in this manner, to help her and her matrilineal kin*
Before about 1935* &ny Digo whose father pro
fessed Islam could demand in the government courts
that he had a right to inherit his father’s property*
However, the matrilineal rule remained so firm in most
areas that only a few Digo of Digo District did take the

matter to the courts, and of these, as many lost their
cases as won them*

It was held that merely a verbal

profession of Islamic faith did not entitle a man to
change customary rules of inheritance*

As a result

of government decisions and the opinions of Digo elders,
during the period 1935-1948 the only way in which a Digo
could give his children a theoretical "right" to inherit
from hiB was to marry their mother by kiislamu*

Only

by such a marriage could a man show that he was truly
enough of a Muslim to warrant parti lineal inheritance
for his children*
Contrary to ideal Islamic law, Digo feel that
children are products of a kiislamu whether they were
conceived or born prior to the inception of this
marriage, or after it*

Thus, a man may even marry his

kuhala wife by kllslamu on his death bed, and all of her
children by him are automatically considered to be
children of a kiislamu marriage*
Relatively few kiislamu marriages were effected
in Lungalunga before 1948, probably partly becauee Digo
did not want to contest the matrilineal rule, and
increase conflict over inheritance*

If a wife’s matri-

lineal kin were pleased at the prospect of her children
inheriting from her husband, her husband’s matrilineal
kin were displeased*

An average man also was also

suspicious of his childrens’ intentions, and feared
that if his children inherited, they would neglect his
matrilineal kin and help only their own matrilineal kin*
Even in those instances of Islamic marriage, children
found that they were usually unable to secure inheritance
uni ess they took the matter to the government courts*
If they did this, they were then regarded by the matri
lineal kin of their fathers as not deserving of aid*

In

only one case in Lungalunga before 1948 did children
inherit specifically because of the marriage by kijslaau
of their parents, and even in this case the children
were allowed to inherit without trouble only because
the matrilineal kin of their father felt certain that
the children would help these matrilineal kin*
What kilslamu marriage form did do prior to 1948
was to assure that the children of such a marriage had a
right to expect that the matrilineal kin of their father
would give them financial and other aid*

They could

threaten the matrilineal heirs of their father with court

action to secure patrilineal inheritance if they were
not properly treated.

Often they managed to secure a

small share of the inheritance as a result.
TIie kiislamu marriage form also gave Digo
married to enehu mwana ma a chance to blur the mwana ma
link and to give the children of mwana ma wives a greater
right to inherit than that which the mwana ma affiliation
alone gave them.

That is, children of mwana me parents

had, in any case, a ri^it to inherit their father’s
property since their father was also their mother’s
classificatory brother, but a few close matrilineal kin
of their father might contest this right, on the grounds
that these children were the descendants of slaves.
If these children were also the products of a kllslamu
marriage, they could say that they had this as the basis
for inheritance, and their patrilineal kin who wished to
erase the memory of slavery would agree.
In any event, conflict over inheritance or not,
Digo could escape the necessity of admitting slave descent
in regard to inheritance matters by claiming only that
their right to property was a result of the kiislamu
marriage of their parents rather than because their

parents were enehu mwana ma.

It is not unusual,

therefore, that most of the prc-1948 kllslamu marriages
were of enehu mwana ma.

Ghuo bin Bukhari, for example,

married his mwenehu mwana ma, Fatuma, first by kuhala
and thoq, after all children were born, he converted the
marriage to kilslamu.

These children inherited from

him on the basis of his mwana ma relation to their
mother and because of the Islamic marriage, but they
customarily only cite the marriage form as the reason
for this inheritance.
By 1948, Digo sentiments had shifted to the
extent that many digo wished to see their children
inherit at least a quarter of their property.

The

matter was discussed in the African District Council
in Kwale.

Many councillors opposed the idea that

only children of kllslamu marriages could inherit.
They claimed that all Digo are Muslims, and that Murara
regards all children of Muslims to be equal, whether
their parents married by kilslamu or not.

They cited

example after example of men who married several wives,
but only one or two by kllslamu. with the result that
the children felt cheated.

This, they declared, was

unjust and led to conflict between siblings*

Actually,

since inheritance according to Islam was more fact than
fiction, the arguments of these councillors were merely
excuses to support their claim that a law should be passed
to enable all Digo children to inherit, irrespective of
the method of marriage*

The only result of thiB meeting

was that about as many councillors voted for general
patrilineal inheritance, as voted against it, and each
location was told to establish its own bye-law in regard
to inheritance.

There was no establishment of one law

of inheritance for the entire District*
4

In 1946, Lungalunga was governed by a chief who
wanted general patrilineal inheritance to be established*
A nura er of Influential elders also supported this type
of inheritance*

Consequently, in mld-1946, Lungalunga

passed a locational bye-law to the effect that children
should inherit the property which their father had him
self created, wheth r or not their father had married
their mother by kiislamu*

Almost immediately, Digo

claimed, and often received from the matrilineal heirs
of their dead fathers, the coconut palms which their
fathers had planted and which these matrilineal heirs had

inherited*

In bega alone, six men and five women

obtained such property within a few weeks of the
passing of the local bye—law*

There le, however,

considersble conflict in inheritance*
one accepted the bye—law*

hot every

The case of Budzo fobwagizo

Illustrates this conflict:
Budzo’s parents were not married by kiislamu*
His father and father’s full brother had planted a
large area in coconut palms, and this property was in
herited In about 1947 by &hee, the son of Budzo’s
father’s full sister*

Shee refused to abide by the

bye-law, and Budzo took the matter to the Vangs African
Court in 1949*

Budzo won the case, and inherited the

coconut palms which his father had planted*

The coconut

palms whico his father’s full brother, aafarl, had
planted were given to the sons of Safari*

Budzo, however,

paid the costs of this court case and has, himself,
demanded the right to use all of the coconut palms of
both hia father and his father’s brother*

He claims

that he is the eldest son of the elder brother, and
should, therefore, assume the rights and duties of his
father and his father's brother and be the head of the

group of the children of his father and his father’s
brother*

Budzo had completely Ignored the welfare of

his father’s matrilineal heirs*
What makes this case so interesting is that in
1946, this same Budzo had won an inheritance case
against Ghee, his father’s sister’s sou, in which Budzo
used matrilineal principles to defeat thee*

Budzo’s

mother’s mother’s brother died in about 1940, and left
" t in y ^
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behind a wife whom Budzo inherited*
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This woman ran

away to Tanganyika before Budzo could take her as a
wife, and she was married to a man in Tanga*

This man

paid the bride wealth for her to Budzo’s father*

Although

it was Budzo*s right to obtain this bride wealth, his
father did not give it to him, stating that Budzo should
net be sc disrespectful ae to ask for it*

In 1946,

Budzo took his father’s sister’s son, Ghee, to the Vanga
African court to demand that matrilineal principles were
such that he had a right to obtain this bride wealth
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The court decided that since

Budzo’s father had not given him this bride wealth, Bhee,
as his father’s heir, had the duty to do so*
this*

shee paid

However, Shoo did not get this amount returned to

him when Budzo took over the coconut palms of hie
father*
There are similar cases in Lungalunga also in
which Digo inherited both under old matrilineal and
new patrilineal principles*
legal uncertainty*

There la, in short, marked

Each inheritance case had to be

decided on its own merits; the bye-law supports, but
does not necessarily enforce, patrilineal inheritance*
Furthermore, while klialamu marriage often helps a Digo
to claim the property of his father, it is not crucial
to such a claim*

As a result, the matrilineal kin of

a man have no cause to oppose his marriage by kiislamu*
Such a marriage does not noticeably prejudice their best
interests*
Kiislamu marriages carry far more prestige than
kuhala marriages*

They are more elaborate and costly,

and are considered a sign of correct, "civilized,"
Islamic behaviour*

It is interesting to note that at

Islamic weddings those men and women who were married
by the kilslamu form sit apart from those married only

by the kuhala form, and they are the first to get served
with food*

This seems designed to make those married by

kuhala feel their inferior status.
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not wi$h to go to the expense of having an Islamic
marriage, women now often feel that each a marriage la
necessary to their heshima . or prestige.

Women who

were married by Kiislamu often ridicule those who have
only had the kuhala marriage#

Many women married by

kuhala, therefore* prevail upon their husbands to convert their marriage to the Islamic type* and many women
being married for the first time demand an Islamic
-

marriage from the outset#

The deeire for prestige is

also important in motivating their kin and their hus
bands to consent to such a marriage#

In short* the

kilalamu form is becoming increasingly fashionable* and
this now usually outweighs the dislike of giving a man
extra rights over his wife and his children#
The section to follow will be ooucerned with a
further elaboration of kuhala and kllalagm marriage and
divorce* and with the rights* duties and relationships
which are established by and Involved in such marriages
and divorces.

Since these two forme of marriage and

their effects are so similar* they will be treated as a
unit in the following discussion* unless otherwise indicated

klng’ombe form and its effects will not be included
In this discussion#
B#

The Relation of Kin to Marriage#
A basic attitude or consideration about marriage

is that no one individual or group of kin should effect
a marriage unilaterally#

An individual male Digo may

initiate marriage activities by running off with a girl*
or by getting her with child* or merely by obtaining her
consent to a marriage#

However, the actual marriage*

effected by the payment of bride wealth, roust be agreed
to by the close kuchetuni and kuluicenl kin of both the
man and the woman* and it murt be arranged by a group
of the man’s kin acting as his marriage representatives*
and by a group of the woman’s kin* acting as her marriage
guardians#
The marriage representatives of a man customarily
consist of his father, and/or his father’s and mother’s
closest real of classificatory matrilineal or patrilineally relatedbrothere* and/or his father’s sister’s
sons, and/or his real or close classificatory brothers#
Bride wealth is usually paid at least partly by a father
and/or the surrogates of a father#

For example, Chisira

paid the bulk of the bride wealth for Kasim and Salim

Chisira, because they were married before Chi sirs
disowned his children*
r. _

:

However, after Chisira re-

r

jected his children, he would not pay the bride wealth
which Hassani required to obtain a wife, and it was
Kasim who paid most of this amount, with Hassani him
self contributing a share#

Years later, when Juma,

the second son of Kasim was married to Fatuma, the
daughter of Juma Mwanyevu, Hassani contributed a major
portion of the necessary bride wealth#

This was

partly because Kasim was poor at the time, and partly
because it helped to emphasize the unity of this group
of sull siblings and the children#
Muhammad All of Lungalunga paid the bride wealth
required by the two sons of his close classificatory
brother, Hamisi, matrilineally related to him through a
common mother’s mother#

He did this because Hamisi had

died and Muhammad Ali was his closest kinsman and heir#
He had not actually inherited any property from Hamisi,
who was very poor, but he accepted Haiaisi’s responsibilities#.
Hamisi had lived in Msambweni with his wife’s family, and
his two sons planned to stay there#

Muhammad All, however,

requested that they come to live with him in Lungalunga

since he had helped them get married, ana they readily
assented#

They now live in Muhammad All’s mudzl.

together with his reel sons, and all combine to form
an effective reciprocal aid group#
A mother’s brother should also contribute to
bride weulth requirements#

Ideally an awu should pay

one-third of the total amount of bride wealth, but
eotuelly anoawu pay anywhere from nothing to everything,
depending upon the situation#

For instance, Juma Hamisi

paid the bulk of the bride wealth required by Juma and
aelfu Abdullah, the sons of his true sister, because their
father, Abdullah Fongwe, had rejected them#

In some

other cases, a mother’s brother pays a great deal of the
bride wealth because the father and his kin have no money#
Generally speaking, however, ego’s patrilineal kiu will
not wish his matrilineal kin to pay everything because
this may cause him to become too closely affiliated to
these matrilineal kin, and vice versa#
while ego’s kqlumenl and kuchetuni kin have a
traditional duty to help him obtain a first wife, their
obligation to assist him to obtain subsequent wives is a

function only of the extant to whioh ego aids them.
Their actual desire to help ego pay bride wealth re
quirements for subsequent wives la also often a
function of ego's ability to play the kulumenl against
the kochetunl#

Ordinarily, ego will keep all bride

wealth returned in divorce and himself pay what is needed
for a subsequent wife, getting only minor aid from others#
£ven in some first marriages, ugo will pay the bulk of
the bride wealth for his wife because he is the sole money
earner in his close kin group#

Xgo’s father may tell

ego that he would not have had the chance to earn the
money if, in accordance with tradition, he had been forced
to devote his time to helping his mother and father farm#
It should also be noted that if ego in his old age desires
to obtain a wife, his sons or sister’s sons should help
him financially, both to pay bride wealth and to pay for
the wedding feast#

Kgo will receive auch aid in respect

to the aid he gave to his sons and sisters sons, and also
in respect to their desire to see him established with a
wife to care for him so that they are not unnecessarily
troubled by his dally wants#

A woroau may become enamoured of a ms a and agree to
elope with him, but she must let her kin know of this,
and they must agree to the marriage#

A group of them,

drawn from the same kin categories as a roan’a marriage
representatives, must act as her guardians#

They deal

with the man's go-betweens, and it la they who set the
amount of bride wealth and who receive it#

Primarily,

it 1b the right of a father or a father surrogate to
receive a girl's bride wealth, if he baa paid males!
for her#

He should share this bride wealth with other

close kin of the girl, especially with hie own close
real and classificatory siblings and with the girl's
mother and her mother's brothers#

This sharing Involves

them in the marriage and it emphasises the unity of their
respective sibling groups#

It also assures that these

kin will help repay the bride wealth in divorce, and this
is a major consideration for all Digo#
Digo ordinarily do not save or invest the bride
wealth which they obtain for their female kin#

Instead,

they spend it rapidly, on the wedding feast, on the dowry
given to the bride, and on their own immediate needs#

They

may use some of It to obtain a wife for themselves or for

a male kinsman, although this ia not common#

Whan the

time comes to repay the bride wealth because of divorce,
they will probably not have the money available#

Few

Digo possess ready capital in excess of 25 shillings#
They may mortgage their coconut treea to obtain the money
required#

Usually, however, the prevail upon the husband

to wait either until they have scraped together sufficient
funds by selling their cash crops, or until the girl
remarries#

If the divorce is the girl's fault, and it

was she who left her husband (which Is ordinarily said
to be the case), the husband had the sight to demand his
bride wealth at onoe, but even in such cases some husbands
will wait rather than cause trouble#

In some instances,

the kin of the girl force a divorce for various reasons
and then the husband will assuredly claim Immediate pay
ment of his bride wealth#

If the husband chased away

his wife, he is obligated towslt for the bride wealth
until she remarries, but some husbands still request the
return of their bride wealth without delay#
Iso matter what the situation la, Digo find it
always desirable to have kin who are under obligation to
help them repay the bride wealth#

Very few Digo do as

Fumbwe Mwadodo did, and keep for themselves the entire
bride wealth which they obtain for their daughters#
It will be reoalled that Fumbwe Mwadodo kept for his own
use all the bride wealth of 300 shillings paid for his
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Fumbwe is generally oonaidered to be very

greedy and to enjoy quarreling with others#

Ha is also

a wealthy man, and possesses many coconut palms and even
a few cattle and goats in Duruioa country#

He knows that

his kin will help hint in need even if he does not give
them a share of the bride wealth beceuse they frequently
want his aid and also will desire his property when he
dies#

Digo say that if Fumbwe dies, his koaa will be

very nasty, Indeed, to those kinsmen who did not help
him, especially if they Inherit his property#

Interest

ingly enough, Fumbwe used some of the 300 shillings bride
wealth to obtain for himself a wife from the Duruma tribe#
With four extant and four divorced wives, Fumbwe has been
married more than any other man in Lungalunga#
Most Digo divide the bride wealth as Muhammad Salim
has done#

Muhammad Salim is married to Mwanavita blntl

Chuo, who bore him three daughters, Halim©, Tima and Marlanu,
and three sons#

uuhammad lives in one mudsl with his wife

and soxi8, and with the full brothers of hia wife,
namely Selomaui, Kasim and Uuhamroad Chuo.

Muhammad

Salim always shares about one half of the bride wealth
for his daughters with his wife and her brothers#

Am

la customary, JUichuo obtains one-quarter of the total
bride wealth to compensate her for her pains and trouble
in bearing and rearing the children#

Her brothers also

receive a stiaro totalling one-quarter of the total amount#
Muhammad dalim has a close classificatory brother,
Muhammad Biri, to whom he is related matrilineally by
a common mother's mother#

Muhammad Halim usually

gives Muhammad Sir! the honour to be the principle
marriage go-between for his children, and he also gives
Muhammad Sir! about one-eighth of the bride wealth#
Unlike her newly-married slaters, Halloa blnti
Muhammad Halim has often been married and divorced#

In

each case of divorce, the above listed kin of Muhammad
Salim have helped to repay her bride wealth, sometimes
contributing even more than they received as a share of
this bride wealth#

Halims is again without a husband#

Muhammad Sir! and the sons of chuo refuse to accept any
portion of her bride wealth should she remarry because

they say that aha will quiokly he divorced and they will
only have to return the money within a f©w months*
Therefore, Muhammad 3allra is cautioned to ask only a
minimal amount of bride wealth for her If she does remarry*
He must ask. for some bride wealth in order for her marriage
to be valid, but he knows that it is undesirable to ask
for more than about 30 shillings, the minimum amount which
will cover meleal.

It is said that Liuhammed Salim should

©loo warn Halims’s next husband that she is hard to live
with, and that be should tell Hellma that It she divorees
again, and it Is her fault, she must then repay the brlds
wealth herself*
Tibu binti Jereko, a young attractive girl who was
married to arid divorced by six husbands in three years,
received such a warning from her father*

Jereko told

her last husband that he eould marry Tibu for only 30
shillings, stating that this would give him rights to
his children by Tibu*

Jereko warned Tibu that if she

left this new husband it would be up to her to repay the
30 shillings unless she first of all bore her husband a
child to recompense him for this bride wealth*

Jereko

and hie kin and affines wanted nothing more to do with

Tibu’8 marriages and divorces*

True to form, Tibu ran

away from her seventh husband after two months of marriage,
and indeed, repaid the bride wealth herself*

It is said

that bhe obtained the money partly by prostitution, and
partly by farming, harvesting, and selling a crop of rloe
grown on land given to her la Vsnga by her full sister’s
husband*

Apparentlya number of men in Vanga vied with

each other for the chance to help her farm this crop*
Bride wealth usually ranges from 40 shillings to
200 shillings in kuhala marriages, with 120 shillings an
average amount; and from 120 shillings to 300 shillings
in kiislamu marriages, with 300 shillings about average*
Digo do not like to ask for a high bride wealth, especially
for a girl who la often divorced, because they may only
have to repay it*

Digo predicate everything upon the

assumption that divorce will probably occur in all
marriages, and it should be made financially as easy as
possible*

Furthermore, a woman and her kin, particularly

her matrilineal kin, feel that securing a high bride wealth
for her is too much like selling her into slavery*

A

woman end her kin should be reasonably free to terminate
or at least to threaten to terminate, a marriage which

becomes undesirable.

If a man pays such a high bride

wealth that his wife cannot leave him because her kin
cannot repay the amount9 then he might treat her as a
chattel, or so it is feared.

A wife and her kin will

then not have the freedom to effect a divorce, which they
so ardently desire, or the lever to force a husband to
come to terms with hie wife and her kin.
It 1b a feature of Dlgo marriage that the close
kuchetunl or kuluinenl kin of a woman may forcibly
prevent a proposed marriage; or may cause a wife to leave
her husband until their demands are met; or may cause the
complete divorce of a marriage.

The fact that they have

such powers usually enables them to bring the husband or
the other kin of the woman to terms before a divorce
actually occurs.
Power to force separation or divorce is relatively
uncontested in kuhala marriages since Dlgo regard the
government and Islamic officials as having no powers of
intervention in any matter concerning such marriages.
hUhala marriages are an aspect of Dlgo law and justice.
However, power to force separation or divorce is strongly
contested in kilslamu marriages, particularly if they are

registered.

It Is said that such marriages are pro*

tected both by Hungu and by government.

Both will

penalise those who try to break up such marriages.

A

husband whose kllalamu wife is taken from him by her
kinsmen may claim that this is wife-stealing.

Unfort

unately, no instances have occurred in Lungalunga to
test the reaction of government.

A number of Islamic

marriages have been challenged, but in every case a
settlement was reached between the parties concerned
without anyone carrying the matter to the government.
Dlgo feel that it is dlsasteroua to bring the governmentt
or iirab officials into any local dispute.

Thus, Dlgo

seldom carry out a threat to involvethe government or
the Arabs, but their threat to do so often suffices to
bring about a compromise.
If Dlgo are commanded by both their kuchetuni
and kulumen! to leave their spouses or to break up with
their achumba. they usually obey.

Often they are torn

between devotion and duty to their klu and to their
apousea,but obligations to their kin come first, both
Ideally and actually.
When a woman9s patrilineal kin desire her to establish

or to maintain a marriage, but her matrilineal kin do
not, the woman is expected to obey her matrilineal kin.
Here, conflict of devotion and duty is even more marked
and the woman caught in the middle usually does all that
she can to cause all the parties to reconcile their
differences.

In the two examples of such conflict in

Lungalunga, matrilineal kin were obeyed, but only with
great reluctance, and in one case only after a long
period of opposition.
In theory, if a man’s matrilineal kin oppose hie
patrilineal kin in marriage matters, he should also adhere
to hla matrilineal kin, but there are no Instances of
this to test actual behaviour.

There are also no instaases

where a Digo’s matrilineal kin effected or favoured a
marriage which was opposed by hie or her patrilineal kin.
Presumably, the strong opposition of thi se patrilineal
kin before the marriage would be enough to cancel it,
and perhaps in some cases it might be enough to terminate
an extent marriage.
Examples will help to clarify these points about
forced separation and divorce:

1#

Omari bin balim Chisira.

(This case illustrates the

prevention of a proposed marriage./
In 1957, umuri bin ballm got a girl in Jego with
child and he wished to marry her.

He paid four shillings

kushlka ralmba ("to seise the womb").
him as the father of the unborn child.

This Identified
Then his father,

Salim and Salim's full brothers contacted the father of
the Jego girl to arrange for the kiislamu marriage of
the couple.

The father of the Jego girl, partly on

the suggestion of the matrilineal kin of the girl, re
fused to condone the marriage.

He and his afflnes claimed

that umari was a "bad” type of young man, not yet ready
for marriage, and that this marriage could only end in
divorce and in ill-feeling between all parties concerned.
The father and the other close kin of this Jego girl
demanded So shillings from omari to punish him and to com
pensate them for the fact that he got the girl with a
child.

This fee would act as u^alesl. they claimed,

balim

and Kasim Chieira complained that if they paid compensation
they were gaining nothing but an infant, and that their
honourable request for marriage should oe accepted,
eventually a compromise was effected and balim, Kasim and

Hassani Chisira together paid 40 shillings as compensation.
Omari1a child died within a few weeks of its birth,
and it was Omari sad his anobabs who buried it in their
grave area.

This showed that they had paid malezl for

the child and that it was theirs.

The Jego girl married

to another ma*. within a year, but Omari remains unmarried.
2.

Bliitl Hamisi ya Tahu

(This is a case where

divorce was effected by the full brother of
a woman because hor husband did not pay the
promised bride wealth.)
Juma Hamisi has acted as the marriage guardian of
his full sisters since the death of their father.

Juma

terminated the marriage of his youngest sister to omari
Mwaduka after a year or two of marriage, and his other
slaters and other close matrilineal and patrilineal kin
agreed to this divorce.

The divorce was effected because

Omari had only paid about one-quarter of the mahunda
which he had promised to pay.

The amount which he had

paid was not even enough to cover males!. and he showed
no indication of being able to, or oven being willing
>o, pay any further installments.
bintl

Jlgi Mambo desired

Hamisi as a wife, and she was married to him with

her full consent almost as soon as she left Omari.
Jigi paid Juma Hamisi even more than the mahunda
which Omari had been supposed to pay.

Some tlfte

later, Jigi converted his kuhala marriage to binti
Hamisi into a kllslaau marriage.
3.

Muhammad Ndaro.

(This is a case where a

divorce was forced by a wife's mother's
brother in order to obtain malezl from
the wife's father.)
In about 1950, Muhammad I7dr.ro of Lungalunga
agreed to the marriage of his daughter, who had been
carried off by her lover, Mwahenze, in kuhala style.
Muhammad arranged everything with Mwahenze and
Mwahenze's family v7ithout consulting Budzo ?Ibvragizo,
the awu of hia daughter.

Muhammad Ndaro collected 200

shillings mahunda from Mwahenze and did not share it
with Budzo Mbwagizo.
Budzo recalled that Muhammad Ndaro had not
paifl malezl for his daughter, although he had divorced
her mother, Budzo'b mwonehu mayo mwep^a* and had been
repaid his mahunda.

Budzo, therefore, took his muwa

from Mwbhenze, and Muhammad Ndaro, having no legal right

to stop Budzo, eventually returned the 200 shillings
mahunds to Mwahenze and the marriage was ended*
Budso could hare allowed the marriage to
oontinue and in due course would hare obtained the
malezi*

However, he wanted Muhammad Ndaro to

approciate that • Dlgo father cannot act unilaterally
in marriage matters*

Later, Muhammad Ndaro arranged

another marriage for his daughter, but this time he
consulted with Budzo, and also gars Budzo malezl as
well as a share of the 200 shillings mahunda which he
obtained*
U* Bukhari Muhammad* (This is a case of a
separation forced by a wifefs mother to
obtain malezl* and is noteworthy because
the wife at first resisted her mother*s
demands*)
In about 19U0, Bukhari Muhammad of Lungalunga
married by the kuhala form, for only UO shillings
to Nlchandze blntl Mwagangu of Duga, Tanganyika, and
brought her to live with him in his father’s mudal*
children were born to this marriage, but only one, a
daughter, b o m in about 19*43• lived past infancy*

Six

In about

1943 or 1949# Bukhari had to borrow

20 shillings from his wife's mother in order to pay his
government poll tax*

Bukhari did not repay this loan*

Then, in 1950, he divorced Nichandze after a series of
arguments stemming partly from his suspicion that she
was having affairs with other men each of the many times
that she visited her mother in Duga*

It was Nichandze

who wished to be divorced from Bukhari, and he readily
assented, demanding that his mahunda be repaid him at
once*
Nichandze*s mother wanted to help her daughter be
rid of Bukhari*

She told Bukhari that he had already

obtained 20 shillings from her which he had not repaid*
She gave him another 20 shillings earned by selling one
of her goats, and the marriage was terminated*
that a woman will often help to repay the
daughter to be free of an undesirable husband*

Dlgo say
of her
In this

case, Nichandze1s other close male kin did not help her
repay this, partly because they did not have the cash on
hand, but chiefly because her mother's aid sufficed*

Her

father had died in about 1945*
Nichandze and her mother could have refused to pay

anything to Bukhari, on the ground that the 40 shillings
mahunda Just covered malezi for his daughter.

Indeed,

they could have demanded that he repay the 20 shillings loan.
However, this would only have caused conflict and delayed
the completing of divorce.

Furthermore, Bukhari might

then have kept his daughter with him instead of allowing
her to return with her mother to Duga.

Malezi was not

cancelled, however, and it remained a debt on Bukhari.
In fcout 1958, Bukhari*s daughter left Nichandze
and came to live with Bukhari in Lungalunga.

She did this

both because of a daughter's standing obligation to live some
time with her father, and also because Nichandze was married
to a man in 1957 whom binti Bukhari detested.

In September

1959, Bukhari arranged an Islamic marriage for his daughter
with a young man of Makwonyeni, in Lungalunga.

It is

said that the young couple liked each other very much.
Bride price was set at 300 shillings, and by mid-December
1959, Bukhari had received, and spent, 200 shillings of
this.
Nichandze and her mother heard of this proposed
marriage through kin and friends in Lungalunga.

They

sent word to Bukhari that he had no right to plan a marriage

without consulting then*

They stated that they were

not'his slaves"; to do with as he wished, and they
demanded an apology and immediate payment of the 40
shillings malezi#

Bukhari and his daughter's mchoaba

and future affines feared that Nichandze and her mother
might try to upset the marriage plans, and so they held
a secret wedding ceremony on 20th December, some month
before the proposed wedding date, and before Bukhari
had been paid the 100 shillings necessary to complete
the bride wealth#
Five days later, Nichandze, her new husband, her
mother, and Rashid Mwendo came from Duga to Lungalunga
and stayed with Juma Hamisi#

Nlchandze’s mother is

Nlmal, the daughter's daughter of Nlchibao Mviere, of
the Mryangu ya Nidla* as shown on Chart^Rashid Kwendo,
who lives in Duga with his new wife, is the classlflcatory
sister's son of Nimai#

It will be recalled that he is

the son of one of the Nldodo sisters, as is Kasim Chlslra#
Nichandze, Nimai, and Rashid were Joined by Kasia Chlslra,
Dodo and Hamisi Mlco, Muhammad bln Abdullah Pongwe, and
Omari Mambo, and all planned action against Bukhari*

All

but Omari Mambo are of the Mryarum ya Nidla* and Omari la

the son of a Chin aram a woman apparently related to the
t e B g } X& M M # toy slave ancestry.
This group, spurred on by the angry commentary of
Nimai, decided to demand an immediate payment of 40 shillings
from Bukhari to cover malezi and an additional 20 shillings
to repay the loan which he had received#

Muhammad

Abdullah was sent to request this of Bukhari#

Bukhari

refused to pay it, stating that he had no money on hand
but would pay the 30 shillings when he finally obtained
the 100 shllllngG bride wealth balance from his daughter's
new husband#

He said that he would not pay the 20 shillings
v
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because he had given Nichandze*s mother many gifts during
the period of his marriage to Nichandze*
When Muhammad relayed Bukhari's answer, Nichandze
declared that Bukhari was a great liar and a cheat#

They

said that they knew nothing about his gifts to Nimai,
and that he would certainly never pay even the 40 shillings
if given a chance to delay#

Therefore, with the approval

of at least some of their Chlnarama kin, they sent a
message to Nichandze'a daughter, commanding her to leave
her new husband#

The purpose of this was to force

Bukhari either to come to terms with Nichandze and Nimai,

or to see the marriage dissolved and to be forced to
repay the 200 shillings bride wealth which he had ob
tained and already spent#
Nichandze9s daughter, however, refused to heed
Nichandze#

She liked her new husband too much, and

apparently also was somewhat more devoted to her father
than to her mother#

Nichandze and her mother and

other Chinarama kin were shocked and horrified at the
attitude of Nichandze1s daughter#

They thought that

it was terrible - indeed,unheard of - for e girl to
turn against her mother and her mother's mother and
mother's brothers for her father's and her husband's
sake#
It was not considered proper for Nichandze to go to
see her daughter both because she might have quarrelled
with her daughter in her anger, and also she might have
had to meet Bukhari or her daughter's husband, and this
would have been humiliating for all concerned#

Women

also do not have full legal personality, and men handle
their legal affairs for them#

Since it was essential

that Nichandze's daughter be spoken to and made to change
her mind, a delegation of Chinarama men of the Myyaijffu ya

Nidla visited this girl and argued with her fori some time#
■
She finally promised to leave her husband as soon as die
packed her belongings#

Immediately the Chinarama men

left her to report the good news to Nichandze, however,
blntl Bukhari ran off with her husband to a distant part
of Lungalunga where her husband's mother's brother lived#
Bukhari and his kin and afflnes applauded blnti Bukhari'a
action, claiming that she had Islamic religion and law on
her side#

They threatened to carry the matter to the

government courts if further attempts were made to part
the happy couple#
For a time the matter remained in stalemate, but
by late January, binti Bukhari was somehow induced to
return to her mother, presumably through fear of her
mother's anger, and perhpas partly because she was tiring
of her husband#

In late February, Bukhari's kin and

Kichandze's representatives arranged a compromise by which
Bukhari paid Nichandze only 30 shillings and binti Bukhari
returned to her husband#

To the dismay of everyone, blntl

Bukhari had, by this time, found a new boy friend in Duga#
A week after her return to her husband, she left him and
fled to Tanga, presumably to live with her new lover#

The

problem was still unsettled by April 1960#
5#

Muhammad Abdullah#

(In this case, separation

was forced by both the matrilineal and patri
lineal kin of a wife in order to revenge them
selves on the husband and the husband's kin)#
In about 1952, Muhammad bin Abdullah Pongwe
married as his first and only wife, blntl Kg'ansi Mwatuwa,
and she bore Muhammad only one child, a son, in about 1953#
Muhammad married her by the kuhala form for about 200
shillings bride wealth, some of which was paid for by his
mother's brother, Juma Hamisi, but most of which he paid
himself#

Muhammad always wished to marry her by the

kilslaau form, and she agreed to this.

However, for some

years her father opposed this because hedid not want
%

Muhammad to gain so much control over Ning'anzi#

He

claimed, as many Digo do, that he would first have to see
how the marriage was working out before he agreed to the
Islamic marriage#

Finally, in about early 1957, he agreed

to the kllslamu marriage, if he got an extra 100 shillings,
and Muhammad began to collect this amount#

Muhammad was

in no hurry to pay it, partly because hesaw no urgency in
converting to the kllslamu form#

Procrastination is a

salient feature of Digo behaviour in all fields of
endeavour#
In 1956, Omari Abdullah, the younger brother of

Muhammad, was married by the kllslamu form to & girl named
Fatuma, and he brought her to live with him in a house in
Juma Hamisi9a mudzi. next to Muhammad Abdullah's house#
The total bride wealth was only 200 shillings since Fatuma
was an oft-divorced trouble maker, interested in many men#
tflthln only a few months of the wedding, Omari Abdullaji
determined that Fatuma was committing adultery with
Athumani Mwang'anzl, the full brother of Muhammad Abdullah's
wife#
Under the leadership of Juma Hamisi, who had helped
to pay for Fatuma's bride wealth, a delegation consisting
of Muhammad Abdullah, Juma Abdullah, and other kin of Omari,
went as his representatives to Athumani Ng'anzi's father
and kin to demand compensation, called main* for this
adultery#
Ng'anzl refused, claiming that there was not suffic
ient proof of adultery, and also that since his daughter
was married to Muhammad Abdullah, Muhammad and his close
kin should be generous and fair, and treat Ng'anzl with
respect#
Eventually, a local elder's court heard the case
and it was decided that compensation would have to be paid,

amounting, in this case, to 200 shillings*

Ng'auzi

and his Kin paid this, hut very grudgingly, and they
never forgave the kin of Omari Abdullah for it*

Digo

say that "even since this matter, Muhammad Abdullah's
relations with his wife's father have been very bad*M
As is usual in adultery oasea, Fatuma18 family
demanded that omari divorce her since he had humiliated
her and her family by demanding malu and making an issue
of it*

They were able to effect this divorce without

returning the bride wealth to Omari, because the com
pensation equalled the amount of bride wealth*

Juma

Hamisi piously likes to olaim that when Omari was divorced,
Juma did not request or obtain from Fatuma1s family a
return of the bride wealth, adhering, therefore, to Islamic
principles*

Other Dlgo, however, say that since Omari

got the 200 shillings as malu, much of which Juma Hamisi
took, Juma received exactly what he paid*

Dlgo frequently

obtain a return of bride wealth by claiming it as malu*
In cases of adultery followed by a divorce, especially
if the adulterer pays malu equal to the bride wealth, it
is common for the adulterer to marry his former partner in
adultery*

In this instance athumani could not properly

marry Fatuma because, la Digo eyes, it would look as if
Athumani'8 sister, the wife of Muhammad Abdullah, had
"given her brother the wife of her husband's brother•"
Relations between Muhammad and his affiaes were now
strained enough without adcing a new dimension to the
conflict*
In spite of this trouble, Muhammad and his wife
got along well enough, and he still wished to marry her
to? kllslamu*
marriage*

Ng'anzi now refused to allow such a

He and his kin were interested only in revenge!

In February I960, his opportunity came - a rather manu
factured opportunity*

Rashid, the son of binti Hamisi

ya Tahu and Jigi Mambo, and hence the sister's son of
Juma Hamisi and the close classlflcatory brother of
Muhammad Abdullah, related to him through a common mother's
mother, was reportedly "caught in the act" of adultery
with the wife of Athumani Mg'anzi*

Salim Mwatuws, the

rawenehu baba mwenga of Ng'anzi said that he saw them
together "in the bushes," and Athumani'8 wife conveniently
admitted that this was true*

Athumani declared that he

forgave his wife and would not divorce her, but that he
could not forgive Rashid, and wanted 210 shillings as raalu*

This claim was indignantly refused by Rashid's patri
lineal and matrilineal kin*

They said that Rashid had

never committed adultery with anyone, and that it was
all a trick by the Mwatuwa brothers*
Athumani1s father, his father's enehu mwana oaba,
and his mother's brothers, some of whom came from ttsambweni, all gathered for a major local court hearing of
the matter*

Rashid was represented by his father; his

father's sister's husband; his mother's full brother,
Juma Hamisi; his mother's sons by her first two marriages;
and his mother's sister's sons, namely Muhammad, Omari
aud seifu Abdullah*

’The court' elders decided that

there waa, indeed, unsuffiolent proof of adultery*

The

kin of Athumani Hg'aozi stalked angrily out of the court,
maintaining that there was as much proof here as in the
case of Athumani and Fatuma, and that they would not
abide by the court's verdict, but take the case to a
government court*
Rg'anzi and his wife's brother than took Ning'anal
from Muhammad Abdullah, swearing that Muhammad was not a
fit husband for her since he was so "bad" to his afflnes*
She obediently went with her father and her mother's

brother, and remained at her father's home*

Muhammad

tried to no avail to persuade her to return to him*
Conveniently forgetting his part in taking binti Bukhari
from her husband, as noted in the previous ease, Muhammad
Abdullah told Ng'auzi that he could not break up a
marriage in this manner*

Mg'ansi declared that Muhammad

never thought enough of Ning'aozl to marry her by klislaau*
and so her father aud her mother's brother could do as
they pleased*

He said that Muhaotuad had no legal re

course, and that he would only give him back his wife
when Rashid paid the 210 shillings malu*
This case dragged on and on, and was still unre
solved in April I960, when this writer left the District*
No one wanted to force the issue by taking it to the
government courts*

everyone hoped that a compromise

could be effected which would restore harmony*
This section dealt with the importance aud function
of kin in arranging and terminating Digo marriages*

The

examples just presented have Illustrated some of the chief
reasons why kin prevent or terminate a marriage*

Another

very important reasonfbr Digo to oppose a marriage is if
the parties to it are so related that they cannot marry*

Th® following section will deal with preferred and
prohibited marriage®.
C. ^referred and prohibited Marriages.
Digo experience noioe ambivalence of attitude in
deciding if a marriage to any category of relative la
desirable or undesirable.

Marriage with aoae categ

ories of relatives, such as anol. or enehu mean® m
nay be liked because such marriage bolpe to resolve future
conflict la inheritance and succession, or because sueh
marriage is immediately pleasing or gratifying for on*
roaaon or another.

However, since marriage is the

aoat unstable and least treasured of all essential re
lationships , it is dangerous to Involve it with other
essential, more stable, store dependable and treasured
relationships.

Marital conflict may cause trouble

between kin and/or friends to the extent to which they
become Involved in such conflict, end it may cause con
tradictions in role playing to appear.
>*urther£sore, since Dlgo are eo sensitive about
slavery, many marriage or act related to marriage which
seems to show that a spouse or th* kin of a spouse are
of slave status is enough to make this marriage undesirable.

even if the marriage would bring other benefits.
Broadly speaking, a marriage is preferred if it
1b particularly effective in establishing and maintain
ing kinship harmony and supporting mutual aid*

It is

disliked if it does the opposite of this and causes
relatively minor disharmony or conflict.

It is pro

hibited if it causes extreme disharmony or conflict.
It 1b also dinliked or prohibited if it reflects un
favourably upon the status of one or both parties to the
marriage and their respective kin.
1.

Lineage

xogamy and Mwaaa Ma.

It will be recalled that the master fuko itself
1b exogaraous, but that slavery and the mwana maaffiliation

have created intermarrying nyumba within each fuko.
uwaaa ma marriage is good in so far as it helps to
reconcile conflict between the kuchetunl and the kulumenl.
and between matrilineal and patrilineal inheritance.
It is bad in so far as it reflects upon past slavery.

It

is decreasing in popularity, probably partly because the
new ideas about Inheritance make such marriage less
necessary.
Marriage or sexual liaison within a nyumba Itself

is Incest and requires cleansing ritual to purify
the injured nyumba. and to separate, under pain of
supernaturally caused death, the incestuous couple*
Digo believe that it this ritual is performed and the
couple have sexual relations again, they will sicken
and die*

There are no eaeea of incest within the

memory of Lungalunga Dlgo*

It should, however, be

pointed out that such cleansing ritual is sonetiaes
used to prevent a recurrence of adultery between a
Digo and his or her close kinsman's spouse*
For example, in 1939, Halifanl Mwapowo's full
sister's daughter's son (his real

ES. ^uchetuol)

committod adultery with Halifanl's youngest wife, and
the cleansing ritual was performed*

Halifanl's

adaa Kulu swore by ritual cursa that should he again
costalt adultery with any of Hallfanl’s wives he would
die*

H alifanl's youngest wife then swore that should

she commit adultery with Halifanl9s radzuKulu or any
other of his kin she would die*

The function of such

a ritual is to re-establish harmony between all parties
concerned*

The offended apouse is reconciled with his

adulterous kinsman aud also is assured that this person

will not again commit adultery with any of hie wives*
sinoe 1939, there has been only one other Instance
of such a cleansing ritual because of adultery In Lungslungs*

In 1945, a young man committed adultery with the

wife of his rawenehu mayo mwsnga*

There have been

several other ocoaaiona when the ritual could have been
used, but these days most Dlgo refuse to swear such a
terrible oath, which condemns them to death if they
break it*

They conveniently oppose this ritual on the

grounds that it is contrary to Islam and to government
regulations about black magic*
2*

Patrllineally and Bilaterally Related Half and
Claaaiflcatory Lnebu*
It will be recalled that the Mwerla-Muitwa genera

tion system prohibited marriage to any but real or
claaslficatory cross cousins, or akol*

All real or

classlficatory siblings, or e.uehu* were prohibited as
marriage partners*

This prohibition itself, like

aweria-quKwa. has ceased to exist, but the attitudes
towards marriage which it created, persist*
There la

actual rule of incest forbidding

marriage to a mwenehu babe mwengft* or to any elasal-

ficatory oweaehu related to ego by patrilineal or
bilateral links*

Indeed, a distantly related mweaehu

who is not linked by matrilineal descent to ego is a
common marriage partner for ego*

However, it is still

considered foolish and wrong to marry a close pa tri
llne ally or bilaterally related naweuehu*

Partly this

seems to be a remnant of former attitudes caused by
Mwerla-fcmrwa*

Chiefly, however, it is a concept based

upon the common sense appreciation that if such enehu
marry and then quarrel, they will assuredly draw their
kinsmen into the quarrel*

Since the kin of one are

the kin of the other, this sort of strife may wreck
kin groups, aud divide them into opposing factions*
If the marriage ends in divorce, the members of the kin
group may quarrel among themselves about repayment of the
bride wealth and payment of malezi* once again with one
faction opposing the other*
Furthermore, although divorce ends the husbandwlfe relationship, the sibling relationship must still
go on, but it may be unfavourably prejudiced by the
memory of the unsatisfactory marriage*

If, for example,

ego marries his mweaehu baba iawenga who, because of

3f*

patrilocal residence, shares a common mudzl with ego,
irrespective of marriage, this conflict is especially
marked#

After the marriage is terminated by divorce,

ego and his mwenehu and the close kin of each may still
have to continue dwelling in very close proximity to
each other#
The fact that marital strife and divorce between
enehu is so injurious to kinship does provide, of course,
a basis for a compromise either to save the marriage or
to effect early and satisfactory agreement on divorce
and bride wealth return#

But the rather problematical

advantages so derived are not worth the risks involved,
and do not enter the calculations of Dlgo in arranging
a marriage#

As Digo put it, when people quarrel about

serious marriage and divorce problems, then there is vita,
or "war", and kinship and friendship may temporarily be
forgotten#

In the dispute over Juma Kasim’s divorce

from binti Juma Nyevu and the return of bride wealth,
Kasim Chisira quarrelled with Omari Kama to such an
extent that their old friendship was nearly replaced by
hostility#

To be sure, this friendship provided some

basis for agreement, but it took a long time to come
to this agreement, and their former friendship has not
quite returned.
Because of a long history of general location
endogamy, it is true that Digo often marry womeone
fairly closely related to them, and they just take their
chances on the consequences.

It is noteworthy, however,

that in spite of the fact that the neighbouring Arabs
allow and even endorse marriage to close patrilineal kin
on the basis that it is proper Islamic behaviour, Digo
very seldom marry a mwenehu boba mwenga* and infrequently
marry a mwenehu with a common father’s father*

Of the

283 marriages studied in the Sega survey, only one was a
marriage to a mwenehu baba mwenga. and only three were
marriages to a mwenehu with a common father’s father*
Marriages to enehu with a common father’s father’s father
and beyond are, however, rather common, and are generally
' *

* ' V * ‘-
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effected in direct relation to the spatial and functional
closeness of the enehu and their respective kin*
3»

Real and Classificatory Akol*
Marriage to real or close classificatory akol is

governed much by the same principles outlined above, for

enehu*

It is recognized that marriage to akol may

eventually endanger the unity of kin groups, but there
are also some advantages to be gained*
Marriage to a father’s sister’s daughter is a
theoretically preferred marriage*

Digo say that this

type of ©arriage is good because it means that ego is
marrying his father’s matrilineal heir, and that ego’s
children by her are ego’s father’s adzukulu a kuchetunl*
Ego’s father will dote upon theBe adzukulu* especially
since they are related to him in two important ways*
They are truly a reincarnation of ego’s father*

Because

such adzukulu will inherit from his father, and also re*
ceive much aid from his father, ego will profit*

They

will have to aid ego, and will use the property they ob
tain from ego’8 father to do this*

Indeed, ego’s father

will be justified in giving ego his property to hold in trust
for ego*s children until they come of age to inherit from
ego’s father*

Furthermore, even if ego’s father’s sister’s

sons inherit from ego’s father, when they die their heir
will be their sister, the wife of ego*

Her children by

ego will be the next to inherit this property and will be
able to help ego*

Also, the land which ego obtained from

hie father will he returned to his father’s fuko k.va
mayo*

Such a cycle is shown in chart

which

illustrates the Mweria-Hugwa system*
In actual fact, in spite of the ideal prefer
ence for marriage to a father’s sister's daughter, and
the benefits such a marriage should bestow, relatively
few Digo contract marriage to such akoi*

Of the 283

Sega marriages, only 11 are marriages to a real or
close classificatory father’s sister’6 daughter*

Of

these, only three are to a father’s full sister’s
daughter; four are to a father’s close matrilineally
related sister’6 daughter; and the rest are to a
father’s patrilineally of bilaterally reckoned sister’s
daughter*
It seems that the fear of kin conflict predom
inates to negative the value of the other advantages
obtained from such a marriage*

Marriage enehu mwana ma»

although also rapidly declining in popularity, has
existed as an alternative means of reconciling inheritance
and land tenure problems*

Furthermore, new principles
•*

*

of inheritance case on its own merits and in accord with
the situation*
is not necessary*

Marriage to a father’s sister’s daughter

Marriage to a mother’s brother’s daughter
is Ideally disliked, though not prohibited*

It

is considered bad because ego inherits the rights
and duties of his mother’s brother*

If ego married

his mother’s brother’s daughter and then quarrels with
her or divorces her, his mother’s brother may try to
prevent ego from inheriting or his koma may cause ego
much trouble*

If ego divorces his mother’s brother’s

daughter, his mother’s brother may refuse to return
more than a small token portion of the bride wealth on
the grounds that ego will Inherit from him and is an
ingrate to ask for bride wealth*
If such a cross cousin marriage is still extant
when ego’s mother's brother dies, and if ego inherits
from him, he also succeeds to the position of babn mkol
of his mother’s brother's children, one of whom is his
wife*

He becomes at once both her husband and her

marriage guardian, and these two roles are incompatible*
Digo like to terminate a marriage with the repayment of at
least a portion of the bride wealth*

However, if ego,

as baba mkol* divorces his mother's brother’s daughter, only
he has the duty to repay her bride wealth, and he cannot

do this to himself*

Thus, he gets nothing*

Only

when his divorced wife and mkoi remarries will he be
able to collect the bride wealth*
Even more important than this, his mother's brother's
daughter may have to live with ego after their quarrels
and divorce, and this may cause their dispute to continue*
Ego's mother's brother's other children will, in any
case, find fault with ego for mistreating their sister*
his authority as baba mkol will be compromised by his
actions as a spouse and a sister's spouse*
Furthermore, if ego marries his mother's brother's
daughter, both she, and her siblings, and perhaps her
other kin will feel that this is too much like a slave
marriage*

It is almost as if ego inherited this woman

from his mother's brother, since in the old days it was
his mother's brother who gave ego women of slave status
to wed or to take as a concubine*

If ego does marry

and then mistreats his mother's brother's daughter, she
and her siblii^s will be quick to claim that this is sure
proof of his attempt to relegate them to slave status*
Indeed, even if he is a good husband to her, ego's mkol
may take needless offence at his slightest act which seems

to reflect master-slave attitudes*
A final objection to marriage to a mother's
brother, and ego's children by his mother's brother's
daughter inherit from her brother, their awu*

This

concentrates all property in the hands of ego and hie
children, and the loser is ego's mother's brother's
son*

This also encouruges a mother's brother's chil

dren to claim that they are being treated as slaves,
with no rights*
The only advantage to ego of such a marriage is
that ego can such effect a concentration of property*
The advantage to the children of ego's mother's
brother is that if ego in addition to Inheriting the
rights of his mother's brother, also marries his
mother'8 brother's daughter he will have one more
reason to undertake the duties of a baba mkoi and help
his akol*
The disadvantages of marriages to a mother's
brother's daughter by far outweigh the advantages, as
shown in the fact that out of 283 marriages surveyed,
only seven were to real or close classificatory mother's
brother's daughters, and of these only one was to the

daughter of a mother's close classificatory raatrilineally related brother*

The other five were each

to the daughter of a mother's patrilineally or bi
laterally related brothers*

ouch marriages are no more

or less resistant to divorce then any other types of
marriages*
The marriage to the daughter of a mother's full
brother ended in divorce and conflict*

It provides

a good illustration of the points discussed above, and
is worth describing*
In about 1930, Saidi ;raari Inherited the 100-130
coconut plam of his mother's full brother, Hassani
Mwagombcro, and he also succeeded to the role and the
duties of baba mkoi of Hassani'« three daughters and one
son*

Ho apparently fulfilled his duties adequately*

In about 1932, Mariaiau, Hassani*s eldest daughter, was
divorced from her husband, Fumbwe Abdullah, who demanded
the return of his raahunda of 160 shillings and two
goats*

40 shillings and one goat were deducted as laalesi

for the children born to the union*

Jnli&e some Digo,

who evade their just duties as heirs, saidi paid 100
shillings and one goat of the mahunda* and the mother's

brother of Mariamu pale the additional 20 shillings
and one goat because he had been given a large share
of the original rpahunda by Hassani Mwagombero.
Mariarau returned to live with Saidi and her brother
in one rouclzl.

saidi liked Mariamu, and be took her

as his wife by kuhale.

He said that since he had

paid Fumbwe 100 shillings and a goat it was as if he
had paid bride wealth for her.
For a time, it seems, no one, including Mariamu's
brother and mother's brother aaid anything about this
taarrlege*

Eventually, however, both Hsriainu and her

brother and mother's brother began to say that Uaidi
had treated her like a slave, taking her in this manner
anc not paying e thing to her brother or mother's brother.

Tha marriage ended after a series of quarrels, and Ealdi
demanded that Mariamu's brother and mother's brother pay
him at least 100 shillings to compensate him for the
mohunda which he returned t i Puobwe and which he counted
os his ;nahands for Jarlamu.

Mariamu's kin indignantly

refused to pay this on the grounds that Saidi had the
duty to return Mariamu's bride wealth in her divorce
from Fumbwe, but not the right to take her as hie wife

in respect to this payment.

They maintained that

Saldl had received Hassani'8 property at the expense
of Hassani's children, and now he could not also demand
that they pay him an additional 100 shillings.

They

affirmed that they could not return what they had not
received from him.
Saidi finally gave in to their arguments, and his
divorce from Mariamu was effected without the return of
mahunda.

Mariamu went to live with her married sisters

in other locations, and has not yet remarried.
4.

First Ascending and Descending oenerations.
Ideally, as has been discussed, a Digo should treat

anyone in his first ascending and descending generation
with respect and supposedly should not marry or cohabit
with anyone in these generations.

It is regarded as incest

(mawln:ane) to cohabit with or marry a real mother or any
of her real or close classificatory siblings who share with
her a common ancestress, related through direct raatrilineal
links, or a common father or father's father.

It is

also mawiuKane to marry a father or his real or close
classificatory matrillneally linked or patrilineally

linked siblings.

The Digo of Lungalunga can

recall no instance of such mawinsane having occurred
in Lungalunga.
It is not raawinganc to marry the akol or the
more distantly related and mwana ma related classi
ficatory siblings of a mother or a father, but it
is considered bad to marry such individuals.

It

leads to too much conflict, breaks down patterns of
respect, and emphasizes slave status.
It is not actually wrong to marry a person
whose relation as a mwenehu or a mkoi, a mayo or a
babe * an awu or a tsangazi. is purely honorary or so
distant as to be untraceable, but ueither is it
good.

The kin of either party may possibly forbid

this marriage, or may demand a special payment called
mouzl ya chlkomaakwe.

In more ancient times,

this mbuzi. or goat to permit an otherwise prohibited
marriage, was probably slaughtered ritually to Mcleanse"
the groups of kin involved of any possible mawlngane
resulting from this union.

It is no longer slaughtered

ritually and is now merely an addition to bride
wealth*

indeed,

the mbusl ya chikoroaukwe may be

paid us cosh if a goat io not available*

It la

now more a payment to show cognizance of the difference
in generation,

end to show that no party to this

marriage ia trying to uaurp any rights or to ignore
principles of hcshima.

If ego pays this mbuzi in

respect to hia marriage to a tawo^ehu inwana laa of
his mother or father or child,

he Indicates that he

is not merely taking her as if she were a slave,
no rights.

Furthermore,

bond of kinship,

affinity,

with

since Digo treasure any
or friendship,

the

peroon who asks ogo to pay this mbuzl in respect
to ego'& marriage with a distant relative, emphasizes
the existence of this distant relationship,
thereby hoixoura and pleases ego.
Examples are needed to clarify this subject:-

and

a. Abdullah Pongwe.
First of all, there is the case of Abdullah Pongwe,
who was a member of the Abirini kwa mayo and a member of
the Adziri^e kwa oaba*

Hamiai Mwamtunda, the father of

Juma Hamisi and the three binti Hamisi sisters, was born a
member of the Abirini to a mayo* but was taken aa a slave
of the

Chinadzore, as noted.

Somewhere, generations

removed, Hamisi and Abdullah Pongwe had a common ancestress,
eitner through slavery Qp through consanguinity.

They

could not, or would not, identify this link, especially
while Hamisi still remained only of the Chinadzore.
However, because of this link, Abdullah termed Hamisi isawe*
Thus, the daughters of Hamisi were Abdullah's very distant
classificatory anomayo.

Abdullah paid mahunda of 120

shillings and four goats, one of which was mbuzi ya chikoaaukwe.
to marry the eldest daughter of Hamisi.
b. Kasim Chuo*
The wife of Kasim Chuo, binti Juma Ruwa, is his
distant classificatory mv»ana. or ’’child'*, because of affinal
links through Kasim's father.

In addition to Kasim's mother,

Chuo also married to the classificatory sister of Juma Ruwa's
mother, related to Juma Ruwa's mother through a common mother's
mother.

Kasim, as do all Digo, termed all the wives of his

father as anomavo.

The sister's of anyone termed mayo

are also anomayo.

Kasim, therefore, termed the slater of

his father's second wife, mayo.

Juma Ruwa, the son of this

sister, is Kasim's mwenehu as a result, and hint! Juma Ruwa
is Kasim's my,ana.
Kasim did not pay mbuzi ya chikomautoe for this
marriage because no one asked him for it.

He affirms that

it would have been proper for Juma Ruwa to have asked for
mbuzi in order to recognize Chuo's affinal relationships,
but "Juma Ruwa is not a man to pay respect to another.*
3. Second Ascending and Descending Generations.
All that need be said here is that anyone who is
two generations removed from ego, except those closely re
lated to him, are suitable marriage partners for ego.
Partly because there is usually a large age difference between
ego and such partners, these marriages are not common.
6. Double Unions, Oororal Polygyny, the Sororate,
and the Levirate.
Ego is not permitted to marry or cohabit with the
real or close classificatory matrilineally or patrilinealiy
related sister of the current, desceased, or divorced wife
or mistress of his real or close classificatory matrillneally
or patrilinealiy related brother.

Ego Is also not allowed

to marry or cohabit with divorced wife or cast-off mistress
of his real or close classificatory matrilineally or patrilineally related brother.

Some Digo extend this prohibition

to Include the bilaterally related classificatory sisters
of the wife of their bilaterally related classificatory
brothers.

Y«hat is most emphasized in this prohibition,

however, is d o s e matrillneal relationship and very close
patrilineal relationship.

It is possible that at one

time this prohibition encompassed only matrillneal kin,
but now it is an aspect of Digo multilineal organization.
For the sake of discussion, this prohibition may
best be termed the prohibition of a "double union11•

Digo

sometimes call such double unions, kuingira mryangu mara
mbiri. that is, "to enter the mryamm two times".
regarded as fculngira mryangu mara
marriages to a stepsister*

Also

and prohibited are

It is felt that since ego's

parent marries to the mother of this stepsister, ego should
not also "enter this mryangu*" and marry this stepsister.
It is also prohibited as kunlglra mryangu mara tnblrl for
ego to marry or cohabit with the real or close classificatory
sister of a woman with whom his mother's real or very close
matrlllneally related brother has cohabited or married.
The sororate and sororal polygyny is prohibited as

kulnglra maranbirl.

Ego is not allowed to marry or co

habit with the real or close classificatory matrilineally,
patrilinealiy or very close bilaterally related sister of
his extent desoeased or divorced wife.
Perhaps the main reason for the prohibition of the
double marriage and the scrorate is that such a marriage
stimulates conflict in marital and kinship relations.

If

ego quarrels with his wife or divorces her and his brother
is married to her sister, or his father is married to her
mother, the quarrel may spread to this other marriage and
damage it, no matter how harmonious it otherwise was.

Also,

ego's quarrels with his wife may be reinforced by and, in
turn, reinforce the marital strife of his brother or father.
As a result, either or both marriages may be divorced.
In sororal polygyny, if ego quarrels with his one
wife, his marriage with her sister would also be endangered.
Also quarrels with one wife would be reinforced by and would
reinforce quarrels with her sister.

Even worse, any overt

or covert or latent envy which one sister has for the other
would be many times magnified by the envy which co-wives have
for each other.
and Increase.

Perhaps this co-wife envy would also ramify
Chaos would result, and this might spread to

Involve many kinsmen and affines.

At the very least, it

would damage the sister relationship.
In the aororate, it is ielt that ego's dead wife's
sister would not like being married to ego because ego might
ridicule her by unfavourably comparing her sexual abilities
or her domestic or agricultural abilities with those of her
dead sister.

This would cause her to envy her dead sister,

and also cause her to quarrel with ego.
A further reason for the prohibition of all types
of

w
m
a
uhaaca ik lci is

JhdagLca

too much power to one fuko."

that such marriages "give

If ego marries too sisters, or

if ego and his brother or father each marry a woman from one
group of matrillneal kin, it means that all of ego's children,
or ego's and his brother's or father's children, ©re of one
matrillneal kin group, and this strengthens this group.
Also, it means that all of these children are "children of"
ego's kin group.

In short, such marriage causes unbalance

in the composition of kin groups, and this was especially
Important in the days of lntratribal war.

It is no longer

a major consideration, but it provides a good rationalisation
for the prohibition of

ar.vangu mara mblri.

Finally, since slaves and descendants of slaves were
married without consideration of kulnglra mryangu mara mblri.
any current violation of this prohibition is likely to be

considered as a reflection upon and a threat to the social
status of the women involved and their kin.
The levirate is permitted by the Digo.

According to

old custom, it is right that ego inherits the wife of his
matrillneal kinsman, that is, of his matrilineally related
brother, mother's brother, and mother's motner's brother.
This inheritance is called kuhala ufv/a.

Ego may merely

care for such an inherited woman, treating her with respect,
and expecting from her no more than domestic and agricultural
assistance, or he may cohabit with her as a full wife.
It was customary for ego not to cohabit with inherited
women much older than himself, or with the wives of his awn.
irrespective of their age.

Such "semi-wives" with whom ego

did not cohabit might marry again and ego would secure their
bride wealth.

If they remained with ego, this added to his

work face.
It was considered proper for ego to cohabit with a
wife inherited from his mwenehu or tsawe wa kuchetuni who
was approximately of ego's age or younger.

To accomplish

this cohabitation and make such a semi-wife into a full wife,
ego gave her a token payment of cloth or money, usually about
four shillings.

This payment was called kuingira nvumbanl.

that is, "to enter the house," using "house" in the literal

sense rather than to mean a kin group.

Ideally, this

woman would not, and actually she could not, effectively
object to this kuingira nyumbani. A3 discussed earlier,
any children born to this "false" levirate marriage were
usually named after their biological father, or the man who
reared them, rather than for their mother’s first husband.
The levirate is now, however, practically defunct.
Digo dislike it almost as much as they dislike the sororate.
They claim that they no longer follow the levirate practice
because Islam prohibits such a pagan custom.

Again, however,

Islam merely provides the excuse to ban a custom which is
objected to on other grounds.

Digo women now demand their

freedom and do not want to be taken as a full wife by the
heir of their deceased husband unless they very much like
this heir.

They feel that the levirate is too much like

slavery and the inheritance of chattels.

The most that they

will consent to is to become a semi-wife of the heir of
their husband until they find a new husband.

Most do not

even become a semi-wife, but instead go to live with one of
their grown children, or another kinsman.

If they marry,

the heir of their husband is entitled to the bride wealth,
but he is no longer entitled to keep these women as members
of hi8 labour force.

Male Digo also regard the levirate as too much
like slavery.

Furthermore, moat wen dislike to care for

and especially to cohabit with the wives of their orotaers
because such wives have a tendency to compare the merits
of their deceased husbands with the merits of the heirs
of these husbands, usually to the discredit of tue heirs.
Ythile such comparison includes relative generosity, faith
fulness, wealtli, general ability, and social status, etc.,
it is chiefly concerned with sexual prowess.

Digo men

are extremely sensitive about their sexual abilities, es
pecially because disease causes many to be impotent or
sterile.

To cause a Digo to envy the sexual powers of his

deceased brother or other close kinsman in very bad indeed.
Digo men are, therefore, certain that they are bound to
quarrel seriously with a deceased kinsman's wife if they
take her as a semi-wife or as a full wife.
It is also forbidden to marry the divorced spouse
of a close kinsman.

Such a marriage could also only lead

to envy, bickering and conflict.
Of the 283 marriages studied in Sega, none were of
the sororate or sororal polygyny type.

There were three

double unions, where Digo married or cohabited with the
matrillneal kinswoman of his close matrillneal kinsman's

wife.

Each of these double unions was terminated forcibly

by the kin of the women involved. There was one marriage
which waa a '’classificatory’' double union, in which the kin
involved, a man and his classificatory nifrana. were too
distantly related to cause prohibition.
There were four levirate marriages (with xnlimira
nyumbani). Of these four, only two were effected recently,
and the other two were effected before 1940.

There were

numerous levirate marriages effected before 1930, or so it
seems, but these are not included in the Sega survey of 263
marriages, because all parties to these other levirate marriages
have died.
In the survey, there were no instances of marriage
to the divorced spouse of a close kinsman.
Examples will help to clarify the points discussed:
a. Juma Ruwa. (This is an example of double
union, and it also illustrates an instance
of a marriage to a mother's brother's daughter.J
In about 1943, Juma Ruwa, a member of the Chinadzore
Kwq mayo. Inherited the property of Mtawazo Hwamgaza, his
mother's full brother.

He also became the baba mkoi of

Suwsga, the daughter of Mtawazo by a slave wife, originally
of the Chinachinyavu fuko of Tanganyika.

Since Suwaga's

mother was a alave of the Chinadzore, Suwaga was also
Juma1s mwenehu mwana ma. and he was in the status of her
robwana. or "master".
In about 1928, Suwaga was married by kuhala to
Mnyeto Mwazuba of the Chlnakonde in Sega, and bore him
several children, including Mwana aha, the only one of these
children who lived past infancy.

Mw ana aha, herself, was

married for the first time in 1948 or 1949, and by 1953
had been divorced and married to a total of three husbands.
Suwaga was divorced from Mnyeto in about 1950,
and Juma Ruwa had to repay mahunda to Mnyeto, minus the malezi
for Mwanasha.

Juma kept this u<alezl because of his relation

to Mwanasha as her classificatory mother's brother.

In

this same capacity, he took a share of Mwanasha's bride
wealth each time ahe married, and helped repay this amount
in divorce.
After her divorce, Suwaga came to live with Juma
Ruwa, whose mudzi was located about a half of a mile from
Mnyeto's.

Within a period of several months of her divorce,

Juma took Suwaga as his full wife without paying any bride
wealth for her.

She had no matrillneal kin to object to

this, or to claim bride wealth.

The members of her "lost"

fuko of Ghinachlnyavu took no interest in her, and her

classificatory, matrillneal kin in the Chinadftore fuko
were dominated by Juma Ruwa.

Juma, born in about 1900,

is very loathe to discard slave practices or to ignore
status.

He is descended matrlllneally from the master

riTWIFflSf^

the Chinadzore in Lungalunga, and he does not

like anyone to foqpt it.

His full brother, Athumanl, has

similar ideas.
In approximately 1953, Seifu bin Juma Ruwa, the
second son of Juma Ruwa, began to have sexual relations
with Uwanasha, the daughter of Suwaga, after ldwanasha had
been divorced from her third husband and had come to live
with Suwaga and Juma.
marry MwanaBha.

By late 1953, Selfu decided to

Suwaga objected to the marriage because

it was definitely kuingira mpvRntm mara mblri for Kuma's
son to marry her daughter, and it was a certain sign of
slave status.

Juma and Seifu ignored her objections, and

Suwaga eventually assented to the marriage if it was
effected in the kllslamu form to give it higher status,
and more legal recognition.

Selfu agreed to the Islamic

marriage, and listed 200 shillings as mahari in the marriage
register in Vanga.

However, he paid only 60 shillings as

bride wealth, giving 50 shillings to Mnyeto Mwazuba, and
10 shillings to Juma Ruwa.

Leas than a year after

Selfu and Mwanaaha were

married, Selfu found her committing adultery and, without
consulting Mnyeto Mwazuba, he demanded 90 shillings as
adultery compensation from Mwanasha's lover,

Mnyeto

Mwazuba accused Selfu of having married his daughter,
Mwanaaha, only to obtain profit from compensation for
adultery, knowing full well that Mwanaaha was promiscuous,
Suwaga also was furious and went to Tanganyika to see her
"lost" Chinachinyavu kin.

She redeemed this "lost" fuko.

and her Chinachinyavu kinsmen came to Lungalunga to deal
with Juma Ruwa and Selfu.

The result was that Selfu,

after getting his 90 shillings malu. divorced Mwanaaha, who
married her lover.

Mwanaaha demanded that in accordance

with Islamic law she be given the 200 shillings mahapi
listed in the marriage register.

Seifu refused, claiming

that since she had committed adultery she was not entitled
to anything by Islam - except execution by stoning.

3he

caused Selfu no further trouble.
The members of the Chinachinyavu who came to help
Suwaga told Juma Ruwa that he and his son had committed
•▼II of totlngjjm flffiTWUM
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though Mwanaaha'a marriage was ended, they could not condone
Suwaga'8 marriage to Juma*

The "dirt" waa still in the family.

Suwaga went with her Chinachinyavu kinsmen to live in
Tanganyika, and Juma Ruwa was unable to claim a return
of mahunda since he had in actuality paid none for Suwaga.
Suwaga98 Chinachinyavu kinsmen wanted to have cleansing
ritual to "remove the dirt" of this former marriage, but
Juma refused, partly because he would have had to con
tribute a goat.

The Chinachinyavu were content to let

him have his way in this and to put an end to the entire
matter.
b. The sons of Njama. (This case is that
of a double union effected by brothers.)
In about 1950, Kasim Njama, a member of the Chinakonde
kwa mavo.married by kuhala
Mvirlzi kwa mayo.

to Ninyiro binti Shee Moyo, a

Several children were born to this re

latively harmonious marriage.
In about 1956, Muhammad Njama committed adultery with
Kasim's wife.

Muhammad was the unmarried, younger mwenehu

baba mwenga of Kasim, and lived in the same roudzl as Kasim,
along with their common father and their respective mothers.
Kasim and his father could not ask for malu to compensate
for this adultery because Muhammad was of their own family.
In any case, Muhammad had no money of his own, and his
brother and father had the responsibility to help him pay malu.

His mother, a Digo from Tanganyika had no closely re
lated brothers to take an interest in her or her son's
affairs.
Neither Muhammad nor his parents, nor Kasim nor
Kasim's wife and her kin wanted to have the old cleansing
and separation ritual, whereby Muhammad and Kasim's wife
would swear to die if they again committed adultery.

There

fore, all that happened was that Muhammad and Kasim's wife
were strongly warned never again to do this awful thing,
and Muhammad paid Kasim a token fee of 10 shillings adabu.
or "punishment," to show his remorse at his deed.
Muhammad continued to live in the same mudzi as
Kasim, but he no longer troubled Kasim's wife, whom Kasim
still liked and did not divorce.

However, within a year

of this adultery Incident, Muhammad eloped with the full
and senior sister of Kasim's wife, some months after her
divorce from her first husband.

Muhammad claimed that he

wanted to marry this woman, and asked his father to begin
making the arrangements.
This was too much for 3hee Moyo, the father of
these two girls.

He, as well as the full brother of the

mother ef his daughters, angrily demanded that Muhammad be
parted from binti Shee Mvlere, and that Kasim be divorced

from binti Shoe Mdide*

They also said that Hjama and his

sons must contribute a sheep and money to hold a cleansing
ritual to "purify" the families involved and restore harmony
with the supernatural•
After much controversy# these demands were met*

Kasim

was returned his bride wealth# and he soon remarried# Muhammad
left Lungalunga for a time# but he returned to marry a girl
of Sega# and he once again lived in the same muds! as his
brother and father*

Dig© say that Kasim does not boar a

grudge against Muhammad for wrecking his marriage# because
siblingship is more important than marital cfevotion*
c* Muhammad bln Abdullah Pongwe*

(This case

illustrates a permissible double union#
and shows which relationships are considered
not crucial in determining prohibition*}
In 1957# Muhammad bin Msllmu Mleo wished to marry
the full sister of Muhammad Abdullah9s wife*

Some members

of the Chlnarama maintained that he could not do so because
he is the classlficatory mwana of Muhammad Abdullah*
It was soon decided thst the relationship between
Muhammad Abdullah and Muhammad Mslimu was sufficiently
distant to permit marriage*

As chart 3 illustrates#

Muhammad Abdullah and Msllmu Mleo are both members of the

Mryamru. ya

They are related to each other as

mwenehu mwana ica» since Msllmu is a direct matrillneal
descendant of Bega# a slave of the Nyumha ya Nldla* and
Muhammad Abdullah is a direct matrillneal descendant of
Nidia# herself*

Msllmu and Muhammad are also related to

each other as classiflcatory akol# since Mleo# the father of
Msllmu# vas related as a classiflcatory brother of Muhammad's
mother through a common mother's mother's mother's mother*
d* Juma Hamisi* (This is a case where
cleansing ritual to restore harmony
would have allowed a Digo to marry
the sister of his mother's brother's
mistress*)
In about 1943# Juma Hamisi eloped with a woman of
Lungalunga named Himeno*
without paying

He lived with her for some months

for her# and she was only termed his

mchumba* and not his mkaza* or "wife"*

Eventually# her

father took her from Juma# and she was married to another man*
In August# 1999# Rashid# the son of binti Hamisi and
Jigi Mambo# desired to marry binti NJaa Mwamagoda by the
kllslamu form*

At first# everyone agreed to this marriage*

Then Henze Mwatubwa# the full brother of binti Hjaa's mother#
Nlbuwa# raised an objection*

Nimeno# Juma Hamisi's mchumba*

is the classificatory sister of binti Njaa# since they have a
common mother's

mother's mother*

Henze recalled that Juma

Hamisi# the full brother of Rashid's mother# had once "lived
in a very dirty way" with Nimeno# and# therefore# this
marriage by Rashid to Nimeno'a mwenehu would be Kulnglra
mryamru mara mblrl*
Henze demanded that Juma Hamisi# Rashid# and Jlgl
Mambo together hold a cleansing ceremony to compensate for
the evil done in the past to Nimeno*

If they did this#

Henze said# then he would agree to the marriage of Rashid
'• i$k

/■

;

with binti Njaa# because Juma had not actually married
Nimeno*
Juma refused to contribute towards such a ceremony#
and declared that his brief liaison with Nimeno should be of
no concern of anyone# especially because she is related to
binti Njaa by a somewhat distank link*

Henze did not admit

that the link was distant of that Juma's liaison with Nimeno
was not Important*

Neither side gave in to the other# and

eventually Rashid married someone else*
e* Athumani Ruwa*

(This provides an example of

the levirate*)
Athumani Ruwa# the junior brother of Juma Ruwa# in-*
herited the wife of his classiflcatory brother# Dzambo# re*
lated to him through a common mother's mother's mother*

This

wife was born of a Duruma mother and a Digo father# and had
lived with Dzambo in Duruma country# at Mariakani*
It is customary# though not necessary# for the
brother closest in age to the deceased to Inherit his
wife and often his personally created property# but not
his inherited property*

Thus# Athumani# and not Juma Ruwa#

inherited the wife and also some of the goats and a few
cattle possessed by Dzambo*

This wife# born in about 1920#

did not object to her marriage by Athumani# partly because
her mother is a Duruma# and Duruma adhere more the levirate
than do the Digo# and partly because Athumani paid mahari
directly to her# and then married her by kllslamu
getting her to profess the religion of Islam*

after

She remains

in Mariakani to keep an eye on Dzambo1s goats and cattle for
Athumani# who visits her for several <hys about once every
two months*

7* Exchange Marriage*
Digo do not prohibit the marriage of ego to the
sister# real or classiflcatory# of his sister's husband*
However# Digo do not like such a marriage*

Again# this is

too dangerous a marriage becauee if one couple quarrels# the
other may well be drawn into it*

Also# the marital strife

of one couple may reinforce the marital strife of the other*
Finally# Digo say that such a marriage is too much like ex
changing bride wealth# or like not paying bride vealth at all#
and thus it is reminiscent of a slave marriage*
There is only one example of exchange marriage in the
283 marriages surveyed in Sega*

This is the marriage of

Seifu bln Abdullah Fongwe to the full sister of Ahmadl Koubo#
who# in turn married the full sister of Seifu*
these marriages were of the kiislamu form*

Both of

Seifu*s marriage

ended in divorce becuase of his sexual impotency*
marriage continues*

Ahmadlfs

Kombo Mambo# the domineering father of

Ahmadl# was the individual most responsible for these marriages*
8* Remarriage after Divorce*
It is possible to remarry a divorced spouse# but few
Digo effect such a remarriage*

Digo feel that if this

marriage failed once# it will probably fall again*
are only four eases of

remarriage

on

There

the Sega survey#

of these cases were of remarriage to a wife married by
kiislamu*

In one of these# the husband had divorced his

wife according to the Islamic pattern of telling her that
he divorced her "twice"•

When he remarried her# in 1931#

he was warned by the Qadl and the Mudlr that if he divorced
her again# he could not remarry her unless she had an inter

Three

vening marriage*

He and many other Digo professed sur

prise at this strange law# claiming that they had never
heard of it before*
In one of the other two Islamic remarriage cases*
the husband has divorced and remarried his wife a total
of four times without any intervening marriage* and it is
said that he has been able to do this because he did not
sign the register of divorce*

Digo feel that he is "pla^dbg

with his wife#" to divorce and remarry her so often*

They

say that this is both morally wrong* and bad for kinship and
affinal relations# but no one will bring the matter to the
attention of the Arab officials*
It is evident from the material presented in this
and previous sections on marriage and divorce that the
primary function of marriage regulations is to promote or
at least to maintain harmony in kinship relations*

In the

next# and concluding# section of this chapter# affinal
relations* themselves* will briefly be categorized and
discussed*
D*

Relationships Created by Marriage*
The basis of all affinal relationships is the

husband and wife bond* which* as has been shown* is re
latively unstable# and more fraught with strife than any

other essential relationship*

A basic Digo premise is that

if a husband and wife quarrel excessively# or if their
marriage in any way endangers the harmony of other essential
relationships# they should divorce*

There is relatively

little attempt made to reconcile separated spouses# unless
the cause of the separation is only a minor misunderstanding*
Digo say that the Duruma are pagans and fools to attempt to
keep their wives obedient by beating them*

Digo# who are

"civilized*" do not chastise their disobedient# quarrelsome#
or unfaithful wives*

They find it easier and better not

to attempt to reform a wife# but rather to part on good
terms with her and her kin* thereby maintaining harmonious
relationships with as many persons as possible*
Digo ordinarily follow this pattern* and most remain
fairly friendly with their divorced spouses*

A former

spouae is termed muricha* or "left person#" if divorced from
a kuhala marriage;
marriage*

and a mtalaoa if divorced from a

The new husband or wife of a former spouse is

termed mwivu*or "envied person*" as if to emphasize a common
sentiment about such a person*
All other terminology which is established by marriage#
that 18# terminology which is exchanged between ego and the
kin of his spouse# remains identical and constant once it

has been established by the initial payment of bride wealth#
and is unaffected by the termination of the marriage through
divorce# or death*

That is* ego begins terming his wife's

father as mtsedza when the first installment of bride wealth
is paid# and continues to call him this even though he
divorces this wife*

Terminology is the same whether the

marriage was toy jBlfaUt or

In keeping with this

constancy in terminology# relationships between ego and his
wife's kin ideally should remain# and actually often do
remain* more or less constant once bride wealth payment has
begun* irrespective of the fact that the marriage ends in
divorce*

Divorce does not by itself terminate satisfactory

affinal relationships*

Huch relationships are usually

terminated only if ego quarreled considerably with his
spouse and her kin before and during the divorce proceedings*
Marriage is thus seen as a means not only for ob
taining a wife# and children* but also as a means of
establishing many other links on which to build mutual aid
associations*

Since* in a closely knit# relatively en-

dogamous community* a wife's kin are often ego's kin*
marriage may strengthen and add a new dimension to kinship
bonds# just as it may weaken these bonds in the event of
marital strife*

1* Relationships Between a Husband and His Wife*
Even though a woman may refer to her husband as
mwangu. or "my husband#" and a man may refer to his
wife as mkazaiunu or "my wife#" neither should call each
other by these terms*

It is not polite to do so# and*

instead* they should address each other as 8 "son or a
daughter of a lineage or a father#" or as a "father or a
mother of their own or their brother's or sister's children*"
Generally* a husband and his wife should treat each
other with respect and should not joke with each other unless
they are on very good terms*

Sach must appredate that the

other is a free and Independent person# ever-ready to effect
a divorce*

A husband must take especial care not to ask

too much of his wife or she will claim that die is being
"treated as a slave*"

Each spouse must also keep in mind

the great jealousy and suspicion with which Digo customarily
regard their spouses# and try not to give his or her spouse
a cause to think evilxy

of him or her*

Each spouse has

the duty to gratify the sexual desires of the other and to
help the other to procreate children*

A Digo man has the

duty not to mistreat or to bully his wife# but Instead to
provide her with clothes# medical care# adequate shelter#
food and/or the means to obtain food*

A woman has the duty

to be relatively obedient to her husband# and to assist
him in agricultural and domestic functions*
Looking at these varied rights and duties in more
detail# it is seen that a man's primary agricultural
activity is the development of cash crops# such as coconuts#
bananas# cotton* cashew nuts# etc*

His secondary agri

cultural activity is helping his wife prepare annual food
crops* especially maize and cassava*

To help his wife in

this* he should give her fertile land to use* and should
clear the heavy bush from this land* either by his own
efforts or by the employment of others*

A good husband

should also work by the siae of his wife in the lighter
agricultural tasks# such as digging or weeding or guarding
the crops from wild animals*
A woman's primary agricultural activity is to plant#
and weed# and guard* and harvest the annual crops*

These

will be used to feed her children and husband* and it is her
duty to see to it that her granary is as well-stocked as
possible so that her children do not go hungry*

A woman

expects that her husband will help her in this production of
annual crops and the most productive Llgo families are those
in which men work side—by-side with their wives*
simply will not work hard on their own*

Most wives

A secondary agricultural activity of a woman is
to aid her husband in the planting# guarding# and harvesting
of cash crops*

Women are usually not especially helpful

in these matters unless they are certain of securing a
suitable reward from their husbands# such as a share of the
profits made from these crops# or a gift of new clothes# or
trinkets# or a sheep or a goat to rear*
Women fear that if they help their husbands to
prosper* these husbands will only use their wealth to obtain
new wives*

Furthermore# since marriage is considered un

stable# women fear that they might be divorced before they
can profit from the cash crops of their husbands*

Finally*

because Inheritance is often at least partly matrillneal*
women fear that the children will not profit from the
property which they help their husbands to amass*

Many

Digo women feel that it la better to help siblings and other
matrillneal kin# than to help their husbands* because these
kin are more reliable end rewarding sources of aid than
their husbands*
Women are themselves able to create# keep# and in
herit property*

They often earn money through the making

and selling of clay pots* baked goods# and straw mats*
Also# many raise chickens and a few goats or sheep*

In

theory# they should share their wealth with their husbands#
or at least offer to do so* since these husbands gave them
the opportunity and time to create it*

In actuality#

men are usually afraid to ask their wives for such a share#
because their wives may use such a request as an excuse to
demand a divorce*

Men are sufficiently satisfied if

their wives use their wealth to buy clothes for themselves
or for their children# because this may reduce the need for
these men to purchase such items#
Women also use their wealth to obtain basic food
stuffs# such as maize meal# at the local Indian shops or
at African markets*

Some women are unwilling or unskilled

agriculturalists* but good pot or mat makers* or bakers#
and so obtain their foodstuffs indirectly*

Hinyiro binti

Seleiaani Chuo, for example# is too ill to work much in the
fields# but she provides food for hor children by baking
and selling buns of various types to Digo men at the Lungalunga tea shop*

Ka^im Nguro# her mentally retarded husband#

works for a very low wa^e at the local Indian shop# and
does not have any time to farm*
Men are expected to use money from cash crops to
pux*chase clothes for their wives and children*

A frequent

cause for marital strife or divorce is the complaint of a

wife that her huBband is a miser* or that he is so lazy or
Incapable that he has no money*

Women who do not get

what they want will often go home to their fathers# or
brothers or other kin until their husbands bring to them
at least some of the desired garments*

In most cases#

a woman will be supported by her kin in such matters* but
occasionally these kin will tell her that she is asking
for too much and should return to her husband*

Two examples

will illustrate these pointsi
a* Nimpemba* (This is a case which shows how
a woman is aided by her kin to obtain
maintenance from her husband*)
In 1956# after ten years of marriage by kuhala*
Nimpemba of Lungalunga left her husband* Maurinda# of Duga*
Tanganyika* because he did not adequately maintain her*
She returned to Lungalunga* and stayed with her nearest
adult kinsman# Saidi Hassani* the close classiflcatory
mdzukulu wa kuchtuni of her deceased father*
inherited the rights and duties of her father*

Saidi had
He oared for

her* and when Maurinda came to Lungalunga to discuss the
return of Nimpemba# Saidi swore that she would not live with
Maurinda again unless she got at least 80 shillings to buy
eight gura lesso (eight pairs of colourful cotton piece
goods which Digo women wrap about themselves as garments)*

A compromise was effected# as it usually Is# and* after
receiving 40 shillings* 10 shillings of which she gave
to Saidi for his aid* Nimpemba returned to Tanganyika
with Maurinda*
b* Tima binti Muhammad Salim*
(This case shows how a woman's
claim for more maintenance from
her husband is rejected by her kin*)
In 1938# after only a few months of marriage by
kiislamu Tima binti Muhammad Slim left her husband* Ramadan!
of Duga# and returned to her parents in Lungalunga*

She

complained that her husband was miserly* and would not give
her gifts when she requested them*

Her parents# her

mother's brothers* and her own brother told Tima to go
back to Ramadan! immediately# and to mend her ways*
wasTima's

This

first marriage* but she is known as a very fickle

- evenpromiscuous - girl# who

will have trouble with any

man*
Furthermore# her husband# Ramadan!* is the close#
classiflcatory muwa of her father* Muhammad Salim*

Muhammad

SeLIbl and the mother of Ramadan! are related as siblings
through a common mother's mother*

Hence# Muhammad Salim

is more inclined to think well of his daughter's husband

than would otherwise be true*
A duty of Digo women is to prepare food for their
husbandB*

This is usually fulfilled after a fashion#

but many women refuse to prepare food if their husbands
are especially late for a meal*

This writer has seen a

number of Digo men refused food by their wives because
of the tardinesB of these men*

In each case# the woman

simply claimed that she could not be expected to heat
the food again* and her husband would just have to wait
for the next meal* or go to the hotel! for tea and biscuits*
Women are reluctant to provide breakfast for their husbands*
Instead* many demand that their husbands go to the hotdi*
or contact a hawker# to purchase tea and cakes for their
and their husbands' breakfasts.
Women also demand that their husbands pruchase
fish at least three times a week*

Fish are now a prestige

food* and are easier to prepare than the wild greens which
Digo otherwise use as relish or sauce for their maize and
cassava porridge*

Digo women now greatly dislike the

task of collecting and preparing these wild greens* although
men declare that only a decade ago women were satisfied with
such greens as a daily fare*

This writer and his wife

once praised a Digo woman for her ability in gathering so
many varied greens# only to have her angrily retort that

8he would not hare to grub for greens like a slave if
her husband were a better provider*
Almost all Digo women refuse to wash the garments
of their husbands# and most men conveniently explain
away their need to wash their own clothes by saying that
"women cannot do this job as well as men can*"

They

are not as careful with the clothes as men are*"
Much more could be said about rights and duties
between spouses* but what has been mentioned should
suffice to show the nature of the husband - wife relation
ship*

Before turning to a Digova relations with his

wife's kin# only one further point need be made* namely
that Digo must appreciate that the primary obligations
of their spouses are to the kin of these spouses*

Each

Digo should# therefore# help his or her spouse to meet
his or her kinship obligations*

Thus# if a wife's

mother or father is ill* ego must help his wife pay the
i

medical expenses and/or participate in the curing ceremony.
Similarly# a woman must help to care for her husband's
parents if they are ill or infirm#

Both a husband and

a wife draw their respective kin into helping them aid
their respective afflnes*

This provides a basis for

reciprocal aid between a wide range of affines*

2* Relations with Spouse's Kin*
Ego# and each of her female enehu and akoi* real
or classiflcatory# term each real or classiflcatory baba
of ego's husband as baba vyala ("father who bore");
and they term each real or classiflcatory tsan&azi of
ego's husband either baba vyala* to emphasize sibling
equivalence# or as taangazi vyala*

Ego and each of

her female enehu and akoi* real or classiflcatory# is
termed by baba and taangazl XK&l& as ffikg&a iignjmga
("wife of my child")*
Ego and each of her female enehyi and akoi* real
or classiflcatory* term each real or ciassificstory mayo
of ego*8 husband as mayo vyala* and are# reciprocally#
termed m£gza TOflftangu by each M 2

MSjLa.

Ego and her

enehu and akoi each term each awu* real or classiflcatory#
of ego's husband as awu vyala* and are* in turn* each
termed a&S&S ttHMBSM.

^ each

vyala.

Ego and his enehu and akoi * real or classiflcatory#
each exchange the term mtsedza (atsedza) with each real
or classiflcatory baba* mayo* or tsaratazi of ego's wife*
Ego (bus*) exchanges the term mlamu (alamu) with
each mwenehu and mkoi of his spouse*

Ego (f*s«) exchanges

the term mlamu with each male mwenehu and mkoi of her

spouse# and she exchanges the term wifi (anowifi) with
each female mwenehu and mkoi of her spouse*
Since anotsawe. anowawa» and adzukulu are equated
with enehu* each tsawe* wawa* and mdzukulu of a spouse is
either a mlamu or a wifi * depending upon the respective
sexes of the speakers*
Ego's parents and his spouse's parents exchange
the term chiviere (viviere)•
The kin of ego's spouse ordinarily help ego in
any activity involving this spouse and his or her children*
They do this more in respect to their kinship with this
spouse and these children than in respect of their affinity
with ego*

The extent to which ego receives aid to help

him and his other kin and other spouses is* all other
thing "being equal* basically a function of the general
reciprocal aid relationships established with these affines
and the extent to which ego's spouse and children* who
are ego's link with these affines# will desire these
affines to help ego*
The most important affinal relationships are
usually those between ego and his or her spouse's close
kin of this spouse’s own or first ascending generation*
These relationships will now briefly be discussed*

a* Baba and Mayo Vyala.
Relations between a woman and her husband's parents
are usually good# and are characterized by the exchange
of much courtesy and respect# but not by avoidance.

In

former times# a woman would be required to work for her
husband'8 father and mother until she bore her first child.
When she bore her first child# then she and her husband
could obtain their own land for farming# and set up a
relatively Independent household.

The establishment of

a separate household was# and sometimes still is# marked
by the presentation to the new wife of a flga. or set of
three cooking stones by her husband's mother.

Even

after this presentation# it was considered right for
the new wife to cooperate closely with her husband's
parents.
These days a woman no longer had to undergo a
fixed period of apprenticeship to her husband's parents#
but it is still considered good if she does help her
husband's parents in domestic and agricultural activities.
A large number of women adhere fairly closely to this
ideal# but even more women quickly establish completely
Independent households and farms.

If a woman gets along

well with her husband's mother and helps her# her husband

and his kin are pleased.

But if she quarrels with

her husband's mother# her husband is expected to tell
her to work on her own# and even to take her to live
apart from his parents.

Digo feel that there is no

reward in forcing a woman to help her affines# since
this only ruins the marriage# and# even worse# often
puts a husband in an ambivalent position# in which his
parental ties conflict markedly with his marital ones.
In such conflict# the patental bond should prevail# but
it probably does so only about half the time.
If a woman and her husband quarrel# their respective
parents will not personally intervene.

Instead# these

parents will have one or more of their own anobaba. or
anoawu, or adzukulu act in their behalf to attempt to
effect a reconciliation# if they believe that a reconcil
iation is definitely possible.

Such attempts at recon

ciliation usually involve a gathering of kin and affines
to hear a husband and his wife (or his wife's brother#
acting for this wife) air their complaints.

The parents

of either spouse do not come to such meetings because they
would find it shameful to hear one spouse abuse the other.
It is said that a man will be especially shamed to hear
his son discuss the infidelity of this son's wife.

A woman expects her husband's mother to help
her in the birth of her child# especially if she bears
this child in or near the mudzl of her husband's mother.
It is customary for a woman to bear her first child at
the home of her mother# but on many occasions she finds
her husband's home to be equally satisfactory# particularly
if her own mother is dead and her mother's sisters are
not adequate substitutes.

It is usual for a woman to

bear children subsequent to her first child at the mudzi
of her husband# but# again# various factors cause frequent
modification of this.

In any event# a husband's mother is

often present to help in the childbirth.
A woman's husband's father often is present at
the birth of her child if there are complications during
childbirth.

He will wish to contribute whatever magico-

medical knowledge he possesses.

Most elderly Digo have#

during their lives# learned various magico-medical techniques
and medicines to treat all manner of complications# and they
will dispense free of charge any of these which are appro
priate to help the wives of their sons during childbirth.
Otherwise# for other illnesses# even sons and daughters#
once they are mature# must pyy for medical aid received.

to. Awu Vyala and

V.vela»

A woman always treats the awu and the tsangazl
of her husband with respect.

They are important to a

woman in so far as they are Important to her husband.
If ego's husband lives with or near his awu or taaimazl.
or obtains considerable aid from his awu. then ego may
have to some extent the same relations with this awu vyala
or tsan^azl vyala that she has her toatoa vyala or tsai^aal
vyala.

A huatoand’s tsarutazl often takes a great Interest

in the birth and care of his children# and may be present
and be very helpful during childbirth.

Ego's husband's

father's sister# as well as ego's husband's sister are
often the individuals who select the name or names of
ego's child.

c. Mas.fes*
Ego's relations with his wife's parents are
ordinarily good# but at the same time they are heavily
tinged with respect and near avoidance.

Though a woman

is quickly welcomed by her husband's parents and told to
treat them as she would her real parents# a man may be kept
at a distance for months or more by
especially by his wife's father.

his wife's parents#

Whereas it is necessary for a woman to be welcomed
to the family of her husband because she may help her
husband's parents in domestic and agricultural chores# a
man seldom helps his atsedza to this extent# and does not
need to be made welcome*

Residence is only infrequently

matrilocal# and w e n when a man does live in or very near
tbe muds! of his wife's parents# he does not often work
together with his atsedza.
In most cases# a Digo man is eventually given a
formal welcome by the parents of his wife# usually within
the first six months of his marriage*

Ego is Invited by

the parents of his wife to attend a small welcoming feast#
which his wife's mother prepares*

When his wife's mother

serves the food to him# she will tell him that he is not
to fear her# but Instead to regard her as a mother*

Ego's

wife's father should invite ego to sit down and eat with
hiB} and if he does so# this is a certain sign that he desires
to establish friendly relations with ego# and wishes to
terminate practices of formal avoidance.

Digo feel that

eating is a very personal act# which shows each Digo to
his worst rather than to his best advantage.

Also# it

may cause a Digo to emit wind in the presence of his
atsedza. and this is considered terrible and completely

disrespectful.

The offending person must pay a goat

to his mtsedza to show that he does not really hold his
mtaedza in such low regard.

Furthermore# Digo have the

fear that an enemy can easily put black magic into their
food, or blow black magic into their mouths# when they
are eating.

Digo seem to believe that their atsedza.

in spite of overt friendship or regard, are often their
secret enemies# and wish to do them harm.

Digo apparently

fear their male atsedza more than their female atsedza.
In some Instances# a Digo woman will give her
daughter's husband food and welcome him# even though
her husband remains aloof from this daughter's husband.
For example# Kasim Chuo married Tima, the daughter of
Mwavesso# and quickly became friendly with Tima's mother.
Tima's mother prepared food for Kasim# and he ate it with
Tima's full brother# Selemanl.

However# Mwavesso himself

has never officially welcomed Kasim Chuo# and has never
eaten food in Kasim's proximity.

Kasim maintains that

Mwavesso does not like him# and did not really wish to
have him marry Tima.

Mwavesso and Kasim maintain a very

formal and very polite relationship.

As is customary in

such formal relationships# they never address «ch other
with personal first names# but always use the term mtsedza

or the surname# "son of lineage#" or "son of father".
A Digo*8 wife's mother may give him financial aid
at times.

It will be recalled that Nimai gave her

daughter's husband# Bukhari Muhammad# 20 shillings to
pay his taxes.

Digo say that it is easier to get such

financial aid from a wife's mother than from a wife's
father# because a woman greatly desires to please her
daughter# and to induce her daughter's husband to be good
to her daughter.
The awu of a wife is another very important figure#
and he must be treated with respect.

He may be helpful

to ego if ego is a good spouse and affine# but he may cause
ego considerable trouble if ego’s actions reflect upon the
integrity and status of ego's wife's fuko kwa itavo.

The

awu of a wife does not ordinarily give ego a welcoming
ceremony unless this awu of ego's wife has become a father'
surogate to her# and she has lived with him for some time.
taangazl of a wife must be treated with respect
and may be relatively important to ego if she is important
to ego's wife.

Ego is also usually not formally welcomed

by her.
c. Alajhu and
The relationship of alamu and anowifi is not
characterised by avoidance of respect, and joking is

permitted.
Ego98 relationships with his or her alamu and
anowlfi are ordinarily fair to good, and rewarding.

Alamu

and anowlfi * of course, take a great interest in their
sisters and brothers, and in the children of their sisters
and brothers#

Such interest may be both helpful and

irksome, or even dangerous, to ego#

Ego may find that

the siblings of his or her spouse support this marriage,
and encourage the spouse of ego to be good to ego#
are many cases of such behaviour in Lungalunga#

There

However,

there are also many cases where his alamu and anowlfi
are so jealous of ego that they encourage their brother
61&ter not to be an obedient spouse to ego#

Much depends

upon egofs relations with ego9s alamu or anowlfi» and it
behoves ego not to alienate them if he or she wishes to
have a successful marriage#
Ego9s wife9a brother is, of course, ego’s children9
awu#

Enough has been said in this dissertation about con

flict between ego and the awu of his children, not to
require further commentary at this time#

Ego9a husband9s

sister, that is, ego9s child’s tsangazi. is also often a
rival of ego for influence over ego’s child#

This re

lationship has also been discussed earlier in this dissert
ation#

To summarize this section on relationships
between ego# his spouse, and his spouse’s kin, it may
be said that the bond between a husband and his wife is
generally unstable and often Inharmonious#

Dlgo feel

that it is better to terminate an unsuccessful marriage
rather than allow it to prejudice other essential re
lationships#

Ideally, the marriage should be terminated

with the minimum of conflict so that ego’s relations with
the kin of his or her spouse continue to be good#
Ego should treat with respect the parents of
his or her spouse, and the siblings of these parents#
Ideally a woman should help the parents of her husband
in domestic and agricultural chores, and many do this.
However, just as many women do not cooperate with their
anobaba vyala and anomayo yyala# and it is usually con
sidered foolish to attempt to force such cooperation#
A man’s relations with his wife’s father are
often not as good as those with his wife’s mother.

How

ever, if a man quarrels with his wife, her mother may be
a far more deadly adversary than her father#
A general rule is that any Digo’s relations with
his or her spouse’s kin are a function of his relations

with his or her spouse*

The fact that Digo fear that

the kin of their spouses may attempt to injure them by
black magic seems to indicate deep-seated suspicion of
and antagonism towards these affines*

CHAPTER IX
UGAHGA*

Digo mganga* or magieo-medicsl practice, is too complex
a subject to discuss at this time*

What is important

about u^ansa is that it provides a frequent manifestation
of relationships of kinship, affinity, and friendship*
It dramatizes, tests, and reinforces such relationship*
This chapter will be devoted to a discussion of how
relationships were manifested at up.ara-a to cure Mwanasha
binti Kasim Vesso of illness caused by evil spirit possess
ion*

A detailed study of numerous cases indicates that

women or men are afflicted by evil spirit possession when
they desire to reaffirm that their kin and affines are
still interested in their welfare*

Apparently, Mwanasha

feared that her husband, Kasim Tsembea, was going to get
another wife*

Her caring ceremony required her husband

to devote time and money to help her, and prevented him
from obtaining another wife*
Ghaitanl possession is treated by ap.amia. or magicomedical practitioners, who specialize in treating such
possession*

Each mu^anga ya shaltani has his numerous

patients organized into a guild of patients*

His patients

are called his atell (muteji)•

When he calls upon them

to help him p um a or "treat1* a patient of ahaitani possess
ion they must come to help*

Each muganga ya shalta.nl also

has his apprentices, called anafunzl* and his assistants,
called anamadzi*
If a person is ill, he and his kin consult a diviner,
who determines which shaitanl are causing this illness,
and recommends a muganga*

Each nuganga is a specialist

in dealing only with a limited number of the hundreds of
dhaitani known to the Digo*

In theory, a Digo selects

a*1 niuganga only on the basis of this practioner's ability,
but actually Digo usually pick a muganga on the basis
both of his ability and his relationship to them*

Uganga

is sometimes expensive, and it is felt that a kinsman
of an affine will not charge as much for his uganga
services*

Also, it pleases a relative if he is selected

as the muganga* and it helps to reaffirm any kin or
affinal relationship© which exist between the muganga
and the patient and the patient’s relatives*
The muganga selected to treat Mwanasha binti Kasim
Ves^o was Omari Malau, the husband of the full sister of
Mwanasha*s husband, Kasim Tsembea*

Chart 7 shows this and

other important relationships connected with this case
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Numerous other individuals came to this Uganda, which
lasted five days*

Many contributed money and food to

t*16 uganga. and all helped in various ways to make the
uganga a success.

Uganga to treat aftaiJififll requires the

services of many people, some must help in the dancing and
music-making required to exorcise the shaitani.

It is

felt that a cure will not be effected unless a host of
relatives do attend and give aid.
The following individuals attended the uganga for
Mwanasha binti Kasim Vesso:
1*

Kasim Tsembea, the husband of Mwanasha came.

He

paid ten shillings, and gave one goat to the m.anga.
2.

Ali Tsembea, the younger full brother of Kasim,

who lives with Kasim in one mudzl.

A H paid three shillings,

and gave several chickens to the uganga.
3.

The wife of Ali Tsembea came, and contributed maize

from her own fields.

She also danced and sang to help

exorcise the shaltenl.
km

Kasim Vesso, the father of the patient came.

He

contributed four shillings.
Binti Tunya, the wife of Kasim Vesso and the mother
of the patient came.

She has been afflicted by the same

shaitani which plague

her daughter.

She contributed maize

meal and rice to the uganga. and also sang songs to exorcise
the £Mlt£JQi.
6.

Selemani Kasim Vesso, the full brother of the

patient, came.

He is the awu of the patient’s children,

and it is felt that these children will also suffer from the
attacks of Mwanasha's shaitani.

Selemani paid ten shillings

to the uganga. and contributed three chickens.

He also helped

in all aspects of the uganga work, and played drums, gongs
and rattles.

His wife, Nimutwa, and his children by this

wife were not at the uganga because the baby of Nimutwa’s
cn.enehu baba mwenga. Faturns, had just died, and Nimutwa was
the mahanga. Chart 8 illustrates Nimutwa*s affiliation
to tixls sister and shows their common father is Muhammad All.
Selemani Kasim had to divide his time about equal between the
uganga of his sister and the mahanga of his wife's half sister
He also had to contribute a relatively large amount of money
to the mahanga.

He is regarded as well-to-do because he if

a palm wine tapper and trader.

He uses his father’s coconut

palms for his tapping, and gives his father one quarter of
his profits.
7*

Abdullah Kasim Vesso, the mwenehu baba raweng a of the

patients, came and contributed one shilling.

He is the only
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8.

child of Kasim Ves&o's second wife.

Abdullah’s wife and

children were also at the uganga* and his wife danced and
sang*

Abdullah played drums,
8,

Ali Kasim came.

Though not a kinsman, he is a

close friend of Selemani Kasim Vesso, and helps Selemani tap
and sell palm wine.

He also likes uganga very much, and he

gladly assisted in the uganga singing and drumming,
9*

Tima binti Chisira was present, because she is the

daughter of Chisira bin Ihmisi by his second wife, Nicharo.
Chisira was the mkoi of Kasim Vesso,

Vesso Hwachllonda,

Kasim1s father, wsb the full brother of Chisira* s mother.
When Vesso died, Chisira inherited his inany coconut palms.
Chisira had no full siblings, and his closest living matri
lineal sibling was Kasim Ves^o, Chisira*s mwenehu mwana ma.
Kasim*a mother was a slave of the Chinadzore, and, Indeed,
a personal slave of Chisira*s mother, Nichilonda thriere.
She was a mwenehu mwana ma of Vesso.

Kasin., therefore,

inherited from Chisira the coconut palms planted by Vesso.
He had a double right to them, both as a mwana. and as a
rr.uwa of Vesio.

Chart 9 indicates the involved relationships.

Since he inherited Chisira's rights, he also inherited
his duties, one of which was to care for Chisira*schildren,
both by Nidado, his first wife, and by Nicharo, his second
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wife*

Kasim Vesso, hence, is the baba of Kasim Chisira

(the son of Nidodo), and of Tima, the daughter of Nicharo*
Kasim Vesso took Nicharo and her daughters to live in
ft*8 mudzi. but he did not cohabit with Nicharo*

Kasim

Chisira and Kasim Vesso never exchange financial aid*

Kasim

Vesso acted as the marriage representative of the two full
sisters of Kasim Chisira*

% e daughter's daughter of Kasim

Vesso married to Muhammad, the son of Kasim Chisira*

This

marriage pleased all parties concerned, and, though it did
not return land or property to its

original fuko* it did

further validate Kasim Chisira5s claim to land once used by
Chisira*

Kasim Chisira did not come to the uganga because

he had no desire to meet Nicharo, who, he felt sure, would
attend*
10*

She did not attend, however, because of illness*
Muhammad Kasim Chisira was present, as was his

wife, binti Athumani, and his wife’s mother, Tima binti
Kasim Vesso*

Tima, full sister of the patient, bore binti

Athumani while married to Athumani Celemani Ngare.

She

divorced Athumani and is now the wife of Kasim Chuo*
Muhammad contributed fifty cents to the uganga*

Tima

helped in the singing and dancing, and contributed maize
from her own cultivation*
the food.

Binti Athumani helped prepare

Both Tima and binti Athumani are also ate.11

*3 V

of Omari Malau.
11.

Kasim Chuo came to the uganga because he is the

husband of Tima binti Kasim Vesso, since he likes uganga,
and because he wants to make as many friends as possible
to help him in his struggle with Juma Hamisi, the Chief of
Lungalunga.

Omari Malau, although a member of the Chinarama,

detests Juma Hamisi, as was indicated in the chapter on
slavery.

Digo believe that "an enemy of my enemy is my friend.”

Kasim Chuo gave two shillings.
12.

Arusha Bangawa and Muhammad Hussaini came because

they each married one of the daughters of Kwanakombo binti Kasim
Vesso, a full sister of the patient.

Mwanakombo and her daughters

and the children of these daughters also came to the uganga.
Arusha and Muhammad did not help in the uganga, but each
contributed one shilling.
and danced and sang.

Their wives each brought maize meal,

Mwanakombo sang and helfed to administer

medicines to the patient.
13*

Kombo

of the patient*s
is

the son

they

husband,

of the

share land which
and

Mdzonge was present because he is the mkoi

live

full

Tsembea
close

Kasim Tsembea.

That is,

sister of Tsembea.
received

together.

Kombo

He and Kasim

from Tsembea*s

father,

Kasim inherited his father's

ten or twelve goats and sheep, and gave about four to Kombo*
Tsembea had no other property*

Kombo did little work at

the uganga since he knows nothing of this work, but he did
contribute a small goat*

Also at the uganga were Kombo* s

wife and son, Selemani, a young boy of about ten years*
Selemani was sent by his mother to bring the goat, but he
refused and was rude to his mother.

Kombo was not present

during this quarrel, but later he heard about it, and whipped
Selemani for humiliating his mother in the presence of others,
14*

Hamisi Mleo came because he is, like Omari Malau,

married to one of the two full sisters of Kasim Tsembea*s
mother*

Hamisi is also the real iskoi of Kasim Chisira, and

is, therefore, the class iflea tory baba of Muhammad Kasim,
and the classifies tory baba vyala of binti Athumani.

Hamisi

skillfully played the brass gongs used in the uganga. and he
contributed one shilling*
maize and cassava*

Kis wife also came, and contributed

Her two sisters, the mother of Kasim

Vsembea and the wife of Omari Mal&u, are dead*
15*
Game

Dodo Mleo came since he is also a mup;an£a of the
t ^ i which Omari Malau can treat;

is the muwg* of Malau, Omari Malau*e father.
approximately 150 coconut palms of Malau*

and because he
He inherited the
Omari has never

requested his share of these „alms, but Dodo helps Omari
f nancially.

For example he often helps him pay his poll tax*

Dodo, like Omari, oppose the dominance of Juma hamisi.
Dodo is also the mwenehu baba mwenga of Hamisi Mleo.

Dodo

contributed fifty cents, mostly to help Hamisi meet his
obligations.
16.

Dodo also helped perform Uganda.

Kasim Dzlhambo came for several reasons.

First

tf ail, he is another musara-a in Lungalunga, and it is
considered respectful for a muganga to invite other aganga
to attend his uganga.
Malau.

Secondly, he is a friend of Omari

Thirdly, his wife, binti Ruwa, is a mwenehu baba

mwenga of Kasim Chou's first wife.

The Junior wife of

Kasim Chuo, it will be recalled, is the sister of the
patient.

Kasim Dzlhambo is, therefore, the mwanyumba

of Kasim Chuo.

He is also a friend of the Chuo family,

and Kasim's classificatory baba. presumably because of
Mwer ia-Mugwa relationships in the distant past.

Finally,

Kasim Dzlhambo is a classlficatory brother of Nimutwa,
the wife of Selemani Kasim Vesto.

That is, the father

of Nimutwa, and Dzlhambo, the father of Kasim, are related
as brothers through a common mother's mother.
shown on chart 6.

This is

In his relationship as mlamu of

Selemani Kasim Vesso, and as mwanyumba of Kasim Chuo,
Kasim Dzlhambo contributed fifty cents.

17*

Muhammad All, the father of Nimutwa, and,

therefore, the mtsedza of Selemani Kasim Vesso, con
tributed three shillings.

He did not come to the

uganga because of the mahanga of his other daughter's
baby.
!6.

Hallfanl Malau came to the uganga because he

is the brother of Omari, and is, therefore, a baba of
Kasim Tsembea, just as Omari is.

(The husband, and the

brothers of any husband, of a sister of ego's mother is
termed baba by ego.)

In his role as baba. Hallfanl

contributed fifty cents.

He also helped his brother in

the uganga work.
It should also be noted that Omari Malau, in his
role as baba of Kasim Tsembea, contributed one shilling
to the costs of the uganga.

In his role as muganga. he

was paid some fifteen shillings.

He gave his apprentices

and other main assistants several shillings as well.
19.

Muhammad Bukharl Nyevu came, because he is the

mwana fbnzi. or apprentice, of Om&rl Malau.

He is also

the classlficatory mwana of Kasim Tsembea because his
father, Bukharl Nyevu, and Kasim Tsembea are related
patrillneally through a common father's father.

Muhammad

Bukharl lives in his father's mudzl. which is part of the

mudzl of Kasim Tsembea.
buted one shilling.

In his role as mwana he contri

As an apprentice muganga. he helped

Omari Malau in Omari's work.
20.
mwanafunzi

Hassanl Mwarangl came because he is also a
of Omari Malau.

He is also the very close

classifies.tory mkol of Omari, since his father, Rangi,
was the awu of Omari, related to Omari'b mother, Kasinga,
as a mwenehu mwana ma.

Hassani did not contribute any

thing to the uganga. but in his role as mwana funzi. he
helped in the work of uganga.
21 •
present.

Nirair.a, the full sister of Omari Malau was
She is Omari's main female assistant in all

uganga. and is also a muteii of Omari.

She contributed

nothing to the uganga. but helped her brother in his work.
22.

Conspicuous by their absence at the uganga

were Juma Hamisi;

Mwanamkasl, the full sister of Chisira,

and Selemani and Muhammad Jembe, the sons of Mwanamkasl.
Those Gt the uganga, especially Kasim Vesso, felt that
they, particularly Juma Hamisi, should have come, if
only to pay their respects.

Omari Malau fanned the

flames of resentment, saying, in effect, "what can you
expect of Juma Hamisi?"
It will be recalled that Juma Hamisi took the coconut
palms planted by his father, Hamisi, even though Kasim

Vesso felt that he had a right to these palms as a class
ifies tory muwa of Hamisi*

Kasim Vesso expects that Juma

Hamisi should help him in such important matters as
uganga* Juma, however, opposes all uganga as pagan custom,
and a waste of time and money.
Selemani and Muhammad Jembe and their mother should
have come to the uganga because they, too, obtained coco
nut palms which Kasim Veeso otherwise might have taken.
Kasim*s father, Mwachilonda, had two sisters, the elder
of whom bore Shehere.

Using coconut seelings given him

by Vesso Mwachilonda, and using the aid of Kasim Vesso,
his mkoi. Shehere planted about 25 coconut palms before
his death in 1940.

He died childless.

His mwenehu.

Chisira, inherited his coconut palms and when Chisira
died, Kasim Vesso told Mwanamkasl and her sons to assume
control of Shehcrds coconut palms.

These relationships

are shown in chart 9*
After much uganga. the various shaitani of the
patient emerged, and, speaking through the voice of the
patient, demanded that they be given such things as new
clothes, trinkets and goats.

As is usual in all such

cases, the husband of the patient is supposed to give
his wife the items which the shaitani of his wife demand.

His wife will then use these items in the name of her
qhaltanl. As long as she obtains the items, the shaitani
will be pleased and will not cause her to be ill or
Inflict her with other troubles.

In the case of Kasim

Tsembea, the shaitani of his wife acted in such a way
that she could not bear to have Kasim sleep with her,
and, if he attempted to do so, her shaitani pushed
him out of the bed.

Kasim gave her whet her shaitani

demanded, and for a time at least, she was cured.
Such uganga activities occur frequently in Lungalunga
and elsewhere in the District.

In part, they are a

function of the economic cycle, and most uganga takes
place during and immediately after the period of harvest
of both cash and food crops.

In places like v.aa where

many Digo are employed as wage labour, extensive Uganda
ya shaitani occurs right after each pay day.
lr part, such uganga is a function of the nature of
Digo social organization, and the need Digo have constant
ly to dramatize, test, and reaffirm their relationships
of kinship, affinity and friendship.

A study of any

major uganga activity illustrates very clearly the
fact that Digo social organization is multilineal.
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